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Gambo Creek Waste Removal
and Wetlands Restoration
Site 6, Terminal Range Airplane Park
tidally influenced marsh. is bordered by woods. and is home to a
Bald Eagle's nest.

INTRODUCTION
The D.I.R.T (Dahlgren Installation Restoration Team)
recently completed restoration of the Terminal Range

Airplane Park (Site 6) (see Figure 1). This 3-acre
storage area was used to store gun mounts, armor
plate, airplane fuel tanks, and personnel shelters (see
Figure 2). Below ground were metal and debris,
railroad ties, and 20- to 40-millimeter (mm) rounds.
The site, which drains to Gambo Creek, contains a

Soilandsedimentovermostthesiteandintothemarshwas
contaminated with pesticides (DDT, aldrin, dieldrin, and endrin).
heavy metals (antimony, arsenic, cadmium, chromium, copper, lead.
manganese, nickel, and lead), PCBs, and polynuclear aromatic
hydrocarbons. Elevated levels of heavy metals were concentrated
in the southwestern portion of the marsh cove and were from an
upgradient gun barrel and powder case decoppering area. This
area drained through a railroad bed and into a storm drain.
transporting the heavy metal contaminants directly into the marsh.
The gun barrel and powder case decoppering area was cleaned-up
as a removal action a few years ago. However, the storm drain and
other drainage features that conveyed the contamination straight to

the marsh were not removed at that time.
In an effort to reduce risk to people, plants. and animals, the Navy
evaluated two principal options: 1) installing a permeable cap,

restoring the wetlands, and implementing institutional controls
2) performing a complete excavation with offsite disposal

7or;

and restoring the wetlands, with no institutional controls. The

ScilinFe

Figure 1. Aerial view of the contaminated marsh cove.
and surface debris at Site 6.

Figure 2. Previous Gunmounts and metal debris.
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D.I.R.T. team choose the second option since it is
a permanent solution, requires no institutional
controls, no long-term monitoring and no recurring
Five-Year review. The capital costs for both options
were approximately same; however, the second
option had no long-term costs.
ORDNANCE FOUND
A third of the way into the project, 40-mm rounds
and 20-mm high explosive rounds were unearthed
in the midst of the excavation. A 6-inch projectile
was also found during the excavation. Explosive
Ordnance Disposal (EOD) personnel were already
onsite screening for ordnance using magnetometers;
however, the screening effort was very time
consuming. To speed-up the screening process and
introduce additional safety measures, a Tremmel

screen was brought in to mechanically screen the
small projectiles from the contaminated soil (see
Figure 3). EOD swept the soil as an additional
safety precaution before disposing the soil offsite.
Additionally, a large berm was constructed next to
the Tremmel screen creating a shielded work zone.
This berm allowed other work to continue on the
site at the same time ordnance was being screened.
One-half of a 55-gallon drum was recovered with
20- and 40-mm rounds at the end of the project.
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Figure 3. Tremmel screen removing 20-40mm UXO rounds.

CONSTRUCTION CHALLENGES
Prior to construction, the D.I.R.T. discussed
methods of excavating the marsh sediments
efficiently with large construction equipment. The

team came up with constructing small access roads
into the marsh; the roads looked like spokes on a

wheel. These temporarily built roads were made
with gravel, geotextile material, and compatible fill.
Once the access roads were no longer needed,
everything above the geotextile material, including
the material itself, was removed, leaving the sandy-

clay material in the marsh. This allowed the area
used for an access road to remain as a marsh. Our
amphibious buggy used its large wheels to virtually
till the sandy-clay material into the existing marsh
(see Figures 4 and 5). The marsh elevation was
restored for optimal wetland conditions.
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Figure 4. Amphibious Buggy used in the marsh.
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COST AVOIDANCE MEASURES

Members of the Dahlgren Installation Restoration Team (D.I.R.T)
included representatives from NAVFAC Washington, Naval District
Washington (West Area), EPA Region III, the Virginia Department
of Environmental Qualit. Tctii-Tech Nt'S. Tetri-Tech Foter
\hecler. and CH2M Hill.
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The team was also concerned about storm waterrunoff
cutting through the excavated areas. The excess storm
water had the potential to wash away contaminated
sediments and all ofthe clean fill after it was placed.
Therefore, a "pump-around" system was established.
This system diverted (pumped) all of the upgradient
storm water around the construction site, minimizing
erosion and water levels in the excavated areas. The
only water that entered the construction area was from
the daily tide changes and rainfall.
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A significant potential cost to the project was purchased
offsite fill. Offsite fill was used for temporary access
roads, grading purposes, and filling the deep dig areas.
An onsite borrow area was generated in order to
minimize purchased offsite fill and reduce truck traffic
through the base and local roads. This source of clean
fill at the site also created about one acre of new
wetland. This was used to offset wetland losses from
othercleanupprojects.
PROJECT SUCCESSES
Figure 5. Waste and debris recovered from the marsh.
Some of the project successes are listed below (see
Figure 6).
* Onsite borrow area reduced offsite select-fill costs.
* Created (1 acre), and restored (1.4 acres) tidal
wetlands, mitigating filled wetlands from another
environmental restoration project.
* Created wetland habitat diversity by increasing
deep-water areas for fish.
* Constructed a berm to separate the unexploded
ordnance screening operation from the materialhandling pad, maintaining two concurrent
operations.
* This project demonstrates the Navy's commitment
to restoring wetlands and providing better habitat
for our ecological resources.
* Composite sampling of contaminated areas
coupled with evaluation of exposure areas gave
the team flexibility to determine which areas
contributed the most to risk.

Figure6.SiteRestored(October2004)
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
Information on Environmental Restoration activities at Site 6 (Terminal Range Airplane Park) is available to the public. The
complete records for the site can be found at the following Information Repository and Administrative Record [*] locations:
Smoot Memorial Library at King George
Telephone: 540-775-7951
Dahlgren Site General Library on
Dahlgren Road [*]
Telephone: 540-653-7474

Dahlgren Site Public Record Room,
Building 189, Room 119 [*]
Telephone: 540-653-1836
For more information on the Environmental Restoration Program activities or to be added to the mailing list, please contact
Susan Prien, Public Affairs Specialist, at (540) 653-6012.

Printed on Recycled Paper
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NAVAL SURFACE WARFARE CENTER

DAHLGREN DIVISION

Overview
The Dahlgren Division is one of six divisions of the Naval Surface Warfare Center Enterprise. The Dahlgren Division is
comprised of three sites: the Naval Surface Warfare Center Dahlgren Laboratory, Dahlgren, Va.: the Coastal Systems
Station. Panama City, Fla., and the Combat Direction Systems Activity. Dam Neck. Va. Under the leadership of Captain
Joseph L. McGettigan, the Dahlgren Division is a principal research and development, and test and evaluation facility for
the United States Navy. The Division conducts analysis, systems engineering, research, test, evaluation, and integration of
na al and joint warfare systems.
Our objective is to help make the Chief of Naval Opera-

tions Sea Power 21 vision a reality by helping sustain current

As part of the Naval Surface Warfare Center Enterprise,
wesupport six of the twelve Naval Sea Systems Command
Product Areas: Surface Ship Combat Systems; Navy Strategic Weapon Systems; Ordnance: Littoral Warfare Systems;
Homeland Defense and Force Protection; and. Force Level
Warfare Systems.
We also hold 17 Technical Warrants and support 13 more:
Chief Systems Engineer Amphibious and Auxiliary Ships
Warfare Systems
Chief Systems Engineer CV/CVN 68-77 Class Warfare Systems
Chief Systems Engineer CVN 21 Class Warfare Systems
Chief Systems Engineer DD(X) Class Warfare Systems
Chief Systems Engineer DDG 51/CG 47 Class Warfare Systems
Chief Systems Engineer LCS Class Warfare Systems
Chief Systems Engineer MCM/MHC Class Warfare Systems
Technical Area Expert Combat Systems ISE for MCM/MHC

Class
Technical Area Expert Mine Countermeasures
Technical Area Expert Mines

Within the NAVSEA enterprise, our business focus is full
spectrum science and engineering across the life-cycle of
Navy ships and systems for today's Navy, tomorrow's Navy,
and the Navy after Next.
To meet this technical challenge, we closely partner with
the Naval Undersea Warfare Center (NUWC) to forge a
formidable surface and sub-surface engineering team to
provide seamless support across the spectrum of NAVSEA
warfighting capabilities.
And beyond the NAVSEA enterprise, NSWCDD partners
with NAVAIR, SPAWAR, and NAVSUP to provide a total
Navy solution through world-class engineering support to
the Navy's "Virtual SYSCOM."

-

-

readiness and by delivering future readiness. As a Division.
we do this by:
* Understanding the technical dimensions of military
problems-now and in the future
* Knowing who can competently solve those problems
and organize teams to develop solutions
* Determining that responsible solutions have, in fact,
been provided
* Increasing our value to the warfighter with effective and
timely products
* Achieving superior technical capability and products
* Achieving excellence in organization and management
*Achieving excellence and efficiency in business
management
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NSWCDD/MP-98/33:7/04
Approved for public release; distribution is unlimited.

Foraddi/honalinformation please contact
NSWCDD Public Affairs
WWWnswc navymil

Technical Area Expert Radar, Infrared, Electro-Optical Sensors
(except Submarine Systems)
Technical Area Expert Surface Ship Combat and Weapons
Control
Technical Area Expert Surface Ship Electronic Warfare Systems

We are looking for scntsts and engneersin fferent fi/ds
For employment opportunities please send your rdsume to:
NSWCDD Professional Recruiting Program
Human Resources Department, Code XDPR
17320 Dahlgren Road
Dahlgren, VA 22448-5100

Technical Area Expert Surface Ship Guns
Telepone: t-00-352-7967
Surface Ship Launchers
Technical Area Expert
Techica~reaxpet~uraceE-mail,
lecultnswanavi~mil

Technical Area Expert Surface Ship Missiles
Technical Area Expert Unmanned Surface Vehicle Systems

WWWnswc.navymIl/P/REGRU/T/
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NSWC DAHLGREN DIVISION

DAHLGREN LABORATORY, DAHLGREN, VIRGINIA

Overview
The Naval Suface arfiire Center Dahigren Division has been a part of the Navy tradition since its establishment in 1918 as the chief
proving groundfor large-caliber guns. Named in honor of'Rear Admiral John Adolphus Dahgren, who is considered thefather ofmodenz
naval ordnance, Dahigren' 4,500-acre site was then and continues to be idealfor testing long-range naval guns and a major testing
facilityfor naval gun ballistics.
Capitalizing on expertise built upon the mathematical needsfor ballistic plotting, scientists and engineers at Dahgren expanded their
work into computer sYstems. Based onthe breadth and depth of the work they were able to accept and perform, Dahgren became the
leadingsystems sourcefor national, theater operational, and tactical-levelsystems, including: ballisticmissiles, global positioning
sYstems, the TOMAHAWK Missile sstem, the AEGIS Combat System, and most recentlY, the Electric Gun, and other warfare systems.
The Dah/gren LaboratorY is the leading navalfiacilityfor scientific and technological research, development, testing, and evaluation in
sch diverse Naval Sea System Command Product Areas as Smrface Ship Combat SYstems. Ordnance. Strategic and Strike Systems. Force
Ll rlt r
,Smd
and1/Ionwhd I Ii Nt and For, c Pro1tF tion S\ ItmS.

HistoricalHighlights
The history of Dahlgren reveals a tradition of innovation and
e\cellence, and a heritage rich in contributions to the Navy. the
Department of Defense, and the Nation. Past milestones include:
* Development and testing of the Norden Bombsight. which
helped win World War II
* First tests of radio-controlled aircraft conducted in 1923
* First calibration of bombs. beginning in 1923
* The establishment of Navy ordnance schools during
World War 11
* The location of the first Navy ordnance computer. the Mark II
Aiken Relay Calculator
* The provision of scientific expertise that was tapped for the
Manhattan Project during World War II for the development of
the atomic bomb
*Home base for the POLARIS program mathematical
specifications and computer programs
*The development and long-term support of the AEGIS
computer system for operational AEGIS cruisers and
destroyers
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Current Programs at the Dahlgren Laboratory
The six departments at the NSWC Dahlgren Laboratory support
the Navy and the Department of Defense in the follow ing areas:
SYstems Research and Technology Development Departmentdirects and conducts systems research and technology
development and demonstration
Engagement Systems Department-provides safe, innovative.
and cost-effective surface-launched gun, missile, and Marine
Corps weapons systems
Joint Warfare Applications Department-provides leadership
vision, and quality products as solutions for traditional and
nontraditional missions
Strategic and Strike Systems Department-provides concept
and requirements development, design. integration, and testing
of the Submarine Launched Ballistic Missile (SLBM). Cruise

Missilesand , ointUnmannedAerialVehicleSystems

Combat Systems Department-provides technical leadership and
,ystems engineering for Navy surface ships
Integrated Warfare Systems Department-provides a theater
warfare context to evaluate warfighting concepts. technology
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* Military safety testing

The mission of the Navy ot Dahlgren focuses on
research, development, test, and evaluation
(RDT&E) in the fields of military safety testing,
integrated warfare systems, weapons and
ammunition, sensorsand directed energy, and

* Integrated warfare

equipment) protection.

Research, development, test,

andevaluationfor:

systems
* Weaponsand

ammunition

homeland and force (military personnel and
Military Safety Testing

When aboard ship, sailors literally sleep with their

* Sensors and directed

weapons. Therefore, it is important to ensure that
these weapons and every lot of ammunition
that goes to the fleet are tested for stability and

* Homeland and Force

safely under avariety of conditions, For
instance, ifsailorshandling projectile drop it by

energy

(military personnel and

equipment) protection

.

Drop test facilities

accident, an explosion could occur, potentially
resulting in serious damage and injury, even loss of life. To help design projectiles that will
not explode if dropped, we test their stability by dropping them from a height of 40 feet.
Other tests are conducted to ensure that weapons andammunition will withstand a range
of environmental conditions, including extreme heat, cold, and humidily; shock; vibrations;
and electromagnetic energy (such as radio and cell phone signals).
For instance, Dahlgren is an advanced RDT&E center for determining the adverse effects
electromagnetic energy can have onammunition or electro-explosive devices. These
effects include premature firing or failure to fire. Test programs in this field are a growing
activity at Dahlgren.
Integrated Warfare Systems

For Information on Dahgren or

10 offer comments, Pease

As recently as Desert Storm (early 1990s), one
of the armed forces could not communicate
operate effectively with another. Waste and

contact

unnecessary loss of life were the unfortunate i
Technology has changed this by allowing the

Ms. Stacl Courtney

weapons and communications systems of a

Naval Surface warfare center
Dahgren Dision

branches of the armed forces to work togethe
is called integrated warfare and has be o e
absolutely critical to military effectiveness

Corpoate Communications

orrice

Stacio.courtney@navy.mil

The first ever integrated warfare system was

tione(540) 653-8154
(540) 653-4679
Fax

ensures the seamless functioning of multiple integrated warfare systems,

General Web site:
www.nswc.navy.ml
Range Web site:
www.nswc.navy.mVwwwDL/
RANGE/

Dahlgren's Aegis. It remains the most successful. Today, Dahigren tests, upgrades, and
Weapons and Ammunition
Dahlgren uses its resources to conduct a variety of tests to ensure the safety and effectiveness of our military's inventory of naval guns, ammunition, and barrels. For instance, almost
every naval gun barrel comes to Dahigren for testing before going to the fleet. We inspect
them and test them by firing rounds of ammunition under conditions that ensure their

proper function in the field. AJI forms of naval fuzes
(detonating devices) also are thoroughly tested at

Sensors allow our military to respond effectively to a
wide range of threats, both conventional and

Dahlgren, as it is essential that fuzes work as intended
under all conditions. Finally, random samples of each
lot of ammunition purchased by the Navy are sent to
Dahlgren for testing and evaluation.

unconventional, and help provide real-time situational
awareness of the battlefield. For instance, sensors can
be used for all-weather night and day surveillance,
precision targeting, detection and tracking of moving
targets such as cruise missiles, and detection of mines
and submarines.

We also develop and test new forms of weapons and
ammunition, such as "reactive materials." Under normal
circumstances, reactive materials are stable; however,

High-power directed energy can also be used as a

when they hit a target at very high speed, the impact

weapon. RDT&E of directed energy devices is a

causes a high-energy explosion. Reactive materials

dynamic field at Dahigren.

meet the Navy's need forammunition that will detonate
on target but is stable enough to ensure safetransport
and storage on ships.

Homeland and Force (Military
Personnel and Equipment)
Protection

Sensors and Directed Energy
Passive and active sensors are critical in modern warfare
and homeland protection. Both kinds of sensors are

Dahlgren's homeland and force protection RDT&E

tested at Dahlgren,

activities draw on the full range of expertise available on

base. Examples include:
Passive sensors pick up signals from targets without
emitting any potentially detectable energy. Examples
include nighttime vision devices thatamplify existing
light, infrared detectors that sense heat emitted by

*
*

Rapid prototyping of troop protection devices.
Chemical/biological/radiologicaldefense,
includingcontaminationavoidance,individual

targets, or surveillance television cameras. Active

ind contmination ad

sensors send out their own signals in order to identify

andcollectiveprotection,and

decontamination.
*

Testing of air filters used onboard ships.

*

Gear entanglement systems that can stop small
high-speed boats by launching a mesh of rope
or similar material to entangle the boat or its
propulsion system.

*

Infrastructure Assurance Program, which
identifies domestic assets crucial to support the
Department of Defense, and assesses and
remedies their vulnerabilities,

and track a given target or threat. Most active sensors
involve the use of "directed energy." Lasers and highPowered microwaves are forms of directed energy.

hITgren:A Unique
I`Vational Asset
A Dahigren Public Affairs Fact Sheet
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Four characteristics that make

Dahigren aunique national
asset:
varied climate
2.

4.

of Homeland Security. From surface combat systems and advanced weapons to

strategic strike capabilities and homeland protection, Dahgren provides overwhelming
technological advantage to our nation and our troops. The nation is very fortunate to
have this unique research, development, testing and evaluation (RDT&E) facility. Four
characteristics make Dahlgren invaluable to our nation:

Fully instrumented over-

the-water range

3.

Dahigren has been at the core of US Naval strength for nearly a century. Today, it also
supports other branches of the military, the joint forces of our allies, and the Department

I.
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For Information on Dahigren or

to offer comments, please
contact:

Ms. Stocla Courtney
Naval surface warfare center
Dahigren DMsion

Corporate Communications
Office
Stocia.couiney@navy.mil
Phone (540) 653-8154

Fax

(540) 653-4679
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At Dahlgren, we
can test and
evaluate weapons and equipment in a coastal location that is similar to the environment
around the world where many of today's conflicts occur. Dahlgren is one of the few Navy
locations that can provide a coastal environment for RTD&E supporting military
preparedness.
2. Fully Instrumented Over-the-Water Range
Dahlgren has a multitude of test facilities that support its RDT&E activities. Among them
are the Potomac River Test Range (PRTR) complex (map on back page) and the
Explosives Experimental Area (EEA) range complex. Dahlgren's PRTR is the nation's largest
fully-instrumented over-the-water gun firing range. It allows the Navy to efficiently conduct
testing in a realistic, controlled

environment.
Using the fully-instrumented PRTR
together with our other RDT&E facilities,
we can interact in real time with the
fleet and other branches of the military
to conduct global military exercises. This
not only provides the Navy with a costeffective method to develop new
weapons and systems, but it also
speeds the development process.

3. On-site Expertise and Equipment forComplete Development Process

Withour extraordinary team of scientists and engineers, extensive and cutting-edge equipment, and fully integrated
RDT&E capabilities, we can take entire projects from idea to prototype to deploymentnght here at Dahlgren.

These assets also enable us to respond quickly and effectively to ever-changing situations. One example of rapid
response is the recent need by the Marines in Iraq for improved armor plating and windshield material. Many of the
military's transportation vehicles have minimal armor protection against attacks by small arms fire, improvised explosive
devices (IEDs), and rocket propelled grenades. The Marines came to Dahlgren urgently requesing assistance. Dahlgren's
engineers and scientists worked 24/7 to develop - in just a few weeks'time - improved shielding. In addition to being
protective, the new armor had to be lightweight, and more than a dozen materals were tested. The final product is
protection that can literally be sprayed onto the vehicles in layers, providing added security and flexibility. Another
advantage is that this process can be done in place, precluding the need for vehicles to be removed from the field for

upgrade.
4. Proximity to Other Key Military Installations and Government Agencies

Finally, the proximity of Dahlgren and its resident scientists and engineers to the seat of the federal government and
numerous military installations (from the Pentagon to Naval Station Norfolk) fosters scientific, technical, and operational

collaboration across services and government agencies.
The combination of

our outstanding RDT&E

rn Test Center

capabilities, our
testing facilities, and

alumor a

our physical location

DoverO

makes us a hub within
this important network
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At Dahlgren, the Navy's commitment to preserving and
protecting natural resources is evident in all aspects of
mission activities. We actively promote conscientious
stewardship of the environment, from wetlands
restoration and improvement to habitat and species
protection to cleanup of contamination from past
activities.

Wetlands Management. Wetland communities cover
16 percent of the installation. One significant example
of wetlands management is the restoration of Kitts
Marsh, once a drainage swale and pond but now a
thriving one-acre freshwater-brackish wetland in
Dahlgren's northeast corner, close to US 301. Kitts Marsh,
created by excavating, grading, installing a culvert to
bring in tidal Potomac River

Natural Resources Management

water, and planting
freshwater and brackish

We plan for and manage our natural resources based
on an Integrated Natural Resources Management Plan

marsh plants (eg , arrow
arum, pickerel weed,

(INRMP) prepared in 2001. Our environmental steward-

saltmorsh cordgrass,

ship goal is to sustain multiple uses of natural resources
- such as mission activities, forestry, outdoor recreation,
aesthetics, and ecosystem conservation - over the
long-term, while promoting the health of the natural
systems within which these activities occur. Examples of
the many programs under the INRMP include:

Rare Species Protection, A 1992 field inventory found
two rare species at Dahlgren - a state-listed species of
concern, the funnel-web spider, and the bald eagle,
now federally listed as"threatened" under the Endan-

gered Species Act. We
protect nesting eagles by
limiting activities within buffer

zones around each nest. The
nabitat of funnel-web spiders
is included in special interest

areas (described below)

saltmorsh hay, and seaside
goldenrod), now provides
wildlife habitat, serves as a
JEW
stormwater control feature
,,
by filtering runoff from our
impervious surfaces (such as parking lots and roads),

and is an educational site for local school students.
Fish and Wildlife Management. Dahlgren is home to
a diverse array of plant and animal species - 300
plants, 157 birds, 20 mammals, 16amphibians, 16

reptiles, and 32 fish species. We actively manage
resources to protect and enhance ish and wildlife
habitat. For example, we

set up nest boxes for ows,
bats, wood ducks, and
bluebirds. The fifty bluebird

nests on the installation

a ith their numbers decimated produce 150-200 young
by pesticides, eagles were a
bluebirds a year. In recent
rare sight at DaNgren through most of the 1990s; only a
years, osprey nesting plat-

nest or two a year could be found on base. However, in
the last five years eagle sightings have become a

common occurrence, and the number of nests has
increased to six, yielding seven young in 2004.
Sensitive Ecosystems. We have established "special
interest areas" with unique ecological characteristics
and/or high quality habitat for rare species, including

the funnel-web spider and bald eagle. Two special
interest areas are located on Mainside (total of 811
acres) and three on the Explosives Experimental Area

Range Complex (EEA) (total of 222 acres). These areas
are given special consideration during land use
planning.

forms have proven attracttive to the busy fish hawks.

Outdoor Recreation Program. Hunting, fishing, and
trapping are permitted on base, in accordance with
state seasons and hunting regulations. Hunting helps
manage the size of the deer herd in order to maintain a
healthy, well-nourished deer population, limit

vehicle/deer accidents, and limitdamage to native
plants from over-browsing. The 15-acre freshwater
Hideaway Pond, which supports channel catfish,

bluegill, and largemouth bass, has been managed as
a catch-and-release fishery since 1992.

Conservation Education Program. We manage this
program to increase the community's awareness of
natural processes and sound stewardship practices.
Dahlgren personnel participate in a number of ways:
Aquatic Workshops. In conjunction with the King George
County Extension Service, fifth graders from the local
elementary schools participate in a two-day workshop
at Wayside Park. Our Natural Resources Manager takes
students to Kitts Marsh to teach them about marsh
development, stormwater management, and the
Potomac River.
Clean the Boy Day. Dahlgren volunteers, including scout
troops, pick up the large amounts of trash that drift from
upriver and accumulate along the beaches.
Earth Day. Our Natural Resources Manager is often
ted lessons about
ecdEr' Do
wetlands, air quality,
and the like, in local
schools.
BeaverPondNature
TrailInterpretie
Walks.BuiltbyBoy
Scouts and adult
volunteers, Dahlgren's
1.6-milenaturetrail
anditsinterpretive
stations teach
coasalorestst
coastal forests and
tidal creeks.
Chesapeake Bay Program. The Navy is one of the
signers of the Chesapeake Bay Agreement, developed
pursuant to the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act,
which defines resource protection areas and resource
management areas to minimize impacts of
construction near the bay. The Chesapeake Boy
Agreement, in turn, establishes the Chesapeake Bay
Program to protect and restore living resources and vital
habitats, improve water quality, manage lands soundly,
and engage local communities. At Dahgren, we
actively support the principles of this program.
Air Emissions. Dahlgren is located in King George
County, which is "in attainment" (within permitted limits)
for all pollutants (carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide,
ozone, particulates, sulphur dioxide, and lead) that the
US Environmental Protection Agency monitors under the
Clean Air Act. We have a synthetic minor operating

into the river and its tributaries, Gambo Creek and
UpperMachodocCreek.
Wastewater Treatment. The base maintains a municipal
sewage treatment plant that discharges into Upper
Machodoc Creek in accordance with a Virginia
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (VPDES) permit.
Domestic wastewater is treated using the following
processes: mechanical bar screen; dissolved air
floatation unit; first and second stageaeration basins
set up for biological treatment removal; constructed
wetland; ultra-violet light disinfection system; reaeration; and flow measurement. An additional VPDES
permit covers a small quantily of both stormwater and
industrial discharges resulting from gun mount sumps,
oil/water separators, and stormwater discharges
associated with industrial activities.
Stormwater and Soil Erosion Control. By careful
planning and strict implementation and monitoring, we
minimize erosion of soil and stormwater discharges that
otherwise would become sediment flowing into creeks
and the Potomac River, adding unneeded nutrients,
blanketing plants and animals on the bottom, and
reducing critical light needed to support submerged
aquatic vegetation. We design for long-term control of
stormwater discharges and adhere to state regulations
on pollution prevention for construction projects.
Shoreline Protection. Dahlgren has more than ten miles
of shoreline along the Potomac River and Upper
Machodoc Creek. This shoreline is subjected to periodic
northeasters and hurricanes that result in the loss of real
estate and sedimentation of adjacent waters. In 2003,
damage from Hurricane Isabel triggered the allocation
of repair funds. Dahlgren's shoreline erosion project will
be designed to protect over 3,000 feet of shoreline
from future damaging storms.

permit from the Commonwealth
permt fom te Cmmoneof
aofViriniaforairIf
lh Virginia for air
you have any questions or comments, please call:
pollutants. Our primary emission
emissions of these six

sources are generators burning diesel fuel and heat-

producing boilers burning No. 2 fuel oil.
Water Quality. Because of the base's location on the
Potomac River, we carefully adhere to Virginia/federal
regulations designed to maintain water quality by
minimizingthe flow of sediments and untreated wastes

Naval District Washington West Area Public Affairs Officer

Phone (540) 653-8153
Fax (540) 653-4269

Or visitus on the Web:
General site: wwwnswc.navy.mil
Rangesite:www.nswc.navy.mil/wwwDRANGE/

Environmental
Stewardship
Installio
July 2005
Testing on the Potomac River
A substantial part of the Navy's Research, Development,
Testing &Evaluation mission at Dahlgren involves the
Potomac River. Our guns have been firing projectiles at
targets in the Potomac River since 1918. Changes in our

Re
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of hours and are not known to accumulate in fish or
people. The impact on river water quality and
organisms is minimal.
Spent projectiles typically become embedded in
sediments at the bottom of the river to depths of ten
feet, and remain buried. Projectiles not fully buried in
the sediment often become a solid base - in effect, a
small reef - which river organisms such as oysters and a
variety of invertebrates and algae eventually colonize.
Public Safety. In the very rare cases where law
enforcement officials or the general public find a
projectile from a test in shallow water or washed ashore,
we respond immediately to secure the item and safely

remove it. If you find a projectile:
1. DO NOT TOUCH OR ATTEMPT TO MOVE THE ITEM.
2. Phone the Dahlgren base operator- (540)653ss 00aceaces in technology ara compuTer

8531 - and give your name, address, phone
number and location of the suspect item.

simulation have resulted in a decrease in the number of
projectiles fired into the river annually, from about
25,000 in the 1960s to about 2,000 in 2003.
We receive many questions about the impact of our
testing activities on the river. The projectiles we fire are
essentially steel cases
surrounding filler

material. Usually the
filler material is inert (not
explosive), but
occasionally the filler is
composed of explosive
materials that are
designed to detonate prior to impact with the water.
The detonation process, including the continued
combustion that occurs in the plume immediately after
initial detonation, results in nearly complete burning of
explosive compounds, turning them into ordinary
carbon dioxide, nitrogen oxides, and water.
Steel projectiles corrode very slowly in the water and
often become encrusted before fully corroding, which
slows down the release of metals into the water. Very
rarely projectiles containing explosive materials do not
detonate before hitting the water. The detonating
materials in unexploded projectiles in the water remain
encased for long periods of time. If these materials are
exposed to water, though, they break down in a matter

3. Mark the area (avoid direct contact with the
suspect item).
4. The base operator will contact the Explosive
Ordnance Disposal response team - on call 24

hours a day - who will follow up with you.
Water Quality. In May 2001 scientists took a number of
water and sediment samples at the mouth of Upper
Machodoc Creek where it enters the Potomac River.
They found no explosive constituents in these samples.
Various metals (aluminum, barium, calcium, thallium,
and zinc) were present, but at levels below state and
federal surface water quality criteria. In fact, Navy
testing of underwater munitions dumps and range areas
around the country has yielded similar results.

Installation Restoration Program
Prior to the 1970s, common nationwide disposal
practices were very different from today's disposal
methods, which are based on our enhanced
knowedge of contaminants and associated risks to
human health and
the environment.
A
Disposal used to
involve placing
---waste, both solid
and liquid, into
unlined landfills. At
Dahigren, debris,
munitions, scrap
metal, petroleum1
based liquids,
electrical equipment containing
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) components, and
even whole airplanes were at one time disposed of in
this way.
Ing1992the USEnvironmentalProtection Agency (USEPA)
designated the Dahlgrenbase asaSuperfund National
Priorityistsite,and cleanupbecamea majorfocus. We
initiallyidentified potentially contaminatedses ranging
fromlargelandfillstoareaswhereafewgallonsofoil
had been spilled on the ground. A series of studies

-,

that monitors the
progress of site
I, 4 cleanup. Our RAB
was formed in 1994,
meets twice a year
in the spring and fall,
and currently has
about 10 members.
Anyone in the
community who is
interested in joining
the RAB is welcome
to do so by contacting the Dahgren Public Affairs Office
at (540) 653-8153.
-

Success Story atSite 6. Remediation Site 6, Terminal
Range Airplane Park, is a good example of Dahlgren's
cleanup program. Located on the west bank of
Gambo Creek, three-acre Site 6 was once used as a
landfill for gun butt materials and to store scrap metal,
empty drums, inactive aircraft, gun mounts, steel
shelters, items waiting to be tested, railroad ties, and
telephone poles. We investigated the site, developed a
Remedial Action Plan, reviewed the plan with the RAB,
Virginia Department of Environmental Quality and
USEPA, and then executed the plan. Studies indicated
that runoff from the site had resulted in elevated levels
of metals, polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs),
phthalates, and PCBs in the soil. The work performed
included removing all waste and associated
contaminated soils and sediments, properly disposing
of them offsite, restoring the wetland area disturbed by
the removal, and constructing additional wetiands to
compensate for wetland losses experienced at other
Dahlgren sites.

revealed that relatively little contamination of shallow
groundwater had occurred as a result of the outdated
disposal practices.
We then investigated the potentially contaminated sites
initially identified. The smallest sites were cleaned up
immediately. Misidentified sites requiring no remediation
were removed from the list. In 1994, the 68 remaining
sites became the focus of our nstallation Restoration
Program (IRP). Today, remediation at50 of those sites is
complete, and the sites are being closed; only 18 sites

remain open. We expect cleanup to be finished by
2011
A significant part of the IRP here, as at any military
facility, is the involvement of interested members of the
public through participation on the Restoration Advisory
Board

(RAB),which is a joint military-civilian committee

ifyouhaveanyquestionsorcomments,pleasecll:
Naval District Washington West Area Public Affairs Officer
Phone (540) 653-8153
Fax (540) 653-4269
Or visit us on the Web:
General site: www.nswc.nvy.mil
Range site: www.nswcenavy.mil/wwwDL/RANGE/
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What does it mean to manage noise?

Schedule operations at reasonable hours during the
day.
* Use computer simulation instead of actual testing.

*

Managing noise means performing noise-generating
operations only after considering their impacts on the
surrounding communities. This involves predicting,
minimizing, and monitoring noise. The Navy at Dahgren
is commited to this effort. We are expanding our current
noise management procedures to include additional
noise measuring devices that will improve our ability to
assess and control noise from
our testing while fulfilling our
national defense mission.

How do we monitor noise?
To monitor and record noise levels, we use both fixed and
portable sensors. As shown on the map below, there are
six fixed noise sensors along the Potomac River in Virginia,
and one in Maryland
To supplement fixed sensors, refine our noise level
measurements, and generate data for locations that are
not near a fixed sensor, we use portable noise sensors.
Both fixed and portable sensors provide the same data,
with the same level of accuracy.

How do we predict
noise?
To predict noise levels in the
surrounding communities,
Dahlgren uses a computer
software tool called the Sound
Intensity Prediction System
(SIPS).To calculate the sound
distribution of a planned test,
5 PNT e
account the amount of energy that would
be released by the test, the landscape of the area, and
current weather conditions, which strongly influence how
sound is distributed over a particular area. Using this
information, SIPS generates
maps that show expected

We use these data to verify how much noise we are
actually making and to assess the accuracy of the noise
predictions generated by SIPS. By comparing predicted
noise levels versus actual ones, we are able to refine the
modeling capability of SIPS. As a result, our ability to
predict noise with accuracy is continuously improving.

*Newburg

noise levels in any given

5
234

location.

7s

How do we minimize
noise?

At Dahlgren, we are
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How can I find out about upcoming
noise-generating events?
To find out about upcoming noise-generating events at
Dahlgren:

*

Call 877-845-5656 (tol free)

SVisit us on the Web at:
www.nswc.navy.mil/wwwDL/RANGE/

What can I do if I have a comment or
a question about noise or noiserelated vibrations?
If you have a comment or a question about noise or
vibrations you think are caused by operations at
Dahigren:

Call (540) 653-8153
Dahlgren is committed to being a good neighbor and to
working with you to minimize the impact of the noise we
make on your qualily of life. An important tool in this

ongoing effort is the feedback you provide us. Therefore,
we encourage you to share your comments and
questions with us.

For more information on Dahlgren or to offer comments, please contact:
Ms. Stacki Courtney
Naval Surface Warfare Center Dahgren DMsion
Corporate Communications Office
Stacia.Courtney@navy.mil
Phone (540) 653-8154
Fax (540) 653-4679
Or visit us on the Web:
General site: www.nswc.navy.mil
Range site: www.nswc.nvy.miwwwDURANGE/

IVlaking I"Volse
at D3ahlgren
July 2005
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The most important part of Dahlgren's mission for the US Navy is to place
the latest technology in the hands of our sailors, once we have ensured
that these new weapons are safe to use. Our testing and evaluation
activities are essential to achieving this goal. When sailors are aboard ship
they live and sleep near their ammunition. We must ensure their safety
through testing the lots of ammunition that go onboard the ship, in
addition to testing the weap
themselves. We also proof-t
gun barrels before they are
installed aboard ship. All the
activities make noise a fact
life at Dahlgren.

,

Why do we make noise at Dahgren?

-

Another part of our mission is to protect military personnel and equipment,
and to support homeland security. These activities generate noise not only
from guns and ammunition, but also - although to a much lesser extent
rom boats and aircraft. Once again, these tests are crucial to the protection
of our country.
Ordnance that has gone through testing without being destroyed is considered unsafe to transport because the testing
process may have caused it to become unstable. An important, though small, part of our work is to treat this
unexploded, non-transportable ordnance. This is another source of noiseat Dahigren.
What kinds of noise do we make?

Where is the noise coming from?
Noise originates from test and evaluation activities that take place on Dahigren's testing facilities and ranges.

..

O

(Iggr

Dahigren listens to you
Dahlgren is committed to being agood neighbor. We minimize the noise we make to the extent
possible, consistent with our national defense mission. Please read our Managing NoiseaofDhlgren
fact sheet for more information.
If you have any questions about or comments for Dahlgren, call:
Ms. Stacia Courtney
Naval Surface Warfare Center Dahigren Divsion
Corporate Communicaions Office
Stacia.Courtney@nav.mil
Phone (540) 653-8154
Fax (540) 653-4679
Or visit us onthe Web:
General site: www.nswc.novy.mil
Rangesite: www.nswc.nav.mil/wwwDL/RANGE/

Naval Support Activity South Potomac
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VISIT ITINERARY
MR. BRYAN DAVID,
KING GEORGE COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR

MS. THERESA O'QUINN,
KING GEORGE COUNTY DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR
5 MAY 2006
Time
0850

Location
Main Gate
Bldg. 101

0900
0910
0930
1000
1005
1015
1020
1025
1030
1125
1130
1225
1230
1300
1330

Event
Arrival at NSF Dahlgren
Escort to Admin Bldg
Welcome
Military Construction/Facilities Brief
NSWCDL Command Brief
Break
20 Space Patrol Squadron Brief
NNSOC Command Brief
JWAC Brief
Travel to ATRC
ATRC Brief/Tour
Travel to Galley
Lunch
Travel to EOC/B911
VCEC Demo/EM Tour
Small Business Admin Brief
Dahlgren Base Tour

1500

Departure

Main Gate

Uniform:
Public Affairs:
Duty Driver:
Date of Issue:

Service Khakis
Susan Prien (653-6012/653-8153)
ABH3 Derrell Oliver (653-8639)
3 May 2006

POC/Briefer
Ms. Susan Prien
CAPT Judy Smith
CDR Daniel Therrien
CAPT Joseph McGettigan
MSgt Robert Pascal
Mr. Gary Wagner
Mr. Gary Wagner

Bldg.1520

LCDR Bradley Cardwell

Galley
Bldg. 911
Bldg. 911

Mr. Jeff Johnson
Mr. Bob Ashley
Jeff Johnson, CDR Therrien,
Ryan Mayer, Rich Mason,
Doug Davant

WAC

Joint Warfare Analysis Center
Command Update
May 2006

Joint Warfare Analysis Center
* Established May 1994
Joint subordinate command
to U.S. Joint Forces Command
in Norfolk, VA

* Provides effects-based precision targeting options for selected
networks and nodes to the Joint Staff, Unified Commands,
Combatant Commands and other government departments
and agencies
* Current Manpower Levels: Total = 586
* 54 Military Personnel
* 481 Civilian Employees
* 51 Contractors

ANA)

Am@

JWAC is a premier science and
engineering institution tasked
with solving complex challenges for our nation's warfighters.

JWAC uses social and physical science techniques and
engineering expertise to assist warfighters in support of our
national security.

The Joint Warfare Analysis Center (JWAC)
provides combatant commands, Joint Staff, and
other customers with precise technical solutions in
order to carry out the national security and
military strategies of the United States. JWAC
maintains and enhances its ability to conduct
comprehensive technical analysis.

Revolutionary technical solutions on time,

every time, to support national security.

EUCOM

PACOM

CENTCOM

JFCOM

STRATCOM

SOCOM

SOUT1MCOM

THE WORLD WITH COMMANDERS'AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY
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COMMNDERCOMMAND STAFF
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

ADMINISTRATIVE~

EGINERN

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OFFICE

STATGI EN

*J1
* J2
* J3
* J4
* J5
* J6
* J7
* J8

Admin
Intelligence
Operations
Logistics
Plans
Information Technology
Interoperability
Advanced Concepts

JWAC's primary liaison with the intelligence community.
The directorate's intelligence community liaison activities are
vital to JWAC's ability to provide all-source intelligence analysis
in support of J3 & J6

The Operations Directorate provides Combatant
Commands, the Joint Staff, and other customers with
options in order to carry out the national security and
military strategies of the United States.
-

JFCOM Division (J31)
CENTCOM Division (J32)
EUCOM Division (J33)
PACOM Division (J34)

- SOCOM/SOUTHCOM Division (J35)
- STRATCOM Division (J36)
- INTERAGENCY Division (J37)

36 Inf * maIn ymsDi ectorate,
Software Architecture and Development Division (J61):
Deliver quality software and associated products on
schedule that exceeds customer expectations.
-

Database and Special Networks Branch
Software Engineering Branch
Geospatial and Physical Networks Branch
Business and Web Applications Branch

Systems Operations Division (J63): Provide computer
systems engineering, implementation, and management.
Provide internal computer network design,
implementation, and management. Provide external
network and telecommunication support and liaison.

The Engineering and Modeling Directorate
provides 3 with superior analysts, processes and
tools.
- Engineering and Readiness Division (J71):
Continuously improves JWAC processes and methods
to ensure the highest levels of accuracy, efficiency,
integration and interoperability within and across the
full range of JWAC's core competencies.
- Capability and Model Development Division (J72):
Short to medium term R&D efforts, developing and
transitioning new capabilities to J3

Envision, research, and develop leading-edge
solutions to advance JWAC's support to its
customers.
- Dynamic Interdependent Networks Division (J81):
Researches and develops methodologies to enhance
JWAC's ability to provide innovative technical
solutions.
- Assessment and Technology Division (J82): Evaluate
and develop technologies that have the potential to
expand either JWAC's capabilities or strategic impact.
- Weapons Integration Division (J83): Transitions and
integrates new technologies, tools and models

Today, the Joint Warfare Analysis Center (JWAC)
contributes to our nation's security by recommending
strategic technical solutions. These recommendations are
based on analytical techniques that were first conceived,
developed, and operationally introduced by the personnel
of a program office at the Naval Surface Warfare Center,
Dahlgren Division (NSWCDD) that responded to the
Office of the Secretary of Defense's call for support during
the Iranian hostage rescue efforts.

Over a quarter of a century,

JWAC has evolved from a
small program office into a
joint command of more than
500 personnel. As it grew, it
became part of the Joint

Chiefs of Staff(1) in 1994
and then was spun-off as an
independent joint command
subordinate to Joint Forces
Command (formerly Atlantic
Command) in 1998.

Our social scientists, engineers, and support
personnel build, advance, and apply
modeling and methodologies to our holistic
approach. JWAC's tradition is that of
accurate and effective technical solutions;
our future will be characterized by even
greater speed and fidelity.

Naval Network & Space Operations Command
Command Update
May 2006

"Grass Roots" of Naval Space

1961
Naval Space Surveillance System

W 4~

=Tracking

-

*~AAI

Satellites
And Space Debris

"Grass Roots" of Naval Space

1983
Naval Space Command
IA

Flag-Level Operational Command
- 247 Space Operations Center
- Naval Satellite Operations Center
-

Space Imagery Processing Center

-

Space Training Teams

Joining Space & Network Operations
Naval Space Command

NCTC/NNOC

Echelon 2 with less than 500
personnel

*

-

90% Space

-

10%*Networks

*

Echelon 2 with over 4,500
personnel globally

*

All SatCom & Networks (O&M)
Reported to

PNA V N61 as NCTC

Component to USSPACE
NNSOC July 2002
Echelon 4 with over 7,300 personnel globally
-10%
-

Space

90% Networks

*

NETWARCOM

*

STRATCOM

NAA

-pop;-
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wo AND SPACE
OITONICOMMAND

Our Mission
Provide the warighter with full-spectrum
information warfare engagement while operating
and maintaining the Navy's portion of the Global
Research
Network

Navy
Learning
Networ

Information Grid in supportof FORCEnet.

/Global Information
Grid (GIG)

Sy~ei
Co*m*

Training
Center
*.
Pier
H

~

TELEPORT
Network
Operations Center
(DISN Interface)

Connections
Bases

Defense Information

Joint
'Deployed Forces

System Network
(DISN)

-Navy

Overseas Navy Networks
Marine Corps Tactical Network

Marine Corps intranet
"Naval Network"

=*-

Core Functions
*Network

Operations

* Space Operations

* Communications
* Base Level Information Infrastructure
* Messaging
* Advancing Technology
*Training

and Education

NNSOC Disestablishment
* Result of realignment studies conducted in 2004
* CNO Flagpole Study
* Manpower studies at both NETWARCOM and NNSOC

* CNO approved the recommendation to consolidate NNSOC and
NETWARCOM
* NETWARCOM initiated a reorganization of headquarters staff and
subordinate commands.
* Approval to proceed with the reorganization was granted through
CNO on Feb. 24, 2005.
* NNWC's approved reorganization disestablishes NNSOC as a
subordinate command on Sept. 30, 2006 and realigns much of the
current NNSOC organization within the NETWARCOM headquarters.

Economic Impact
Dahlgren Personnel Levels

Dahlgren Funding ($ Millions)
FY03

FY04

28.1

121.9

2.2

0.0

Officers

53

Enlisted

98

Civilians

163

Base Ops

Contractors

179

Civilian Payroll
Military Payroll

10.8

16.4

5.0

12.3

TOTAL

46.1

150.6

TOTAL

493

Mission Support

NSWCDD Small Business
Program
Naval Surface Warfare Center
Dahlgren Division
17320 Dahigren Road
Dahigren, VA 22448-5100
DAHLGREN

Robert E. Ashley, Jr.
Deputy for Small Business
Email: robert.e.ashley@navy.mlI
Phone:(540)653-4806

Fax:(540)653-7088

-

Small Business
Important to NSWCDD
*National Economy & Job Creation

>99.7% of All Employers
>More than 50% of Private Sector Employees
>Create 60% to 80% of New Jobs Annually
* Stronger Defense Industrial Base
* Benefits of Increased Competition
* Technological Advancements
13 to 14 Times More Patents Per Employee
>24 Times More Major Innovations

* Community Economic Development

* Level the Playing Field
* It's Not Just a Good Idea...It's the Law (Small Business
Act (P.L. 85-536))

Small Business Specialist
Appointed at commands with greater
than $100 million in contracts
Identifies and promotes opportunities
for small business contracts and
subcontracts
Provides counseling and training
Supports outreach events and
activities
Monitors and reports goals

Small Business
Opportunity
* Historically, 40% to 50% of contract dollars
go to small businesses
- Equates to $200 - $250 million annually

* SeaPort Enhanced Multiple Award Contract
for Technical and Engineering Services
- 33% of dollars in small business prime
contracting
- Minimum 20% small business subcontracting
objectives for large firms

* All contracts under $100K automatically

reserved for small business

Outreach &Training

* Individual consulting
* Group Presentations and Training
-

Doing business with NSWCDD
Doing business with DoD

* Successful and popular outreach
events
-Annual Industry Day & Small Business
Opportunities Fair (coming up May 17th)
- Semi-annual Tech Expos

* Support to local events/expos

NAVSEA Warfare Centers
Small Business Web Site
http://www.nswc.navy.mil/SBI

ts,

N

SADBU

Small
Businesses

Mission Oriented Small
Business Profiles that include:
*Status (SDB, HUBZone, etc)
*SeaPort-e MAC Participation
*Product Area(s) Focus
*Core Skills and Competencies
*Product & Service Codes

Government
Customers

T
MATCH

rge
Businesses

*Capabilities Narrative
*Experience Summary

Data Inout/Update

-

Search

Notify

MILCON Overview
NSF Dahlgren

-AA

Surface Warfare Center Division

'lNWIFAC
Naval Facilities Engineering Command
NAVFAC WASHINGION

Current Construction
P-303 FY03 $7.1M
Chemical Biological Warfare
Detection Laboratory
4o

P-292 FY04 $16.9M
Naval Networks
Space Operations Center

Bowling Center

P-309 FY05 $2.1M
Unmanned Vehicle
Warfare Systems Facility

P-276 FYO3 $7.3M
Theater Warfare
Integration Center

N Y 2P-295 FY06 $9.9M
Electromagnetic Research
Engineering Facility

P-281 FY04 $3.6M
Weapons Dynamics
WaccRDT&ECenter
RD&ACete

Area Development Plar
Advanced Concepts Complex
350,000 SF

Warfare Systems Complex
210,000 SF

Weapons Development Complex
190,000 SF

Housing Recapitalization
70,000 SF

MACHODOC

CREFk

Planned

Construction

P-305

P-306 FY09 $10.9M
ElectromagneticLaunch
RDT&E Facility

P-287 FY10 $21.7M
Missile Support
Facility Replacement

P-372 FY13 $10.9M
Physical Fitness
Center Replacement

FY11

$11.0M

Nat'l Innovative Technical
Mission Assurance Center

P-289 FY13 $5.8M
Magazine Consolidation

--

*

P-279 FY12 $17.8M
Weapons Systems
Laboratory Replacement

)

MAACODOC

CREEkx

P-306, Electromagnetic Launch Facility
Phase 1 - FY04 CPP Minor Construction

Test Ops
Bldg

Launcher building houses initial
pulse-forming network & launcher
a 1/8 Scale muzzle energy (8 MJ)

4000 sq. ft.

Pulsed
Power Bldg

2- FY06 R&D Minor Construction
.

9600 sq. ft.
High Bay

Constructs short terminal range
Launcher
Bldg

and containment area
Demonstration scheduled for Sep'06

6400 sq. ft.

Phase 3 - P306 MILCON
Projectile
Containment
Tunnel
100 meters

Expands to full scale launcher (64 MJ)
,,Pulsed power and test ops facility
Terminal
Effects
75 meters

Hypersonic projectile launch

P-287, Missile Support Facility
Addition to existing facility to modernize and
consolidate work areas for Strategic Launch
Ballistic Missile (SLBM) program, and to provide
for the demolition of Bldg 1200.
Bldg 1200 is aging and rapidly deteriorating, with
numerous NAVOSH deficiencies cited (fire alarm,
electrical, and air quality).
One-of-a-kind fire control equipment valued over
$80M - identified as DOD Critical Asset.
Project consolidates SLBM into single facility and
allows for demolition for Bldg 1200 to support
BRACON

Addition to existing facility to support
Navy technology initiatives including Navy
Operations Other than War Technology
Center, the Joint Program Office for
Special Technology Countermeasures,
and the Defense Counter Drug
Technology Development Program.
Provides leadership to Navy and national
vision in the areas of force protection,
homeland defense, and combating
terrorism.

-279,Weapons Systems Laborator
Consolidates Weapons Systems
Department from several older and
smaller inadequate facilities into a central
location.
Provides adequate space to support
RDT&E for product development, Fleet
support for systems safety and
survivability of Fleet assets, and systems
engineering.

P-27

8

Magazine Con id ati

Replaces seven, 50+ year old, earthcovered magazines with a single new
High Performance magazine.
Existing earth-covered magazines have
developed structural cracks, water leaks,
nonfunctioning drainage systems, loss of
earth-cover due to erosion, and
deteriorating concrete loading docks.
HP magazine would provide more storage
capacity and reduce ESQD constraint.

Magazine Area 3

, i-nysica itness

cente

Construction of a new physical fitness
center and demolition of the existing
facility.
Current facility constructed in 1942 and
does not meet today's fitness program
standards.
The military community in Dahlgren has
more than doubled in size since the
facility was constructed. With no
commercial fitness centers in the
immediate vicinity, use by DOD civilians is
also popular.
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-CNI/

Naval District Washington
1 October 2003 - responsibility for all Navy shore installations and
installation management functions transferred from eight Navy claimansi
the metropolitan Washington area to Commander, Navy Installations (CI
-

- Shore installation management functions refer to all land, buildings,an
support services on the base, including:
-Public works (utilities, building maintenance, transportation, etc.

-Security:, Fire Dept., Police Dept., Mail, etc.
Environmental

Quality of Life: Morale, Welfare & Recreation, Bachelor Quartrs
Galley, Child Care, Family Housing, Fleet and Family Support Ce
-i Supply
Allows mission commanders to focus on performing their technicaan

Naval District Washington
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DAHLGREN

SurfaceWarfareCenterDivision

N

Naval Surface Warfare Center, Dahgren Site
(NSWCDL): strengthen readiness and operational
superiority by providing superior technical
capabilities, systems engineering rigor, integrity, an*
leadership

Joint Warfare Analysis Center (JWAC): effectsbased precision targeting options for selected
networks and nodes to the joint Staff and Unified

Naval Network and Space OperationsCommand
(NNSOC): operate and maintain the Navy's global
telecommunications, information and space systems
and services to directly support operations, training
and education, and to promote innovative solutions to
the warfighter.

Center for Surface Combat System (CSCS)/Aegi
Training Readiness Center (ATRC): implements th
Navy's Revolution in Training maximize training
effectiveness for every surface warrior, and gain
maximum efficiency to contribute to fleet recapital iain.

Naval Surface Warfare Center, ninHa
Division (NSWClHDIV): The Indian Head Division,
.

Naval Surface Warfare Center is a Navy energetics enterprise
leader. It researches and provides energetic systems--comprised
of explosives, propellants, and pyrotechnic materials--for global
warfighters. It also researches, develops, tests and engineers a
range of energetic technologies for the military.

Naval Ordnance Safety and Security Activity
(NOSSA)1: manages all aspects of the DON Explosives Safety
Program. NOSSA is responsible for providing technical policies,
-Iftmprocedures and design criteria associated with weapons systems safety
,o
for NAVSEA. Its mission also includes software safety across the warfare
disciplines. As well, NOSSA manages all programmatic policy
requirements for five major (Ordnance Safety and Security, Weapons and
Combat System Safety, Ordnance Environmental Support Office,
Insensitive Munitions Office, and Weapons and Ordnance Quality
Evaluation) Explosives Safety Program component programs.

A-1

Naval Sea Logistics CenterAtlantic (SEALOG): is
charged with providing superior, cost effective, and innovative logistics,
engineering, information technology, and quality assurance solutions that mee
the lif--yl req*iremens of th cren and futre Navy.

5
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

A

Naval Explosive Ordnance Disposal
Technology Division (EODTECDIV): This tenant

explores technology and intelligence to develop and deliver EODinformation, tools, equipment, and life-cycle support to meet the
needs of Joint Service EOD operating forces and other customers.

EOD~chnoogy~isonrelated

U.S. Marine Corps, Chemical Biological
Incident Response Force (CBIRF): is one of
America's National Assets in the war on terror. It fulfills the mission
of Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear and High-Yield
Explosive Consequence Management in addressing the growing
chemical/biological terrorist threat.

Joint InteroperabilityTest Command (JITC): is one of
the key organizational elements of the Defense Information Systems Agency
(DISA) and serves as DISA's developmental and operational test
organization. JITC is also the authority that certifies that DOD Information
Technology (IT) and National Security Systems meet interoperability
re*uirelntsf*
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Dahlgren/ Pumpkin Neck Overview
Mainside

rooo

Pumpkmn
Neck

1,641
3
4,321

BUILDINGS ISTRUCTURES /UTILITIES:
Count
SF
*Permanent
406
2,452,371
*Semi-Perm
125
286,800
32,022
20
*Temporary

lot-

*Totals

551

2,771,193

FAMILY HOUSING:
*Housing Units 250
73
323
,;*Totals

415,850
31,793
447,643

TOTALS:

874

3,218,836

PRY:

$775M

CjEE

.*Other

Space Utilization:
*RDT&E

Acres
2,677

LAND:
*Mainside
*Pumpkin Neck
*Leased
*Total Acres

1,664,160 SF

*Admin

170,294 SF

-*

9
*F

Indian Head & Stump Neck Sites
LAND:
Indian Head
*Stump Neck

Indian Head

1,961
1,2

*Total Acres

.

Nec

INFRASTRUCTURE:
Industrial Complex
*1,730 Facilities
*$1.2B3 PRV
* $430M Reimbursable
*$408M PWC
*$343M NDW
*5.8 MS F
MSF
*6Zo2.6

ji; ..

Reimbursable
5 A'.*0.75 MSF PWC
*2.5 MSF NDW
* 127 Miles of Roads
* Utilities-Steam, Electricity,
Potable Water, River Water
*ea, & Corss ed Air

Employment Levels

conomic Impact
FrPeriodEnding -FYO3

3377

Total

,

Fredericksburg

4-

9/30/03

219

Iing George

1190

Spotsylvania

638
474

Stafford

Annual Payrol

Westmoreland
N-aryland

Other

$242. 1M
99.6NI
.cksburg
es Spotsylvania and Stafford)
......

..c. orge

84.9NI
Westorelnd 1.5NITotal Contracting Effort

(includes
Colonial Beach)
Wetorln
145I(nldnISalPrhss

Mayland

20.6M

Military - DL, only

.

... A.
...
..
.A
.t
A~ 247
.

.

272
337
55

Total

3432

Badged Contractors

3756

ontmaus and Purhase
$490.6MI
Construction C ontracts

VContracts
NID Contract-s

$307M

$308.3MI
$24.6M

.~

~,Employment

Levels

Ecoomi Impact

9/30/03

Annual Payroll

Civilian

BID

I

'

FrPeriodEnding - FYO3

Total

2224

Charles County

1855

St Mvary's County

163

Calvert County

46

COther MID

317

Virginia

384
19

Washington, DC

Civilian
Contractors

144.9 M1
69.1 M1

Other I HDIV

309

17.8 MMilitary - 1H only

552

Total

3,432
Contra

~

~

cs874
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NAALSRFC WRAR 0NE

NSWC DAHLGREN DIVISION

DAHLGREN LABORATORY, DAHLGREN, VIRGINIA

Overview
The Naval Suface Warfire Center Dahigren Division has been a part of the Nav" tradition since its establishmentin 1918 as the chief
proving groundfor large-caliber guns. Named in honor ofRear Admiral John Adolphus Dahlgren, who is considered thefather ofmodern
naval ordnance, Dahlgrens 4.500-acre site was then and continues to be idealfor testing long-range naval guns and a major testing
facilityfor naval gun ballistics.
Capitalizing on expertise built upon the mathematical needsfor ballistic plotting, scientists and engineers at Dahlgren expanded their
work into computer systems. Based on the breadth and depth ofthe work the 'were able to accept and perform, Dah/gren became the
leading systems sourcefor national, theater operational, andtactical-level systems, including: ballistic missiles, global positioning
sYstems.the TOMAHAWK Missile system, the AEGIS Combat System, and most recentlY: the Electric Gun, and other warfare systems.
The Dahlgren Laboratory is the leading navalfacilityfor scientific and technological research, development, testing, and evaluation in
mch diverse Naval Sea System Conmnand ProductAreas as Surface Ship Combat Systems Ordnance Strategic andStrike Systems. Force
LLVIlflur ScremnHolandlIL
E ilILndLForn( Prlcltionl Srells.

HistoricalHighlights
The history of Dahlgren reveals a tradition of innovation and
eicellence, and a heritage rich in contributions to the Navy, the
Department of Defense, and the Nation. Past milestones include:
* Development and testing of the Norden Bombsight. which
helped win World War II
* First tests of radio-controlled aircraft conducted in 1923
* First calibration of bombs, beginning in 1923
* The establishment of Navy ordnance schools during
World War II
* The location of the first Navy ordnance computer, the Mark II
Aiken Relay Calculator
* The provision of scientific expertise that was tapped for the
Manhattan Project during World War II for the development of
the atomic bomb
* Home base for the POLARIS program mathematical

Ii

specifications and computer programs
*The development and long-ter support of the AEGIS
computer system for operational AEGIS cruisers and
destroyers

CurrentProgramsat the Dahlgren Laboratory
The six departments at the NSWC Dahigren Laboratory support
the Navy and the Department of Defense in the following areas:
Systems Research and Technology Development Departmentdirects and conducts systems research and technology
development and demonstration
Engagement Systems Department-providessafe, innovative.
and cost-effective surface-launched gun, missile, and Marine
Corps weapons systems
Joint Warfare Applications Department-provides leadership
vision, and quality products as solutions for traditional and
nontraditional missions
Strategic and Strike Systems Department-provides concept
and requirements development. design. integration, and testing

of the Submarine Launched Ballistic Missile (SLBM), Cruise
.
.
Missiles, and Joint Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Systems
Combat Systems Department-providestechnical leadership and
Nystems engineering for Navy surface ships
Integrated Warfare Systems Department-providesa theater
warfare context to evaluate warfighting concepts. technology
initiative\. andamCuiTitiont

trateLe-.
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Approved for public release; distribution

is unlimited.

Foradd///onalinformation, p/ease contact:
NSWCDD Public Affairs
wwwnswcanavymil
We are looking for scientists and engineersin dfferentfields
Foremploymentopportunies.pleasesendyourresumeto

NSWCDD Professional Recruiting Program
Human Resources Department, Code XDPR
17320 Dahgren Road
Dahigren, VA 22448-5100
Telephone: 1-800-352-7967
E-mail recrut @nswc. navym
/Internet wwwnswc.navymilRECRUIT

Environmental,
Stewardship
July 2005

A Dahlgren Public Affairs Fact Sheet

At Dahlgren, the Navy's commitment to preserving and
protecting natural resources is evident in all aspects of
mission activities. We actively promote conscientious
stewardship of the environment, from wetlands
restoration and improvement to habitat and species
protection to cleanup of contamination from past
activities.

Wetlands Management.Wetland communities cover
16 percent of the installation. One significant example
of wetlands management is the restoration of Kitts
Marsh, once a drainage swale and pond but now a
thriving one-acre freshwater-brackish wetland in
Dahigren's northeast corner, close to US 301. Kitts Marsh,
created by excavating, grading, installing a culvert to
bring in tidal Potomac River
Natural Resources Managemen
water, and planting
freshwater and brackish
We plan for and manage our natural resources use
marsh plants (e.g., arrow
on an Integrated Natural Resources ManagementPan
arum, pickerel weed,
(INRMP) prepared in 2001. Our environmental steward, saltmarsh cordgrass,
ship goal is to sustain multiple uses of natural resources
saltmarshhay,andseaside
- such as mission activities, forestry, outdoor recreation
goldenrod), now provides
aesthetics, and ecosystem conservation - over the
wildlife habitat, serves as a
long-term, while promoting the health of the natura
stormwatercontrolfeature
systems within which these activities occur. Example.
by filtering runoff from our
the many programs under the INRMP include:
impervious surfaces (such as parking lots and roads),
and is an educational site for local school students.
Rare Species Protection. A 1992 field inventory found
two rare species at Dahlgren - a state-listed species of
Fish and Wildlife Management. Dahlgren is home to
concern, the funnel-web spider, and the bold eagle,
a diverse array of plant and animal species - 300
now federally listed as"threatened" under the Endanplants, 157 birds, 20 mammals, 16amphibians, 16
gered Species Act. We
reptiles, and 32 fish species. We actively manage
protect nesting eagles by
resources to protect and enhance fish and wildlife
limiting activities within buffer

zones around each nest. The
nabitat of funnel-web spiders
is included in special interest
areas (described below)
Bald Eagle
With their numbers decimated
by pesticides, eagles were a
rare signt O Dnigren trough most of the 1990s; only a
nest or two a year could be found on base. However, in
the last five years eagle sightings have become a
common occurrence, and the number of nests has
increased to six, yielding seven young in 2004.
Sensitive Ecosystems. We have established "special
interest areas" with unique ecological characteristics
and/or high quality habitat for rare species, including
the funnel-web spider and bald eagle. Two special
interest areas are located on Mainside (total of 811
acres) and three on the Explosives Experimental Area
Range Complex (EEA) (totalof 222 acres). These areas
are given special consideration during land use
planning.

habitat. For example, we

set up nest boxes for owls,
bats, wood ducks, and
bluebirds. The fifty bluebird
nests on the installation
produce 150-200 young
bluebirds a year. In recent
years, osprey nesting platforms have proven attracttive to the busy fish hawks.
Outdoor Recreation Program. Hunting, fishing, and
trapping are permited on base, in accordance with
state seasons and hunting regulations. Hunting helps
manage the size of the deer herd in order to maintain a
healthy, well-nourished deer population, limit
vehicle/deer accidents, and limit damage to native
plants from over-browsing. The 15-acre freshwater
Hideaway Pond, which supports channel catfish,
bluegill, and largemouth bass, has been managed as
a catch-and-release fishery since 1992.

Conservation Education Program. We manage this
program to increase the community's awareness of
natural processes and sound stewardship practices.
Dahlgren personnel participate in a number of ways:
Aquatic Workshops. In conjunction with the King George
County Extension Service, fifth graders from the local
elementary schools participate in a two-day workshop
at Wayside Park. Our Natural Resources Manager takes
students to Kitts Marsh to teach them about marsh
development, stormwater management, and the
Potomac River.
Clean the Bay Day. Dahlgren volunteers, including scout
troops, pick up the large amounts of trash that drift from
upriver and accumulate along the beaches.
Earth Day. Our Natural Resources Manager is often
Freaed essons about
'-d to ead Eclh
wetlands, air quality,
and the like, in local
schools.
Beaver Pond Nature
Tral Interpreive
lto
Wcousalks.B
olnScoutsandadult
.6-milenaturetrail
anditsinterpretive
stations teach
childrenabout
coastalforestsand
tidol creeks.
Chesapeake Bay Program. The Navy is one of the
signers of the Chesapeake Bay Agreement, developed
pursuant to the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act,
which defines resource protection areas and resource
management areas to minimize impacts of
construction near the bay. The Chesapeake Bay
Agreement, in turn, establishes the Chesapeake Boy
Program to protect and restore living resources and vital
habitats, improve water quality, manage lands soundly,
and engage local communities. At Dahlgren, we
actively support the principles of this program.
Air Emissions. Dahigren is located in King George
County, which is "in attainment" (within permitted limits)
for all pollutants (carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide,
ozone, particulates, sulphur dioxide, and lead) that the
US Environmental Protection Agency monitors under the
Clean Air Act. We have a synthetic minor operating

into the river and its tributaries, Gambo Creek and
UpperMachodocCreek.
Wastewater Treatment. The base maintains a municipal
sewage treatment plant that discharges into Upper
Machodoc Creek in accordance with a Virginia
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (VPDES) permit.
Domestic wastewater is treated using the following
processes: mechanical bar screen; dissolved air
floatation unit; first and second stage aeration basins
set up for biological treatment removal; constructed
wetland; ultra-violet light disinfection system; reaeration; and flow measurement. An additional VPDES
permit covers a small quantity of both stormwater and
industrial discharges resulting from gun mount sumps,
oil/water separators, and stormwater discharges
associated with industrial activities.
Stormwater and Soil Erosion Control. By careful
planning and strict implementation and monitoring, we
minimize erosion of soil and stormwater discharges that
otherwise would become sediment flowing into creeks
and the Potomac River, adding unneeded nutrients,
blanketing plants and animals on the bottom, and
reducing critical light needed to support submerged
aquatic vegetation. We design for long-term control of
stormwater discharges and adhere to state regulations
on pollution prevention for construction projects,
Shoreline Protection. Dahlgren has more than ten miles
of shoreline along the Potomac River and Upper
Machodoc Creek. This shoreline is subjected to periodic
northeasters and hurricanes that result in the loss of real
estate and sedimentation of adjacent waters. In 2003,
damage from Hurricane Isabel triggered the allocation
of repair funds. Dahgren's shoreline erosion project will
be designed to protect over 3,000 feet of shoreline
from future damaging storms.

permit from the Commonwealth of Virginia for air

emissions of these six pollutants. Our primary emission
sources are generators burning diesel fuel and heatproducing boilers burning No. 2 fuel oil.
Water Quality. Because of the base's location on the
Potomac River, we carefully adhere to Virginia/federal
regulations designed to maintain water quality by
minimizingthe flow of sediments and untreated wastes

Naval District Washington West Area Public Affairs Officer
Phone (540) 653-8153
Fax (540) 653-4269

Or visit us on the Web:
General site: www.nswc.naW.mil
gesite:www.nswc,navymil/wwDRANGE/

IVlaking N~oise
at Dahigren
July 2005

A Dahlgren Public Affa-s Fact Sheet

Why do we make noise at Dahigren?
The most important part of Dahlgren's mission for the US Navy is to place
the latest technology in the hands of our sailors, once we have ensured
that these new weapons are safe to use. Our testing and evaluation
activities are essential to achieving this goal. When sailors are aboard ship
they live and sleep near their ammunition. We must ensure their safety
through testing the lots of ammunition that go onboard the ship, in
addition to testing the weapons
themselves. We also proof-test
gun barrels before they are
installed aboard ship. All these
activities make noise a fact of
life at Dahgren.
-

Another part of our mission is to protect military personnel and equipment,
and to support homeland security. These activities generate noise not only
from guns and ammunition, but also - athough to a much lesser extentrom boats and aircraft. Once again, these tests are crucial to the protection
of our country.

Ordnance that has gone through testing without being destroyed is considered unsafe to transport because the testing
process may have caused it to become unstable. An important, though small, part of our work is to treat this
unexploded, non-transportable ordnance. This is another source of noise at Dahlgren
What kinds of noise do we make?
VIPv-

Where is the noise coming from?
Noise originates from test and evaluation activities that take place on Dahlgren's testing facilities and ranges.

U Z

POOMCROST VENECM1~

Dahigren listens to you
Dahigren is committed to being agood neighbor. We minimize the noise we make tothe extent
possible, consistent with our national defense mission. Please read our Monaging NoiseaofDohlgren
fact sheet for more information.
If you have any questions about or comments for Dahigren, cll:
Ms. Stacia Courtney

Naval Surface Warfare Center Dahlgren Division
Corporate Communications Office
Stacia.Courtney@na.mil

Phone (540) 653-8154
Fax (540)]653-4679
Or visit us onthe Web:
General site: www.nswc.nav.mil
Range site:www.nswc.nav.milwwwDLRANGE/

Fredericksburg Region

Defense Industry
The defense industry plays a vital role in the Fredericksburg Region, which includes the Ci tr
Fredericksburg and the Counties of Stafford, Spotsylvania, Caroline, and King George.
The three installations in the region - Fort A. P. Hill, located in Bowling Green (Caroline County);
Naval District Washington, West Area located in Dahlgren (King George County); and Marine
Corps Base Quantico (Stafford County) - provide sinificant military value to the Department of
Defense as well as economic impact to the community and to the Commonwealth of Virginia. In
addition to the major economic impact, the technological capability and intellectual capacity that
they offer to the region is significant. Four of the top ten industries in the Fredericksburg Region
that received Department of Defense contract awards are classified as high technology industrie
and provide a higher than average wage for their employees.

.

Uniquely located within the National Capital Region, the three intallation proide forthe
operational readiness of the United States military. Fort A. P. Hillprovides the Active, Reseri
Guard, and Interagency forces operational and readiness aspects for realistic training; while the
bases at Quantico andIahlgren provide critical training, testing, technical research, engineering
capabilities, and operational readiness to our national security as well as homeland defense forces.
The synergy between the three installations provides multi-service joint and international capabilities
essential for the future military.

--

U

-

Representing atotal ofmore than 230 years ofmilitary and defense presence in the greater
Fredericksburg Region, Dahlgren, Quantico, and A. .Hill have proven excellence in operational
readiness and are prepared for thefuture--providingleadership in engineering and technology for
the next generation surface combatant ships, providing interagency coordination of national security
measures, providing training and testing for all services,and serving as integrators of homeland
defensetechnologies forthefuture ofwarfighting.
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Situte
ilc
sosouth h o ngtonD.C. along the Potomac River, MCB Quantico covers 60,000 square acres,
employs 13,000 military and civilian personnel, and has an annual operating budget of $132million. There are 54,000
acres of range and trainiing area that can accommodate all weapons normally found in an infantry battalion, plus artillery
and aviation ordnance.

MCB Quantico serves as the focal point for Professional Military Education (PME) within the Marine Corps.
The Expeditionary Force Development Center of the Marine Corps Combat Development Command coordinates the
development of war-fighting concepts, doctrine, training, personnel structure, and equipment that will ensure that the
'Iarine Corps is ready for future challenges.
MCB Quantico is host to several tenant activities including the Marine Corps Systems Command, the Marine Security
Cuard Battalion, the Helicopter Squadron One (HMX-1), the Naval Medical Clinic, and HQMC Manpower and Reserve
Affairs Department. In addition, MCB Quantico is host to other government agencies such as the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) Academy and Laboratory, the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) training facility, the Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA),and the Capital Police.

MISSION
Io optimize readiness by providing operational and training support, infrastructure, and community services that are
responsive to Marine Corps, Marine Corps Combat Development Command, and tenant requirements, and the needs
of our military members, tamilies, and civilians within a safe and secure environment.

COMMANDS ABOARD MARINE CORPS BASE QUANTICO
1. Marine Corps Combat Development Command's mission is to develop Marine Corps warfighting concepts and
to determine associated required capabilities in the areas of doctrine, organization, training and education, equipment,
and support facilities to enable the Marine Corps to field combat-ready forces; and to participate in and support other
major processes of the Combat Development System. MCCDC is comprised of Training and Education Command,
Expeditionary Force Development Center, Marine Corps Warfighting Laboratory, Marine Corps Base Quantico, and
\larine Corps National Capital Region Command.
2. Training and Education Command's mission is to develop, coordinate, resource, execute, and evaluate training and
education concepts, policies, plans, and programs to ensure Marines are prepared to meet the challenges of present and
future operational environments.
3. Expeditionary Force Development Center's mission is to integrate processes and functions that produce integrated
capabilities that meet the needs of the Marine Corps and joint warfighter. The EFDC continuously examines and evaluates
current and emerging concepts and capabilities to improve and sustain the Marine Corps.
c%

4. Marine Corps Warfighting Laboratory's mission is to conduct concept-based experimentation to develop and
aluate tactics, techniques, procedures, and technologies in order to enhance current and future warfighting capabilities.

-. Marine Corps Base Quantico's mission is to optimize readiness by providing operational and training support,
intrastructure, and community services that are responsive to Marine Corps, Marine Corps Combat Development
( ommand, and tenant requirements, and the needs of our military members, families, and civilians within a safe and
-ecure environment.

6. Marine Corps National Capital Region Command's mission is to coordinate anti-terrorism/force protection (AT/ FP)
ndemergency response for the Marine Corps in the National Capital Region.
Marine Corps Systems Command's mission is to serve as the Commandant's principle agent for equipping the
operating forces to accomplish their warfighting mission.
S. Manpower and Reserve Affair's mission is to assist the Commandant by planning, directing, coordinating, and
-upervising both active and reserve forces.

). Marine Corps Recruiting Command's mission is to procure qualified individuals in sufficient numbers to meet the
c-tablished personnel strength levels, officer and enlisted, of the Marine Corps and Marine Corps Reserve, and to perform
ucdh other additional missions as may be assigned by the Commandant of the Marine Corps.
10. Marine Corps Intelligence Activity (MCIA)'s mission is to provide intelligence and services that support operating

forces during all phases of military operations for intelligence products and services assigned for satisfaction by the

theater, other service, or United States intelligence community; the development of service unique doctrine, force structure,
tainmim and education, and acquisition policy and programming; nd the Commandant of the 11arine Corps (C\IC), and
is staf as a member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS).
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13. Marine Security Guard Battalion's mission is to provide internal security services at designated U.S. Diplomatic and
Consular facilities to prevent the compromise of classified information and equipment vital to the national security of the
United States of America. The secondary mission of the Marine Security Guards is to provide protection for U.S. citizens and
L.S. Government property located within designated U.S. Diplomatic and Consular premises during exigent circumstances,
which require immediate aid or action.
14. The Marine Corps Network Operations Security Command (MCNOSC)'s mission is to provideglobal network
operations and computer network defense of the Marine Corps Enterprise Network (MCEN) in order tofacilitate seamless
information exchange in support of Marine andJoint Forces operating worldwide. The MCNOSC concurrently provides
technical leadership for service-wide initiatives that utilize the enterprise capabilities delivered by the MCEN.
15 Marine Corps Operational Test and Evaluation Activity (MCOTEA)'s mission is to support the material aquisition
orocess by managing United States Marine Corps Operational Test programs for Aquisition Category I through Aquisition
d aircraft) and to perform such other functions as may be directed by the
C:ategory IV (except the Operational Test of
Commandant of the Marine Corps.
1-. Company D, 4th Light Armored Reconnaissance Battalion's mission is to conduct reconnaissance, security, and
economyof force operations and, within its capability, conduct limited offensive or delaying operations that exploit the unit's
mobility and firepower.
17. Federal Bureau of Investigation Academy's mission is to uphold the law through the investigation of violations of
ral criminal law, to protect the United States from foreign intelligence and terrorist activities, and to provide leadership
and law enforcement assistance to federal, state, local, and international agencies, and to perform these responsibilities in a
manner that is responsive to the needs of the public and is faithful to theConstitution of the United States.
IS. The Drug Enforcement Agency's mission is to enforce the controlled substances laws and regulations of the United
,tites and bring to the criminal and civil justice system of the United States, or any other competent jurisdiction, those
or-anizations and principal members of organizations involved in the growth,manufacturing, or distribution of controlled
.ubstances appearing in, or destined for, illicit traffic in the United States; and to recommend and support non-enforcement
programs aimed at reducing the availability of illicit controlled substances on the domestic and international markets.

TRAINING
Quantico Range and Training Area complex, located west of 1-95, encompasses more than 50,000 acres. This land is
>ubdivided into 13 training areas holding 41 live-fire ranges, three demolition ranges, 67 landing zones, and three-drop zones
1-\vl as special facilities such as Combat Town, the Raid Facility, and Military Operations on Urban Terrain (MOUT) Facility.
Training facilities include indoor simulated marksman trainer, MOUT facility, Infantry Officer Course (IOC) Village, Raid
Vision lab, Urban Patrolling capabilities, gas chamber, live fire ranges, and many other
ranges.

aLmility, night integrated training, Night

MISSION FACILITIES
Unique mission facilities are the Night Simulation Lab,Joint Non-Lethal Weapons Facility, DEA Clandestine Lab School,
Leadership Reaction Course, Indoor Simulated Marksmanship Training Facility, Marine Corps Warfighting Laboratory Facilities,
and HMX-1 Facilities.

INTER-AGENCY SUPPORT
Department of Justice units located at MCBQ include the Drug Enforcement Administration, FBI Laboratory Division,
Critical Incident Response Group, and the Hostage Rescue Team (all major a-sets for Homeland Defense).
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FREDERICKSBURG REGION ECONOMIC IMPACT
OF DEFENSE PERSONNEL AND DOLLARS

$1.2B

MILITARY ECONOMIC IMPACT EXCEEDS

21,886

CIVILIAN/MILITARY PERSONNEL

9,936

ADDITIONAL JOBS PROVIDED

31,822

TOTAL JOBS PROVIDED

(32% of entire regional workforce)

$94.3M

EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION AND
PURCHASES MADE
ANNUAL TAX REVENUE
FOR COMMONWEALTH OF VA

$70M

For further information, contact:

Fredericksburg Regional
Chamber of Commerce
P.O. Box 7476
Fredericksburg VA, 22404
phone: 540-373-9400
fax: 540-373-9570

BAE SYSTEMS!
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Weapons Systems/Dahlgren
Graphics and Publications
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SITE INFORMATION
Dahigren is located approximately 68 miles south of Washington, D.C. between the Potomac and Rappahannock
Rivers. Commands located at the Dahigren site are steeped in Joint or Coalition Warfare development, operations,
and leadership. The current trend for Joint operations and technologies has a decade-long history at the Dahlgren
facilities.
NDW West Area Dahligren consists of approximately 4,500 acres and employs approximately 4,000 civilians,
1,000 military, and 3,500 badged contractors. It has an operating budget of approximately 1 billion.

MISSION TENANTS
Naval Surface Warfare Center, Dahlgren Division (NSWCDD) - Provides Research, Development, Test and
Evaluation, and Fleet Support through Systems Engineering.
AEGIS Training and Readiness Center (ATRC) - Provides AEGIS Combat System Training to the U.S. Fleet
and Allied Forces.
Joint Warfare Analysis Center (JWAC) - Provides Effects-Based Precision Targeting Options for Selected
Networks and Nodes to the Joint Staff and Unified Commands.
Naval Network & Space Operations Command (NNSOC) - Provides essential information and capabilities
via space technologies.

to \aval fortes

MAJOR PROGRAMS/CRITICAL CAPABILITIES
Joint Interoperability - Dahlgren is the only facility in the United States that can design, develop, and support
a totally integrated ship. Dahlgren provides broad systems expertise and specialized support facilities and
infrastructure to develop advanced systems concepts and to design and deliver fully integrated systems to
the Fleet.
Dahlgren is the primary node in the national Distributed Engineering Plant (DEP) that develops data link
engineering and training procedures for each Carrier and Amphibious Strike Group. Dahlgren is responsible
for readiness of each Battle Group data link command and control system for Joint and Naval interoperability.
Joint Distributed Engineering Plant(JDEP) provides Joint Network-Centric warfighting support to Naval
forces through satellite and space technology, and combat systems operational and maintenance training for the
largest class of ships in the Navy.
AEGIS - Dahlgren is the Certification agent for the AEGIS Weapon System as well as the AEGIS Combat

System. Dahlgren serves as the Lifetime Support Engineering Agent, ensuring that the AEGIS fleet is ready for
service to the U.S. Navy when called upon. Dahlgren provides engineering expertise to continue to upgrade
ships' capabilities, and to determine and monitor the threat. Dahlgren verifies all AEGIS computer programs
before they are installed on any ship and certifies the combat system for every AEGIS ship.
Dahlgren now has a lead role in Navy's new Open Architecture (OA). OA will provide for the conversion
of information system protocols and equipment into a modem open architecture so that it can fight as a fleet
tightlv woven by data networks. It is essential as the Navy moves forward to ensure all combat systems are
supportable and upgradeable, and OA was recently cited by Secretary John Young, Assistant Secretary of the
\aV' (Research, Development and Acquisition), as the future of the Navy.
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Dahigrenis the Navy's tClmology and dezvelopment leader for guns, projectiles, and

es.

Dahlgren pioneered the development of fire control and targeting software for strategic nuclear weapons
for the United States and United Kingdom submarines and today develops, tests, and certifies all targeting a
fire control programs for the Trident Submarines. Dahlgren is the sole source of the SLBM fire control and
targeting software.
Dahlgren provides system engineering, development, system verification, and deployment of the TOMAHAWK
Weapon Control System Software (TWCS, ATWCS, TTWCS). Dahlgren represents the Navy's knowledge base
in TOMAHAWK Weapon System computer programs and has been directly in the loop on these matters in
both Desert Storm an Iraqi Freedom.

HOMELAND AND FORCE PROTECTION
Chemical, Biological and Radiological Defense - Naval Forces operating inlittoral areas and at fixed sites
must defend against chemical, biological and radiological (CBR) threats delivered both by conventional and
unconventional means. Dahlgren provides the naval expertise for all aspects of CBR defense
Critical Facilities/Laboratories - Dahlgren's capabilities in this area span Joint Forces and expand to C"i1
protection and homeland defense. The detection and sensor technology and capabilities that exist at Dahgren
have been used directly in many maor events, e.g. Inagurations, theSuper Bowl, and Winter Olympics, in
addition to being used'in the warfighting theater.
DoD Counter Narco-Terrorism Program Office - Dahlgren is the Department of Defense's Counterdrug
Technology Development Progran Executive Agent and provides state-of-the-art technology to DoD and
civilian forces.
Critical Infrastructure & Mission Assurance- Dahigren plays the lead role in providing integrated support
to the Defense Program Office for Mission Assurance (DPO-MA). The DPO-NIA manages, execute>,and provide
centralized coordination as the Assistant Secretary of Defense (lomeland Defense)s oversight arm for all of
the Department of Defense's Critical Infrastructure efforts.
The National Innovative Technology & Mission Assurance Center (NITMAC) - Through integrated
technological capabilities, Dahigren supports homeland security requirements for current and future global
security needs of national leadership and operational forces.
Joint Warfare Analysis Center (JWAC) - Produces products that directly give joint forces Commanders with
limited resources the ability to decide which targets to attack and not to attack.

ESSENTIAL FACILITIES
- Potomac River Littoral Warfare lest Range
*Onlyover-water instrumented test range in world
- Herbert H. Bateman Chemical and Biological Defense Center
*One-of-a-kind collective protection lab
- AEGIS Training and Readiness Center
*Efficient single site Officer and Enlisted Training for AEGIS Fleet

Co-located with AEGIS Engineering for manual supportl72,000sq. ft. facility
with $1.6 billion in equipment
- Human Systems Integration Laboratory
*Surface Warfare's HSI Focus Center with new state-of-the-art
human performance prototype and testing laboratory
-

CrisisOperations Center supports special warfare missions
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two installations in the Northeastern section of the United States capable of training a

rt A.P. Hill is the home installation for 65 fulltime soldiers, including those assigned to the garrison, ter
organizations, and nearby units, as well as another 381 National Guard and Reserve Soldiers. Civilians work
on the post number 368.1n addition, Fort A.P. Hill hosts an average daily training population of 1,628 milit
perannel. Its total annual operating budgets average around $22 million.
e installation was an Army Communities of Excellence award finalist for 2003, recognized for its succe
ilities management, customer service and support, human resources, and business management practi
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TRAINING
The installation hosts between 500,000 and 800,000 man-days of training annually, generated by an average
or 78,900 military members, including foreign military allies from Canada, the United Kingdom, and Germany.
A new 39-kilometer maneuver corridor allows combat teams to engage a series of objectives and conclude
their exercise with a combined arms live-fire event. A new convoy ambush live fire range has been constructed
to help military units better prepare for the hazards and dangers associated with convoy operations in Iraq.
Ihe installation offers 38 direct fire ranges and 50 indirect fire ranges capable of accommodating mortar,

artillery, and combined running fire, hover fire, and terrain flight aerial gunnery.
le installation is used by Marines from the East Coast Marine Expeditionary units, as well as several elements
of the 2nd Marine Division.

INTER-AGENCY SUPPORT
Fort A.P. Hill serves every component of the U.S. Armed Forces, Active and Reserve, and several other
agencies of the U.S. government, including the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, Immigration and
Naturalization Service, and State Department. The ATF has located its National Center for Explosives Training
and Research at Fort A.P. Hill and is now conducting 30 - 40 classes annually. The ATF recently began a
partnershipwith the Department of Defense and is teaching post-blast investigation procedures to militar
explosive ordnance experts - training that will be emploved in the Global War on Terrorism.

TENANTS
Army's Night Vision and Electronic Sensors Directorate (NVESD), Naval Special Warfare Group Two,
Company B, 3rd Battalion, 2nd Special Forces Group, the 80th Division Drill Sergeant School.

NATIONAL SUPPORT
Fort A.P Hill provided rapid assistance to Pentagon recovery efforts following the September 11, 2001 terrorist
attacks and currently serves as a regional provider for military rations and ammunition. The Federal Emergency
Management Agency staged from A.P. Hill during Hurricane Isabel in 2003.
The Department of Defense, under provision of Public Law, provides support every four years to the National
S-cout Jamboree, the premier event of thevBoy Scouts of America (BSA).
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NSWC DAHLGREN DIVISION

DAHLGREN LABORATORY, DAHLGREN, VIRGINIA

Overview
The Naval Suaace Wafare Center Dahlgren Division has been a part oftheNavY tradition since its establishment in 1918 as the chief
proving groundfor large-caliber guns. Named in honor of Rear Admiral John Adolphus Dahlgren, who is considered thefather ofmodern
naval ordnance. Dahigren's 4.500-acre site was then and continues to be idealfor testing long-range naval guns and a major testing
fIicility.for naval gun ballistics.
Capitalizing on expertise built upon the mathematical needs for ballistic plotting, scientists and engineers at Dahigren expanded their
work into computer systems. Based on the breadth and depth of the work theY were able to accept and performn, Dahigren became the
leading systems sourcefor national, theater operational, and tactical-level systems, including: ballistic missiles, global positioning
sy-stems, the TOMAHAWK Missile system, the AEGIS Combat System, and most recentl: the Electric Gun, and otherwarfare systems.
The Dahlgren Laboratory is the leading navalfacilit for scientific and technological research, development, testing, and evaluation in
SUch diverse NavalSea System Command Product Areeas Srtafcc Ship Combat Systems Ordnance Strategic and Strike Systems. Forre
Ler//t rrc r SN tcems. end Honwlindch'I nic and /For c Protction.\ SremS.

Historical Highlights
The history of Dahlgren reveals a tradition of innovation and
c\ccllence, and a heritage rich in contributions to the Navy, the
Department of Defense, and the Nation. Past milestones include:
* Development and testing of the Norden Bombsight, which
helped win World War11
* First tests of radio-controlled aircraft conducted in 1923
* First calibration of bombs, beginning in 1923
* The establishment of Navy ordnance schools duringp
World War II
* The location of the first Navy ordnance computer. the Mark II
Aiken Relay Calculator
* The provision of scientific expertise that was tapped for the
Manhattan Project during World War II for the development of
the atomic bomb
* Home base for the POLARIS program mathematical

8
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specifications and computer programs
* The development and long-term support of the AEGIS
computer system for operational AEGIS cruisers and
destroyers

Current Programs at the Dahlgren Laboratory
The six departments at the NSWC Dahlgren Laboratory support
the Navy and the Department of Defense in the following areas:
SYstems Research and Technology Development Departmentdirects and conducts systems research and technology
development and demonstration
Engagement Systems Department-providessafe, innovative.
NAVMEA
NSWCDD/1P-99/46;:7/04
dWARFARE CENTERS
and cost-effective surface-launched gun, missile, and MarineA
Approved for public release;
Corps weapons systems
Foraddhona//nformaton,p/ease contact
joint Warfare Applications Department-providesleadership
NSWCDD Public Affairs
vision, and quality products as solutions for traditional and
nontraditional missions

distribution is unlimited

wwwnswcnavmi/

Strategic and Strike Systems Department-provides concept

We are lookIng for scientists andengneers ind

and requirements development, design. integration, and testing
of the Submarine Launched Ballistic Missile (SLBM). Cruise
Missiles, and Joint Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Systems
Combat Systems Department-providestechnical leadership and
systems engineering for Navy surface ships
integrated Warfare Systems Department-providesa theater
warfare context to evaluate warfighting concepts. technology

Foremployment opportun/ies,p/ease send your resume to
NSWCDD Professional Recruiting Program

ferent

Human Resources Department, Code XDPR

17320 Dahlgren Road
Dahlgren, VA 22448-5100
Telephone 1-800-352-7967
E-ma/i recrud @nswc.navy m
Internet wwwnswcnavy.miPRERl/T
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A Dahigren Public Affairs Fact Sheet

At Dahlgren, the Navys commitment to preserving and
protecting natural resources is evident in all aspects of
mission activities. We actively promote conscientious
stewardship of the environment, from wetlands
restoration and improvement to habitat and species
protection to cleanup of contamination from past
activities.
Natural Resources Management
We plan for and manage roures
ces based
on an IntegratedNaturalResources Management Plan
(INRMP) prepared in 2001. Our environmental stewardship goal is to sustain multiple uses of natural resources
- such as mission activities, forestry, outdoor recreation,
aesthetics, and ecosystem conservation - over the
long-term, while promoting the health of the natural
systems within which these activities occur. Examples of
the many programs under the INRMP include:
Rare Species Protection. A 992 field inventory found
two rare species at Dahigren - a state-listed species of
concern, the funnel-web spider, and the bold eagle,
now federally listed as "threatened" under the Endangered Species Act. We
protect nesting eagles by
limitingactivities withinbuffer
-izones

around each nest. The

)abitat of funnel-web spiders
is included in special interest
areas (described below).
Bald Eagle
With their numbers decimated
by pesticides, eagles were a
rare sight at Dahigren rough most of the 1990s; only a
nest or two a year could be found on base. However, in
the last five years eagle sightings have become a
common occurrence, and the number of nests has
increased to six, yielding seven young in 2004.
Sensitive Ecosystems. We have established "special
interest areas" with unique ecological characteristics
and/or high quality habitat for rare species, including
the funnel-web spider and bold eagle. Two special
interest areas are located on Mainside (total of 811
acres) and three on the Explosives Experimental Area
Range Complex (EEA) (total of 222 acres). These areas
are given special consideration during land use
planning.

Wetlands Management.Wetland communities cover
16 percent of the installation. One significant example
of wetlands management is the restoration of Kitts
Marsh, once a drainage swale and pond but now a
thriving one-acre freshwater-brackish wetland in
Dahlgren's northeast corner, close to US 301. Kitts Marsh,
created by excavating, grading, installing a culvert to
bring in tidal Potomac River
water, and planting
freshwater and brackish
marsh plants (e.g., arrow
arum, pickerel weed,
saltmarsh cordgrass,
saltmarsh hay, and seaside
goldenrod), now provides
wildlife habitat, serves as a
stormwater control feature
by filtering runoff from our
impervious surfaces (such as parking lots and roads),
and is an educational site for local school students.
Fish and Wildlife Management. Dahigren is home to
a diverse array of plant and animal species - 300
plants, 157 birds, 20 mammals, 16 amphibians, 16
reptiles, and 32 fish species. We actively manage
resources to protect and enhance fish and wildlife
habitat For example,we

set up nest boxes for owls,

bats, wood ducks, and
bluebirds. The fifty bluebird
nests on the installation
produce 150-200 young

bluebirds a year. In recent
years, osprey nesting plotforms have proven attracttive to the busy fish hawks,
Outdoor Recreation Program. Hunting, fishing, and
trapping are permitted on base, in accordance with
state seasons and hunting regulations. Hunting helps
manage the size of the deer herd in order to maintain a
healthy, well-nourished deer population, limit
vehicle/deer accidents, and limit damage to native
plants from over-browsing. The 15-acre freshwater
Hideaway Pond, which supports channel catfish,
bluegill, and largemouth bass, has been managed as
a catch-and-release fishery since 1992.

Conservation Education Program. We manage this
program to increase the community's awareness of
natural processes and sound stewardship practices.
Dahlgren personnel participate in a number of ways:
Aquatic Workshops. In conjunction with the King George
County Extension Service, fifth graders from the local
elementary schools participate in a two-day workshop
at Wayside Park. Our Natural Resources Manager takes
students to Kitts Marsh to teach them about marsh
development, stormwater management, and the
Potomac River.
Clean the Bay Day. Dahlgren volunteers, including scout
troops, pick up the large amounts of trash that drift from
upriver and accumulate along the beaches.
Earth Day. Our Natural Resources Manager is often
-ec Earth Dayvec'ed lessons about
wetlands, air quality,
and the like, in local
schools.
BeaverPondNature
Trail Interprefive
Walks.BuiltbyBoy
Scouts and adult
volunteers, Dahlgrens
1.6-milenaturetrail
anditsinterpretive

stations teach

sttodeau
children about
coastal forests and
idol creeks.
Chesapeake Bay Program. The Navy is one of the
signers of the Chesapeake Bay Agreement, developed
pursuant to the Chesapeake Boy Preservation Act,
which defines resource protection areas and resource
management areas to minimize impacts of
construction near the bay. The Chesapeake Bay
Agreement, in turn, establishes the Chesapeake Bay
Program to protect and restore living resources and vital
habitats, improve water quality, manage lands soundly,
and engage local communities. At Dahlgren, we
actively support the principles of this program.
Air Emissions. Dahlgren is located in King George
County, which is "in attainment" (within permitted limits)
for all pollutants (carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide,
ozone, particulates, sulphur dioxide, and lead) that the
US Environmental Protection Agency monitors under the
Clean Air Act. We have a synthetic minor operating
permit from the Commonwealth of Virginia for air
emissions of these six pollutants. Our primary emission
sources are generators burning diesel fuel and heat-

producing boilers burning No. 2 fuel oil.
Water Quality. Because of the base's location on the
Potomac River, we carefully adhere to Virginia/federal
regulations designed to maintain water quality by

minimizingthe flow of sediments and untreated wastes

into the river and its tributaries, Gambo Creek and
UpperMachodocCreek.
Wastewater Treatment. The base maintains a municipal
sewage treatment plant that discharges into Upper
Machodoc Creek in accordance with a Virginia
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System(VPDES) permit.
Domestic wastewater is treated using the following
processes: mechanical bar screen; dissolved air
floatation unit; first and second stage aeration basins
set up for biological treatment removal; constructed
wetland; ultra-violet light disinfection system; reaeration; and flow measurement. An additional VPDES
permit covers a small quantity of both stormwater and
industrial discharges resulting from gun mount sumps,
oil/water separators, and stormwater discharges
associated with industrial activities.
Stormwater and Sol Erosion Control. By careful
planning and strict implementation and monitoring, we
minimize erosion of soil and stormwater discharges that
otherwise would become sediment flowing into creeks
and the Potomac River, adding unneeded nutrients,
blanketing plants and animals on the bottom, and
reducing critical light needed to support submerged
aquatic vegetation. We design for long-term control of
stormwater discharges and adhere to state regulations
on pollution prevention for construction projects,
Shoreline Protection. Dahlgren has more than ten miles
of shoreline along the Potomac River and Upper
Machodoc Creek. This shoreline is subjected to periodic
northeasters and hurricanes that result in the loss of real
estate and sedimentation of adjacent waters. In 2003,
damage from Hurricane Isabel triggered the allocation
of repair funds. Dahlgren's shoreline erosion project will
be designed to protect over 3,000 feet of shoreline
from future damaging storms.
ifyouhaveanyquestionsorcomments,phasecii:
Noval District Washington West Area Public Affairs Officer

Phone (540) 653-8153
Fax (540) 653-4269

Or visit us on the web:
General site: www.nswc.nov.mil
Rangesite:www.nswc.r.mi/wwwDRANGE/
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Why do we make noise at Dahgren?
The most important part of Dahlgren's mission for the US Navy is to place
the latest technology in the hands of our sailors, once we have ensured
that these new weapons are safe to use. Our testing and evaluation
activities are essential to achieving this goal. When sailors are aboard ship,
they live and sleep near their ammunition. We must ensure their safety
through testing the lots of ammunition that go onboard the ship, in
addition to testing the weapons V
themselves. We also proof-test
gun barrelsbefore they are
installed aboard ship. All these
activities make noise a fact of
life at Dahlgren.

-

Another part of our mission is to protect military personnel and equipment,
and to support homeland security. These activities generate noise not only
from guns and ammunition, but also - although to a much lesser extent
rom boats and aircraft. Once again, these tests are crucial to the protection
of our country.

Ordnance that has gone through testing without being destroyed is considered unsafe to transport because the testing
process may have caused it to become unstable. An important, though small, part of our work is to treat this
unexploded, non-transportable ordnance. This is another source of noiseat Dahlgren.
What kinds of noise do we make?
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Where is the noise coming from?
Noise originates from test and evaluation activities that take place on Dahlgren's testing facilities and ranges.
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Dahigren listens to you
Dahlgren is committed to being agood neighbor. We minimize the noise we make to the extent
possible, consistent with our national defense mission. Please read our Managing NoiseaofDhigren
fact sheet for more information.
If you have any questions about or comments for Dahlgren, cll:
Ms. Stacia Courtney
Naval Surface Warfare Center Dhlgren Divsion
Corporate Communications Office
Stacla.Courtney@nov.mil
Phone (540) 653-8154
Fax (540) 653-4679
Or visit uson the Web:
General site: www.nswc.navy.mil
Ranae site: www.nswc.navy.mil/wwwDU/RANGE/
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12. Marine Helicopter Squadron One (HMX-1)'s mission is to provide vertical lift transportation and contingency support
for the President of the United States, Vice President of the United States, and other dignitaries as directed; to provide planning,
execution, and reporting for independant operational test and evaluation of assault support vertical lift and related systems;
and to provide support as directed by the Deputy Commandant for Combat Development for student demonstrations and
ndoctrinations.
13. Marine Security Guard Battalion's mission is to provide internal security services at designated U.S. Diplomatic and
Consular facilities to prevent the compromise of classified information and equipment vital to the national security of the
United States of America. The secondary mission of the Marine Security Guards is to provide protection for U.S. citizens and
U.S. Government property located within designated U.S. Diplomatic and Consular premises during exigent circumstances,
which require immediate aid or action.
14. The Marine Corps Network Operations Security Command (MCNOSC)'s mission is to provide global network
operations and computer network defense of the Marine Corps Enterprise Network (MCEN) in order to facilitate seamless
information exchange in support of Marine andJoint Forces operating worldwide. TheMCNOSC concurrently provides
technical leadership for service-wide initiatives that utilize the enterprise capabilities delivered by the MCEN.
15. Marine Corps Operational Test and Evaluation Activity (MCOTEA)'s mission is to support the material aquisition
process by managing United States Marine Corps Operational Test programs for Aquisition Category I through Aquisition
Category IV (except the Operational Test of mannedaircraft) and to perform such other functions as may be directed by the
Commandant of the Marine Corps.
16. Company D, 4th Light Armored Reconnaissance Battalion's mission is to conduct reconnaissance, security, and

conomy of force operations and, within its capability, conduct limited offensive or delaying operations that exploit the unit's
mobility and firepower.
17. Federal Bureau of Investigation Academy's mission is to uphold the law through the investigation of violations of

federal criminal law, to protect the United States from foreign intelligence and terrorist activities, and to provide leadership
and law enforcement assistance to federal, state, local, and international agencies, and to perform these responsibilities in a
manner that is responsive to the needs of the public and is faithful to the Constitution of the United States.
18. The Drug Enforcement Agency's mission is to enforce the controlled substances laws and regulations of the United
States and bring to the criminal and civil justice system of the United States, or any other competent jurisdiction, those
organizations and principal members of organizations involved in the growth, manufacturing, or distribution of controlled
substances appearing in, or destined for, illicit traffic in the United States; and to recommend and support non-enforcement
programs aimed at reducing the availability of illicit controlled substances on the domestic and international markets.

TRAINING
Quantico Range and Training Area complex, located west of 1-95, encompasses more than 50,000 acres. This land is
subdivided into 13 training areas holding 41 live-fire ranges, three demolition ranges, 67 landing zones, and three-drop zones
as well as special facilities such as Combat Town, the Raid Facility, and Military Operations on Urban Terrain (MOUT) Facility.
Training facilities include indoor simulated marksman trainer, MOUT facility, Infantry Officer Course (IOC) Village, Raid
Facility, night integrated training, Night Vision lab, Urban Patrolling capabilities, gas chamber, live fire ranges, and many other
ranges.

MISSION FACILITIES
Lnique mission facilities are the Night Simulation Lab,Joint Non-Lethal Weapons Facility, DEA Clandestine Lab School,
Leadership Reaction Course, Indoor Simulated Marksmanship Training Facility, Marine Corps Warfighting Laboratory Facilities,
and HMX-1 Facilities.

INTER-AGENCY SUPPORT
Department of Justice units located at MCBQ include the Drug Enforcement Administration, FBI Laboratory Division,
Critical Incident Response Group, and the Hostage Rescue Team (all major assets for Homeland Defense).

OUR FUTURESHREIGORCMAED
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Fredericksburg Region
Defense Industry
The defense industry plays a vital role in the Fredericksburg Region, which includes the Cit
Fredericksburg and the Counties of Stafford, Spotsylvania, Caroline, and King George.

of

The three installations in the region - Fort A. P. Hill, located in Bowling Green (Caroline Countv),
Naval District Washington, West Area located in Dahlgren (King George County); and Marine
Corps Base Quantico (Stafford County) - provide significant military value to the Department of
Defense as well as economic impact to the commumnty and to the Commonwealth of Virginia. In
addition to the major econonic impact, the technological capability and intellectual capacity that
they offer to the region is significant. Four of the top ten industries in the Fredericksburg Region
that received Department of Defense contract awards are classified as high technology industries
and provide a higher than average wage for their employees.
Uniquely located within the National Capital Region, the three installations provide for the
operational readiness of the United States military. Fort A. P. Hillprovides the Active, Reserve,
Guard, and Interagency forces operational and readiness aspects for realistic training; while the
bases at Quantico and bahlgenprovide critical training, testing, technical research, engineering
capabilities, and operationalreadiness to our national security as well as homeland defense forces.
The synergy between the three installations provides multi-service joint and international capabilities
essential for the future military.
Representing a total of more than 230 years of military and defense presence in the greater
Fredericksburg Region, Dahlgren, Quantico, and A. F. Hill have proven excellence in operational
readiness and are prepared for the future--providing leadership in engineering and technology for
the next generation surface combatant ships, providing interagency coordination of national securit
measures, providing training and testing for all services, and serving as integrators of homeland
defense technologies for the future of warfighting.
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of;132 mil!ion.There are 54 000
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Expeditionary Force Development Center of the Marine Corps Combat Development Command coordinates the
pment of war-fighting concepts, doctrine, training, personne structure, and equipment that will ensure that the

Corps is ready for future challenges.
I-B Quantico is host to several tenant activities including the Marine Corps Systems Command, the Marine Security

Guard Battalion, the Helicopter Squadron One (HMX-1), the Naval Medical Clinic, and HQMC Manpower and Reserve
Affairs Department. In addition, MCB Quantico is host to other government agencies such as the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) Academy and Laboratory, the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) training facility, the Central

i*telligence Agency (CIA), and the Capital Police.

MISSION
Looptimize readiness by providing operational and training upport, infrastructure, and community sen ice- that are
:V1ponsive to Marine Corps, Marine Corps Combat Development Command, and tenant requirements, and the needs
o our military members, families, and civilians within a safe and secure environment.

COMMANDS ABOARD MARINE CORPS BASE QUANTICO
1. Marine Corps Combat Development Command's mission is to develop Marine (orps \\arlightin concpt and
to determine associated required capabilities in the areas of doctrine, organization, training and education, equipment,
and support facilities to enable the Marine Corps to field combat-ready forces; and to participate in and support other
major processes of the Combat Development System. MCCDC is coinprised of Training and Education Command,
E\peditionary Force Development Center, Marine Corps Warfighting Laboratory, Marine Corps Base Quantico, and

Marine Corps National Capital Region Command.
2. Training and Education Command's mission is to develop, coordinate, resource, execute, and evaluate trainingand
education concepts, policies, plans, and programs to ensure Marines are prepared to meet the challenges of present and
tLture operational environments.
3. Expeditionary Force Development Center's mission is to integrate processes and functions that produce integrated
capabilities that meet the needs of the Marine Corps and joint warfighter. The EFDC continuousli eamineand evaluateC
current and emerging concepts and capabilities to improve and sustain the Marine Corp.
4. Marine Corps Warfighting Laboratory'smission is to conduct concept-based experimentation to de\elop and
evaluate tactics, techniques, procedures, and technologies in order to enhance current andtuture wartighting capabilitiu-.

5. Marine Corps Base Quantico's mission is to optimize readiness by providing operational and training support,
infrastructure, and community services that are responsive to MarineCorps, Marine Corps Combat Development
(ommand, and tenant requirements, and the needs of our military members, families, and civilians within a safe and
-. cure environment.

6. Marine Corps National Capital Region Command's mission is to coordinate anti-terrorism/force protection (AT

IP

Ind emergency response for the Marine Corps in the National Capital Region.
7. Marine Corps Systems Command's mission is to serve as the Commandant's principle agent for equippin
operating forces to accomplish their warfighting mission.

S. Manpower and Reserve Affair'smission i
Lpervising both active and reserve forces.

the

to assi-t the Commandant b planning, direting, coordinating, and

1. Marine Corps Recruiting Command'smis-ioni. to procure qualified indiViduals inuIffiient number, to meet the
e-tablished personnel strength levels, officer and enlisted, of the Marine Corps and Marine Corps Reserve, and to perform
ach other additional missions as may be assigned by the Commandant of the Marine Corps.
10. Marine Corps Intelligence Activity (MCIA)'s mission is to provide intelligence and services that support operating
forces during all phases of military operations for intelligence products and services assigned for satisfaction by the
theater, other service, or United States intelligence community; the development of service unique doctrine, force structure,
training and education, and acquisition policy and programming; andtheCommandantofthe MarineCorps(CNMC), and
his staf as a member of the Joint Chiefs of Saff (JCS).
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MILITARY ECONOMIC IMPACT EXCEEDS
CIVILIAN/MILITARY PERSONNEL
ADDITIONAL JOBS PROVIDED
TOTAL JOBS PROVIDED

$1.2B

21,886

9,936
31,822

(32% of entire regional workforce)
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$94.3M
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FOR COMMONWEALTH OF VA

$70M
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Fredericksburg VA, 22404
phone: 540-373-9400
fax: 540-373-9570
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SITE INFORMATION
Dahlren is located approximately 68 miles south of Washington, D.C. between the Potomac and Rappahannock
Rivers. Commands located at the Dahlgren site are steeped inJoint or Coalition Warfare development, operations,
and leadership. The current trend forJoint operationsand technologies has adecade-long history at the Dahlgren

facilitws.

ND\\\ -t A\rea Dahlgren consit t of appro\imatel 4,500 acres and emplovs approximatel 4.000 civilians,
1,000 imilitary, and 3,500 badged contractors. It hasar operating budget ofapproximately $1 billion,

MISSION TENANTS
Naval Surface Warfare Center, Dahlgren Division (NSWCDD) - Provides Research, Development, Tet and
Evaluation, and Fleet Support through Systems Engineering.
AEGIS Training and Readiness Center (ATRC) - Provides AEGIS Combat System Training to the U.S. Fleet
and Allied Forces.

Joint Warfare Analysis Center (JWAC) - Provides Effects-Based Precision Targeting Options for Selected
Networks and Nodes to the Joint Staff and Unified Commands.
Naval Network & Space Operations Command (NNSOC) - Provides essential information and capabilities
to Naval forces via space technologies.

MAJOR PROGRAMS/CRITICAL CAPABILITIES
Joint Interoperability - Dahlgren is the only facility in the United State, that candesign, develop,and support
a totally integrated ship. Dahlgren providesbroadsystems expertise and speialized support faciities and
infrastructure to de\elop advanced s\stenms concepts and to design and deliver uIllintegrated systems to
the Fleet.
Dahlgren is the primary node in the national Distributed Engineering Plant (DEP) that develops data link
engineering and training procedures for each Carrier and Amphibious Strike Group. Dahigren is responsible
tor readiness of each Battle Group data link command and control system for Joint and Naval interoperability.

Joint Distributed Engineering Plant(JDEP) provides Joint Network-Centric warfighting support to Naval
forces through satellite and space technology, and combat systems operational and maintenance training for the
largest class of ships in the Navy.
AEGIS - Dahlgren is the Certification agent for the AEGIS Weapon System as well as the AEGIS Combat
System. Dahlgren serves as the Lifetime Support Engineering Agent, ensuring that the AEGIS fleet is ready for
service to the U.S. Navy when called upon. Dahlgren provides engineering expertise to continue to upgrade
ships' capabilities, and to determine and monitor the threat. Dahlgren verifies all AEGIScomputer program
before they are installed on any ship and certifies the combat system for every AEGIS ship
Dahlgren now has a lead role in Navy's new Open Architecture (OA). OA will provide for the conversion
of information system protocols and equipment into a modern open architecture so that it can fight as a fleet
tightly woven by data networks. It is essential as the Navy moves forward to ensure all combat systems are
supportable and upgradeable, and GA was recently cited by Secretary John ouni, \-itant Se retar\ of the
Navy (Research, Development and Acquisition), asthe future of the Na\.
PROTECTING OUR HOMELAND,

Dahigren pioneered the development of fire control and targeting software for strategic nuclear weapons
forthe united States and United Kingdom submarines and today develops, tests, and certifies all targeting and
fire control program! fnr the Trident Submarines. Dahlgren is the sole source of the SLBM fire control and
targeting software.
Dahlgren provides system engineering, development, system verification, and deployment of the TOMAHAWK
Weapon Control System Software (TWCS, ATWCS, TTWCS). Dahlgren represents the Navy's knowledge base
in TOMAHAWK Weapon System computer programs and has been directly in the loop on these matters in
both Desert Storm and Iraqi Freedom.

HOMELAND AND FORCE PROTECTION
Chemical, Biological and Radiological Defense - Naval Forces operating in littoral areas and at fixed sites
must defend against chemical, biological and radiological (CBR) threats delivered both by conventional and
unconventional means. Dahlgren provides the naval expertise for all aspects of CBR defense.
Critical Facilities/Laboratories - Dahlgren's capabilities in this area span Joint Forces and expand to civil
protection and homeland defense. The detection and sensor technology and capabilities that exist at Dahlgren
have been used directly in many major events, e.g. Inagurations, the Super Bowl, and Winter Olympics, in
addition to being used'in the warfighting theater.
DoD Counter Narco-Terrorism Program Office - Dahlgren is the Department of Defense's Counterdrug
Technology Development Program Executive Agent and provides state-of-the-art technology to DoD an
civilian forces.
CriticalInfrastructure&MissionAssurance- Dahlgren plays the lead role in providing integrated support
to the Defense Program Office for Mission Assurance (D-MA). The DPO-MA manages, executes, and provides
centralized coordination as the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Homeland Defense)'s oversight arm for all of
the Department of Defense's Critical Infrastructure efforts.
The National Innovative Technology & Mission Assurance Center (NITMAC) - Through integrated
technological capabilities, Dahlgren supports homeland security requirements for current and future global
security needs of national leadership and operational forces.
Joint Warfare Analysis Center (JWAC) - Produces products that directly give joint forces Commanders with
limited resources the ability to decide which targets to attack and not to attack.

ESSENTIAL FACILITIES
- Potomac River Littoral Warfare Test Range
*Only over-water instrumented test range in world
- Herbert H. Bateman Chemical and Biological Defense Center
*One-of-a-kind collective protection lab
- AEGIS Training and Readiness Center
*Efficient single site Officer and Enlisted Training for AEGIS Fleet
Co-located with AEGIS Engineering for manual support72,000sq. ft. facility
with $1.6 billion in equipment
- Human Systems Integration Laboratory
*Surface Warfare's HSI Focus Center with new state-of-the-art
human performance prototype and testing laboratory
- Crisis Operations Center supports special warfare missions
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C:oast installations and is the range and training center nearest the National Capital
In. It is one of only two installations in the Northeastern section of the United States capable of training a
maneuver force.
Fort A.P. Hill is the home installation for 65 fulltime soldiers, including those assigned to the garrison, tenant
organizations, and nearby units, as well as another 381 National Guard and Reserve Soldiers. Civilians working
on the post number 368. In addition, Fort A.P. Hill hosts an average daily training population of 1,628 military
personnel. Its total annual operating budgets average around $22 million.
The installation was an Army Communities of Excellence award finalist for 2003, recognized for its success

in -ilities management, customer service and support, human resources, and business management practices.
MISSION
Io provide realistic joint and combined arms training, logistics and support services and to enable America's
)eense Forces to achieve success on the 21st century battlefield.

TRAINING
The installation hosts between 500,000 and 800,000 man-days of training annually, generated by an average
of 78,900 military members, including foreign military allies from Canada, the United Kingdom, and Germany.
A new 39-kilometer maneuver corridor allows combat teams to engage a series of objectives and conclude
their exercise with a combined arms live-fire event. A new convoy ambush live fire range has been constructed
to help military units better prepare for the hazards and dangers associated with convoy operations in Iraq.
The installation offers 38 direct fire ranges and 50 indirect fire ranges capable of accommodating mortar,
artillery, and combined running fire, hover fire, and terrain flight aerial gunnery.
The installation is used by Marines from the East Coast Marine Expeditionary units, as well as several elements
fthI42nd Marine Division.

INTER-AGENCY SUPPORT
Fort A.P. Hill serves every component of the U.S. Armed Forces, Active and Reserve, and several other
aIgencies of the U.S. government, including the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, Immigration and
Naturalization Service, and State Department. The ATF has located its National Center for Explosives Trainii
and Research at Fort A.P. Hill and is now conducting 30 - 40 classes annually. The ATF recently began a
partnership with the Department of Defense and is teaching post-blast investigation procedures toniliti\

TENANTS
Arm\s Night Vision and Electronic Sensors Directorate (NVESD), Naval Special Warfare Group
Company , 3rd Battalion, 2nd Special Forces Group, the 80th Division Drill Sergeant School.

NATIONAL SUPPORT
Fort A.P Hill provided rapid assistance to Pentagon recovery efforts following the September 11, 2001 terrorist
attacks and currently serves as a regional provider for military rations and ammunition. The Federal Emergenc
\Mwnagement Agency staged from A.P. Hill during Hurricane Isabel in 2003.
TheDepartment of Defense, under provision of Public Law, provides support every four
Scout Jamboree, the premier event of the Boy Scouts of America (BSA).
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Our Purpose
To understand the technical dimensions of military systems; to recognize needs, problems and competent solutions; and to assist the nation
in delivering affordable and capable 21st century warfighting and peace
keeping capabilities.

Our Vision
Our vision is to become the Department of the Navy's leading warfare
system architect and system engineer, recognized as the technical leader
in delivering innovative, affordable, and effective solutions for the Navy,
Joint Forces, and the Nation.

Our Guiding Principles
Our decisions and actions are guided by the following principles:
" We are a unified Navy laboratory that is part of the larger DoD team
" Our people and their competence are fundamental to our success
a Quality and affordable products and services are the foundation for
customer satisfaction
0 Our processes and products are developed from a systems perspective

4
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E We are responsible stewards of personnel, information, and environmental resources

Product Areas We Support
The Dahgren Laboratory is a Navy technical institution that translates
warfighter's needs into technical solutions within an operational context
for the nation. The laboratory exists to develop and support systems,
technologies, concepts, and tactics that enable military forces to conduct their missions safely and effectively across the complete spectrum
of operations.
In order to fulfill its mission, the Dahlgren Laboratory must be a technically competent, forward-looking organization that provides the science, technology, and engineering bridge between the requirements and
challenges of the warfighter, and the industrial capabilities and capacities of our private sector partners. This critical linkage results in the
highest quality, affordable, and timely warfighting capabilities being
provided to our men and women in uniform. Within our mission area,
we are part of the larger Naval Warfare Center Enterprise. The specific Product Areas that we support are:

I

Surface Ship Combat Systems
M Force Level Warfare Systems

Strategic Plan At-A-Glance
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" Navy Strategic Weapon Systems
a Homeland Defense and Force Protection
" Ordnance
a Littoral Warfare Systems
" Surface Warfare Logistics and Maintenance
a Undersea Warfare Command and Control

Planning Affects Everyone
The true value of any strategic plan is its impact on changing the culture and improving the effectiveness of an organization. The actual
"measure" of the effectiveness of strategic planning is reflected in an
organization thinking and acting strategically, increasing self-awareness,
and serving as a means to foster teamwork and communications across
the workforce.
This strategic plan reflects Dahigren Laboratory's continued transformation and alignment to the needs of the national security environment, in that it seeks to focus the energies of the workforce in concert
with National, Navy, and Product Area strategic plans, objectives, and
goals.
We have moved to a world of interconnectedness and interdependencies, a world in which no one organization is in charge, yet many are
involved. To meet the challenges of the future, our organization must
be based on the competency, empowerment, and interdependence of all
its members. It is these characteristics that require that ourworkforce

6w
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understand this plan, such that our strategic objectives are reflected in
participatory decision-making processes, and development of annual
operating plans and budgets at all levels of the organization.

What This Plan Does
M

Moves the organization toward architecting and integrating
complex systems-of-systems and families-of-systems
*
Strengthens and extends our systems engineering and warfare
analysis capabilities to address not only complex systems-of-systems, but also irregular warfare domains such as the Global War on
Terrorism, Stability Operations, and Homeland Security and
Homeland Defense
a Positions Dahlgren Laboratory strongly at the front end of the
product lifecycle with new emphasis on science and technology,
and on brokering and integrating technologies into capabilities
* Puts new emphasis on a highly competent workforce committed

to continuous learning
0 Better aligns the organization to assure success in achieving
our strategic goals
0 Encourages active engagement of Product Area Directors to
align Dahlgren Laboratory strategic direction with Product Area
strategic plans

Strategic Plan At-A-Glance
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Imperative Core
This strategic planning initiative differs greatly from prior Dahigren
Laboratory strategic planning efforts in that for the first time in many
decades, we find ourselves in a "no growth" environment based on a
critical need to recapitalize the fleet. Given such a constrained environment, coupled with the need to maximize our contribution and relevance to the Navy and Nation, we are keenly aware of the need to
focus and apply our scarce resources for maximum benefit. In order to
satisfy these competing factors, we will prioritize the application of our
energies and resources to the accomplishment of our strategic objectives
and sustainment of our"imperative core.
Dahlgren Laboratory will identify a body of technical work that is
defined as its imperative core. The imperative core contains the building blocks to the Dahlgren Laboratory identity, is rooted in our purpose
and mission, and is part of our DNA, inextricably linked to our relevance and impact as a Navy RDT&E laboratory.
The imperative core designation is meant to ensure that Dahlgren's
excellence in the disciplines of mathematics, engineering and the classical sciences is strengthened and sustained through Navy RDT&E
work, even as we focus resources on specific strategic thrusts within the
product areas. This implies that we will realign our resources to ensure
sistainment of the imperative core, alignment with the product areas,
and in turn,oursupporting strategic thrists.

o
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Our Strategic Goals
Strategic Goal No. 1 - Focus systems integration skills
on the Integrated Air and Missile Defense (IAMD)
challenge
N Become the "Organization of Choice" for Supporting
OPNAV, MDA and PEOs in Strategic Planning, AoAs, Source
Selections and POM Planning for IAMD Related Initiatives and
Programs
0 Establish and grow our role in CG(X) and Ballistic Missile
Defense by securing specific engineering agent roles
N Formally establish our role as the System Engineering Lead in
Naval Integrated Fire Control-Counter Air missile defense (NIFCA) by maintaining Lead Engineering roles in PEO IWS
E Establish our role as a Technical Lead for Advanced Radar
System Development and Sensor Integration by formalizing technical
roles, developing the needed workforce, and consistently engaging key
leadership and decision makers

Strategic Goal No. 2 - Leverage Naval expertise in
strategic systems to make Global Strike a joint
warfighting reality

Strategic Plan At-A-Glance

Be recognized by higher level sponsors as the lead Navy systems
engineering and integration activity for Joint Global Strike through
demonstrated technical expertise and by enabling capability development through focused S&T investments
a Increase Navy involvement in the joint community through strategic partnering with other government organizations and through
increased industry alliances
0 Be recognized as a premier and expert resource for weapons systems
control development and capabilities by exploiting specific engineering roles and opportunities, and by developing and shaping the needed workforce skills
E

Strategic Goal No. 3 - Apply our system skills and our
strengths in mathematics, engineering, the sciences
and technology to respond to the most pressing
Naval, Joint and National needs across the full spectrum of miliiary operations

a Become the Full Spectrum Operations systems engineering "organization of choice" by making key contributions to the establishment of
a global maritime domain awareness system capable of integrating and
exploiting all source data and information
0 Formally establish our role as a lead system engineer and integrator
for Force Protection and Homeland Defense initiatives by playing a
key role in Naval Maritime sensor integration, less-than-lethal weapon
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system development, and science and technology in support of
United States Coast Guard and Department of Homeland Security
capability development
Establish a systems engineering organization, with specific engineering agent roles, that extends and integrates the full spectrum of
effects available to the warfighter, and supports the broadest range of
maritime operations achievable

I

Our Cross-cutting Leadership Areas
Leadership Area No.1 - Become a national centerof-excellence in systems engineering and warfare
analysis of complex systems to include families-ofsystems and systems-of-systems
M
Leverage existing DL analysis capabilities and aggressively
expand, integrate, and apply our capabilities in warfare and systems
analysis in order to fully support architecting and engineering of
future warfare systems.
*
Fully integrate warfare analysis into our systems engineering
processes to enable a robust technical basis for such things as investment decisions for technology insertions and spiral development,
and most importantly, to ensure that all of the systems we work on
have sound analytical underpinnings from the perspectives of cost,
performance, interoperability, and other desirable system attributes.

Strategic Plan At-A-Glance
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Develop new capability in systems engineering that enables Dahlgren
Laboratory to lead the architecting and engineering of complex systems-of-systems and families-of-systems. This capability is based on
MIT's "Engineering Systems" construct that combines systems theory
(including classic systems engineering and product development),
quantitative analysis methods, and system context dimensions.
*Extend both our systems engineering and warfare analysis capabilities, including those described previously, to irregular warfare domains
such as the Global War on Terrorism where there are significant challenges embedded in dynamic, non-technical contexts, but which have
potential engineering system solutions.
0 Very consciously seek opportunities to apply our capabilities tovery
complex systems-of-systems and families-of-systems and to build a significant Dahlgren Laboratory identityaround our ability to architect
and integrate complex systens.
N

Leadership Area No.2 - Strategically manage our science and technology (S&T) work and workforce by
focusing and coordinating our S&T efforts, adjusting
to the priorities of the national security environment,
and taking a strategic approach to our S&T investments and the movement of people in and out of the
S&T workforce

a

Focus a substantial part of our S&T work in core systems areas and
increase the impact of S&T through improved transition to application
EServe as a recognized leader in technology brokering and integration
to provide rapid solutions to emergent needs related to the Global War
on Terrorism, Stability Operations, and Homeland Security and
Homeland Defense
a Continually emphasize and develop a robust, technically competent
workforce capable of addressing national security objectives, and Navy
strategic objectives by increasing hands-on work across the RDT&E
landscape

12
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**************************************** **************************************I
Our Overarching Strategies
Overarching Strategy No. 1 - Align and focus the
resources andtechnical and business operations of
the Dahlgren Laboratory to accomplish corporatewide objectives
0 Leadership communicates the strategic intent at every opportunity
and at every level of the organization to develop buy-in and support for
the plan
N Establish an organizational structure to enable the achievement of
strategic objectives and goals by minimizing stovepipes and enabling
access to intellectual capital, independent of organizational boundaries
E Reflect achievement ofcorporate-wide strategic objectives and goals
through specific performance objectives that could be used to align the
workforce to the strategic plan and to provide proper rewards and
incentives for doing so

Overarching Strategy No. 2 - Develop the workforce
required to achieve strategic objectives and goals
and to ensure our contribution, relevance, and
impact now and in the future

Strategic Plan At-A-Glance
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Encourage and reward individuals that pursue advanced education,
training, and attainment of advanced degrees and professional certifications in technical and business operations
0 Emphasize and reward indicators of organizational competence and
leadership within a field, such as invention disclosures, patents, publications in journals and speaking engagements at professional symposia,
conferences, etc.
0 Emphasize and expand negotiation, conflict management, and collaboration skills to create a workforce that seeks out cooperation, coordination, and teaming opportunities
a Effectively manage diversity to establish the multi-cultural workforce
required to maximize organizational effectiveness now and in the future
0

Overarching Strategy No. 3 - Increase alignment and
engagement with the Product Areas and Product
Area Directors (PAD) to achieve current and future
business thrusts, enable greater participation in
Warfare Center processes, and play a stronger leadership role in theWarfare Center Enterprise
M Improve Product Area alignment through corporate-wide, coordinated engagement in the PAD strategic planning and investment
processes
a Employ senior executive leadership as strategic assets to increase
organizational engagement and alignment
0 Increase Product Area engagement and alignment through employment of specific strategies that result in systematic, coordinated initiatiVes

Tying It All Together
Although this is a Dahlgren Laboratory Strategic Plan, it must be synchronized and coordinated both internal and external to the organization if we are to succeed. Stated and implied in both CNO's and

14

COMNAVSEA's priorities is the need to effectively and efficiently align
and collaborate internally and externally to the Navy and NAVSEA.
As such, the Dahlgren Laboratory Strategic Plan is a reflection of the
transformation and alignment process that is on-going throughout
DoD. It supports and enables our National Security Objectives, the priorities and objectives of the Secretary of Defense, the priorities and
objectives of the Chief of Naval Operations, and the priorities and
objectives of COMNAVSEA and the Product Area Directors we support.
Our imperative core and strategic thrusts support both the development and sustainment of current capability and new initiatives in
response to the needs of the present security environment. Our special
leadership areas hone and expand our foundational technical skills.
And our overarching strategies align our organization, our workforce,
and all of our resources to the accomplishment of our goals and objectives with a singular organizational focus.
In closing, strategic plans are quite often documents that are placed on
the shelf to gather dust. But strategic planning is another matter. The
true utility of this document can only be realized if it results in coordinated planning at all levels of the organization to focus our resources to
the accomplishment of a shared vision for thefuture and achievement
of our shared objectives and goals. To that end, it is focused planning
by leadership at all levels of the organization that brings about unity of
purpose and unit cohesion. This plan represents but one step on this
important journey.

Strategic Plan At-A-Glance
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The Leading Edge:
Human Systems Integration
Im.ine Voursella \Varghter. hunkered

down in the Combat Information Center (CIC) ofan Aegis cri-

Your ship is patrolling foreign seas, protecting neutral tankers trying to navigate a war-torn area. The
breats are many and varied, including gunboats, and aircraft. You and your shipmates are edgy, expectant,
IItoo aware of recent attacks on U.S. ships that have killed scores of your fellow Warfighters.
The tempo picks up as one of the ships in your strike group reports gunboats on the move. Your Captain
orders your ship into the chase. In the ensuing chaos, your ship shoots down a commercial jetliner and1290 innocent civilians.
Many of you know I'm talking about the July 3, 1988, incident where USS VINCENNES (CG 49)
down Iran Air Flight 655 in the mistaken belief that it was an Iranian Air Force F-14. There has been me
rittenabout and discussed and reviewed in the VINCENNES incident, and the common conclu'i
cached by all is that the Human System, the complete interaction between man and machine, set the ci
tUSS VINCENNES (CG 49) up for failure that day.
The VINCENNES incident showed us, in the most brutal way, that Human Systems Integration has to bK
*of

the cornerstone of every military system we design. It is not enough to provide the Warfighter with torrents
information-if he or she cannot interpret the information in a timely and accurate manner, they will fail.
MIany people think they understand what HSI is, but, it is bigger than that, and it needs to be in every sys-

tmmwedesign.

Back to the VINCENNES, and some of the things that went wrong that day. The radar displays violated the Proximity Compatibility Principle.
One device displaying the airplane's location was in a completely separate place from the device that described the plane's vertical action.
Another example, the CIC provides no actual view of the area and the situation outside. The CIC was also very dark, to allow Sailors to ocus
on the equipment. What few lights VINCENNES did have flickered every time they fired at the gunboats.
There was a great deal of electronic and verbal confusion in the CIC as well. The ship's CO and his key commanders were linked on a certain communications circuit. However, over half of the crew on the VINCENNES had figured out a way to "tap into" the circuit to listen to
everything that was going on. This drained the power on the circuit and forced a frequency switch every now and then where someone would
call "switch!" as loudly as he could while doing it.
Then one of the forward guns jammed, and in an attempt to turn the ship around, the rapid movement forced all of the papers, books, and
charts in the CIC to go flying off the tables. More chaos.
The end result of that day was chaos, confusion, and decisions based on erroneously interpreted information. Had the Human System been
designed with the Human Operator as the focus, the captain and crew of USS VINCENNES would have made different choices that day. Had
their systems been optimized for the way a Warfighter functions, innocent civilians might not have been lost.
The English physicist and science fiction author Arthur C. Clarke once wrote, "Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from
magic."

Sometimes, in our business of research and development, the technical accomplishments that have been gained have astonished even ourselves.
There is seemingly no end to the technologies we can develop, and the systems we can engineer.
A system is of little use to our Warfighters, however, if he or she cannot engage and exploit its capability. Our Chief of Naval Operations Admiral
Mike Mullen has made it clear that the new security environment we live in requires a new approach. In his "Eight Tenets That Guide My
Vision," Admiral Mullen states that our Sailors must be empowered. To empower them, we must support them with the right information at
the right time. The volume of information matters less than our ability to identify and understand what is important. It is our duty to our future
Warfighters to enable them to make the right decisions, take the right actions, up and down the chain ofcommand and across the spectrum of
w -arfighting tasks.
I am very pleased to present you with this issue of the Leading Edge, which recognizes and discusses some of the work being performed in
the HSI arena across the NAVSEA Warfare Center Enterprise. This important work is helping the Navy build the foundation on which our
\Varfighters' ftures will rely.

'It is our duty to our future Warfighters to enable them to make the right decisions,
take the right actions, up and down the chain of command and across the spectrum
of warfighting tasks.'
4 The Leading Edge
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HSI Efforts Across the Navy Enterprise
Critical to Future Platforms, Sailors

.

Thi Eiuec01 he Leading Edgi dedited to highiliguignian ri
fn11
t1axn itp~ltiihownn Iihin Human Systems Integration (HSI), both at the Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA) and across dh
entire Navy enterprise. As NAVSEA Deputy Commander for HSI, I have had the privilege of workingwi
countless professionals in this arena, all ofwhom are dedicated to meeting the challenge of placing Sailorsat
center ofevery design and acquisition decision, then building ships and systems to maximize warfightin
formance.
As our Chief of Naval Operations has emphasized, we are a nation and a Navy at war, and our collectiv
within HSI are not only redefining how the Navy develops its ships and systems, but also contributing grea
to our warfighting capability. By taking a Total System Engineering perspective, which addresses hardware, so!
ware, and people as the complete system, wewill maximize combat effectiveness, significantly reduce costs, an
most importantly ensure that our Sailors around the world are able to accomplish the missions we give them.
In October 2002, NAVSEA established the HSI Directorate (NAVSEA 03) in an effort to ensure the Na%.N

next-generation surface combatants were developed and procured to maximize Sailor performance. Three yeai

-r.Gr

Mae

later, we see that performance is still the key. Sailor performance is a critical element of Total System perform
MA S
D
t o
n
ance and central to the success of future platforms such as DD(X), LCS, and CVN 21. It is also the focusI
many efforts across the Warfare Centers.
The articles that follow highlight many of our latest efforts within HSI and human performance.
This year, the importance of Sailor performance truly came into focuswith a CNO-directed initiative to establish a capability to measure, test, and
certify Sailor performance across the entire Navy enterprise. The Human Systems Performance (HSP) Assessment Capability is currently coordinating efforts and expertise among existing commands to give the Navy an unprecedented capability to assess Total System interoperability among
hardware, software and human operators and maintainers. While the Navy has used human performance, workload, and crew modeling in the past
to ensure manning and performance goals can be met, there has never been a Navy-wide capability such as this until now, and the Warfare Centers'
efforts are key to its success.
Looking ahead, our focus must be on increasing our collaboration and aligning ourselves with efforts underway throughout the Navy. There is
tremendous expertise in the Warfare Centers, and it is critical that we break down barriers that hinder collaboration and start putting our collective
talents and energy towards the development of major new capabilities. It is amazing to see what people can accomplish when you just put them in
a room together and let them talk. They soon realize that sharing information is a force multiplier that allows them to solve problems much more
quickly, which is better for the Sailor, and often creates new projects to pursue.
We are definitely moving in the right direction, and I include DD(X), LCS, and CVN 21 as the principle examples ofwhere our efforts are already
making significant contributions. The warfighting capabilities that we are developing, from a requirements perspective, are very impressive. It is,
therefore, critical that we certify Sailors' capability to use the equipment and systems we develop for them. These new assets will allowus tremendous flexibility across a wide range of operations.
LCS is the catalyst for that change - a ship that can be easily converted for specific missions. The concept of LCS gives us dramatic and remarkable ability to cover a wide range of warfighting capabilities. Going from concept to application is the challenge. Sailors are going to be the premier element of the LCS 'System' no matter how many we build and deploy, so, again, I see it as an imperative that we design and build this ship
and its systems around them and their anticipated performance based on a total systems engineering methodology that results in analytically derived
skills and human performance metrics traceable to the design of the ship and combat andhull, mechanical and electrical systems themselves.
I am very pleased to see so much work going on in these areas that are so critical to our Navy While we have certainly come a long way, there is
still a great deal of work left to be done, and we will only succeed if we work as one team. The warfare centers in particular have made great strides
in aligning with the new Navy Learning Centers, and it is this focus on alignment and collaboration that will ensure success in the future. Human
Performance and Human Systems Integration are critical pieces of the Total System engineering competency, and we must align our assets and efforts
throughout the enterprise accordingly. I hope you enjoy reading about all of our latest efforts and accomplishments in this publication.

'We are a nation and a Navy at war, and our collective efforts within HSI are not only

redefining how the Navy develops its ships and systems, but also contributing greatly to
our warlighting capability.'
2006
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21st Century Sailor Key to Future
Warfighting Capabilities
Centers, NASL and across the Navy System Commands as they collaborate, share information and further embed HSI and Human
Performance (HP) principles into every Navy acquisition and research and
development program. One of the first innovative examples of this was the
Integrated Command Environment (ICE) at NSWCDD which allows
technologists, HSI experts, Sailors, and
Decision Makers to investigate how technology can be applied to Warfighting in optimized manning environments. The continuing execution of Sea Warrior and other ongoing manpower and personnel transformational efforts will make the CNO's top three priorities - sustained combat readiness, building
a fleet for the future and developing 21st
Century leaders - a reality.
"There are currently hundreds of HSI/HP
initiatives ongoing throughout the Navy
Enterprise that require a coalescing of efforts,"
said Maxwell. "Positive things are happening
with projects and programs that have some
overlapping capabilities and interest among
the Warfare Centers since they began working
with each other more collaboratively."
The Navy's goal to optimally man LCS,
DD(X), and CVN 21 with fewer Sailors will
The continuing execution of Sea Warrior and reduce total ownership costs. Manpower is
other ongoing manpower and personnel
the single most significant factor in total owntransformational efforts, including HSI, will
ership costs across the lifecycle ofa ship or sysmake CNO Admiral Mike Mullen's top three
tem, and the Navy must reduce these costs to
priorities, sustained combat readiness,
maintain the resources needed to re-capitalize
building a fleet for the future and develop- the Fleet.
ing 21st Century leaders, a reality.

The Navy of the future is a Navy prepared to meet the challenge of a new
cra-an era marked by unrestricted warfare, shifting global threats, uncertainty, and change.
Under the leadership of Admiral Mike Mullen, Chief of Naval
Operations, the Navy also has a vision for the future, and its pursuit of that
vision is the lynchpin of its roadmap for the
future.
In his Guidance for 2006, Admiral Mullen
states: " The vision we seek is: Americans
secure at home and abroad; sea and air lanes
open and free for peaceful, productive movement of international commerce; enduring
national and international naval relationships
that remain strong and true; steadily deepening cooperation among the maritime forces
of emerging partner nations; and a combatready Navy-forward deployed, rotational,
and surge capable-large enough, agile
enough, and lethal enough to deter any
threat and defeat any foe in support of the
Joint Force."

By Design

As it moves forward with the design, planning and acquisition of its future, the Navy is
matching force capability to emerging strategic requirements and translating theory into
practice on a wide range of advanced concepts and technologies - from anti-submarine warfare efforts to ballistic missile defense
to the emerging Human Capital Strategy.
To continue to succeed, the Navy must fully
leverage the vast operational maneuver space
of the seas while maintaining the talented workforce of today. The many
new platforms being built and readied for the fleet are critical to sustaining
operations overseas for longer periods of time, to readily respond to emerging contingencies, and to counter the anti-access systems and area - denial
strategies of potential adversaries as part of the joint force.
Attracting and retaining a talented workforce to operate these complex
platforms and systems is equally important, and the Navy is rapidly developing a Human Capital Strategy for the 21st century, including the fielding of systems designed with integrated human performance requirements.

Futuristic thinklig
"We had to determine how we were going to design and acquire new
ships and systems to support optimal manning, and how we would institutionalize HSI principles into the acquisition community that would support manning goals - and maximize warfighting performance," said Greg
Maxwell, NAVSEA Deputy Commander for HSI. "We also had to align
our efforts with Sea Warrior and the Revolution in Training from an acquisition perspective."
Concerted efforts at "futuristic thinking" are occurring at the Wirfare
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LCS and CVN 21 collaboration
"The LCS mission module is an example of successful collaboration that
resulted from an LCS Sea Warrior executive steering committee that convened with sponsors, PEOs, Manpower and Training Flag Officers as well
as Warfare Center, SPAWAR and NAVAIR representation to collaborate
for a better solution," said Maxwell.
"Since that day, under the corporate umbrella of NAVSEA and the
Warfare Centers, the collaboration effort in LCS and the mission modukl
piece of that has improved exponentially ... and now we're about to do the
same thing with CVN 21. In fact, we have just stood up a CVN 21 Sea
Warrior executive steering committee to focus on various HSI integration
issues. CVN 21 has been tasked to go to sea with 1,700 fewer sailors than
USS RONALD REAGAN's current crew of ship's company and the air
wing."
LCS is driving the Navy's new approach to manpower and the training
requirements for a crew of up to 50 and accommodations for 75 including mission-specific personnel. The DD(X) destroyer, scheduled to be
delivered in 2011, is being designed for a crew of 175, with a goal of 125.
Not all HSI decisions will lead to reduced manning, however.
"HSI is the element of systems engineering that brings human capabili-

2006

ties into the system; thats the essence of it," said Bob Bost, NAVSE4 HSI
Technical Director. "Is not bad HSI to put three people somewhere
instead of one. It's bad HSI if you put three people there and you dont
design the hardware and software to help them do theirjob."
In addition to ensuring the Navy of the future remains the world's best,
HSI will help make it the most financially efficient. According to Bost, 70
percent of the Navy's annual budget goes direct]

to

people progrmUn

power reductions and well defined knowledge, skills,
and abiliies that are based on operationally focused mission essential tasks
that are measurable by human performance standards that maximize operational capability."

Integrated Learning
Eductation

ia inletworkc, virtual world of personal knowledge man-

including training.
"Ifwe don't do something about manpower
costs, the Navy's going to go broke," Bost
said. "HSI is important to help get those
manpower and training costs down."
Bost said the outcome of good HSI principles in system engineering leads to good
human performance, and good human performance is a critical element of total system
performance.
The Human
System
Performance Assessment Capability (HSPAC) takes the human part of the system and
puts it into systems engineering terms.
"What do you do to hardware and software
when you get to the stage where you want to
see whether it works or not? You test it," Bost
said. "The human is part ofthe system, sothe
HSP-AC is where we can test the human let's see if we did reduce the workload or
whether it's intuitive."
HSP-AC provides a Navy-wide capability to
analyze, measure, test and certify human performance. Ultimately, this will lead to
reduced total ownership costs associated with
individual Navy programs and provide the
fleet with systems that are optimized for Sailor
performance.

agement and professional development tools
is a given," said Maxwell. "We will provide
Sailors with the right knowledge and tools to
/
take responsibility for much of their own professional growth, technical ability, and career
progression."
\
The integrated learning environment (ILE)
enables Sea Warrior and HSI to deliver
knowledge to Sailors when and where it is
needed, improving individual, team performance and mission readiness," stated Mullen in
7
his September memo. "The ILE provides
four primary services: Individual learning
plans derived from validated training requirements; Delivery of essential learning and performance support content; Sailors accessing
learning content, ashore and afloat; and performance assessments."
For Sailors, the incorporation of HSI princiAccording to Robert Bost, NAVSEA HSI ples and certifiable performance standards
Technical Director the outcome of good HSI will ensure they can efficiently accomplish
principles in system engineering leads to good whatever mission they are assigned. The Navy
human performance, and good human per- will be able to provide Sailors not only with
fomance is a critical element of total system data, but knowledge and decision support
performance. The Human System Performance tools they will need to succeed.
Assessment Capability (HSP-AC) takes the
HSI will provide a consistent look and feel
human part of the system and puts it into sys- across the systems they must operate, making
them easier to understand and easier to use.
tems engineering terms.
Sailor-focused future
Training will also be more efficient because
In his 2006 Guidance for the Navy released in October 2005 and in a the systems will be more intuitive, using common methods of interaction,
September 2005 tasking memo, Admiral Mike Mullen outlined the prior- and both the training and the ILE will take into consideration the most
ities and objectives that will marshal this balanced, sailor-focused fiture. As effective learning strategies and human computer interface methodologies.
HSI principles (human factors engineering, personnel, habitability, man- Thismeans that operators can be cross-trained more quickly and easily and
power, training, environment, safety and occupational health, and surviv- their skills will not degrade because the same skills will be used across mulability) are institutionalized and recognized as a critical element of Total tiple systems. They will also be more likely to retain their ability to perform
System performance, they will be critical to the success of fiture platforms under stress. This will reduce the probability of human error, to ensure the
such as DD(X), LCS, and CVN 21.
Navy can safely and confidently accomplish any mission.
With the littoral combat ship USS FREEDOM (LCS 1) scheduled deli'"Buildingon the HSI principles, the HSI Functional Group of the Virtual
Systems Command teamed with the Sea Warrior Enterprise Task Force to ery to the Navy in 2006, Admiral Mullen will have the opportunity to walk
successfully integrate the Sea Warrior and SEAPRINT concepts within the aboard the first of the Nation's commissioned ships designed with HSI
systems engineering process," stated Admiral Mullen in a memo that out- principles and manned with Sailors trained in multiple rates via ILE and
lined his guidance to collaborate HSI efforts to ensure that Sailors have the Five Vector Model - and see first-hand how warfighting capability is maxright skills as the Navy builds the right ships and systems around them to imized by placing the Sailor at the center of every design and acquisition
meet the warfighting challenges of the 21st century.
decision.
"The DD(X) and LCS Flight 1 acquisition programs were the first two
Acquisition Category (ACAT 1) programs to use the integrated HSI
process," stated Mullen. "This (integrated HSI) process produced man-
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Why Human Systems Integration?
Hamburger

Whv exactly are these \\arighters sprawled across the deck' Is it
because the effects of the ship's motion were not accounted for in the
design? Obviously this ship will not be able to efficiently execute the mission under these conditions. This is only one example of why it is so critical to include Human Systems Integration (HSI) as a cross-cutting area
otecxpertise across the Warfare Centers and each of our programs.

~.a.'

and weapons handling to nutritional, exercise, noise, and temperature
considerations.
Habitability- from the quality of beds, personal space. and hygiene, to
the design of personal and team workspaces; and,
Human Perfornance - individual
and team, including distributed
joint and coalition team performance.
Former Chief of Naval Operations
Admiral Vern Clark stated "Our
Navy will lead America ...

So what exactly is HSI It is a crucial engineering discipline for any system that requires a person to operate it, maintain it, provide logistical
support for it, and / or make critical decisions with it. HSI includes:
Human Factors- addressing the inherent capabilities and limitations of
human beings in the very definition of each system and in the allocation
of functions among hardware, software, and people. Human factors considers cognitive capabilities - a person's ability to process information as well as visual, auditory, and psycho-motor capabilities and their
impact on successful system design.
M1fanpower - how many people are required to operate, maintain, and
support;
Personnel- both an assessment of the knowledge, skills, and abilities
required to do the job and an understanding of the motivators and personal satisfaction indicators that allow us to recruit and retain the best
people and to keep them focused and enthusiastic;
Training- requiring an understanding of the science of learning - how
do people learn the most, thefastest, with good learning retention and
refresh capability for skills. How do we make learning fun and part of
everyday activities so that our Warfighters constantly engage in learning
activities and reap the benefits? Through hands-on activities? Through
gaming and competition? Through problem solving and rewards? How
do we train like we fight? Incorporate the effects of battle stress and
fatigue into our training discipline? How do we measure the effectiveness
and cost/benefit of these activities over time?
PersonnelSafety Survivabilist andHealth- ranging from protective gear
to inttitive labeling of switches and status boards; from ships motion

through

the science of human performance."
We are doing that. Examples of HSI
emphasis areas across our Warfare
Center Product Areas are shown on
Page 2. Technology alone will not
solve our problems. Time and time
again, data shows that many new
technologies not only require the
addition of personnel and trainin.
but too often actually increase the
decision timeline or decrease the
accuracy of our decisions. Technology must be asseseCd and applied ina
way that enhances human and total system perormance. And we must
validate that prior to spending valuable Department of Defense dollars
to deploy the technology.
HSI must be executed by a combination of experts: those expert in
warfighting requirements - our military and military analysts; those
expert in human performance and human factors - our HSI teams; and
those expert in technologies that can help us to solve those problems
our other scientists and engineers.
The importance of the human element in any system cannot be
overemphasized. Human beings have capabilities that we have not been
able to engineer into our most sophisticated hardware/software solutions. It is the human element that provides us the flexibility and creativity to deal with the unanticipated threat in the unexpected situation,
that prevents the enemy from being able to predict preprogrammed
responses. Our Warfighters are indeed our most complex, versatile, and
valuable resource. As a research and engineering community we must
support them in system design. The Return on Investment is shown in
terms of performance, schedule, cost, risk reduction, safety, reliability,
and quality of life for our Sailors and Marines. As you will see in the success stories in this issue of the Leading Edge, we are making huge
strides in that direction.
-

by Trish

'It is the human element that provides us the flexibility and creativity to deal with the

unanticipated threat in the unexpected situation.'
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Return on Investment: Lessons Learned in
Application of HSI to DD(X) Acquisition Program
by

Daniel F. Wallace, Ph.D, and Jennifer A.B. McKneely

Human Systems Integration (HSI) is increasingly being applied to Navy
programs as defined and directed in NAVSEAINST 3900.8A (Ser
03/02).(1) The DD(X) program, the Navy's Future Surface Combatant
program, has been applying HSI diligently for several years.
Has there been any demonstrable value added to DD(X) or other programs as a result of applying HSI? This paper addresses some of the key
HSI principles applied to the DD(X) program and the return on investment (ROI) realized as a result. As we address ROI, it is important to note
that not all returns are realized in direct cost avoidance and cost savings.
Increased or sustained operational capability, improved morale, efficiency,
effectiveness, and reduction in programmatic and schedule risks are all valid
measures of meaningful return on our investments in HSI. What follows
is a partial listing ofsome of the HSI principles that demonstrated thevalue
added of HSI for the DD(X), and a representative sample result of howy it
proved to be valuable.

mented as a hard requirement up front, it will simply not be done. In the
case of DD(X), the lifecycle cost avoidance is in the hundreds of millions
of dollars.
rinciple: Integration into theSystems Engineering Community.
The DD(X) Program Office used Mission System Design Analysis
(MSDA) to derive a single authoritative representation of the system
design. This activity provided the forum to represent the human operators
and maintainers within the context of the total system with respect to specific missions and mission performance. This forced explicit articulation of
not only the functional capabilities, but the allocation of those capabilities
across the various Ystem elements. This included hardware, software mod-

Ainciole: Frly rviews ofsystem deigns by Fleet subject matter etperti
(SME) within the context ofoperationally levant scenarios.
The DD(X) Program Manager brought the Fleet in to review an early
design concept for the general DD(X) ship arrangements. The fleet representatives were informed of the operational requirements (such as the
requirement that the ship was expected to refuel underway during Sea State
5). A fleet Sailor identified a design hazard associated with the proposed
location of the refueling station indicating that during Sea State 5 bluc
water would come up to the station (making it inaccessible and unusable).
The design team then raised the refueling station to an acceptable height.
The result of this effort allowed operational capability to be maintained
while saving hundreds of thousands (if not millions) of dollars that would
have been spent in redesign had this problem been discovered after the specific arrangements had been designed. Had the problem been discovered
after metal had been bent, it would have resulted in millions of dollars to
not only change the drawings, but to refabricate the areas that had to be
changed...if they were changed at all. If the cost was too prohibitive, the
capability would have been lost.
rinciple: Establish HSI requiements in the acquisition documentation
andTier Ispecifcations.

At the outset of the DD(X) Program, program officials took HSI into
consideration. One of the three key performance parameters for the pro-

'Our future ships, such as DD(X) and LPD 17, will usher
in remarkable improvements in the way Sailors live,

gram addresses manpower requirements. One of the Tier I specifications

work, and fight at sea. We are investing in technolo-

was the Sailor System Specification (or S3). Having this level of influence
and, more importantly, traceability and flowdown to lower level specifictions, allowed an unprecedented level ofHSI influence on the resulting system design. In previous Navy system development efforts when human

gles to improve the human factors design of our Systems and to improve our ability to sense and monitor
our environment both on and off board. New technology and increased automation will help reduce neces-

factors improvements in the design, quality of life improvements, or other
HSI design recommendations have been made, they were often dismissed
as "non-requirements," "gold-plating", or worse. The root cause of thiswas

design increases our capability to turn raw data into

a belief that anything not explicitly required was "fluff"

knowledge, and to provide critical decision support

The traceability afforded by early HSI recognition has resulted in operational performance enhancements associated with human factors improvements. It has reduced the manning requirements for the ship by designing
for optimized manning and in demonstrating the feasibility of the reduced
crew size. The truth of the matter is, however, if an HSI need is not docu-

capabilities to our Warfighters.'
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Continued from page 9
iles, and the people. The products of this activity were intended to directI, support software development (components and human computer
interface (HCI)), and mission system performance assessment. The design
team also established design integration teams to clarify these artifacts as
they translated in actual designs.
The artifacts of this effort allowed the various members of the systems
engineering and design teams to work from the same articulated vision of
the total system. The ROI is not easily calculated in terms of dollars, but
rather in efficiency-resulting in cost avoidance associated with rework
needed to correct misinterpretations.
Prinaiple:Educate the Systems Engineering Community.
Closely related to the principle of "integration into the systems engineering commurnty," education of the systems engineering community is necessary to achieve successful integration. In the DD(X) program, we found
that members of the design team could benefit from increased knowledge
in the execution ofHSI. They simply had not been given sufficient formal
training in the roles and contributions ofthe HSI discipline, this seemingly "soft science." We found that this education of the workforce was helpfil within the government Navy Technical Team systems engineering and
program office personnel, as well as instructing a design agent team in the
expectations of how HSI was to be addressed across the whole program.
This was accomplished through a variety of venues; from one-on-one
coaching sessions, to leveraging an excellent curriculum developed by the
NAVSEA 03 HSI Directorate.
Once the expectations, integration points, tools, data products, engineering artifacts, and value stream were understood, more comprehensive systems engineering enterprises (such as MSDA) were initiated. Because this
effort was really more of a workforce development initiative, it would not
traditionally be thought of in terms of value-added ROI any more than the
basic expectation that software programmers should be able to write code!
However, due to the emerging nature of HSI coming into its own within
the systems engineering discipline, the ROI of this activity is in contrast
with what "would have been' had the workforce not had this instruction;
as cited earlier, the ROI here is better understood in terms of better design
efficiency and realizing cost avoidance.
Prnciple: Tracking Uncertainty in the deign magin tofacitae bradsystem-leveldecision-making,
One of the three key performance parameters for the DD(X) program
addressed manpower requirements, and throughout the program, this
parameter has been closely monitored to ensure that the ship's manning
(excluding the air detachment) does not creep above 114 personnel. In
order to do this, the design agent employed a simple, but powerful, tool to
track "known" manpower requirements and "manning uncertainty" associated with aspects of the ship design that either were not specified, or
which had been identified as candidates for changes in design.
This Manning Uncertainty Issues List (MUIL), tracks the manpower
impact of specific design decisions. This design margin in manning (like
any other system design margins) can be very sensitive to even "minor"
decisions made with respect to another system element design. For example, when a member of the team suggested a cost-saving design change proposal to eliminate some of theFlectro-Optical/InfraRed (EO/IR) cameras
that had been planned to be used to augment the lookout functions on the
ship, the MUIL was able to identify and trace the fact that this simple
design change would have an impact on ship's manpower by increasing the
requirement for additional personnel to fulfill the lookout finctions that
would have been covered by automation support from the cameras. Once
the program management team can see the impact of a design change such
as this (through a direct, intuitive presentation ofissues and implications),
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then they cin makea moreinformed decision.

In the past, a decision such as this one may have been madewithout the
insight into the HSI impact with respect
to manpower, personnel, training, or
human performance implications. The
traceability afforded by tracking the
design margin associated with manpower has had ROI in keeping the program
viable (by maintaining filfillment on a
key performance parameter), as well as
in cost avoidance of millions of dollars in
TOC by optimizing ship manning with
respect to other design decisions.
1inciple:Evaluate design conceptslsobttions throughout the design process
under realistic condtions with rrpresentative end user.
The DD(X) program evaluateddesign
concepts with representative end-users
throughout the design process. These
g
evaluations included early cognitive
walkthroughs (where representative
users identified key decisions while stepping through typical design reference
mission scenarios), participatory design activie5s (where repr'sentativ
users assisted in iterative design sessions), and concept of operations cxcrcises - COOPEXs (where users participated in prototype usability walkthroughs of ship and system designs to get early user inputs). The key concept here is to use representative users, performing representative tasks.
As a specific example, in a lab researchers constructed a full-scale mockup
of the current design of the entire ships bridge and conducted a COOPFX.
Large-screen displays positioned behind the bridge windows depicted simulations of ship's motion and relationship to external objects (realistic environment). The research team brought in active duty bridge officers to execute three scenarios: harbor transit, formation steaming, and underway
replenishment at sea (representative users, realistic scenarios). The team coilected data to assess user needs for location of displays, content of displays,
access to different areas of the bridge, communications requirements within and outside of the bridge team, work flow, seating requirements, and so
on (relevant measures). As a result of this COOPEX, 19 specific changes
were made to the bridge design.
These types of activities have provided an unprecedented level of insight
into the relationship of ship designs and the associated impact on human
activities or performance. Return has been realized in reduced technical and
schedule risk (by identifing required design changes early enough to remedy technical issues and still integrate them into the total ship design), cost
avoidance by identifying design changes prior to Milestone B, and the cost
avoidance of rework associated to correct post-initial operational capabability fleet issues).
Princle:Program Alanagement Advocayfor end user.
Program management advocacy for HSI and the Fleet Sailor was critical
in the DD(X). From the top levels of PEO Ships through the Program
Manager (PM) and across the Design Agent (DA) leadership, there was an
understanding and advocacy that the design had to support the Fleet Sailor
in an unprecedented way if the DD(X) were to be able to operate effectivley with a ship's company of 114.
This principle is a necessary enabler to make the rest of the HSI ROI possible.
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quality ofwork for the Sailor. The motivation for this
Princile:Utilizeandinflueceotfthe-she4HWam/SWsotionLswhereprac- was the recognition that a more satisfied/fufilled

ticaltomeetHSImquimens.
The DD(X) plans to use the Conmmon
Enterprise Display Console (CEDS) for
all of the watchstation consoles in the
ship mission centers. The CEDS program has a charter to design and procure
consoles for all of the Navy. The CEDS
program was provided the DD(X) program requirements to ensure that it
would meet the needs of DD(X). Where
differences were identified, active adjudication of differences was initiated to
resolve differences.
By actively participating in the development of the CEDS requirements and
prototype design concepts, DD(X) has
been able to successfully leverage those
tfiorts.

Ancple: Manage manpowerrequirenents throughout thesystem developmentprocess.
Because the manning requirements for
DD(X) were challenging, there was considerable concern both within and external to the program as to whether
the manning goal was achievable. A means to articulate, derive, and manage Human Requirements throughout the system development process
was established whereby specific design concepts could be assessed with
respect to their impact on manpower. Where the design was silent or
inconclusive with respect to manpower impact, the represented "uncertainty 'that could be tracked. The Total Crew Model (TCM) and
Vatchstander Model (WSM) provide a mechanism to assess how well total
human requirements are met. The WSM allowed the DD(X) team to
assess the ability of a given watch team to meet all of the peak workload
associated with watchstanding within a representative mission scenario.
The TCM team allowed the DD(X) team to assess the ability of the total
crew to meet all of the aggregate watchstanding and other ship workload
associated with a 60-day deployment, ensuring that the crew received adequate sleep, free time, religious observance, training, and so on in addition
to maintenance and watchstanding duties.
This effort leveraged advancements in human performance modeling to
demonstrate very early in system design the impact of certain manning
concepts, billet designations, Watchquarter and Station Bills, automation
technologies, and other system design concepts upon the ability of that
crew to actually perform the mission. By doing so this early in the ship
design process, challenges to meeting the workload goals can be addressed
at a point in the design where changes are relatively inexpensive. If identitied later, certain changes, such as adding automation support, would prove
very difficult to integrate, resulting in excessive cost or lost capability
Leveraging and integrating with system performance models can demon'trate that we can meet total system performance, thus reducing the technical risk associated with human-in-the-loop performance without having
to wait until more extensive and costly evaluations with the Initial
Operational Capability (IOC) bull. These modeling efforts also reduce the
risk of having to add Sailors later (at great cost and effort).

Sailor is more likely to be retained, resulting in
reduced recruitment and training costs. One area of
attention to this end was the food services on the ship. By improving the
efficiency in food stocking, management, preparation, and cleanup, one
could realize a positive impact upon manning as well as on quality of work.
The "storeroom in a box" (SIB) concept greatly reduced the manpower
required for the stocking and management of food supplies by movingthe
material onto the ship in a ready-to-use container (some already refrigerated). This saves time and effort associated with pallet breakdown and
restocking of shelves. An Automated Inventory Tracking system reduces
the management of food service supplies. Improved scullery design reduces
time and workload associated with cleanup.
By reducing these tasks, i.e, tasks that are dull, dangerous, dirty and difficult, we improve morale and reduce the number of crew on the ship. We
also have the potential to reduce the real cost of accidents, cost of vigilance
errors, and cost of poor quality ofwork. The ROI of greater retention is not
measurable until we get historical data from the Fleet, but it is logically
anticipated.

Nncple: Ensure that woreing and ing spaces ardesignedfor habitabilty - hea lighting; noe, etc.
As indicated above, the DD(X) made it a priority to improve the quality ofwork for the Sailor. Habitability factors such as lighting, lounges, exercise rooms, temperature, noise, vibration, ship motion, and so on hae
been considered and addressed in the DD(X) design.
Improvements in habitability improve morale on the ship. Again, the ROI
of greater retention is not measurable until we receive historical data from
the Fleet, but it is anticipated tobe realized in reduced recruitment. retention, and training costs.
Principle: Governmentdlusny cooperation.
The DD(X) industry HSI team and the Na%\ HSI technical team ha\C
an open door policy and clear lines of communication. There isan
unprecedented level of collaboration where the government team has the
insight into the day-to-day working and decisions within the program, and
routinely roll up their sleeves and work side-by-side with the contractor.
This has required a level of trust and collaboration that has paid offwell.
There is an emotional and personal investment that has been made by
both sides. This has resulted in greater efficiency, less rework, and a spirit of
advocacy that has enabled some of the other activities listed above to flourish.
Summary
A great deal of early commitment to HSI principles in the DD(X) were
followed through with real action and effort in areas that have resulted in
significant return on investment that will be realized in both the near term
(in reduced technical, schedule, and cost nsk) and the long term (in
reduced rework, manning cost, and in recruitment, training, and retention
costs). These examples provide a glimpse of just a few of the ways that HI
has been sucCssilly applieda1nd theresuitiing return on those investments.
Is it worth it?
Yes.

(1. IN -lEyLAI .V T 900.81 (Ser 0102): Polior for Inco;poaing
HUman Systems igntion (HSD in Aqui itionand.\oderiLzzio.n. Aed
by Commandernd a SeaSstoinn(Ooian.
Reftmco

Wnciple: Reduce drudgery tas&
The DD(X) made it a priorit to improve the qUality of shipboard life and
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Special Operations Weapons Sights and Human
Systems Integration: Key to Finishing Decisively
by Lucius Taylor
On Oct. 1, 2005, the Commander of UnitedStates Special Operations
Gvinmand (USSOCOM) and the USSOCOM Acquisition Executive
tood up the Program Executive Office for Special Operations Forces
Warrior Systems (PEO-SW). The Program Executive Officer for SOF
Warrior Systems is COL Kevin S. Noonan. PEO-SWsprimary mission is
to provide Special Operations Forces (SOF) with the best systems and technologies to support their warfighting mission in a timely and cost effective
manner.
The SOF Warrior Systems program porfolio focuses on the acquisition
and management ofsystems and technologies that allow SOF operators to
successfully cay out their mission while sgnificantly increasing survivability. Theportfolio includes ground mobility systems, specialized ammunition and demolition systems, personalprotection systems, visualaugmentation systems, andsmallarms weapon systems. In meetingitscommitment,
PEO-SW directs the activities ofProgram Managers, supporting USSOCOM, at the Naval Sur;fce Center-Crane Division in developing and
fielding SOFsmallarmsc apon requirewnntsthat ensure combat success.
See first, underinud first, act first,
and finish decisively."
This paradigm.,
used

in

ture thermal sight, the likes of which have never before been seen in
significant numbers on the battlefield.

Past is Prologue
In the late 19-0s. SOF first began using flashlights and infrared aiming lasers on guns, in addition to limited numbers of night vision goggles and night vision sights provided by the parent services. Not until
1986 would Congress require the President to create a unified combatant command specifically for global special operations roles, missions, and tasks, and-unique among other combatant commands-that would control its own resources, research and development, and acquisition. Until USSOCOM unified Army, Navy, and Air
Force Special Operations units, the weaponry situation was a systemic
nightmare. Almost every SOF unit had its individual morass of nonstandard, peculiar weapons, and accessories...more than 120 different
varieties of small arms in Special Forces, Rangers, and SFALs. Their
"homemade" lasers, flashlights, and silencers were rudimentary, and
many could not
mastand
up to weapons
or

-hock

-

4indling
Most

Special

Operations "circles"
to describe the over-

combat

for long.
commercial

aiming accessories at

ithe time were unreliand often failed

'able,

AMM

all flow ofa success-

during gunfights. In

fil combat engagement, holds the key
to successful human
weapon system integration. The Special

'hort, the SOF small
r ms and aiming situaion was ineffective,
uncoordinated, and
unsupportable.

Forces

Early on, the first

(SOF) warrior must
be able to do all four
of these tasks with
the equipment he
carries into combat
on his body.
Imagine limiting

LSSOCOM
commander, General James
IlindsayUSAsetabout

his scanning ability
to his naked eye.

rWesolving thesmall

im

e

t

p

r

o

b

l

Navy Special Operations Forces include SEALs, so named for their operational
environments, Sea...

Now imagine the
advantage of giving
him a magnified optical scope so he can see further, and the capability of seeing and aiming at night, through smoke, and through
sandstorms...detecting and aiming on the heat energy emitted from
a terrorist's body. That SOF warrior's ability to prosecute his mission
instantly becomes easier. These technologies are not imaginary. In
fact, the U.S. Special Operations Command (USSOCOM) is about
to field a new integrated weapons aiming system, including a minia-
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em quuppm
He looked to joint
.

Operations

SOF weapons and
aiming systems that

would be standardized
across his forces. A
Destructive Capabilities Master Plan unified ground combat
weapons, ammunition, and sighting systems under a coherent, joint
roadmap. Following this capability planning effort, USSOCOM
developed joint requirements documents for the envisioned, unified
systems. During the next 15 years, USSOCOM established several
joint Special Operations small arms and weapons programs at the
Naval Surface Warfare Center Crane Division, Crane, Indiana, that
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would directly address SOF weapons and accessories and complex
human system integration (HSI) issues.

SOPMOD Program
One of the most complex of these programs was the Special
Operations Peculiar Modification (SOPMOD) Program. Conceived
in 1988-89 at USSCOM Headquarters, it began initial activity
under the urgent needs of the 1991 Gulf War with emergency procurements, with a special emphasis on
Commercial-Off-The-Shelf(COTS) items. In 1994,

it was established as a true program at NSWC
Crane to improve the joint SOF Warrior's ability

to fight through the use of standardized, highly
advanced weapons accessories.
The SOPMOD program mission is to provide
standardized, versatile weapons accessories to
meet needs across SOF mission scenarios.
These accessories will increase operator survivability and lethality by enhanced weapon per-

formance, target acquisition, signature suppres-

since the system was not integraced from the start
in a unified manner that included the human as
an integral element. Rather, it was a collection of
various militarized COTS items from different
industrial firms. Subsystems were added as the budding technology
matured.
Along with the SOPMOD program, USSOCOM also
created additional programs to help solve specific
human-weapon system integration issues. One
such program is the Integrated Night

The Special
Operations Forces

INOD began in the mid 1990s, running

concurrently

with

the

SOPMOD

Program. Distinct from SOPMOD in
that it focuses exclusively on sniper rifle

Warrior must be able to sighting, INOD was onginally assigned
to the US Army Night Vision
see first, understand Laboratory at Fort Belvoir, Virginia. The
original goal of the INOD program was
first,, actfirst and finiify the day and night sniper rifle-

sion, and fire control. SOPMOD Program
Management Office (PMO) will provide these
accessories when they are operationally suitable,
affordable, sustainable, and funded.
The SOPMOD Program remains at the forefront of
these weapon integration technologies. The program helps to
integrate optics, sensor and weapon technology with the SOF warrior,
Emerging technologies in day optics, night vision, thermal imagers,
lasers, and even the weapons themselves are evolving rapidly.
Integrating these technologies with the SOF warrior has become
increasingly important. USSOCOM designed the SOPMOD program to ensure that the SOF troop's carbines, rifles, pistols, machine
guns, and grenade launchers are as lethal, effective, and integrated as
possible.
For example, SOPMOD has effectively increased the operational
effectiveness of the M4A1 Carbine and M203 Grenade Launcher
through noise and flash suppression, improved target recognition,
enhanced target acquisition, and increased hit probability. The M4
Accessory Kit focuses on both day and night operations and at distances from close quarters, to as far as 600 meters, in the current version. Future capabilities will extend to machine guns, and ranges out
to 1,100 meters. Designed to work on a host of different missions, the
kit includes 20 different small arms subsystems and six different parts
kits. The program was expanded greatly since the President declared
the Global War On Terrorism, with a total current count of 107,000
end items in the field. Approximately half of these are "sensitive items"
under joint serialized control in a Department of Defense registry.
These are issued to the extremely diverse group of elite SOF
Warriors...13,000 combatants in the Army Special Forces and
Rangers, Navy SEALS, and Air Force Special Tactics Squadrons.

scopes into one system. After several
unsuccessful tests, USSOCOM reassigned
the INOD program to NSWC Crane for
management in 2001. With the move of program management to NSWC Crane, the original
integrated design approach was abandoned in 2001 due
to a variety of difficulties, in favor of the Clip on Night Vision
Device (CNVD) design approach, and a design that clipped on the
front of the scope was chosen for the INOD Program.
The current SOPMOD Program Management Office contains a rare
combination of engineers, technicians, and former SOF Warriors. The
former SOF Warriors on the team understand most aspects of SOF
weapon systems, some having operational and weapon acquisition
experience spanning three decades. They also understand the critical
nature of Human Systems Integration and how the SOPMOD program goals must be designed with the SOF Warrior at the forefront.
It is with this integration goal in mind that SOPMOD PMO formed
a dynamic team of both active duty and retired special operation
weapons experts to ensure the program's success. The Miniature
Day/Night Sight (MDNS) project effort demanded a more sophisticated approach to HSI. First, MDNS is a complex system of subsystems that will be fielded simultaneously, not an incremental buy of
militarized COTS items. Second, MDNS needs to be designed for
today and tomorrow's SOF warriors, not for former SOF Operators
with combat experience from the distant past, or with only input from
small populations, using a rigid specification for criteria. There are four
fundamental principles of Human System Integration employed by
the SOPMOD programin the Ml)NS development project and
other current efforts:

decisively.

1

*

Focusing on the Human
During SOPMOD's early years, human system integration (HSI)
was iterative, that is to say that the first commercial items procured
were the foundation of the initial SOPMOD systems. As new items
were added incrementally, HSI became increasingly more difficult,
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Observation Device program, or INOD.

SOF Warrior control of the drafting and editin of

the performance specification
*
0

*

Formal, independent Operational Testing
Combat Experimentation
Supplemental Human System Integration studies
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at the
method. Fach surve inLuded a multi-view picture of the mount in
\ho bettcr t aIk than hoSe recently returning fromcon
HSI team asked? With the questions about the future as their goal, the question and a space to rank the mount as Excellent, Sufficient, Needs
SOPMOD team developed a never-before-attempted total SOPImprovement, or Deficient. An even number of choices eliminated
MOD and SOF Weapons Survey. To get to
middle-of-the-road responses.
the ground truth, SOPMOD PMO contractAt the conclusion of the yearlong effort, the
survey team received written surveys from 347
ed with Wexford Group International to conduct this total statistical survey that would get
SOF warriors from U.S. Army Special Forces
the pulse of a large sample of the combat
Green Berets, U.S. Naval Special Warfare
Special Operations community.
SEALs, U.S. Air Force Special Operations,
The first question? "What does the SOF
and U.S. Army Rangers. A total of24 SOF
Warrior think about the weapons and weapon
combat units were represented in the written
accessories he is using today?" That question.
survey responses and ten units were actually
developed into a series of more complex, spevisited and interviewed. The survey results are
cific questions that would determine the
now available to any and all SOCOM
plusses and minuses of the current SOPMOD
Commanders, policy makers, and Program
system being used in combat. That informa'Managers
interested.
tion baseline would provide a profound
insight to not only problems to be corrected
SOCOM and SOPMOD Parting
from the combat baseline, but also end-user
Shots
ideas for new designs and features that the
General Brvan D. Brown, USA, the
PMO, Operational Testers, and industries
Commander, U.S. Special Operations
had not thought of in the MDNS
... Land, and Air.
Command commented on the war on terror,
Development project.
in the publication Special Operations
Technology; he said, "winning this war will
HSI 'Height above Comb'
require new capabilities, sustainable increases in capacity, and significant
A full overview of the results of the HSI efforts is not for public
improvements in the global reach and speed of SOF forces." Clearly,
release, however, one example illustrates a critical aspect of the kinds
General Brown was focused on new capabilities that give our SOF forces
of challenges involved.
asymmetric advantages at the right place at the right time, facing the
One controversial weapon sight HSI parameter is called "Height Above
right adversary. New technology will continually increase the need for
Comb" This is the height at which the human eye rests in comfort when
focused Human Systems Integration to ensure the warrior's ability to
the cheek is placed on the stock of the weapon. This comfort is critical integrate effectively with continually more complex weapon systems.
to accurate fire, since the head and eye, if not well supported on the
With programs like SOPMOD and INOD, and the people and comstock, will tend to wobble enough to wreck aiming. No problem, right? panies behind them, it is no wonder our SOF forces are so respected by
Just work out the human anthropomorphic data and you have the 95 our allies, and so feared by our enemies. As the President remarked, our
percent solution...right? Wrong. The comfort height varies with the tilt Special Operations warriors "...are the worst nightmare of Americas
of the head in the different prone, kneeling, and standing firing posi- worst enemies." However, if we are to win the war on terror, USSOtions. Then throw in variances in body armor, helmet, and uniform conCOM must hold true to its Commander's vision for sustainable increasfiguration. The SOPMOD PMO realized that ifSOPMOD was going es in capacity, and significant improvements in the global reach, agility,
to field a truly integrated MDNS system, a standard accepted sight responsiveness, and speed of SOF forces. Integrating the human into
height would have to be established as "THE" sight height around this future, as a key element of SOF hardware and software, will help to
which the day optics, iron sights, and "clip-on" devices would be ensure that the USSOCOM's top three priorities...
designed. A misaligned "in-line" system would not be effective and a
less-than-optimal sight height would not be efficient. The only reasonPlanning and synchronizing the Global War On Terror
able way to obtain this parameter was with careful polling of the SOF
Sustaining the readiness of our SOF Warfighters
warriors themselves, comparing the many current sight heights of the
Transforming our forces to be more agile, adaptive, and responsive
old "non-integrated" aiming systems already out in combat.
Throughout most of 2004 and into 2005, the Human System
... will indeed be achieved.
Integration team administered the survey. The written portion of the
survey documented how each respondent ranked each attachment
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Low-risk, Low-cost Reaction Time
Improvement: MIL-STD 2525 Symbology
by Jake Wetzel, Karole Davidson, and Patricia Hamburger
'Mn a low-risk improvement to reaction time that actually saves tramining time and dollars? Try an enterprise symbology solution. MIL-STD2525's origins can be traced to two primary sources - maritime symbology
from NATO STANAG 4420 and land based symbology for the US Army

naming and symbol conventions and the application of common or
known abbreviations decreases the difficulty of learning the meaning of
individual symbols and facilitates quick recall, even under stress.

and Marine Corps (FM 101-5-1/MCRP 5 - 2A). MIL-STD 2525 sym-

Implementation Shortcomings and Solutions

bology has been incorporated by militaries throughout North America,
Australia, and Asia and has been developed in conjunction with NATO's
APP-6 (A) standard symbology.
The DoD has established MIL-STD-2525 as the standard war fighting symbology set for Joint systems to allow track objects to be presented to the warfighters in a common and effective manner. Use ofa

A series of studies were conducted in 2005 and early 2006 to define
and bridge the gap between the current version of the MIL-STD 2525
standard and the requirements of the US Navy A primary objective was
to design new symbols to accommodate the platforms, missions and
functions of the next generation of surface combatants. Specifically, symbols to depict the new Littoral Combat Ship, associated mission packages, and unmanned vehicles have been developed and evaluated.
Additional symbols have been developed to bridge the gaps between current Link 16 (MIL-STD 6016C) symbol statements used by NTDS
(AEGIS, SSDS) and MIL-STD 2525. Newly developed symbols are
currently under review by the joint standards board and are expected to
receive final approval by Spring 2006. Each of these symbols was tested
to ensure swift, efficient
MORE INFORMATION
operator performance and
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common symbology set contributes to understanding of the common
operational picture, reduces time and cost for training, and can achieve
better performance under stress, as a result of a design improvement
and a common human interface across multiple Joint systems. In
Navy evaluations, MIL-STD 2525 symbology when compared to
NTDS has been associated with superior operator performance, has
been preferred by operators after a minimal trial period of use (30 minutes to 2 hours), and has required minimal training time.
The results of one study funded by the Office of Naval Research and conducted by Naval Surface Warfare Center Dahlgren Division (NSWCDD)
show significant reduction in time to complete tasks for basic operator
functions which can reduce engagement timelines (Figure 1). The added
provision of additional platform or functional information within the symbols themselves (Figure 2) reduces workload for watchstanders and decision-makers and allows quicker information access and more effective
management of the tactical picture. Additionally, the useof standardized
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had no adverse impact (i.e.,

I

symbol

confusion,

legibility).

2525B

poor
FRIGATE

Additionally, through
both subjective and objec-

tive user performance-testng methods, improve-

Figure 2.

ments have been demonstrated over current NTDS symbolog for
engagement modifiers and differentiation of commercial air tracks.
Performance improvements included increased operator speed and accuracy and improved situational awareness. Related studies were conducted to improve the default parameters for alphanumeric modifiers, symbol size, symbol colors, and depiction of assumed friend and suspect
tracks based on human factors design principles. Studies are currently
underway to explore symbology colors across various map backgrounds
and ambient lighting conditions, symbol filtering options, and ways to
emphasize tracks of interest or importance.

Summary
The findings generated from the empirical studies will create the foundation for a MIL-STD 2525 implementation guide for the US Navy
This guide will clearly establish guidelines for optimal utilization ofcurrent and future iterations of MIL-STD 2525 in addition to specifying
rules for creating new symbols that will conform to MIL-STD 2525
conventions. It will ensure that implementations of the standard maximize warfighter performance and reduce required training time. With
appropriate implementation, MIL-STD 2525 provides the capability to
communicate information to the watchstander faster, support quicker
decision-making and reaction times, and enhance maritime domain
awareness.
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CNO-Initiated Human Systems
Performance Assessment Capability
by Karole Davidson and Debbie Bardine
In todays fast-paced technologe-drin

wc.orld. it is eas to forgct that the

leading to the collection and validaion ofa defined group of human per-

human being is at the heart ofevery system. Even so-called "unmannedvehidc are monitored and controlled by human operators, just from remote
locations. In our rush to take advantage of new technologies and computing
capabilities, we might have lost sight of the fact that the human still has to be
able to safely, efficiently and effectively operate and maintain all of the
advanced systems that we arc
T1N1
embrace Human System,

formance metrics and the certification of component and system level
human performance. The application of these efforts will reduce total
ownership costs associated with any indixidual program. enurin the
warfighter has the right system for the
mission requirements.
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1uagndiss
"Smentl. I
metncs focus area will provide

a

et of defined metrics and measares,
as well as repository that
practitioners can use when developing and executing HSI assessV
ments. The team has defined taxonomy and identified sample
metrics The tools focus area vwil
help to increase access to HSI
tools for analysis, data collection,
and requirements definition
across the Navy community
Use during the entire lifecyclI.
success has already been reali'
through the sharing and mod
cation of human performan
assessment tools from NSW<
Dahlgren being used by SPA\\A
as part of a Trident Warrior 05c% ent. Ihe infrastructure area will conn,
several of the major existing Navy facilities across the System Comman
so that resources of the individual organizations can be used in a collal
rative, cross-command environment. The contract language focus are.i
concentrating on developing and documenting common HSI langul.
that can be used in the preparation of acquisition and contractual doi
ments. The assessment focus area will demonstrate the results of the oth
four focus areas. Existing planned experiments and demonstrations
being leveraged to insert human performance assessments into the
process. One success so far has been the collaborative work amon
SPAWAR, NAVAIR, NSWC Dahlgren, and the Center for SurfaCombat Systems performing a study on the usability of various Na\
"Chat" capabilities. Other Warfare Center efforts include NSWC Corona,
currently adding human performance measures to their data collection and
analysis programs and NSWC Port Hueneme, developing processes to collect additional Fleet Feedback on human performance issues.
Without a doubt, as former CNO ADM Vern Clark stated. Th humain
is a premier element of all operational systems." Accurately assessing system performance by considering the human performance aspect in every
system is essential. Common processes and tools are key to yielding a consistent assessment during certification efforts. The HSP-AC efforts are
establishing the Navy-wide infrastructure and leading the way in defining
a consistent, repeatable process for measuring human performance, thereby, ensuring the success of our warfighters.
,

Integration (HSI) leading to

required human performancea key element of any prognu
should therefore be self-evident.
Historically, each naval system
program office has been responsible for determining its own
requirements for displays,
trols, maintenance and trainin'
philosophy, decision support
and automation. It, therefore
should not be surprising that the
Navy has significant difference
among, and even within, sys
tems-even those performin,
similar functions. These differences have had an adverse enter
prise-wide impact on workload,
skills, and manning, acquisition and life cycle osts. common ramg sor egies, and probability of human error, adversely impacting operator, maintainer, decision maker, and total system performance. However, by taking an
enterprise approach for HSI and incorporating best HSI practices in the
development process, human performance can be optimized, system training, workload, and critical errors can be reduced, Sailor job satisfaction can be
rialized, and costs can be minimized on a cross-program, Navy-wide basis.
In order to be effective in this approach, it is essential that the capability
exist to measure human performance in both individual systems and for
distributed decision-making among systems and platforms. The Naval
Systems Commands, Human Performance Center, Naval Personnel
Development Command, and Fleet Forces Command, under the oversight of the Sea Warrior Governance Board, are leading the efforts to develop the Navy's premier capability for human systems performance analysis
and assessment.The Human Systems Performance Assessment Capability
(HSP-AC) is being developed to enhance fleet readiness and operational
effectiveness at the lowest total ownership costs by providing the people,
expertise, equipment, connectivity, tools, models, environments, and
alliances necessary to develop human performance solutions, as well as to
measure, analyze, and certify warfighter system performance across all
phases ofthe lifecycle.
The concept of the HSP-AC team is to use existing technology to connect existing Navy infrastructure elements to create a distributed human
performance assessment capablity This effort will integrate human performance assessment capabilities across the warfare command domains,

ni nIC
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Test Ship Takes Human Systems
Integration Innovations to Sea
Iman Bakhit, Donna Bedford, Noel Camanag, Lawana Godwin, Wes Holser,
Steve Robertson, and Joel Timm
by

The multi-mission ex-Spruance (DD-963) destroyer USS PAUL E FOSTER (EDD-964), known as the Test Ship and homeported at Port

The ex-USS PAUL F FOSTER (EDD964), known as the Test Ship,
provides a high-fidelity Navy shipboard at-sea environment for

Hueneme, California, provides a high-fidelity platform for sharing innova
tive solutions across the Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA) enterprise (Naval Surface Warfare Centers, military commands, industry partners, national labs and universities) in support of national and Navy strategies, operations, and missions.
The Test Ship promotes govemrnent-industry-and-academia collaboration for rapid prototyping of new systems, measuring human performance.
exploring and validating optimal manning requirements, and testin
human-centric upgrades to legacy systems. The remote-controlled Test
Ship provides a realistic Navy shipboard at-sea environment for test system
and is unique in its capability to satisfy U.S. Code Title 10 live-fire testing
requirements.
One of the cornerstones of Human Systems Integration (HSI) is to take
the human into account in shaping a system's design, starting at the earliest phase of development, by integrating sub-systems or modules to ensure
that the resulting system will have the optimal level of human performance
and safety at the lowest total ownership costs. However, total system performance and safety (hardware, software, and the human-both as an
operator as well as maintainer) can be completely verified only when
human performance is assessed in a realistic operational environment
against required Measures of Performance.
Furthermore, reducing operator workload involved in the monitoring of
shipboard systems, both combat systems and Hull, Mechanical and
Electrical (HM&E) systems, has become increasingly critical in meeting
the manninggoals of future Navy warships. As requirements drive optimal
manning levels, the need to modify processes and procedures and to

taking Human Syste

novations to sea.

Rolling Airframc Missile (R.l) system healh data ashore. This project
has NSWC Carderock Division and NSWC Port Hueneme Division
pressing forward in developing an "intelligent user-interface" on board the
Test Ship to collect RAM system data. This joint approach leverages the
NSWC CD Integrated Condition Assessment System (ICAS) architecture
to integrate ICAS's continual HM&E monitoring and the reporting capability of the RAM combat system. The goal is to demonstrate and evaluate
the capability to transfer remotely unclassified RAM system health data off
the test ship using ICAS channels to shore-based technical support centers.
The prototype development takes place in 2006 when the ship is underway off the southern California coast.
The team devising this HSI innovation aboard the Test Ship has anal'ycd
and developed an understanding of the requirements and standards of

Engineers and technicians at

naval engineering and the deck-plate needs of the Navy'sSailors.

the Surface Warfare

Additionally, the team is equipped with structured methods of evaluating

Engineering Facility located

human-machine interfaces, assessing human performance, and measuring

at NSWC Port Hueneme,
California, remotely monitor

user satisfaction with the system. Usability and human performance metrics comprise target or required values of effectiveness, efficiency and satis-

the performance of shipboard interfaces while the

faction for each systems specific task or feature.
Key benefits of this approach using a formal methodology include: deter-

Test Ship is underway.

reduce, automate, or eliminate system maintenance requirements increaseS. More stressing operating tempos will require maintenance providers to
perform their tasks faster, as well as increase demands that systems operate
more reliably for greater periods of time. An increased awareness of the
health and status of systems is desired to allow the shore infrastructure to
accurately plan for repairs and logistics. Here again the Test Ship platform
can facilitate the testing and evaluation required to validate and verifyinnovative system reliability upgrades, as well as evaluating various methods of
predictive maintenance and condition based maintenance.
An example of Wrfare Center and Product Area collaborative HSI innovation using the'lest Ship is a prototype for remotely transferringNIK 31
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mining the best fit of the design; uncovering terminology problems; validation of design/prototype/product; testing of communication methods
and protocols; collection of accurate and appropriate test data; documenting concerns; identifying issues; and justifying design recommendations/modifications.
Furthermore, the remote control capability of the Test Ship (a featire
required for live-fire ship self-defense test events) contributes to building a
corporate body of knowledge on strategies, methods and technologies for
automation, reduced manning and wireless connectivity These lessons
learned will be critical for leveraging across future Navy programs requiring
high levels of autonomous operation.
Thus, the NAVSEA enterprise, working together and usinga human systems engineering approach, is achieving Sailor-centered innovations.
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Assessment of Human Systems
Integration Performance During Fleet Operations
Kevin Cook, George Crouch, Bruce Galloway, Scott Paolo, Laura Hewitt, and Dwight Peterson

Assessments and Ground Truth
Currently, at-sea training exercises or in-port Fleet Synthetic Training
to determine training effectiveness, to derive performance results, and to summarize metrics for comparison to standards
set in Mission Essential Task Lists (METL). Both Navy and Joint METL
requirements are assessed based on Fleet Forces Command (FFC)
Quantitative Fleet Feedback (QFF) program requirements. Combat system data and "ground truth" data are collected and reconstructed from
underway training exercises and FSTs using the Warfare Assessment Model
(W4M) (shown in Figure 1) and other assessment tools. NSWC Corona
Division teams with the Center for Naval Analyses (CNA), Navy training
rInMesand the Fleet to provide reconstructioi and anal sis re ults to the

(FST) events are assessed

system operation,

during a Fleet ex
cise.
Assessments ha\
historically been
focused at the individual ship or warfare commander
level during training events. Since
training is one o
the seven technicL
W
a
domains of HS
Fleet
trainin
analysis is now
Figure 2. Analyst observing combat sybeing expanded to tems operations during a Fleet exercis
include the assessment of Combat Information Center (CIC) individual operator actit
*

Thc Corona Division of the Naval Surface Warfare Center (NSWC) is
the Navy's Independent Assessment (IA) Agent. Its mission is to gauge the
artighting capacity of ships and aircraft, from individual unit through
composite strike group levels, by assessing the suitability of design, the performance of equipment and weapons, and the adequacy of training.
NSWC Corona is leveraging its current expertise in assessment tools and
disciplined assessment processes, derived through decades of work on the
Nivy's most sophisticated integrated combat systems, to develop an integIrated Human Systems Integration (HSI) assessment capability. Based on
the Chief of Naval Operations and Defense Technology Area Plan guidance, assessment of HSI will be a mainstay in Navy acquisition, sustainmenrt, and Joint activities,

*

by

and watchstander team performance. This will give insight into existing
training effectiveness and provide measures of HSI performance as components of the entire detect-to-engage sequence. The assessment will allow
the analysts to determine individual operator's and CIC team's contribution to total system performance. Using these assessments as a feedbi.
loop could enable the developers of the systems and the trainers of the r
sonnel who use them to focus resources that enhance HSI and imp.
a 1otal xten performance.

Collaboration
I..

.:i

iiJioI

Figure1.TypicalscreenshotofaWAMreplay

Senior OficerObsererTeam (SOOT). Andsis resultsincludehox or
summarizing metrics for comparison to Navy and Joint METL standards
and animated replays showing the combat system picture overlaidwith the
ground truth. Analysis results are primarily done for the Air Defense mission area, but other warfare areas are often included as well. Figure 2 depicts
an analyst listening to shipboard communications while observing combat
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the future, HSI pthirmaueeassessmmcn in conjunction witha

is air defense Combat System Ship QualificationTrial(CSSQT)
uld provide a collaborative opportunity to collect data to assess FISI
issues. Collecting HSI data during these challenging and realistic events
vill aid the design of future combat systems to ensure that they meet
human factors needs and thus lead to improved combat system performance. Additionally, the ability to simultaneously analyze data sets from
multiple combat systems is a key requirement inJoint exercise interoprability assessment. The inclusion of corresponding HSI data sets with
command and control data sets into existing tools such as Performance
Evaluation Tool (PET) will allow analysts to extend Single IntegratedAir
Picture (SLAP) metric results to address how HSI is related to combatsystem performance in a Joint environment.
In conclusion, NSWC Corona is leveraging current tools and expertise
to develop an integrated HSI performance assessment capability that will
serve the acquisition, Fleet, andJoint communities to more effectively
measure total system performance. Bringing together performance evaluation tools, available training assessment expertise, and collaborative HSI
performance metrics, Corona will advance the Nav's HSI efforts to provide more cost-effective solutions for our Sailors.
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Fleet Feedback for Mission Success
Mike Palko and Karole Davidson

Amajor challenge facing the acquisition and engineering communityin
2006 is deciding how to allocate increasingly scarce resources to have the
greatest impact on the human in the loop-the Sailor.
One of the guiding principles in the CNO Guidance for 2006 states:
"Our success in defense of this nation depends on the men and women of
the United States Navy...." Every one of us needs to keep this principle in
mind in everything we do on a daily basis. As we field systems that are
increasingly complex, Sailors are faced with making more decisions based
on more information in a shorter period of time. We need to give them
the tools to make the right decisions. One way to do this is to involve the
Warfighter in both the acquisition and upgrade processes. Once a system
is fielded, there is no better way to make improvements
than to listen to what worked and didn't work, what was
effective and supportive and what wasn't, all within the context of a forward-deployed Warfighter-thus the concept of
Fleet Feedback.
Three on-going efforts to collect operator feedback and
directly influence programs-of-record with significant contribution from NSWC Dahlgren Division:
(1) The Aegis program has been conducting survey visits
since 1989. Feedback has been obtained from 39 Aegis
guided missile cruisers and destroyers, comprising interviews with more than 600 crew members. Approximately
45 percent of those resulted in improvements being made
to the combat system.
(2) As the Ballistic Missile Defense (BMD) capability has
been developed and fielded on select Aegis cruisers and
destroyers, the program sponsor expanded this process to
include detailed analysis and risk assessment of the issues.
Through early 2006, seven visits have been conducted,

involving both ship and ashore personnel.
(3) The NAVSEA 62 focus is executing Force, Test,
Assessment and Readiness Engineering to achieve Platform

Landing Craft Unit One Six Four Eight (LCU 1648) floats back into the well
deck aboard amphibious assault shipUSS PELELIU (LHA 5). More than
900 comments were received from 144 of her people during an April
2004 strike group survey.

and Strike Force Interoperability certification. The
Distributed Engineering Plant (DEP) was established as a
land-based test bed to address this level of certification.
During the past two years, five carrier strike groups returning from deployment have been interviewed to obtain realtime fleet operational feedback
on the quality of these certification efforts.
Participants in the ship visits routinely interact with the engineering community. Using forums such as Change Review Boards, the importance of
the crew concerns is disseminated: the voice of the Fleet is being heard.
Conducting a successful Fleet Feedback operation involves more than
showing up on a ship's quarterdeck with a pen and notebook. Months in
advance, the objectives must be specified:- are we looking for feedback on
a particular combat system baseline; do we want an entire Group to comment on interoperability- or do we want a targeted survey on a particular
issue? This drives the team composition, typically subject matter experts
and a human factors engineer, and the preparation time. If subject matter
experts are not readily available, then the preparation time is longer and
more intense.

2006

Becomingfniliar with existing issues,imitations, and previousfeedback
efforts is critical. Even some research on the senior personnel on the ship is
important. The objectives also determine who needs to be interviewed,
such as the various Combat Information Center watchstanders, both
enlisted and officers. More than 900 comments were received from 144
people during USS PELELIU (LHA 5) strike group survey in April
2004.The interview method is also vitally important. It must be made perfectly dear to the ship that the visit is not an inspection or assessment, therefore the questions must be expressed in an open-ended and non-threatening manner. At the end of the visit, consolidated raw comments are gien
back to the ship for their review before "going public."

Historically, the majority of comments focus on documentation, training
and manpower issues. Direct Fleet Feedback has contributed to significant
improvements for the Sailor development of a TechAid for the Tactical
Information Coordinator (TIC); improved colors and symbology on the
Aegis display system; and common terminology to avoid operator confiasion. Upcoming visits during 2006 will target the latest Aegis Baseline
DDGs and the impact of using commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) technology. The Feedback can have a direct influence on the engineering
efforts for the cruiser modernization and DDG upgrade programs.
A Naval Warfare System Certification Policy issued in July 2005 aims to
revolutionize platform-level and strike force readiness by requiring a rigorous certification process. Embedded in the certification criteria are Human
System certification and a requirement that technical warrant holders
"engage in fleet feedback opportunities..." It is now more important than
ever to establish and maintain a robust Fleet Feedback HSI program.
-

by
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SEARing Metrics: Critical to Combat
System Effectiveness Assessments
by Bob Hazle, Wes Holser, Cam Truong, and Dan Yee
Combat Ssven effectiveness is the aggregation of severa] discrete
domain elements: the technical capability to counter the threat successfuly; the on-demand availability of systems designed to deal with the
threat; and the availability of trained people to maintain and operate the
systems. Mission success depends on all three domains for any given
operational scenario. However, a sharpening focus on the people, i.e., the
human domain, as well as human systems technologies, will help to
ensure that the Navy's most valuable resource, skilled and motivated
men and women, are fully integrated into the overall combat system
design, engineering, and concept of operations. Designing and engineering the system for optimal human performance is as critical to the
s\stem effectiveness as the system's hardware and software elements.
By incorporating Human System Integration (HSI) within the systems
engineering process from cradle to grave, the human influence drives the
interdependent elements of manpower, personnel, training and education, human factors engineering, safety, habitability, health and survivability. The results are systems, equipment and facilities that are easily
usable, quickly learnable, more repairable and supportable, more survivable, safer and more secure, more effective and more adaptable to Sailor
needs. One of theways by which we can formally address how well the
human has been
in 1 1h
n is throlah Id:v1n,

Test Observation Reports are used during Combat System
Ship Qualification Trials to collect Human Systems
Integration data on human factors, manpower, personnel,
training, habitability, survivability, and environment, safety,
and occupational elements.

Above, the Tactical Action Officer for Destroyer Squadron
Seven (DESRON-7) addresses the watchstanders in

Sea

Combat aboard USS RONALD REAGAN (CVN 76).
reis engineering approach knowsn as safe. ETective and Affordability
Review (SEAR).
The SEAR methodology compiles metrics that are used to assess combar systems performance in the following areas:
Sa/t:Identifies safety hazards evaluated in terms of probability and
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severity of risk underall operating conditions.
Afordabili:Identifies cost factors and major cost drivers of the sstem.
Interoperabiliy.Assessessystem capability to interface and communicate
with other systems.
Efectiveness: Assesses the system's overall capability and availabilitl
complete the assigned mission successfully. This includes the perfor::
ance of the personnel who are part of the overall system. Fact,
addressed are the correct and timely execution of all necessary tasks to
maintain, set up, and operate the system.
The human performance data are aggregated into an overall figure of
merit, designated as Pp.
The SEAR assesses Pp through metrics and indicators that are collected by system element and focus on human error during tasks, ship force
workload by man-hours per activity (task), scheduled and unscheduled
maintenance hours, overall system maintenance trends, as well as identifying any system task or feature that overburdens, or is confusing to a
maintainer or an operator.
In general the Pp trends over time, risks, and specific HSI concerns
identified using the SEAR approach are more valuable and useful than
the absolute value of an individual metric. These trends and issues are
made visible as required to the appropriate sponsor/stakeholder and will
rigger human-centric changes.
The SEAR process outputs contribute to a repository of recurr
measurements and assessments that comprise a valuable corporate b
4 knowledge. Opportunities to collect human performance indica
For SEAR include: surface ship combat operational tests, Fleet exeri
and Combat System Ship Qualification Trials (CSSQTs). Duringz
CSSQTs, for example, Test Observation Reports (TORs) are used by
Nstem experts to assess equipment, computer program, logistics and
human performance issues within the combat system elements and
within Hull Mechanical & Electricalb(HM&E) systems.
Recently, the TOR process has been strengthened to place moe
cmphasis on collecting and documenting HSI factors. This enhanced
TOR has improved HSI data collection and has facilitated the identitication and documentation of HSI-related concerns.
Systems engineers and other technical experts obtain significant
insights, as well as key human systems integration measures and indicators, by analyzing the TOR data. These measures and indicators include:
assessing crew workload, identifying human errors, assessing the usability of human computer interfaces, observing team interactions, identi1cation of safety and human factors issues, training concerns, as well as
less than effective maintenance practices.
Through the expert and thorough application of these disciplined

methodologies, processes, and tools-SEAR, CSSQT and TOR-we
are able to assess whether the Sailor possesses a safe and effective system.
The proper collection and analysis of HSI metrics, measures and indicators are crucial to the assessment of the combat system. True combat
system effectiveness cannot be ascertained until we know how well the
human has been engineered and integrated into the overall combat ss
tem.
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Shipboard Communications:
Testing the Human 'Bandwidth'
by

Udo Goff and Debbie Bardine

As the United States Navy embraces the need for optimal manning on
future ships, the number and complexity of tasks the Warfighter must
perform will remain high. One vital function-internal and external
voice communications-is very taxing on the "human-bandwidth."
To determine the "breaking point" of a shipboard watchstander's abilitY to manage voice communications, researchers at the Naval Surface
Warfare Center, Dahlgren, Human Performance Laboratory (HPL)
used an operational scenario to test the capabilities and limitations of
typical Navy watchstanders when subjected to a varying number of
active communications circuits.
Metrics such as accuracy and latency of response were used to measure human performance. In addition, a between-subjects experiment
determined whether or not a simulated speech-to-text tool would
improve warfighter performance on a communications task, while not
degrading watchstander performance on a primary" tactical task.

Assessing Capabilities
The experiment was performed in the HP's Integrated Command
Environment (ICE) facility, a testbed for future command and control

g7

The experiment was performed in the HPL's Integrated
Command Environment (ICE) facility, a testbed for future
command and control concepts and a vehicle to solicit
valuable feedback from members of the Fleet.

concepts and a vehicle to solicit valuable feedback from members of
the Fleet. Realizing that today's Navy Warfighter has many responsibilities including, but not limited to, primary warfighting tasks, maintaining situational awareness, and handling voice communications, the
HPL team set out to measure the problem space and provide recommendations to assist the Warfighter. Since performing the experiment
in a realistic situation is key to the validity of the results, the experiment faithfully replicated the diversity ofwatchstanding tasks, their
tactical impacts, and the complex technologies presented to shipboard
watchstanders in a reduced manning environment.
Today, a typical AEGIS warship has more than 25 Sailors standing
watch in the Combat Information Center (CIC). Looking ahead only
a few years, the next-generation DD(X) destroyer will have no more
than 175 crewmembers, resulting in far fewer watchstanders for CIC
duties. Although the actual number of personnel onboard DD(X) will
likewise decrease, the volume of information that the Warfighter must
process will stay the same and could possibly increase. Therefore, it is
imperative that reducing the manning levels does not overload any of
the human's "channels" (e.g. audio, visual, cognitive, psychomotor)
and that total system performance (human, hardware, software)
remains optimal.
Several possibilities come to mind when thinking of ways to reduce
the audio load on a Navy CIC watchstander. One possibility is to

stander performance. This was the approach taken by NSWC
Dahlgren researchers to test two primary hypotheses:
1). The ability to monitor aural communications effectively will
degrade with an increased number of active circuits
2). A simulated speech-to-text capability will improve watchstander
performance on a secondary communications task, but not degrade
performance on a primary tactical task
To obtain useful results for the Fleet, Dahlgren's researchers used a
fully developed warfighting scenario and pre-recorded audio communications for four primary voice circuits. The audio scripts were developed by naval subject matter experts with significant experience in
CIC watchstanding. In order to control the communications experiment, subjects were not asked to transmit (talk) on the voice circuits,
only to listen.
The Communications study included two primary independent variables; the number of active communications circuits (one through
four) and access/lack of access to a simulated speech-to-text tool. The
primary dependent variables measured were the percentage of correct
probe responses, the latency of the responses (in seconds), and an overall subjective "tactical score" assigned by a group of Navy subject mater experts.

reduce audio circuit monitoring requirements by either completely

Facilities, Hardware, Software and Scenario

eliminating circuits or combining them with other existing circuits.
Although this seems like a reasonable solution, operational requirements and Fleet policies make this difficult to achieve. Another
method is to determine scientifically how many circuits a watchstander
can effectively monitor and whether or not the incorporation of
advanced technologies such as speech-to-text could improve watch-

The ICE facility consists of eight inward-facing advanced watchstations surrounded by ten large screen displays (LSDs). Test subjects
were seated at one of the advanced watchstations consisting of three
21-inch flat panel monitors and one 15-inch desktop embedded monitor. All of the monitors were touch-screen activated, and prior to testing researchers briefed each subject on the capabilities and limitations
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Continued from page 21
of the hardware. Four speakcrs located at 4-t

l3, 22, and

31

degrees (clockwise) from the subjects direct line of sight were also used
tosimulate 3-D audio (an envisioned future capability).
The experiment required the subjects to act as Tactical Action Officer
(TAO) on board a virtual destroyer during a challenging air defense
operation. Also before testing began, each subject received briefings on
the political background of the region, the current tactical situation
TACSIT). the rules of engagement (ROE), the enemy order of battle

Maint Issues

Helo

Seattle

Patrol oats

Query Responsei

sJculcd mintennc, 1Che would respond by pushing the
"Maintenance Issues" probe response button.
When the subject selected one of the probe response buttons, the outline of the button turned black, (shown in Figure 1) providing visual
feedback to the operator. The probe response pad was located on the
desktop embedded monitor of the advanced watchstation. Along with
the location of the probe response pad, Figure 2 also shows the location of the remaining experimental information including the Tactical
Situation (TACSIT) and simulated speech-to-text windows. All
research subjects had previous Navy CIC watchstanding experienc
rclatcd to

andhadattended a\rir

kf 1 pIandIdIn1edI'Kx

oeationln I

1

technical schools.

Experimental Design
The rwo hypotheses noted earlier were tested stin' a within- and
between-subject design, respectively. Each subject experienced portions of the scenario with one, two, three, and four active circuit conditions; accuracy, latency and situational awareness metrics were used
to evaluate operator performance under each condition. To test the
second hpothesis, s et of stihcts ws rindotnvselected to execite

TACAIR

SKED Changes
TAC'SIT 1

Figure 1. Probe Response Pad

(EOB), and capabilities and limitations of the ship.The scenario acco
rately reflected real-world fleet operations and was of sufficient complexity to provide both a range of subject-scenario interactions and
opportunities for experimental evaluation. In a post-experiment questionnaire, the subjects (E-5 through 0-6) rated the average realism of
the scenario as a 9 on a 10-point scale.
>Peech-to-Text. To account for the fact that speech-to-text technology
wIll see significant improvements in accuracy in the near future, experimenters used a simulated speech-to-text tool that was 100 percent
accurate. Because the audio communications were pre-recorded, the
tool simply took the direct electronic transcription of the circuits and
displayed the text on the subject's left-most upright monitor. The text
appeared, with an average 209-millisecond delay, after the words were
spoken. To help test subjects organize the information on the various
circuits, four separate speech-to-text windows were provided, one for
cich of the active circuits.
As seen in Figure 1, four "word" and four "semantic" probes were presented 122 times on each of the four circuits as follows (No. of probe
presentations indicated in parentheses): Air Defense Coordination and
Reporting (ADC&R) (36), Integrated Air Defense (lAD) (6), Net 15
(52) and Battle Group Command (28). The four word probes were:
Ileads Up, Helo, Seattle, and Tactical Air (TACAIR). When the subject heard one of the four word probes on any of the circuits, he simply pushed the associated probe response button on the response pad.
Unlike word probes that simply required acknowledgment of the
occurrence of a single word, the semantic probes required the subject
to recognize a more general phrase or concept taken in context from
the scenario. For example, when the subject heard communications
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Figure 2. Advanced Workstation Displays
the scenario using a simulated speech-to-text tool, while the remaining
subjects completed the scenario without access to the tool. Again, metrics of accuracy, latency and situational awareness were used to determine whether or not the speech-to-text tool yielded improved operator performance on the communications task.
This experiment was conducted under "best case" conditions (a quiet
testing facility where watchstanders were not expected to talk on the
various voice circuits, only to listen.) Although the dynamic social
interaction provided by talking on circuits may have affected the
results of this study, researchers felt that not allowing the subjects to
transmit oser the circuits would enable them to better control the
experiment.
Performmce Aletris. Ihere weretwo primary means of measuring
watchstander performance and situational awareness during the stud'.
First, a software program electronically recorded the time of occurrence
of each probe and, in turn, the time required for the subject to respond
to the probe. This data were then used to determine the percentage of
correct responses, number of false hits, and response latency.
The other means of quantitatively measuring performance and situational awareness was a post-evaluation survey that included discus-
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sion, as well as single-ansver questions. An example of a discussion
question is: Which tactical track represented the highest priority threat
to your ship and why? An example of a single-answer question is:
Which fire control radar was taken off-line for maintenance during
the scenario? The questionnaires were independently analyzed and
scored by a team of four subject matter experts to determine an average value that could be interpreted as a subject's "tactical awareness."

Communications Experiment Results Summary
The results of the communications experiment supported the first
hypothesis: Performance on the communication task did degrade with
an increased number of active circuits (Figure 3). On the other hand,
hypothesis two was not supported by the data. There was no significant difference in performance on the communication task with the
addition of a simulated speech-to-text tool (Figure 4).
This result does
not suggest that
PERFORMANCE (%CORRECT)
speech-to-text tech100
nology is not a usetul tool; it simply
means the tool did
not
significantly

respectively. In today's Navy, Warfighters can often rely on other members of their team to "catch" messages that they have missed.
Unfortunately, this back-tip mechanism likelywill not exist in a
future, optimal mainning environment.

The way ahead
While Moore's Law has governed the advance of computing power
in the past decade, with the speed of computers roughly doubling
every 18 months, the cognitive bandwidth of the human operator has
failed to expand at a
rate.
comparable
The result now is an
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already be operating
at maximum cognicapacity.
tive
Te ch nolo gicaI
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40

watchimprove
scander performance
under these realtime conditions. In
an operational environment, a speech-

improved.
The results of this experiment also showed that
even with only one active voice circuit, the subjects missed approximately 20 percent of the probes presented on the four circuits. With
two and three simultaneously active voice circuits, the percentage of
probes missed increased to approximately 32 percent and 58 percent.
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to-text tool may be

very useful in serv-

Figure 3. Performance vs. Number of

Figure 4. Performance With/Without

ing as a memory

Active Circuits

Speech-to-text

aid for recalling tactical events, as a substitute for manually transcribing circuit transmissions to a written log (copying), and if coupled with a word search
capability, it could be used as a means to access historical data rapidly.
Variability among subjects with access to the speech-to-text tool was
also very high, suggesting one of two things. Either the subjects had
varving abilities for coping with high workload levels, or the various
subjects were employing different strategies (e.g. weighting of

tric warfare connectivity and the

addition of offboard vehicles may accentuate the demands on a Warfighters "human
bandwidth. ResearchersatNSWCDahlgrensHumanPerformance
Laboratory are keenly aware of these cognitive challenges and continue to provide the Fleet with not only research to improve hardware
and software, but also cost benefit trade-off analyses by determining
the potential impacts of new technologies on decision-making.
warfighter readiness and mission performance.

time/accuracy tradeoff) to perform the required tasks. With increased
training on the capabilities, limitations and various uses ofspeech-totext technology, the performance of subjects might have been
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Navy Incorporates Human Factors Into Design of
Personnel Development 5-Vector Model (5VM)
by Chief Journalist Teresa J. Frith, Naval Personnel Command

ote: The Aval Unfire Centers via NASLE4 03, the 'irtual
HSISYSCOM, the Human PerformanceCenter, andthe Human Systems
Peiformance Assessment Capability (HSP-AC) contribute to manpower,
personnel and trainingefforts / improvements.
Edirork

The 5 Vector Model (5VM) captures a Sailor's progress along five vectors: professional development, personal development, professional
military education and leadership, certificates
andqualifications,andprofessionalperformance. Sailors can, in turn, use this information
to better plan their careers. A new look to the
5 Vector Model (5VM) debuted in October
2005 with release of Version 12 (V12). It is
important to note, however, that while the
5VM is greatly improved in look and function, its data content remains unchanged.
although you can expect noticeable impro.ment to the skill data content in early 2 0 0 o.
5VM V12 has a redesigned display with
improved performance capabilities that
enable Sailors to bring up a large amount of
career
information
more
efficiently.
Additional pages, and new features of 5V\x
V12 move the Navy closer to its goal of measuring human performance and linking that
performance to mission effectiveness. 5VI

Enhancements are most notable on the 5VM Vector Detail page,
the display of Lifelong Learning History and Credits.The 5VM 1C,
Detail pages present SkillObjects, Tasks, Skills, etc., grouped in a1
cal drilldown structure that better displays the links between the
ous data the Sailor sees on a particular page.
In the future, the Lifelong Learning History and Credits page will display college degrees and cour' cofmpletcd It il \ ill include credits

k

THE 5VM IS A CAREER ROADMAP
AND RESUME THAT MAPS AND
MEASURES AN INDIVIDUALS
CAREER PROGRESS.

PEVEOPENT

LEADERSHIP

CERTIFICATIONS
&QUALIFICATIONS

PERFORMANCE
RECRUIT

APPRENTICE

JOURNEYMAN,

MASTER

RECRUITAPPRENTICEJOURNEYMANMASTER

VI2 provides the framework for incorporation of updated skills data
and simplifies navigation so Sailors can easily view their information.
We continue to improve the functions and usability of the 5VM.
while simultaneously improving the accuracy and the granularity of
the data behind it," said Center for Surface Combat Systems 5V\
Program Manager Lt. Cmdr. Tony Talbert. "This is another step of
many to come in realizing the Navysvision...
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earned

from Navy-specific programs, such as the College Level

Examination Program (CLEP), Defense Activity for Non-Traditional
Education Support (DANTES) Subject Standardized Tests, and
Excelsior College examinations.
Sailors currently have a link to their Sailor/Marine American Council
on Education Registry Transcript (SMART), which, when combincd
with the new Electronic Training Jacket (ETJ) link under the
Summary tab, makes the record of their career accomplishments accessible from Navy Knowledge Online (NKO).
"These features not only provide resumd details for the Sailors, but
support the CNO's (Chief of Naval Operations) increased emphasis
on Lifelong Learning and future educational requirements for
advancement into the Senior Enlisted ranks," Talbert said.
The 5V
is accessed from NKO athttps:\\wwwa.nko.nav mil.
.

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
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NIAPS: Encompassing Distance Support
And Sea Warrior Afloat
by

Kenneth R. Johnson

With more than 380,000 Sailors-including active duty and reserve
officers and enlisted personnel-deployed in bases, ports, and some
280 ships worldwide, maintaining a high level of mission readiness is
a top priority for the United States Navy. A key element of readiness
has always been to maximize the number of people and assets (e.g.,
ships, aircraft, and weapon systems) that are able to operate at peak
performance levels at any given moment in time.
For the Navy's people-by far the most precious of the Navy's
resources-this means offering Sailors anytime, anywhere access to the
latest documentation and training on the high-tech systems that
underpin nearly all mission-critical operations. Personnel also need
access to career development opportunities whether they are ashore or
afloat.
\shore, the World Wide Web provides a conduit for vast amounts of
information that those pcrsonnel afloat and deploYed outSide the con-

deployed outsidei CONiS.
"We've had to come to grips with the amount of bandwidth that is
available [for these types of activities]," says Captain John Reichl,
USN, Director of Distance Support, NAVSEA. "We've always been
pretty good at providing -- or describing our requirement -- for tactical bandwidth, which deals with fighting the ship. But we've struggled
at times...with the non-tactical bandwidth piece. And that piece is
becoming more important as we develop strategies to optimally-man
our ships and develop an afloat enterprise business scrategy and implement solutions."
The bandwidth challenge impacts the Warfighter's ability to perform
maintenance in a context-rich environment, just-in-time maintenance
training, basic career enhancement tasks, and simplY degrades the
morale for todaY's interner-savy recruits.

The NIAPS initiative provides the Warfighter with a vehicle to com-

municate with the outside world for software updates, for training,
for education, for troubleshooting and maintenance support, and for
quality of life.
tincntal United States do not have the equivalent access to. That is
where the Navy Information/Application Product Suite (NIAPS)
comes into play. NIAPS provides a ship- and base-specific subset of the
information available on the World Wide Web and Department of
Defense (DoD) data repositories locally for access by the afloat or
deployed personnel. Content updates are handled via a highly efficient
methodology that takes advantage of approved available bandwidth.

Solution

Sailors and civilians in the continental United States (CONUS) can
access the World Wide Web from their desktops and even from their
homes with a relatively high bandwidth connection. "Bandwidth"
defines how quickly information can be transmitted per second from
a computer during activities, including sending and receiving email,
streaming video, streaming audio, and instant messaging.
When a ship deploys it is common that the entire ship's complement
shares the equivalent of one 56kbps modem connection. By today's
standards, a 56kbps modem connection is comparable to a dial-up
modem connection, which is significantly slower than an ISDN, cable,
or broadband connection. Depending on the location outside
CONUS, the Warfighter may not fare much better as available bandwidth is tied up with critical intelligence gathering and most enlisted

To address this bandwidth challenge, the next generation of the
Distance Support initiative-dubbed Navy Information/Application
Product Suite-has been designed to provide "platform-resident data
on the ships and within the bases' "fence lines" computing infrastrueture. This initiative helps to maximize the amount of conten or
knowledge that is immediately available to the Warfighter and to minimize the amount of information that must be sought off-ship or offbase. NIAPS deploys a new generation of systems that will have a wide
array of content pre-loaded, with a wide range of technical training,
documentation, as well as career development and social support information.
Architecturally, NIAPS is supported by a global infrastructure. This
infrastructure contains distributed gateways that are the knowledge
center for the tailored content and amendment servers that house only
the content changes. The NIAPS server consists of the ship or base
server that communicates during bandwidth availability to one of the
globally distributed amendment servers. The change information is
provided to the amendment servers by a distributed gateway. The distributed gateways perform the heavy computation of creating the
change information thus minimizing bandwidth use.

personnel are denied internet connectivity for long periods while

The NIAPS initiative provides the Navy with a vehicle to get appli-

SitRep: The Bandwidth Challenge
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cationsand

content to the Warfghter. NLlS facilitates the fielding of
applications, including providing hardware and software resources,
certification assistance, and system engineering support. The applications that define NIAPS are created as part of independent application
development efforts. This design provides the opportunity for any
application or content to be fielded based on approval. Distance
Support does not dictate the functionality offered within NIAPS.

Human Factors

The Navy Information/Application Product Suite is a cutting-edge
initiative that provides tools for the Sailor to be more productive and
more informed. The Navy has aggressively deployed NIAPS on mor
than 60 ships during 2005, has targeted the rest of the surface fleet b
the end of 2006, and a majority of the submarines by the end of 200
As part of a DoD effort to develop best practices that make all of the
uniformed services more efficient and effective, the Navy has taken this
Distance Support concept and demonstrated that many of the core
principles and capabilities can be leveraged by the Marines, Army, and
the Air Force in a variety of environments.
This has resulted in a Joint Military Utility Assessment (JMUA) in
which the Navy is using NIAPS to support Marine Corps operations
in Iraq. Today U.S. Marines are pulling down more than 1,500 technical manuals a month within the "fence lines" of their bases in Iraq.

.

NLAPS has many human factors and human-systems integration
approaches considered in its design, including:
Maintenance: More self-sufficiency while deployed. By providing ships
and bases with cached access to the latest CONUS resources, deployed
personnel can undertake repairs and upgrades without having to compete for non-tactical bandwidth for answers and on-demand computer-based training.
hiining: Access to career development and training information.
Although deployed life is busy, there are limits on what Sailors can do
with their own "down" time. By making training on a wide variety of
technical and career development topics available to Sailors, they can
upgrade their skills and prepare for the next step in their militan
careers. This not only makes the Navy
smarter, it also creates a compelling argument to stay in the service as military personnel are less likely to be "marooned" from
career development opportunities when they
are deployed. The Sea Warrior Afloat Spiral I
applications are now a part of NIAPS and
include Navy Knowledge Online, the FiveVector Model, Job Career Management
System, Navy Training Management and
Planning System, and Learning Management
System.
Gomputer Interface: Additional HSI considerations in the design of human interfaces will
make NIAPS even more efficient.
Manning: Centralization and consolidation
affords optimal manning. Certain clerical and
administrative functions can be performed b
a single Sailor (or groups of Sailors). Rather
than have every ship replicate every function
on every occasion, commanders can agree to
a division of labor, eliminating redundant

Conclusion

efforts across a set of platforms. In addition,
this provides the Navy with the capability to
move ashore or to a centralized hub.

Personnelman 3rd Class Timothy Gentry logs into a computer terminal set up
for use with the Navy College Program for Afloat College Eduction (NCPACE)

program, in the computer learning center aboard the amphibious assault ship
USS SAIPAN (LHA 2).
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Human Systems Integration Education
by Robert J. Beaton, Ph.D., CPE
Human Systems Integration (HSI) as a best business practice for the
Navy engineering enterprise will enable the service to maximize total systern performance and minimize total ownership cost of its subsystems,
systems, and platforms. HSI has a well-deserved positive reputation from
successes in the Navy's DD(X) program, the Army's MANPRINT program, and the Air Force's Human Effectiveness program. To further
institutionalize HSI within naval engineering, however, the NavyIw

The NAVSEA 03 Educate the Workforce program began innid200.
During a six-month period ending in December 2004, we developed
two HSI courses: HSI 101, Introduction to HSI; and HSI 102,
Advanced Topics in HSI. Each course is targeted at senior engineers
(e.g., Program Managers, Technical Directors, Ship Design Managers,
and Lead Engineers) and requires eight hours of classroom lecture.
Ihe HSI 101 course introduces HSI as a multidisciplinary technical
d management strategy for the development of new military systems
well as the modernization and support of legacy military systems. The
urSe explains the seven HSI technical domains: human factors engicring, manpower, personnel, training, personnel survivability, habitliry, and safety/occupational health. Additionally, the course discusses
Department of Defense and Department of the Navy policies govling materiel development programs.
!he HSI 102 course provides insight into common engineering methods used to implement HSI in projects. The course covers five common
HSI in systems engineering work activities: top-down functional analysis, HSI Planning, modeling and simulation, usability engineering, and
human-performance testing. Along with an overview of the principles
involved with these work activities, the course identifies lessons-learned
and methodologies to foster proper planning and application of the HSI
methods.

Gas Turbine Systems Technician First Class Ronnie
Freeman stands as Engineering Officer of the Watch in
Damage Control Central aboard USS MONTEREY (CG 61).
The role of the human, i.e., the Sea Warrior, is a central
focus of the future Navy warfighting capability.

in place several efforts to establish acquisition and modernization program policies, to provide technical and management infrastructure to
project teams, and to educate the engineering stakeholders on the prnciples and methods of HSI. Although all are important, the HSI education initiative for the Navy's engineering workforce has the potential to
achieve far-reaching, fundamental change in the way systems engineering is understood and practiced, and not just in the Navy.
In September 2002, Vice Admiral Phillip Balisle, Commander, U.S.
Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA), established the office of the
Deputy Commander, Human Systems Integration (NAVSEA 03);
Captain Gregory Maxwell, USN (Ret), was named as the first Deputy
Commander, and Mr. Robert Bost, Technical Director and the first
Warranted Technical Authority for HSI in NAVSEA. Among other critical missions, NAVSEA 03 has responsibility to educate the naval engineering workforce in HSI principles, methods, policies, and practices.
This educational work is led by the Naval Surface Warfare Center
Dahlgren Division (NSWCDD), with the overall coordination and curriculum development led by the author, a former Virginia Tech engineering professor supported by Dr. Daniel Wallace, NAVSEA Technical
Authority Lead for Human Factors, Dr. Janae Lockett-Reynolds, cognitive psychologist, and Trish Hamburger, NSWC Corporate HSI
Director.

2006

During the subsequent 12-month period ending December 2005, SEA
03 delivered the HSI 101 and 102 courses throughout NAVSEA (e.g.,
NSWC and Naval Undersea Warfare Center) activities and affiliated
commands (e.g., Naval Sea Logistics Center (NSLC) and SPAWAR) to
about 1,700 workforce members. Formal course evaluations have been
overwhelmingly positive, with many attendees requesting additional
training on specific HSI techniques and methods germane to their program activities.

Dr. Bob Beaton teaching the HSI 101 course to NUWC
Newport workforce in October 2005.

The upcoming 2006 work plan expands upon the current teaching
efforts to establish a HSI training continuum offering a variety of educational opportunities to the workforce. The HSI 101 and 102courses
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ill be oficred throughout the NAVSEA enterprise, along with several
nw \work initiatives that are listed here:
Comnion HSI courses established for all Navy Systems Commands
SYSCOMs), in addition to Naval Sea Systems: Naval Air, Naval Supply,
and Space and Naval Warfare SYSCOMs. conducted through the HSI
\irtual Svems ConunIand vS(.NO I.
2) Comnion I ISIcourses etabliied for DoD coiponents Na%
Marine Corps, Army, Air Force), conducted with Dr. Hal Booher
(Army, Aberdeen Proving Ground) and MAJ (Ret.) Robert Lindburg
(Air Force, Brooks City Base Air Force Base).
Formal educational recognitions (i.e., HSI certificates, M.S. degree)
for DoD workforce, conducted with the Naval Postgraduate School (Dr.
Nita Miller) and the Defense Acquisition University (Dr. Mike
13)

Drillings Akrm

entaon

WORKFORCE

educational recogition (i.e.. HSI certiia.tcs, \.S. dereei
in the civilian/academic sectors, conducted with NSWC/Dahgren Lib
Training Command (Andy Humphrey), George Mason University
(Systems Engineering and Psychology Departments), Old Dominion
University, Cornell University, University of Central Florida, and
California State University.
(4) Formal

(5) Authoring HSI educational materials, including a graduate-level I
text book and additional HSI courses targeted on specialized audien

(e.g., USMC Warfighting Lab, SPAWAR Information Technok.
Engineering, possibly a web-based HSI Overview course for DoD).
The planned work directions for the NAVSEA 03 Educate the
Workforce project fulfill a critical need to improve the understandinz
and use of HSI concepts in engineering projects. Moreover, the work
directions establish a means to sustain HSI activities and expertise within future generations of the workforce. Through these efforts, the Navy
engineering enterprise has taken a leading position to embed HSI practices within theDepartment F Iefenxecomm11unit.

HSI, HFE. ESOH. MPT, HAB, SURV PROFESSIONALS / ENGINEERS / SCIENTISTS

T ECHNICALSTAFF, SUPPORT,
EENGINEERS
TECHNICAL DIRECTORS PROGRAM LEADS. SENIOR STAFF
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- TES

CONFERENCE
SEMINARS

MONITORING
ROTATIONS

SPECIAL
TOPICS
1-4 HRSI

SHORT
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11-2 DAYSI
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TRAINING
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.3-lUDAYS)

CERTFICATE

I
DETAILS

I
UNIVERSITY
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I OJT
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Ph 0
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A WAY AHEAD
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LESS TIME
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Web-based Simulation and Virtual
Environments: A Training Solution for
Today's Challenges Via Virtual Radio Room
by

James Moriarity and Artemio Malgapo

The Navy Learning Centers are faced with challenges on how to train
the Sailors in the fleet effectively. The requirements for the training curriculum are constantly changing as new equipment and capabilities are
introduced to the operating forces. The specification outlined in any
training plan is usually written at an explicit date that is already outdated when approved, a result of the near-inexorable advance of communication systems technology driving continued growth in the demand for
better training tools.
The Human Systems Integration (HSI) guidance contained in the current Department of Defense (DoD) instruction, DoD 5000.2, directs
program managers to place special emphasis on maximizing the use of
new learning techniques and simulation technologies to increase the flexibility, quality, and cost effectiveness of Navy learning tools. The revolution in training sought by both DoD and the Navy relies heavily on
innovations that advance both the effectiveness and efficiency of operator and maintenance training tools.
One learning tool that has resulted from these innovations is the Virtual
Radio Room (VRR), which has capitalized on the use of leading-edge
web-based Interactive 3-Dimensional (i3D) technologies and at the
same time integrating the human side of the user population in the
design, development, and evaluation processes of Virtual Tactical
Training Equipment (Virtual TTE). The VRR is used to provide training realism in radio communications that

ate unproductive student time spent waiting for a training facilitys radio
room trainer. The VRR contains an instructional component that provides "refresher" training on equipment operation and radio circuit operating procedures.
Another aspect of the task is to create reusable learning objects that can
be applied to a broad range of computer-based training products. The
reusability of components between submarine and surface ship applications and the collaboration among learning centers on this project are at
the heart of making the VRR a viable solution for today's training needs.
Indeed, the VRR is being designed for ease of maintenance, configuration management, and support for the Navy's Integrated Learning
Environment (ILE). And, as advancement in the technology is realized,
the VRR has been looked at as a potential replacement for the Virtual
Tactical Training Equipment to provide the training tools for both Surface and submarine ships communications.

Operations, Maintenance, and Troubleshooting
The Virtual Radio Room is a simulated reproduction of the actual radio
room with all the associated communication equipment in it, as shown
in the below image. The virtual radio room allows the Sailors to navigate
a simulated radio room by using a combination of the mouse pointer
and keyboard keys. The keyboard keys allow the Sailor to explore the 3D environment. Clicking on equipment displays

a 2D and/or 3D (2 Dimension, looking on one
side and 3 Dimension, looking on all sides of a
figure) simulation of that equipment. All equipment in the equipment racks is simulated to
duplicate the actual equipment operation. A simulated piece of equipment inany rack when chosen, allows the users to view and operate the
Enter the VRR
front panel controls separate from the rest
prounit's
The objective of the Navys training programs
equipment.
the
of
is to ensure that Sailors are knowledgeable of
open architecture capitalizes on the
VRR's
The
and proficient in operations of shipboard equipnon-proprietary software
commercial,
of
use
Room
Radio
Virtual
ment. Every Sailor is required to have the basic
while keying
technologies,
using the latest web
knowledge and skills that are required in all sitinterfaces.
human-machine
to
relating
issues
conformance
on
uations when operating a piece of equipment. Easy to say, until it
The Virtual Radio Room also allows the user to remove and replace any
becomes apparent that the way people learn takes different forms: some
learn by doing, some learn by watching, and some learn by reading espe- equipment from the rack (without any weight or height restrictions as
an actual unit has), and that includes any cable separation and conneccially when learning how to use equipment.
Under development to support operator and maintenance training for tion, anywhere the cables are located (which are sometimes hard to separate or gain access on real equipment).
the Submarine Learning Center, the Center for Information
It also provides detail with the disassembly and assembly of a piece of
Dominance, and the Center for Surface Combat Systems, the VRR is
equipment when accessing a faulty card inside a component. All the user
part of the Virtual Tactical Training Equipment.
As such, the VRR enables learning by doing, while at the same time needs to do is use the mouse pointer and with a succession of mouse
clicks, the following events happen: screws securing the faulty equipproviding audio and textual re-enforcement on how to operate equipment in the rack loosen up releasing equipment, targeted handle causes
ment.
The VRR was initially conceived as a desktop tool, using a virtual envi- the equipment to slide out of the rack and when the sliding mechanism
ronment to practice configuring communications circuits to help allevi- reaches the end of its travel it produces a clicking sound, the card assem-

enhances the users' learning abilities (cognitive.
physical, and sensory). The limitations that real
equipment poses to the users can then be identified and compared with the simulated copy of'
the unit.
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releases and moves out ofsignht, and the cards are then exposed.
expert level ocompetence.
Lser positions the card puller in place and pulls the card out.
To monitor training progresion, anytime lhe Sailor initiate 1an action
With the VRR, the required procedural steps for a piece of equipment to operate, maintain, or troubleshoot an) of the VRR simulated
equipaS listed on a Maintenance Requirement Card (MRC) are easily simu- ment, that action is compared with the required
set of steps stored in the
lated, and steps performed one at a time. Sailors learn how to perform
database. Though no restriction is imposed, the number of times the
the Planned Maintenance System (PMS) for a piece of equipment by Sailor performs an action repeatedly or out
of sequence are also kept in
watching first how the steps are done (instructional component), and the database for instructors to use. The Sailor's
past performance is easthen actually doing it themselves.
ily tracked and used to determine ifSailors passed the course or furh
Troubleshooting is another area that VRR fits really well,
training in a certain area of the course is required.
Ioubleshooting steps that students in the learning centers used to solve
With the Virtual Radio Room, the training result is immediate, nm
problems are easily duplicated. Simulated access to the inside of the itored results are valid, responsiveness to instructions
are quick, and
equipment is repeated as previously described in maintenance section.
retention of materials learned are long lain.
Different types of faults can be inserted in the simulated equipment for
Sailors to solve for practice or test. With troubleshooting, simulated
Conclusion
pieces oftestequipment, e.g., a multi-meter, oscilloscope, and signal genThe VRR a part of the \lrtuil liI11l lininin1 Equriplr i one
crator, are used. Probes from
,oluion to the challenges that
the equipment are connectee
the Navy Learning Centers are
to the test points of the suspect
facing. The benefit that the
faulty component using th(
VRR brings is immense. The
mouse pointer, and while
use of 2D and 3D enhanced
watching the display window
training materials in a virtual
of the equipment for resistance,
environment allows Sailors to
voltage, waveform, or frequentruly operate equipment, is a
cy readings determines if a faIl
paradigm shift in the Navy
is isolated.
training that will repay itself
Almost the real thing, with
many times over.
the VRR Sailors follow i
The Return of Investmen
schematic diagram (drawing)
(R01) is clearly seen who
to locate the test point locationtraining time for the Sailor,
and trace the signal flow in the The objective of the Navy's training programs is to ensure that decreased,
required maint,
equipment. Components of Sailors are knowledgeable of and proficient in operations of ship- nance
time (wear and tear o
equipment are easily located
board equipment. Operations Specialists man their workstations actual equipment is minimized)
and identified using the zoom- in the Combat Direction Center (CDC) aboard the Nimitz-class air- and
logistical support required
ing in (closer view) and out craft carrier USS THEODORE ROOSEVELT (CVN 71). U.S. Navy photo
for training facilities are
(farther view) function of the by Photographer's Mate 2nd Class Matthew Bash
reduced, and best of all skilled
VRR. Also, the operations of a
instructors that are normally in
piece of test equipment front panel controls are simulated requiring the school house are made available to the
fleet where their expertise can
Sailors to have basic understanding of how the test equipment works, be fully utilized.
whether adjusting for resistance, current, voltage, power (reflected or
Success of the VRR will not only prove beneficial to the Sailors, but will
not), frequency, sound, degree of position, or any other type measure- add to the realization of the Navy's future
goal of an advance trainine
ments related to radio communications. Using the mouse pointer, dif- environment. VRR is an e-training
(electronic training) tool that can be
ferent types oftest equipment are easily accessible
brought to the Saloir, an.time andan vhicrein the world.
blx cover

Training
Whether it is operation, maintenance or troubleshooting, the unifying
1oal is effective and efficient training of Sailors. With the VRR using a
specially written application combined with the equipment illustration,
instructional curriculum can be set to different levels to effectively train
and monitor Sailors'progress-from beginner, through intermediate, to
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Acquisition to Distribution:
HSI in the Supply Chain
by Raymond Gaiser and Cara Hunt
Rl[D imcrroiaoi. Threarex t tpes of RHD tap:
Keeping track ofwhat's where - all tic wayfrEom th1 wAhoLuS to
the combat zone - has become increasingly vital for the Navy and
PassiveRFID tags- small, short range, carry minimal data, used to tag
the rest of the Department of Defense (DoD). During Operation
Desert Storm, thousands of containers were lost once delivered to the and track item boxes, cartons, and pallets
war zone, which could have resulted in critical shortfalls in combat
capability. Now, 15 years later, Naval Surface Warfare Center Active RFID tags - larger, longer range, carry more data, used to tag
Carderock Division - Philadelphia (NSWCCD-P) is embracing and track ISO containers and air pallets
advanced Automated Identification Technology (AIT) in the supply
field to achieve greater accountability, improve management, and, con- NSWCCD-P is bringing "leading-edge" Unique Identification and
sequently, ease the workload on military and civilian staff, and, most Passive RFID technologies to their staging/kitting facilities, making
them not only DoD AIT compliant but more efficient, thereby better
importantly, help sustain warfighting readiness of the operating forces.
The DoD has issued policies and mandates regarding the use of serving the needs of the fleet.
NSWCCD-P also leads the way with the use of another emerging
Unique Identification (UID) and Radio Frequency Identification
(RFID) technologies and systems. The systems using these technolo- technology called Contact Memory Buttons (CMB). These devices
gies also fall under the Navy's Human Systems Integration (HSI) ini- come in different sizes and can store a range of data, including the
tiative that includes the human with hardware and software in systems UID and other logistical information including configuration and
engineering. Like HSI, UID and RFID are no longer considered "nice maintenance history. Combining UID, RFID, and CMB, NSWCCD-P is setting the footprint for the Navy in the year to come.
to have" but are essential to a program's success. Indeed, HSI is a critical link in the Navy's supply chain enterprise.
Unique Identification is a combination of data elements for an item
that is globally unique and unambiguous to ensure data integrity and
data quality throughout life. Under the federal guidelines for unique
identification, NSWCCD-P's operation will also be compatible with
other systems across DoD, the federal government and industry, an
area that had been lacking, according to the Defense Department's
Guide to Uniquely Identifying Items (Version 1.5): "GAO [General
Accounting Office] and other auditors have repeatedly found that the
federal government lacks complete and reliable information for reported inventory and other property and equipment..." In short, things
were getting lost...in the warehouse...out in the fleet...driving costs
skyward.
As of October 2004, UID was to be written into vendor contracts,
thus moving the initiative from theory into practice. Existing items are
to be brought into the new system as soon as possible, with an explicit objective of decreasing future workload. Then Acting Under
Secretary of Defense (Acquisition, Technology & Logistics Office),
Michael Wynne, currently serving as Secretary of the Air Force, recog-

nized that "applying UID to existing items in inventory and operational use is based on the value proposition that UID provides a joint
data capability that enables achievement of focused logistics and performance-based logistics strategies, strategic acquisition, and asset visihility to support combat operations."
Radio Frequency Identification, on the other hand, is a method of
electronically tagging and tracking shipments. RFI is being used in
increasing measure across industry and has been a mandatory DoD

Secretary of the Air Force Michael Wynne, while Acting Under
Secretary of Defense (Acquisition, Technology & Logistics
Office), recognized that 'applying UID to existing items in
inventory and operational use is based on the value proposition that UID provides a joint data capability that enables
achievement of focused logistics and performance-based
logistics strategies, strategic acquisition, and asset visibility
to support combat operations.'

requirement on solicitations issued on or after 1 October 2004 for
delivery of material on or after 1 January 2005. RFID tags are tiny
radio frequency transponders that are attached to or incorporated into
a product, enclosure or container,
The tags receive and respond to radio-frequency queries from an

Important tasks performed by NSWCCD-P for the Navy include
ordering the piece parts and assembling kits for machinery and ship
alterations, delivering and installing these alterations, planning and
performing maintenance, and providing maintenance logistics support
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Keeping track of what's where - all
the way from the warehouse to the
combat zone- has become
increasingly vital for the Navy and
the rest of the Department of
Defense (DoD).

Continued from page 31
to the ships. These tasks are directly dependent upon efficient control
of and ready access to, the configuration and logistics data for ships,
systems, and equipment. Complete and accurate accounting is imperative because the configuration and logistics support information is
used by various activities supporting the fleet.
NSWCCD-P's implementation of these technologies is called Total
Asset Configuration-Visibility and Tracking (TAC-VAT), a system for
universal access and 21st-Century compliance. TAC-VAT will be a
tool to integrate the logistics material, data, management and workforces into a single system providing universal access and visibility.
Interfaces to the Wide Area Work Flow (WAWF), Configuration Data
Managers Database-Open Architecture (CDMD-OA) and the
Distance Support Program will make the initiative all inclusive in its
support of machinery logistics to the fleet. TAC-VAT will employ
effective user interfaces amplifying the workload and cost savings
across the board.
Project Managers can work directly from their desktops along the
entire process: directing the material content list, building the kits, and
delivering the alterations around the world. The use of these new tech-
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nologies reduces the Project Managers work time in half It also
reduces the workload and costs associated with the configuration management validation program for ships.
Data elements are set up in accordance with the latest DoD data element and syntax guidance using serial number tracking techniques.
There are other expected benefits which include a much-needed
increase in timeliness of data updates, visibility of systems/equipment
and ability to identify differences across a ship class. It is expected that
the enhanced validation process enabled by TAC-VAT will greatly
reduce the need for costly manpower intensive configuration management validation surveys on naval ships.
These advances in logstics technology allow for more accuracy and
efficiency which means dramatic savings to the bottom line.
Embracing HSI tenets, UID and RFID technologies pursued at
NSWCCD-P are leading the Navy in this critical area of Sea
Enterprise operations.
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Measuring Operator Contribution to
System Performance in Submarine
Combat Systems
by

Joseph Gabriel, Megan Gibson, and Susan Kirschenbaun, Ph.D

simulated and sea-data runs. The data collection consisted of four comprimary objective of a submarine combat control operator is to proponents: automated system recording of internal solution parameters:
vide the approach officer with the level ofsituational awareness necessary
passive observation of the operators by trained analysts; some limited
to accomplish the mission. The operator's ability to estimate the locations and velocities of the other contacts (e.g., surface ships and sub- questioning of operators during the runs: and pre- and post-vcrnt quesmarines) operating in the area is key information needed to assess the sit- tionnaires.
Before the experiment, analysts collected background and experience
uation. Many times, these location and velocity estimates are expressed
in terms of range, bearing, course, and speed. For each contact, an oper- data with a biographic questionnaire that included time in the Nay;,
ator generates a system solution containing his current best estimate of positions held, time at sea, and experience with different CCS variants.
Analysts also used automatic data collection methods, which included
these parameters.
Collection ;-rcm (DDCS) and the 1Dna Gatherin,
The Combat Control System (CCS) operator uses a mix ofauand manual methods and tools to develop trial solutions on
each contact. An operator updates the combat control system
with his best trial solution, promoting his best estimate of
position and motion to become the system solution. Ths
practice of developing a solution on a contact's position and
motion is commonly termed Target Motion Analysis, or
TMA. Although every combat control operator's goal is to
develop a good TMA solution, each operator may employ the
system differently to derive such solutions. Operators may use
different tools and displays depending on the particular sensors that have detected the contact. Operators also may have
preferences to use certain tools due to different factors, such
previous training and experiences.
Because the operator plays such a critical role in the generation of the system solution, and the quality of the system soluAtion is greatly dependent on the skills and performance of the
operator, any performance analyses on a system must take the Fleet operators use a laboratory-based combat controi system
operator's contribution into account. Performance analyses are during testing.
conducted for various purposes, such as to yield assessments
of new technologies for introduction into the system or to
System (DGS). The automatic data collection systems recorded system
establish baseline system performance relative to measures of effectiveness for accomplishing different missions. Because different operators performance parameters and periodic screen captures from eight display
and operator groups generate different solutions, examining a single screens.
During the experiment, a test director interrupted the operators at twooperator group is insufficient when establishing the performance of a
particular system variant. To account for the variance in operator group minute intervals to get a consensus of perceived solution quality. Using
solutions, researchers conducted laboratory experiments in which the a Likert Scale from I to 10, the test director recorded their responses.
same data runs through the system and a set of operator groups each Additionally, the test director recorded timeliness indicators, time to firing solution, time to close encounter determination, time to recomprocess the data to form solutions. The system performance is then characterized using the ensemble results obtained from the different operator mended maneuvers, and the closest point of approach.
Also during the experiment, analysts used a tool to observe actively an
groups.
An example of such analysis is an experiment conducted at the operator developing contact solutions during a simulated scenario. This
NAVSEA Naval Undersea Warfare Center, during which 38 Navy fleet information added an important component, since the tools being used
operators participated in testing on the modem AN/BYG-1 combat by the operator are not automatically recorded by the system. Analysts
control system. The image (above, right) provides an example of a lab- also strived for knowledge in focused aspects of the operator, such as the
development of strategy, workload, and situational awareness. An examoratory-based CCS, similar to that in which this testing was conducted.
Operator groups, comprising two operators in each group, processed pie of this usage data is provided in Figure 1 (next page), in which dis-
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sei

rndims change over time. Here, an operator used the system dif-

rcrently for different phases of the problem. Each bar along the axis
labeled 'Display ID,' represents the percentage used of a different
Method or window within the system. The raw data obtained, which is
the operator focus of attention versus time, can be used in a variety of
ways, including display pattern use, percent window usage by different
operators, pattern of use evaluated over different scenarios, and others.
After the experiment, all the data collected was reduced into a database
for two types ofanalysis. The first included calculating metrics to evaluate the operator-generated system solution over time. These metrics
involved comparing performance parameters such as bearing, bearing
rate, range, range rate, course, miss distance, and speed to the contact's
truth in each parameter field. Additionally, researchers measured timeto-achieve solutions within certain quality bounds.
The second type of analysis was exploratory. For this type of analysis,
researchers investigated particular areas and questions of interest, some
of which arose as the analysis
progressed. As one example,
DIsplay Usge Trend
researchers found a correlation
,~,
between the pattern of display
usage and solution accuracy
204
obtained. With this discovery,
researchers plan to refine their
"
methods for follow-on experiments, with expectations of
"
increasing the resolution of the
correlation result. By understanding such correlation,
researcherscan provide information useful to improving

system training and system

weapon.Anahsts used one of the Solution location parameters to meas-

ure against solution quality. Preliminary results show that when operators rated solutions higher (in the 6-9 range), the location error in their
solutions was small. This gives analysts an indication that operators knew
when they were performing well, which has not always been the case in
other research.
Further exploration could involve evaluating the operator's perception
of automation. The system also incorporates automatic algorithms that
generate TMA solutions on contacts. The operator has the ability to
select from these algorithm-generated solutions, or he can manually generate his own solutions using operator-controlled methods such as
Manually Adaptive TMA Evaluation (MATE). Operators perceive the
controlled methods to be more useful than the automated methods, yet
there are cases in which the automated methods can perform better.
The operator's lack of confidence in automation may be a reflection of
training, or it may be a reflection of a lack of tools to enable the operator to evaluate the quality of
the automated solution. It is
important to understand the
reason behind the lack of confidence, for then engineers can
adapt current training and system capabilities to allow realization of the system's full performance potential.
In summary, inasmuch as the
human operator is a key conponent and primary contrib*..rorsystem
performance,
n.%the
operator must be includ-

ii

ed in overall system perform-

employment guidance. For
ance evaluations. Scientists
example, such a result could
o*..ly0
are developing and using
illustrate that certain patterns
methodologies from a mix of
of tool use can be used to
leading-edge human systems
obtain better performance,
Figure 1. Example of operator focus of attention over time. Percent integration and traditional
which could be integrated
window usage changes over time segments as the scenario
engineering testing methods.
into future training regimes.
evolves.
Scientists and engineers can
Researchers also found addithen apply these results to
tional insight in an operator's perception of the quality of the system submarine combat system advanced development programs, system
solution. During the experiment, operator groups were asked to form performance analysis of fielded systems, and analysis of fleet exercise
system solutions in a laboratory setting. Every two minutes, each opera- results. In the end, the goal is to achieve the primary objective, to
tor group rated their solution on a scale of 1 to 10, with 10 being the improve the overall system performance, a system dependent on the
best quality solution. The times when operators believe they have an human factor.
accurate solution are likely the times to take action, such as launching a
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Quality of Life and Habitability
by

Daniel F. Wallace, Ph.D, and Jennifer A.B. McKneely

Quality of life is an important attribute of Navy life; it can significantly
1ifluence a Sailor's decision to reenlist (Wilcove, 2004). In fact, in a 2002
Quality of Life (QoL) survey, shipboard life was found to be most closely
related to satisfaction with military life, and military life was found to be
the only necessary item to significantly predict continuance plans ofSailors.
Recruitment and retention are critical, particularly in the age of an all-volunteer force.
Navy leadership has continued to emphasize the importance of supportine the Fleet in all areas of Qol

Sailors and theirfamilies."
The Navy has a long history ofhabitability designs that have not been particularly conducive to a high quality of life. Early ships were designed to
fight wars and crew eating and sleeping were not primary motivations of
design (see HMS WARRIOR, 1860). Even as the Navy modernized,
warfighting systems improved, and crew size decreased, QoL standards
made only marginal improvements (see USS CUSHING (DD985),
1979). As the recognition ofa Sailor's contribution to warfighting effectiveness becomes better known and appreciated (coincident with an all-volunteer force, economic prosperity the lure of better-paying and less stressfu jobs, and other pulls on Sailors to
leave the Navy), QoL and habitability
improvements in support of it are
becoming driving forces in ship design.
The Future Surface Combatant program continues to make quality of life a
major focus area for the ship program.

To support quantification of design improvements, program engineers developed the
Quality of Shipboard
Life Assessment Tool
(QSLAT). This too'
compares the QoL for
neswship designs and
design features to existing ships or other baseline references, address,
DD(X) Stat
ing physical design,
DD(X) Stateroom
compensation, professional and personal development, quality of food, and impact of workload
on fatigue. This tool has been used in DD(X) to ensure that the features of
the design were indeed supporting improved QoL.
To ensure that the design features conceived in early design are indeed
implemented in detailed design, top level requirements addressing quality of
life were defined at the Operational Requirements Document (ORD) level
and derivative requirements flowed down through the ship system. The
DD(X) System Level Specification and Tier 1 Sailor System Specification
both have QoL related requirements. The requirements address living and
working conditions/environment (living space and storage, lighting, noise,
vibration) as well as personnel services. The Sailor System Specification
excerpted below is just one example of how DD(X) ensures that habitability improvements are being incorporated into ship design.
living conditions are of particular importance on DD(X). DD(X) Sailors
will have staterooms (see DD(X) Stateroom) equipped with Internet connections at their desks which will allow crew members to exchange e-mail
with family members in the privacy of their own room. A maximum of
four crew members will occupy one stateroom. Bunks will be two high, as
opposed to the current three high. The Sailor-to-lavatory ratio will also be
significantly decreased with lavatories in every stateroom.
The importance of a Sailor's living/working environment and quality of
life will continue to be recognized, and improvements are being imple-

ship is being designed to support

mented across the Navy. ship and aircraft platforms, personnel programs,

the crew. This focus of QoL is particularly strong in living spaces, but also
USS CUSHING (DD 985)
extends to the work environment, connectivity to shore, personal enrichment,
and allocating productive and worthwhile tasks to humans-eliminating
drudgery. Early in the DD(X) program, design considerations for improvements in QoL were developed and compared to other ship designs to assess
habitability improvements on DD(X).

and personal life initiatives.
Development of metrics and initiatives to support assessment of designs
and their effect on morale, retention, and work performance continue
development. As has been recognized numerous times by Navy leadership, the success of the Service in meeting its mission and defending the
nation is dependent upon the men and women of the United States
Navy and their families. We must continue to make improving their
lives a priority.

Chief of Naval Operations
Admiral Mullen continues this
Smphasis withhisthirdobjective in
L he 2006 CNO guidance: "Drive
to execution Sea Warrior and other
ongoing manpower and personnel
transformational efforts. Deliver
on specific improvements that will
positively impact the lives, careers
and leadership potential of our

Mt*-

HMS WARRIOR, 1860

kthe

Eurptftm Saor

tem

eciafon

Dedicated facilitiesand services willbe providedto promote and improve personnel health, fitness, such as an exercise center,
education, and advancement morale (to include access to external electronicnetworks) and comfort such aslightingand temperature, for all embarked personnel.
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Concept of Operations Exercise: Case Study in
Participation in DDX Bridge Design
by Daniel F. Wallace, Ph.D
Early user operational assessments of proposed system design concepts are fundamental to standard practice in human systems integration (HSI) and as defined in NAVSEAINST 3900.8A (Ser 03/02)1.
These operational assessments, however, cannot wait until the system
is designed, built, and fielded, for then it is too late to have any mean-

#S

Above, DD(X) Bridge

Control Pilot House
Physical Mockup

tidelir prototype of the
DD ( X
Baseline

5

bridge design
concept
to
Ilow early Fleet feedback and assessment.
onstructed largely of foam-core insulation
1ard, PVC pipe, duct tape, and printouts of
'presentative computer displays, these lowech but highly useful layout concepts were
blended with high-tech computer simulations
of the view outside the ship to provide a realistic representation of the operational environ-

DD(X) Design Concept
ingful impact. One valuable tool that can be used effectively to attain
early user assessments of the operational suitability and usability of
proposed system designs is the "concept of operations exercise," or
COOPEX. DD(X), the Navy's Future Surface Combatant Program,
has embraced this concept and has executed COOPEX operational
suitability and usability assessments far in advance of the detailed ship
arrangements design.
Fleet feedback on bridge arrangements have historically been received
no earlier than during actual ship construction, but the DD(X)
Program has been getting Fleet feedback and is testing the suitability
of design concepts well before the detailed design phase. The Navy's
Human Performance Laboratory (HPL) at NSWC Dahlgren,
Virginia, hosted the DD(X) bridge design COOPEX conducted during Jan. 18-20, 2005; this specifically addressed the human usability
and suitability of bridge design concepts for DD(X). In these studies,
the HPL teamed with the DD(X) Design Agent (a national team comprising Northrop Grumman, Raytheon, Bath Iron Works, Lockheed
Martin, BAE, and others).
The full-scale bridge mock-up was developed in the HPL as a low-
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ment for the Fleet participants. These low-fidelity mockups are rapidly reconfigurable (due to
lightweight materials), and cost far less than conventional plywood or
other fabrication materials, and thus was very cost-effective. The HPL
was well-suited for this sort of exercise in that it provided a large open
bay where the entire bridge could be simulated and still have access fr
videotaping, observation, and other data collection activities. During
the COOPEX, the Fleet personnel walked through representative scnarios (such as formation steaming, harbor transit, and underwa
replenishment) to assess the suitability of the layout concepts to support their operational needs.
The primary objectives were to solicit Fleet feedback and rccommendations for the physical layout and design for the bridge andaleo\es.
specifically addressing:
0 Physical layout. including window size and window
positioning
0 Physical dimensions, relative distance, and positioning of
consoles and other equipment
0 Electro-optical Visual Surveillance System (EVS)
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conceptual

ftinctionaliv

ment, bridge wing functionality

* Expected watchstander locations while conducting
specific watchstander tasks
* Functional requirements to support anticipated
watchstander tasks

(to support
underway replenishment and sea and anchor
detail), content of bridge displays, and other
issues related to the safe, effective, and efficient operation of the
DD(X) bridge from a Warfighter perspective.

* Access to and from pilothouse, functional requirements, and
equipment/information support required in the alcove.

In short, this COOPEX was very successful in meeting the desired
objectives and in identifying critical HSI design issues by providing for

This COOPEX has had a direct and fundamental design impact on the DD(X) bridge layout.
The data collection team was also able to solicit Fleet feedback and

an early, cost-effective review. These design changes would have been

recommendations for the bridge manning concept as applied in various conditions of readiness and special evolutions, and was also able to
obtain Fleet input for display information requirements, decision support aids, and automation necessary to support future human computer interface designs.
This COOPEX has had a direct and positive design impact on the

DD(X) bridge layout. Designers made 19 specific ship design
improvements to the bridge alone and other ship improvements were
also captured as a result ofthe Fleet interaction. For example, the test
showed that certain structural elements Such as the corners and vertical stiffenrs betwcen the windows created Infiant challenges to vis-

4

rtica stiffeners

Corner Blind Spot

Ergonomics of EVS Positioning

prohibitivel cxpcnsixe to iake once metal was ben. The DD)
program management team visited the bridge mockup in the HPL and
was given a briefing on the COOPEX results. The brief-out was con-

Corner Blind Spots and Vertical Stiffeners
ibilirvoutside the ship when the bridge console was positioned close to
the front ofthe bridge. Another finding related to the placement ofthe
bridge console was that the visibility of the Electro-optical Visual
Surveillance (EVS) System mounted in the overhead was difficult; the

ducted in the HPL for the same reason as the Fleet Warfighter review:
the benefits of a physical mock up are tremendous in identifying and
communicating human performance design implications. It was so
compelling, that the program management team used the HPL bridge
mockup to provide their out-brief on the bridge design efforts to
Atlantic Fleet commanding officers.

Fleet operators indicated that it was too difficult to see the overhead
displays as they were mounted with respect to the location of the
bridge console (see images above). Both of these issues were mitigated

References:

in part by moving the bridge console back by about one meter. Many

1NAVSEAINST3900.8A

other specific recommendations addressed visibility between watchstanders, access to critical displays and controls, conning station place-

Systems Integration (HSI) inAcquisition andAlodernizaion. lcnd b
G lnanleo
'wrIal
SeaSystemn Amand.
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Sailor-centric Focus Breaks 'Rice Bowls'Aboard LCS
by Geoffrey Eaton and Karole Davidson
Competing defense programs coupled with ever increasing military
obligations and rapidly changing technologies, have spawned new ideologies within the Department of Defense (DoD) to meet the changing environment. The traditional manner in which the Navy has
administered manpower, personnel, training, and education
(MPT&E) was not excluded.
Indeed, the Navy has made a commitment to each of its Sailors,
ensuring continued growth and development through a life-long continuum oflearning. This investment will afford the Navy the ability to
provide the right person with the right skills, at the right place, and at
the

emploing the ship. The total workload for the crew had to be identifled to ensure it can support the reduced manning concept. The real
challenge came with identifying the right assignment of tasks to billets.
and "building" the requisite Sailor with the associated requirements for
knowledge, skills, and abilities to accomplish those tasks. With trditional manpower determination processes, the skills required to operate LCS effectively would have required manning numbers of almost
300 personnel for a ship of its size.
LCS has a core crew of40 personnel. So how do you give 40 people
the skills required that traditionally required nearly eight times the num-
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General Dynamics leads one of two teams designing aLittoral Combat Ship for theU.S. Navy
Above, an artist's rendition of their prototype.

mand, and
fortheSailors,whowillnowhavethepowertocompetefortheassignmentstheywantandpursuetheeducationtheyneedtosucceed.
One of the first DoD programs to capitalize on these efforts is the
Navy's
oai
s eft Littoral Combat Ship,
building programtodevelop andimplementthe "seaframe oncept"
linked to mission-configured modules. The LCS is ahigh-speed, shallow-draft, and highlymobileship,thatcanbe fitted with modular
Mine Countermeasure (MCM), Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW), and
Anti-Surface Warfare (SW) capabilities thatwill complement the
offensiveand defensivecapabilities ofStrikeand Missile Defense
Surface Action Groups (SAGs).

Optimal

Manning

The LCS seaframe and core crew will possess certain inherent operational capabilities and will be augmented with additional interchangeable, tailored combat systems packages, known as mission modules,
which support specific tasks. This concept will help to reduce the overall cost of LCS and will allow a smaller crew to operate the ship's core
systems and oversee its core capabilities. LCS, in addition to DD(X),
is also one of the first ships designed from conception with a focus on
reducing the crew size to the optimal number of personnel required to
carry out foreseeable missions.
The Navy has developed a unique concept of employment to meet
the requirements of optimal manning while still safely operating and
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right

combinations
of

skill
sets
into specificbilletstoaccomplishthosetasks.Simplsticallystated, the
Navy hasemployeda totalsystemsengineeringapproachbasedon the
performance capabilities of hardware, software, and people-a raical
or LCS.LCS isthe first Navyship- departurefromstandardengineeringpracticesthatnormallyonly
looked athardwareandsoftwareperfoance.WithLCShumanperformance has become acritical, "up-front" factor in system design and
the trades thatmust bemadewihthe t designmprocess.
A total systtes engineering approach isa complicatedandintensive
process,butone whichis p
waamountif optimalmanning is to succeed.
The LCS approachbegan withthegeneration ofWoperational requirements for the ship. The requirements documents and subsequent
analyses became the cornerstone of the entire process, and led to development of a Top Down Functional Analysis (TDFA). The results of
the TDFA identified candidate functions for automation, elimination,
consolidation, or simplification based on a task analysis ofeach system.
Not all of these changes could be incorporated into the initial ship
design, so they are candidates for follow-on efforts.

Workload
Navy engineers and researchers determined the appropriate level of
automation based on anticipated performance and cost. Performance
is measured in terms of mission capability, including the human aspect
of mission accomplishment. Cost is addressed in terms of hardware,
software, and human (based primarily on workload / manpower
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requirements and training costs). These two elements were then balanced against the manpower limitations placed on the platform in the
form of a Manpower Key Performance Parameter (KPP). The TDFA
also helped identify high-driver tasks, (e.g., those driving a high workload and/or requiring significant skills), which were then assessed at
the system level for design improvements.
These design trades must begin early in the acquisition process to
impact design of the total system. It is from this analysis that genuine
change to developmental systems can be made to affect optimal manning. And it is from these changes that an understanding of total
workload has been achieved.
Once the total workload was established for the ship, the Navy LCS
team further divided workload into work the crew will perform at sea,
work that will be performed in-port, and work that will not be performed by the core crew. The optimal manning assessment focused on
the wor!
that will 1
performci
by the rev
at se. Th
additional

The Navy has traditionally placed Sailors only in
positions reserved for a particular rate, requiring a
specific well-established skill set. Electricians
mates qualified only for billets for an electricians
mate, with rare exceptions. This process simply would not work for
LCS. If the Sailor possesses the skills required to perform the job, he
or she will get the billet. If a Mineman wants to serve aboard LCS, and
has developed skills that match the requirements of the Boatswains
Mate billet, the Mineman can compete for the job. The more skills the
applicant possesses for the billet, the greater the likelihood of being
selected. The goal of LCS manning is to get the right person, with the
right skills, regardless of rate, to the ship in the shortest amount oftime
required.
To determine the specific Human Capital Objects, the delineation of
skills required by defined positions, and SkillObjects, the group of tasks
that
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Lockheed Martin leads one of two teams designing a Littoral Combat Ship for the U.S. Navy. Above,
an artist's rendition of their prototype.

entities or
contracted. Once the workload was defined for the core crew, the challenge became meeting manning goals within workload manpower
requirements.
This manpower / workload determination process was repeated for
each of the mission module packages, supported by the Naval Surface
Warfare Centers Dahlgren and Panama City for the Surface and Mine
Warfare modules; the Naval Undersea Warfare Center for the
Undersea Warfare module; and Naval Air Systems Command,
Patuxent River for the Aviation module.

The Hybrid Sailor
The ansver to meeting the finite LCS manning requirements (40
personnel for the core crew, 15 personnel for the mission modules, and
20 personnel for the aviation detachment), rests on development of
multi-talented and expertly trained Sailors, known as "Hybrid
Sailors."
The Hybrid Sailor is a new concept to the Navy, but the private sector routinely places personnel using a similar process. Hiring managers
place advertisements for positions with specific traits required to perform the tasks of the position; then review and interview potential candidates for the positions; and ultimately they hire the candidates who
have the optimal mix of the skills required. Additional training is provided for the skills that candidates do not possess.
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conbe
ducted

aboard the
ship to billets. The billets were developed by logically assigning primary
tasks required by the job along with tasks that may or may not correspond directly to a traditional rating, and which might require additional training. For example, Communications billets are traditionally
filled by Information Systems Technicians (IT) and typically require proficiency in skills related to message handling or security. LCS might
require additional skills in maintenance of electronics equipment, which
traditionally are not part of the surface IT rating. Hence, the Hybrid
Sailor requirement is formed.
This approach presented new challenges to the Navy Personnel
Command, and required a new approach to meeting the needs of the
Fleet. The detailer's approach beyond the advertisement of the billet
now requires potential candidates to be interviewed using a detailed
questionnaire provided to the Sailors and the Sailor's previous command. The previous command evaluates the proficiencies of the tasks
the Sailor had performed along with a variety of skills. Pending the
outcome of the interviews, the Sailor may be offered a position aboard
an LCS. Civilian hiring managers will no doubt find this method quite
similar to their practices.
So, what are some of the unique challenges of optimal manning to
the Navy? The Navy, unlike some of its civilian counterparts, must
have redundancy in order to secure mission success, redundancy not
only in its equipment but also in its people. For the first time, the Navy
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The LCS seaframe and core
crew will possess certain
inherent operational capabilities and will be augmented with interchangeable, tailored combat systems packages, known as
mission modules, which
support specific tasks.
Pictured, Fire Controlman
3rd Class Keith Stewart
monitors the primary Air
Search Radar for possible
air threats, from the
Combat Information Center
(CIC) aboard the guided
missile cruiser USS
Monterey (CG 61). U.S.
Navy photo by
Photographer's Mate 3rd
Class Craig Spiering.

Pmmm....

Is irtuall elimintinthe redindancy ofits shipboard personnel, and
recapitalizing those funds into increasing the skill sets of its Sailors.
The Sailors who run today's ships typically have a "shadow," someone
performing similar duties with similar training and who could fill the
gap in the event someone is incapacitated-a total team approach not
unlike that embraced by Naval Special Warfare/SEAL teams. The challenge with optimal manning efforts aboard LCS, is redundancy; the
optimized core crew size of 40 personnel does not afford redundant
skill sets. Efforts must be made elsewhere to fill this void, and these
efforts include a mukitude of options.
The current plan is for a rotational crewing concept; initially the first
fcw LCSs will operate with "Blue" and "Gold" core crews, similar to
the Navy's fleet ballistic missile submarines (SSBNs). As the numbers
of LCSs increase, the Navy will move to a concept of multiple crews
for multiple ships, perhaps as many as seven or eight crews for five
LCSs. There are challenges with this approach, including keeping the
off-rotation crews trained and operationally ready as well as having
ownership of ships and their performance. That said, perhaps the
greatest benefit of rotational crew manning is the ability to keep the
ship operational at a higher frequency, while permitting a scheduled
down-time for the crew. This typically is a "win-win" for both the
Navy in its ability to maintain ship presence in theater and for Sailors'
Quality of Service and Quality of Life, inasmuch as they can better
plan life's events around scheduled deployment cycles. In order to
ensure mission success with a redundant personnel plan, the off-rotation crew becomes a potential "bull-pen." Where the traditional
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Sailors shrdow esided aboard the ship, on LCS theSailors shadow" resides with the off-rotation crew. And, in the event of an
unplanned crew member loss on LCS, the plan is to have a relief identified within 48 hours, and aboard the ship in 96 hours.

HSI Challenges
The "game-changing" character of the LCS presents challenges as well
as opportunities to satisfy the missions thrust for the Navy in the
ambiguous but dangerous world of the 21st Century. The evolution of
Sea Warrior is not a single step solution; it is a journey, an investment,
which will yield its rewards ten-fold in time. The Sea Warrior journey
begins the moment Sailors are accessed into the Navy, and will last
throughout their professional development. It is a continual investment,
providing tools for personal growth and development, and flexible career
management making the Navy the employer of choice; while providing
the Navy the Sailor with the right skill, in the right place, at the right
time. Platforms such as LCS could not be possible without the support
provided by Sea Warrior. The benefits of having Sailors with the right
skills at the right time could not be more evident than aboard the
Littoral Combat Ship. A ship that will only take a third of the time of
any other modem surface combatant from conception to deployment
requires multi-talented Sailors who possess the skills necessary to meet
the challenging missions before them. The Littoral Combat Ship will be
in the active forces by early 2007, and the success of additional flights
hinges on the Navy's continued investment in its people...for every
Sailor is a Sea Warrior.
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Effects of High-speed Ship Motion on
Human Performance: HSV to LCS
by

Eric Pierce, Ron Peterson, Ph.D, and Michael McCauley, Ph.d

Ahigh-speed Navy is emerging with the
littoral Combat Ship (LCS) acquisition.
High-speed operations have Human
Systems Integration (HSI) implications for
the design of ships, workstations, operating
guidelines, and personnel policies. As part
of an ongoing HSI risk mitigation effort
sponsored by the LCS Progam Office, the
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS), and the
High Speed Craft Biodynamics and Human
Performance (HSC-BHP) team at the
Naval Surface Warfare Center Panama City
(NSWC PC), in 2006 are conducting
research to determine the effects of speed,
sea conditions, and hull form on task completion and human performance.
Numerous ship motion issues can degrade
human performance (see Figure 1), affecting
error rate, increasing task completion time.
and even decreasing the number of crew
available to complete a task. Twenty eight
percent of the commercial-leased highspeed vessel HSV-2 Swift crew claim to have
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injury due to Swift's motion. Motion Sickness Incidence (MSI) conti~es to be a problem, although crew adaptation can mitigate some of
the effects. During an April 2005 Atlantic crossing in 6 to 8 foot seas
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reducing the overal crew size can increase the critically ofthes issues.
since there may not be a "back-up" for an impaired crewmember. [lie
HSI implications of the LCS are thus of great importance to umure
naval operations.
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The objectives of the LCS Program Office research include:
(1) determining the effects of craft dynamics on LCS
tasks likely impacted by Motion Induced
Interruptions (Mll), e.g., unmanned vehicle
preparation, launch, and recovery, (see picture.

next page);
(2) determining the MSI for un-adapted passengers
Sleep
and Quality

Crcadian
Desynchrony

(including Marines) in high-speed operations
relative to a lower-speed baseline vessel; and,

(3) determining whether MII is a problem for the crew
Motion-induced Fatigue
(MIF)

during high-speed operations.

The term "Motion-Induced Interruption" was first introduced by Baitis (1984). As with other marine craft biodynanics problems, including whole-body vibration, MSI,
and wave-impact discomfort/injury, M1l research has been
Figure 1. Ship Motion Issues Addressed in this Research
driven by the need to understand and improve human task
performance in the demanding dynamic environment on board ships
approximately 24 percent of the Swift's seasoned crew experienced and other marine craft. Reliable, accurate, and achievable MII criteria
can be used to quantify the possibility of task interruptions on board
symptioms of motion sickness. ObviouslY the current trend toward
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vessels. or as design rules for the developnent and acquiiton
of new craft with the potential for improved human performance.
MII criteria for ship design are needed because of the failure of traditional methods that typically involve individual motion degrees of freedom, such as the Root Mean Square (RMS) of the roll time history, to
predict accurately injury or the degradation of human performance on
a broad range of marine craft.
This study started with the traditional definition ofMII, which typically considers sliding and tipping for standing tasks, and expands it
to include interruptions to all crew tasks conducted while sitting,
standing, or walking. Another limitation of the traditional MII model
is that it treats humans as rigid bodies, assuming that people make no
attempt to counteract their dynamic environment. One of the earliest
cxisting

observations made during this study, is that seasoned crewmembr

NIEMS) sCnors collectin, six dgree-of-freedom
(DOF) motion data, which is x-, y-, and z-axis linear accelerations and
roll, pitch, and yaw angular rates around the x-, y-, and z-axes. The
sensors collect over a frequency range from nearly zero to 250 Hz. For
analysis, we digitally filter the data to the frequency range of interest.
For example MSI typically occurs between 0 and 1 Hz while Motion
Induced Spine Trauma (MIST) occurs within the 10-40 Hz range.
Traditional MII is expected within the 0-40 Hz range.
The dynamic data are stored locally in Dynamic 1)ata Loggers
Mechanical Systenms
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habitually (possibly subconsciously) lean or hold on to something, prebracing themselves for both expected and unexpected ship motions.

HSV-2 Swift Data Collection

Forward Bridge Infrared Video (Note GPS
Information at Top)

Above, RMV Prep. Onboard HSV-2 (Note tool
tossed to man on ladder).
Swift conducted an Atlantic transit from Rota, Spain to Norfolk,
Virginia on 12 to 20 April 2005. During this transit, NSWC PC test
personnel installed their Motion Data Acquisition System (MDAS) in
several high-use locations throughout the ship. These included the
bridge, mess area, galley, mission bay, and hallway outside of the
Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence,
Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (C41SR) and planning rooms. The
Swift's planning room is heavily used by the entire crew for accessing
the Internet and writing e-mails.
The MDAS collects ship motion and video data, along with ship
heading, speed, and location information. All collected data is timesynchronized via a central control unit, which also superimposes or
stamps Global Positioning System (GPS) information on all recorded
video (see image, next column). The MDAS employs Micro-Electro
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(DDL). which are radio frequency (RF) linked to the control unit.
The RF feature allows greater speed and flexibility during install (e.g.,
no cables) as well as a means of tetherless human-worn dosimetry (see
image, next page). To ensure success during the Swift transit, we also
installed Crossbow Attitude and Heading Reference Systems (AHRS)
as an added layer of instrumentation redundancy.
All motion sensors were enabled throughout the voyage, continually
collecting all incoming ship motion data. However, to ease the video
analysis efforts, video data was primarily collected in four-hour blocks
surrounding times of known or expected increases in operational
tempo (e.g., rotation of the bridge crew, meal times, and ship fire
drills). Additionally, the bridge crew maintained hourly logs of significant wave height and direction, which we used to determine ship
heading relative to the prevailing seaway (e.g., bow quartering seas and
following seas).
The objective data were supplemented with daily surveys, filled out
by all crewmembers, and interviews targeting MSI and MII issues and
current mitigation efforts on the part of the crew (e.g., ship-handling
techniques and wedging themselves into their bunks).

HSV-2 Swift Data Analysis
Thus far, the video analysis effort has focused on documenting MIls
captured on video during periods of higher reported significant wave
heights (5-8 foot). According to the Gold Crew Commanding
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Officer, the Swift has a
maximum safe operating
limit of eight-foot seas,
limited primarily by the
height of the mid section
above the water line.
Through the late fall
2005, the study team has

reviewed 85 hours of video
footage, culminating in 128
documented MIls. Each Mll
has been categorized based on
the number of personnel

ciated with high-speed ship operations, the study
could be considered a pilot test for our FY 2006
efforts. Efforts are underway to conduct assessments on high-speed hull forms closer to the proposed LCS designs.
Lessons learned from the Swift study will be applied to this year'stest
protocols on board the Fred Olsen Benchijigua Express, a tri-hull
approximating the General Dynamics' design, and the Swiss Navy's
Visby Class Corvette, a semi-planing hull similar to Lockheed Martins
proposed LCS design. Additional testing will be conducted on board a
DDG-51 guided missile destroyer that
eill serve as a baseline ship for the missions it shares with LCS.

Conclusion
The HSV Swift and planned followon investigations should provide better
insight into human performance issus

.

affected, the beginning pos-

associated with the emerging highcure of each person affected,
speed Navy. Some of the anticipated
individual bracing technique.
benefits include improvements in
criticality of any resulting
equipment design, habitability design, and
injuries, ability to continue the origiprocedures (e.g., safe operating limits for misAbove, Dynamic Data Logger (DDL)
nal task, and the amount of time
sion tasks), that in turn will help ensure optirequired to return to the task. Several
mized crew performance and passengers that are mission ready at sea
LCS-specific tasks, such as interfacing with a computer workstation,
and ashore.
were tested.
All motion data associated with the video analysis are being analIed
for peak vertical acceleration values as well as the RMS values in IFurther, the International
second intervals (see Figure 2).
Organization for Standardization (ISO) 2631-Part 1: 199-,
(Mechanical Vibration And Shock-Evaluation of
16
luman Exposure to Whole-Body Vibration) standard is being applied to predict both MSI and
Vibration Induced Fatigue & Discomfort (VIFD).
The results will be plotted against heading relative to

into Matlab so we can compare the predictedMII
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the seas, significant wave height, and ship speed. We
are also programming the traditional MII equations

incidence against those actually observed.

FY 2006 High-Speed Ship Motion and
Human Performance Investigation
Although the Swift investigation is providing considerable insight into human performance issues asso-
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Figure 2. Peak Values 18APR2005; 02:13:31- 11:03:05 (Z)
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ORTSTARS: Evolving Distance Support
for Aegis
by Hai Thonthat, James Fung, Joel Timm, Lawana Godwin
Ihe Operational Readiness Test System Tech .siSt Remote'upport
(ORTSTARS) Next Generation distance support concept represents a
quantum leap forward for Aegis-class ships to proactively maintain
battle operational status and effectiveness. The key to the U.S. Navys
future is enabling the Sailors behind the innovative and powerful technology. Now for the first time, Sailors responsible for the most sophisticated weaponry the world has ever seen are backed up by a shorebased technical support system 24 hours a day.
The ORTSTARS concept redefines the Navy's current notion ofdiscance support and is improving readiness and reliability during its initial deployment aboard the Ticonderoga-class guided-missile cruisers
USS San Jacinto (CG 56) and USS Lake Erie (CG 70), and Arleigh
Burke-class guided-missile destroyers USS Mason (DDG 87) and USS
Preble (DDG 88).
ORTSTARS is a troubleshooting, and maintenance system for Aegis
that seamlessly links ships and support communities using desktop

W\hen a Cult oCcur. ORES automatically isecs and dispav the
highest level of system impact.Through a keyboard, Sailors can initiare tests, evaluate system performance and load programs into the various Aegis computers. However, time consumed for the more difficult
fault detection, isolation and repair degrades combat system readines.
Anomalies must be resolved with near zero cycle time in order to maximize combat system readiness.
Before ORTSTARS, when Sailors ran into trouble diagnosing or
repairing a fault, either at-sea or in-port, they would first contact a support team on shore through e-mail using classified satellite Secret
Internet Protocol Router Network (SIPRNET), classified voice phone.
or naval message channels. Sailors would communicate with support
technicians by describing system performance information, but there
was no established communication channel linking the sophisticated
shipboard complex with another remote computer system. For the
more difficult problems, support would be flown out to the ship. The

ORTSTARS accomplishes in real time what historically used to take hours,
days, or weeks, decreasing maintenance time and workload for our Sailors
and shore support personnel while providing a higher state of readiness.
communication tools to remotely test and anal-ze all of the Aegis

ability to surge on demand dictates an immediate on-site response

weapon system elements. ORTSTARS fosters a team approach to
detecting and diagnosing Aegis system problems by:
1. Allowing remote sites to communicate as if everyone were
onboard the ship in the same room.
2. Allowing remote sites to collaborate in real time.
. Allowing shore support organizations to view and
diagnose problems on shipboard equipment during the
support call without having to physically travel to the
remote site.
Distance support is not just about developing future capabilities for
the Navy, but also pushing the technologies that are readily available
today. The innovative ORTSTARS concept achieves advanced distance support capability using today's technology.
Pioneered by Port Hueneme Division, Naval Surface Warfare Center
(NSWC PHD), and tested with the Southwest Regional Maintenance
Center and the Mid-Atlantic Regional Maintenance Center, the ORTSJIARS proof of concept was developed as the Navy began to impleinent the Fleet Response Plan, a major restructuring of training, maintenance and operations schedules designed to elevate the surge capability of the service.
The Operational Readiness Test System (ORTS) element of the Aegis
weapon system assists Sailors by automatically performing failt detecrion. fault isolation. tatus monitoring and stem reconfiguration.

from shore support to the ship, if the problem cannot be resolved by
shipboard personnel.
Optimized real-time operational readiness leverages on the tremendous gains achieved in commercial state-of-the-art investments in
application sharing programs and the integrated engineering approach
of Open Architecture (OA). GA allows the Navy to install hardware
and software upgrades, including commercial technology, faster and
more cost effectively throughout the life cycle of the combat system by
ensuring that computer interfaces are compatible.
Related Aegis modernization efforts underway include the
Operational Readiness Test System Network Emulation Terminals
(ORTSNET), deployed onboard Aegis-class cruisers, Baseline 2, (CG
52-58) and upgrades to the Tactical Advanced Computer (TAC)-3
and TAC-4 and the Data Terminal Set (DTS)-l workstations on
Aegis-class destroyers, Baseline 6 and 7, (DDG 79-102) to enable the
ORTSTARS capability.
ORTSNET is a computer suite that emulates the ORTS display console (known as the OJ-454) without any tactical impact on Aegis.
ORTSNET connects using the existing interface cables. The major
advantages of the ORTSNET upgrade are:
1. Eliminates maintenance cost of military specification
equipment.
2. Increases system reliabiliy.
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3. Adds remote terminal functionality.
4. Provides flexibility for remote system access and network
integration.
With ORTSNET installations and Information Technology in the 21st
century (1-21), SIPRNET and Navy Marine Corps Intranet (NMCI)
capability available between ship and shore, it became apparent that a
classified remote connection between ships and shore activities was not
only feasible, but also relatively simple and inexpensive to deploy.
When off-site collaboration is required Sailors exchange the ORTS
hard-drive to enable the ORTSTARS connection. The ORTS harddrive configuration connects to the local shipboard SIPRNET LAN
and the ORTSTARS configuration enables the remote access using the
IT-21 access. The ship retains full control over the ORTSTARS connection at all times. When collaboration is no longer required the
Sailors exchange the hard-drives and return the ORTSTARS harddrive to the secure vault.
The development team selected commercial-off-the-shelf interactive
application sharing software technology to provide an interoperable,
standards-based solution for the real-time collaborative connection
between the shore support community and the Aegis platforms. The
interactive application sharing software transforms the communication
environment into a collaborative real-time bi-directional exchange.
The power behind the ORTSTARS concept is enabling Aegis platforms
to share the program running on their computerwith other participants.
During the connection, the participants can observe the actions performed by the person working the application, such as cuing the tests,
displaying results, or scrolling through information, etc. In addition, the

ship running the application can allow other participants to access or control the application.
ORTSTARS actually multiplies resources for
the Navy by helping the technical community
increase the level of current fleet support. With
the remote support capability, the experts on shore can provide assistance to the ship immediately after the Sailors establish the data link.
In the past, the Navy had to send technical support to a deployed ship.
taking that person essentially off-line as a resource for any other issue
that may arise while traveling to and from the ship. ORTSTARS
accomplishes in real time what historically used to take hours, days, or
weeks, decreasing maintenance time and workload for our Sailors and
shore support personnel while providing a higher state of readiness.
The high-performing ORTSTARS connection provides an over-theshoulder, collaborative technical expert presence on the deckplate level
for any Aegis site on land or sea. ORTSTARS seamlessly synergizes the
high-tech Sailors operating within the lifelines of the ship with the
cadre of engineering and technical experts ashore by leveraging the
Navys currently deployed technology, today,notinthefuture.
Currently, the next step for ORTSTARS is deployment aboard several
more Arleigh Burke-class destroyers scheduled to enter the Navy
Ballistic Missile Defense Program.
Deploying the ORTSTARS concept today sustains the Navy's Sea
Power in the 21st Century strategic plan for building a surge-capable
force, as well as commands the precepts for embedding distance support requirements in the Next Generation system of warships: Littoral
Combat Ship, DD(X) and CG(X).
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HSI for the U.S. Marine Corps: Saving Time,
Money, and Lives
by

Jessica Munch and Steven Mattos

The L'. Marine Corps is challngicd b\

)onst4ati

changin, opcrational

cnvironments, the asymmetric nature of the enemy, and the incorporation
of new and enhanced technologies into the way tactical operations are conducted. Just as in other Navy applications, the inclusion of Human
Systems Integration (HSI) during the early stages of Marine Corps programs has becomeincreasinglyimportant.
The USMC'sScience and Technology (S&T1 programs place asharp
focus on answering current operational needs through the rapid transition
of cutting-edge technologies from the laboratory to the Warfighter in the
field.Thequickdevelopment oftecnoloprototypes providesHSIpractitioners with the unique opportunity of getting
involved at the onset
making the inclusion of HSI even more effective. By incorporating HSI Baseline control stations for the Dragon Runner Unmanned
into programs during the experimentation phase, we not only avoid poten- Ground Vehicle, the Small Unit Sensor System (DR and SUSS
tial pitfalls, but we can also impact the technology's design at a more cost- operated via the same ground control station), and the
effective stage-saving time, money, and potentially lives.
Dragon Eye Unmanned Aerial Vehicle.
In 2006, the HSI Team at the Naval Surface Warfare Center, Dahlgren
Division (NSWCDD) is currently supporting the Modular Wearable
Following development, the MOWC prototype systems are subjected to
Computer (MOWC) initiative, an effort funded by the Marine Corps
extensive testing. Even though HSI input has been incorporated throughWarfighting Lab (MCWL). The goal of this effort is to prove the concept out the development of the prototypes, the systems have not yet been vetthat a modular, lightweight, wearable Ground Control Station (GCS) can
ted by the users or used in an operational environment. Changes are
be developed for the control of a suite of unmanned sensor systems. This expected following a Limited Technical Assessment (LTA) of the technolcommon GCS also aims to improve operator performance by reducing ogy, during which the bulk of the HSI data is collected. The following data
training time, combat load, and fatigue, and increasing usability, sensor collection events are included in the LTA- user questionnaires; timed trials
flexibility, commonality, situation awareness, and mobility over the base(e.g., setting up a standard mission, and assembling and disassembling die
line control stations (see above right). HSI processes are focused on the system); user focus groups and co-discovery sessions to discuss the various
development of a prototype MOWC system (see below) that is usable, options; nighttime usability testing- and operational effectiveness testin
does not interfere with the warfighters' gear or their ability to conduct tac- and evaluation.
rical combat operations, and does not diminish the tactiConceptual MOWC
The MOWC effort is incremental; data (both objective
cal capability of any baseline sensor systems.
Configuration
and subjective) collected from the LTA is used and incorIn addition to proving the concept ofa modular,lightporated into future phases of the project, resulting in a
weight, wearable computer, creating a usable system is
product that is focused on user needs. Also, when genof utmost importance. HSI efforts to create a usable
crating prototype systems, it is inevitable that certain
MOWC system began with a review of current work
shortcuts" might be taken, for example, using combeing performed in the wearable-computer domain. A
mercial off-the-shelf (COTS) components, or spending
main focus of this research has been on the performless money on materials. Once the MOWC concept
ance and physiological effects of different types of head
has been proven via the prototype systems, the team will
mounted displays (HMDs) on an operator-, several
perform additional HSI analysis to determine optimal
HMD options (i.e., biocular and monocular) is being
materials for durability and the most effective design of
tested with the MOWC system. The HSI Team also
'oftware and hardware components to be used in promaintains close contact with vendors, providing advice
Auction representative units.
and recommendations to component designs based on
In short, early HSI involvement will enable the U.S.
general human factors and design principles. Finally,
larine Corps to effectively conduct distributed operathe HSI Team performs heuristic reviews as MOWC
Ions with minimal forces and with maximum
components are delivered.
arfighting capabilities, while saving time and money
Going hand in hand with the usability objective is the
ringing advanced technologies to the battle. The
goal of creating a wearable GCS. Again, the HSI team works closely with
increased situational awareness, performance, mobility, and safety afforded
vendors to assist in the development of different wearability options that
to the unmanned sensor operator as a result of HSI involvement in the
allow the MOWC user to wear all components comfortably and still be MOWC effort will give the Marine Corps Warfighter a critical advantage
able to easily operate the selected sensor system. Each proposed wearabiliin the Global War On Terror.
ty option is evaluated during testing events.
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Gunslinger: Incorporating User Input for
Enhancing New Capabilities
by Gordon Gattie
Warfighters are constantly taing new situations. With tcchnology continuing to provide enhanced weapons capabilities, individual opponents
are posing an ever-increasing threat to the Warfighter. Since smaller, guerilla-type attacks have become the norm in recent years, Warfighters need to
quickly identify, prioritize, and localize hostile fire events. One possible
solution is under development through Gunslinger, a joint project cosponsored by the Office of Naval Research and the Advanced Systems and
Concepts Office of the Office of the Secretary of Defense under develop-

of the operators imanul and troubleshooting guide. designing an audio alarm
for incoming targets, and conducting usability tests to assess operator performance. By including HSI early in the development cycle, design engineers
may obtain timely input fom end users, avoid costly design changes, and
assess human performance throughout product development.
During Spiral Two development, HSI engineers had the opportunity to
obtain input from Marines through questionnaires and focus groups on
two separate occasions. During the initial session, Marines were presented

ment by the Army, Navy, and Marine Corps in conjunction with government laboratories and industry partners..
The Gunslinger system is a robust, on-the-move hostile fire detection and
counter fire system integrating an acoustic sensor, infrared sensor, and stabilized gun mount on a vehicle with a mobile platform. The Gunslinger
system is designed for 360-degree surveillance with a two-person crew.
After a hostile fire event has transpired, the acoustic and infrared sensors
will automatically calculate the precise location of the hostile fire event in
real-time. The source of the hostile fire may then be engaged in near realtime. The current vehicle configuration is displayed in the image to the.

.......

right, and the gunner's station layout is shown below.
The Gunslinger system is a spiral development project. The current development spiral, Spiral Two, is building on the main goals of Spiral One:
increasing situational awareness, decreasing response time, and improving
the method oflocating and targeting hostile fire using existing counter fire
systems. While Spiral One focused on a stationary system, the new capa-

bility ofSpiral Two is detecting hostile fire and returning fire while on the
move.

The Gunslinger System: Spiral One
\with an overall systems view, detailed subsystem descriptions, and GUI
prototypes. Marines were presented with screen snapshots and talked
through potential operational scenarios in order for Human Factors experts
to elicit specific informational and operational requirements, while developing an understanding of the Marines opinions and recommendatior
After the initial session, attendees completed an eight-page questionnaire
measure their responses and provide a forum forfurther elaboratio:
Results from the first session revealed several potential GUI improvement,:
installing touchscreens as an input device, providing a toggle between th
map and radar screen, time-stamping photographs, allowing the operator
more control over alarm settings, and providing different methods for saving target data.
The second session followed a similar format. Additional potential improvements noted during this session included disregarded targetsshouldremain

-on

the screen, but have their color changed to demonstrate their updated stanis;targets mustremain visibleon a moving map;andwarningmessages must

Spiral One Gunner's Station Layout

be provided when an operator attempts to select targets within a no-fire zone.

By eliciting early in the development cycle the knowledge and input of
Marines who will eventually be using these enhanced capabilities in operational environments, design engineers obtained useful input regarding
rare \\irCenter, operational performance requirements and interface design. In addition to
IheHuman SystemsIntegration Tam attheNaval Surtice
avoiding costly design changes late in the development cycle, end userswill
Dahlgren Division, is currently supporting the Gunslinger project through
already have some awareness of system performance improvements and
updating the Gunslinger graphical user interface (GUI), providing recommendations for the interior vehicle layout design, assisting in the development

2006

more ownership and confidence in the finished product.
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HSI in the Integrated Navigation Sonar
System for U.S. Navy Very Shallow Water
Mine Countermeasures Missions
by Rich Roesch, Tim McTusty, Rob Simmons, Althea Hedgepeth, and Ken Krueger

Background

The INSS was to be battery powered and offer avisual display to present greater and more detailed information than the previous hand-held
sonars. The identification and localization of the detected mines could
also be sent to a VSW MCM commander who would merge the data
from other sensors to create a map, and enable better decisions about

ihe Very Shallow Water Mine Counter Measures (VSW MCM) primary mission is to detect, locate, and mark to either avoid or clear
mines and obstacles in support of expeditionary assault operations.
The concept for the VSW MCM detachment was to
perform this mission with Explosive Ordnance Disposal
(EOD) divers, dolphins and small unmanned-underwater vehicles (UUV).
Initially, the VSW MCM detachment was to determine
its requirements for divers and evaluate prototype systems. As new tools were developed, plans called for the
VSW MCM detachment to become an operational unit
with new capabilities. Eventually the new capabilities
would migrate from employing divers, mammals, and
UUVs to just UUVs, reducing the risk to humans and
mammals: "take the mammal out of the minefield!"
Before the existence of the VSW MCM team, divers
would carefully navigate through turbid and rough
coastline waters with very limited visibility. A lead-line
to feel the sea bottom, writing tablet, and compass were
the only tools used to record the type and depth of
obstructions and mines. By the 1980s, this method had
evolved to include a diver-held sonar, which detected
mines and obstacles at a safe standoff distance. However,
the divers were unable to distinguish between man-made
INSS Divers Over the Side of Their Rigid Hull Inflatable Boat
and natural objects. Futhermore, they could not discriminate if an object was a mine or a 55-gallon drum, or even deter- where to approach the coastline or to initiate mine clearance.
mine the object's size or shape. Additionally, the sonar offered very limThe first INSS Advanced Development Model (ADM) prototype
ited search rates and did not have a navigation capability,
included a sonar, a navigation system, and a visual display packaged in
a waterproof housing. During the first week of evaluations, several
New Concepts Development
VSW MCM divers rejected the ADM as inferior to the current handThe concept of the Integrated Navigation Sonar System (INSS) was sonar, even though the current sonar had no navigation capability,
developed in the 1990s to provide the VSW MCM divers a small could not determine range, and could not discriminate beyond hard
hand-held sonar coupled with an underwater navigation capability
and soft targets. To emphasize their displeasure, some divers had literally thrown the ADM in the trash can.
Test diver with INSS ADM in clear and
Scientists and engineers at the University of Texas, Applied Research
calm water; note the kneeling posiLab (UT/ARL), who developed the INSS ADM, were certain that the

tion. Photo illustrates some of the
problems with the ADM discussed in

ADM had functioned as intended, as did the sponsor at Program
Office Explosive Ordnance Disposal, who was suspicious that the rea-

the article.

sons for the user's rejection were related to the VSW MCM operator's
perspective of the system-the human-machine interface. The sponsor
brought in Human Systems Integration (HSI) and the Engineering
team at NSWC Panama City, which was Navy dive-qualified and
already very familiar with the VSW MCM divers, mission, and operating environment.
Two problems were immediately apparent. The VSW MCM divers
could not see the display in the turbid waters near the surf zone and

that would give them the ability to detect, distinguish, and accurately
record the location of underwater mines at a safe standoff distance.
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NCST Diver with the INSS and the Head Mounted Display
in turbid water, a possible operational environment.
while in the prone position they inadvertently pointed the sonar signal
directly into the sand. Both problems were the unintended results of a
sequestered development program. The UT/ARL ADM prototype
was created in the laboratory and tested in a calm and clear pond.
During these tests, UT/ARL engineers held the ADM vertically, pointing the sonar signal correctly across the bottom while in a kneeling or
standing position and had no problems seeing the display in the lab or
in the clear water. In the real world, however, the VSW MCM operational environment is in the surf zone with waves crashing and shifting sand. The VSW MCM divers had to lay prone, hugging the bottom to maintain position while holding the ADM in the horizontal
position, which poined theinirignal directly into the sand.
-

masks, and the mission to detect and locate mines
from a safe distance in turbid and highly dynamic surf zone conditions. The entire team developed an "explicit user-centered" attitude to improve the operability of
the INSS. This had a significant and unanticipated benefit as the
design team soon began to envision additional improvements.
The team constructed a mockup to resolve the INSS' optimal configuration. A corrected display angle was implemented with an
improved switch and handle arrangement. The INSS was trimmed to
be neutral in the water and to eliminate the pitch and roll that was
causing the diver's hand, arm and neck fatigue as they fought to maintain control and correct sonar attitude. The mockup also encouraged
the divers to think outside the "box" of their experiences, stimulating
the rest of the design team and helping to optimize the INSS per the

diver's requirements, the mission, and the underwater operational
environment.
The team also completed a Top-Down Task Analysis to determine the
correct content and presentation of information on the display.
Important features were enlarged and optimized; numeric indications
of heading and depth were rounded to whole increments to eliminate
insignificant decimal points; colors and display brightness were
improved to maximize contrast, visibility, and to better allow the divers
to maintain dark adaptation; superfluous information, such as unnecessary labels and a diagnostic display page, were eliminated to reduce
clutter and confusion; and the menus were laid out in the sequence of
the mission to help cue the divers on their tasks and reduce mental
workload.

Improvements to a Better Idea
Operational testing demonstrated the need to update the navigation
reference using aGPS satellite during the mission. This allowed the
continuation of the mission with an integrated Doppler and without
the prepositioned navigation buoys. The HSI Team also initiated a
parallel development effort to provide other INSS variants with this
capability.
Poor display visibility caused the team to examine other display technologies. A parallel Navy development of a diver's Head-Mounted

INSS production unit on table with hands-on
for size reference.

INSS HSI Team Approach
With these problems identified, HSI engineers began working with
the users from the VSW MCM detachment, the sponsor Program
Office Explosive Ordnance Disposal, and the Design Agent, and
UT/ARL to conduct a human factors engineering analysis for input to
control, display, software and training design. Human user-needs thus
became the design drivers for the INSS development and included:
diver information needs, compatibility with divers' gloves and face-
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Display (HMD) proved promising since it eliminated the intervening
turbid water, allowed a reduction in overall size, provided a larger display area, reduced diver neck fatigue, and meant that a diver trainee
and trainer could view their own displays simultaneously. During initial testing of the INSS with the HMD, yet another unanticipated
benefit surfaced. The INSS emits a narrow beam similar to a flashlight
and to build an image the diver pans the sonar beam across a target
while watching the integrated display. With the HMD, the diver could
pivot the INSS rather than moving it side to side, as the display was on
the diver's head instead of integrated into the sonar housing, and they
could see the image much better because they were not looking
through turbid water. The result was a considerable improvement in
image quality and visibility that allowed the VSW MCM divers to
progress from just detecting targets to, in many cases, actually identifying targets. Target images that looked more realistic also reduced
training time because the divers no longer had to be taught to interpret the sonar images. Additionally, a reference library of images of typical targets was incoporated into the INSS for the divers to compare
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Continued from page 49
and help identit mine-like tarners.
The HSI DesignTeam also tried to use information from each of the
three systems-the diver-operated INSS, mammals and UUVs-to
verify the accuracy of each. In addition, the design team used the three
systems to determine if each offered additional information that could
be summed to increase accuracy and decrease search times. This
proved to be difficult due to different information typesandformats
For example, one system offered relative location in range and bearing,
another in absolute location with latitude and longitude; one was in
meters, one in feet. Consequently, the team began an effort to develop rules for commonality among all three systems.
This lack of commonality of the gathered information was also con-

thinto

the>\\
l
onicommdndcr who dcplm each of the
tems and then determines the correct response. Unlike the marine
mammal maintainer or underwater operator, the commander needs
summary information in a common type and format to make followup decisions. With the perspective of this third type of user now
understood, the design team started to implement changes that would
alsoaddressthecommanders'needs.
The divers also noted that a target range in meters was acceptable when
the target was far off but not when they got close. As the design team
began to investigate, another basic realization occurred: user needs
change as the mission evolves, an insight that continues to drive design
initiatives.

Meeting National Needs...Quickly
The VSW MCM detachment became operational ahead of schedule-and was renamed the
Naval Special Clearance Team ONE (NSCT
1)-in part because of the successful collaboration and user-centric efforts of the diver,.
Program Office EOD, UT/ARL, and the
NSWC Panama City Human System.
Integration Engineers. Today the INSS is out of
the "trashcan" and into the hands of NSCT
ONE divers, while variants operated by EOD
detachments and Naval Special Warfare SEALs
have greatly enhanced their capabilities. The
awareness for the explicit HSI approach, tools
and techniques continue to enhance other MC I
programs, building on the lessons learned from
the user-centered INSS design effort.

NSCT Diver with INSS, note prone position and change in overall configuration
in the INSS production unit versus the kneeling position in the first photo.
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Improving Missiles and Rockets Through
Hands-on Human Systems Integration
by Brad Pullins
During the past year, the Crane Division, Naval Surface Warfare
Center has taken a hands-on approach to make some much-needed
improvements to several Marine Corps and Army missile and rocket
systems. Crane is the in-service engineering and maintenance support
agent for the Marine Corps and works closely with other services to
bring critical and sometimes unique capabilities to help solve common
problems.

gaging it, creating a very dangerous situation. Crane engineers
designed a new label that was unambiguous: "To Release Safety Push
and Hold Down!"
Additionally, the forward sight covers were sticking, were hard to open
and close, and would either break during operation or the user would
leave them open. Leaving them open could result in the forward sight
breaking off. Taking usability for the human operator into account,
Crane engineers redesigned the covers to open and close more easily,

and Saab Bofors has addressed this in new-production weapons.
The second was theJavelin missile, a shoulder-launched mediumrange missile used by the Army and Marine Corps. Problems with the
launch Tube Assembly (LTA), which encases a live Javelin missile had
become apparent during Operation Iraqi Freedom. The factory covers
il wiring pro\ d inidiuate after limitprovided to protect themic

AT4 Anti-tank
weapon now features a clearer
label (right) and
an all stainless
steel mechanism
(above).

n

In some cases, it became apparent that effective Human Systems
Integration (HSI) practices needed to be applied to resolve critical
problems.
The first of these

Soft factory rigid covers did not protect missile
wiring after limited use in the field. Additionally,
the launch tube assembly leaked. The Javelin
Launch Tube Assembly was difficult to store and
transport.

as the M136 AT4
mti-tank weapon, a
+ W~height, man,, .....

corrosion
AT4 Anti-tank weapon now features a

redesigned forward sight cover, engineered with the human operator in

"A

portable, shoulderred, recoilless rifle
used by ground
forces to destroy
ight armored vehides. In addition to
and

binding problems,
which led the AT4

manufacturer, Saab

mind.

Bofors Dynamics,
to change to an all
stainless steel firing mechanism, an unclear safety label had misled
users. Instead of engaging the safety feature, they were actually disen-
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ed use in the field. In addition, a portion of the Javelin missiles that
were battlefield returns had cracked launch tubes and damaged covers
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that impacted the service life of the missile. The cost to replace a
launch tube on each missile was more than $16,000.
Funding for the retube effort on the initial 148 rounds is in place at
Close Combat Weapons System (CCWS), Redstone, and is on contract to Javelin JV for FY 2006.
To solve the problems, NSWC Crane has been working with NSWC
Dahigren, the Army CCWS Project Office, and the Javelin Joint
Venture. NSWC Dahlgren is the Technical Design Agent for the
USMC on Anti-Armor Missiles, and NSWC Crane is the In-Service
Engineering Agent and maintenance support agent for the Marine
Corps. The Javelin Missile Program is managed by the Anti-Armor
Systems Program Office (USMC assets) and by the Close Combat
Weapons System Project Office (Army assets). The Javelin Joint
Venture is the manufacturer of the Javelin Weapons System.
Work is being done to enhance the LTA to help prevent, if not eliminate, this problem of LTA cracking. The goal is to enhance the lightweight graphite-epoxy LTA with a "rhino" lining-like membrane. The
improved, rigid, wiring covers and LTA membrane will enhance the
robustness of the Javelin missile and help to eliminate the need to
retube missile rounds in the future, a significant maintenance
improvement.
Crane also provides engineering support to the Tube-launched,
Optically tracked, Wire-guided (TOW) missiles used by the Marine
Corps. TOW missiles coming back from Iraq are required to be serviced,
tested, and cleaned. In the past, TOW missiles were cleaned by hand.
This was a very labor intensive, time-consuming process that was hard
work and dangerous for the technician. Crane proposed and implemented a new technique for pressure-washing the missiles that saved
time and money, cleaned the TOW missile more thoroughly, and
New
Ruggedized
Cover- The
goal is to
enhance the
lightweight
graphite-epoxy
LTA with a rhino
lining like membrane.
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enhanced the technicians efficiency. (The Army Logistics Office for the
Javelin missile had introduced a similar process for theJavelin missile.
and NSWC Crane engineering adapted it to the TOW missile.)
NSWC Crane has embraced Human Systems Integration practices
to successfully improve important missile and rocket assets by taking
a practical, hands-on approach to making things easier and making
them work better.

The Javelin Missile Bag
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Emphasis on HSI Improves Mission
Payload Control Software
by Larry Howard
Byactivelybuilding partnershipswith
academia and by seeking direct input
from the Fleet, the Naval Surface Warfare
Center's Crane Division is improving the
Human Systems Integration (HSI) of the
Modular Mission Payload Control
(MMPC) software. The goal is to ensure
that human performance is optimized to
the same degree that the MMPC software and hardware are optimized as critical elements of the overall combat system.
The MMPC software allows warship
commanders to control remotely a wide
variety of sensors and military payloads
(guns, missile launchers, high-power
energy weapons, sensors on unmanned
vehicles, and the like) while viewing
information on a common tactical scene
that includes video, payload status, maps,
and satellite imagery. Given its reliance on
open-architecture standards, the software
is easily portable to various computing
environments and can quickly adapt new
payloads and sensors. This approach has
enabled its successful application in a varety of force protection, surveillance, and

precision engagement areas.
Developed and patented by NSWC

Crane, the software serves as the "brains"
of several military applications, including:

Integrated Radar Optical Sighting and

7

tors experts from Indiana University

-

Crew members'man the rails'as Aegis guided-missile
destroyer USS RAMAGE (DDG 61) returns from

deployment A Fleet Tiger Team comprising forceprotection personnel from USS RAMAGE (DDG 61)
met at Crane to provide feedback on the usability of

Surveillance System (IROS3); Aircraft
the MMPC system.
Carrier Situational Assessment System
(ACSAS); Spartan Scout Unmanned Surface Vehicle mission module;
and, Joint Land Attack Cruise Missile Defense Elevated Netted Sensor
SYstem/Rapid Aerostat Initial Deployment (JLENS/RAID).
NSWC Crane is continually improving the software in response to feedback from the Fleet. In 2003, during development of IROS3, a Fleet Tiger
Team (FTT) comprising force-protection personnel from the Aegis guided-missile destroyer USS RAMAGE (DDG 61) met at Crane to provide
feedback on the usability of the system. And then in March 2004, Crane
researchers conducted a more advanced user-based test with system operators during development of ACSAS. During the ACSAS tiger-team
event, Crane's people noted several issues during user operation and
administered a user satisfaction survey to allow cross-event comparisons
with future tests.
"As a computer scientist, it's important for me to think like the modern
Warfighter who will be interacting with my graphical interfaces day after
day, protecting military and civilian personnel," said Robert Mullen, senior interface designer in the Tactical Software Branch at Crane. "Feedback
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from the Warfighter haschallenged
some of our basic assumptions about
how the software will be used and has
helped us streamline many critical and
often-used features."
Since then, Crane has expanded partnerships with usability and human fac(IU), in nearby Bloomington, Indiana,
in vet another approach to improving
the software. Under the new partnership agreements, Crane is working with
undergraduates, graduates and faculty
to perform expert evaluation and
heuristic analysis and to develop better
user-centered test methods for evaluating operator performance.
One such partnership is with the students and faculty in the School of
Informatics. An informatics student
team evaluated the user interface and
interaction issues for the software system and developed a set of recommendations for the design of the user interface. These recommendations are
included in the product upgrade plan.
"Through the partnership between
Informatics and Crane, students and

faculty experts apply a variety of theo-

retical concepts and practical experience
to develop novel approaches and innovative designs to interactive systems
supporting Crane's mission," said
Dennis Groth, assistant professor and the school's partnership liaison to
Crane.
"The partnership allows for more and better opportunities for our students to participate in real-world, service-oriented projects," Groth added.
"Such collaboration allows students to gain invaluable skills and to cranr
a portfolio based on their experiences, preparing them for the challeng
ahead and for successful, rewarding careers."
In early 2006, Crane is also pursuing a Cooperative Research an,
Development Agreement (CRADA) with the IU School ofLibrary anc
Information Science to explore Data Fusion, Classification-based Search.
and Knowledge Discovery, which will help operators better process the
tremendous amounts of data flowing in to them from multiple sensors and
will aid in rapid and quality decision-making in time-critical, high-stress
situations.
In short, the MMPC software continues to grow in value as the core of
numerous potential military applications as a direct result of input from
the fleet operators and teaming with Indiana University HSI experts.
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DD(X) Food Services Reduces Workload and
Improves Quality of Life
by Billy Brice, Jerome Bill, John Hagan
FDITOR
iVOTE: The Wirfire Centers support the
DIXX) Program through the Navy Tech Team.
The DI)(X) project has taken a different approach to
the food service design challenge. Every Culinary
Specialist (CS) task including collateral duties has been
identified, analyzed, validated and documented in detail
as part of the food service workload calculation, equipment selection, space layout, and design effort.
Workload issues associated with existing Food Services
that must be eliminated
or mitigated including:
entrenched obsolete sub-optimum technologies currently in use, cleaning and facility maintenance challenges, multiple single-use equipment, limited hot holding equipment requiring direct steps from production
to service (inefficiency in using cooking cavities and
scheduling labor + equipment use), tasks requiring usC
of more than one unit of equipment (e.g, knead/mix
proof + bake), hard-to-maintain units and hard-to-procure spare parts (old wheel-type steamers, old conventional ovens, etc...), and Galley/Mess deck locations
not conducive to high productivity.
To improve the quality of life while meeting the manning requirement, the DD(X) Food Service Program
Vision includes:
* Centrally located galley serving traditional
Navy messes (Wardroom, CPO, Crew)
*l everaging commercial knowledge relative to
workload reduction, effectiveness, and qualit
of life through efficient work enviironment
* Increased centralized production and service
area (easy link to dining areas from service lines
* Serving lines (hot and cold) attended and
maintained from within the centralized galley

* Multi-function equipment and multi-tasking
food service team
* Leveraging modern proven technology from
civilian maritime food service industry
* Tiking advantage of all available products

Air Traffic Controller 3rd Class Crystal Parker prepares chicken for the

officer's ward room aboard USS Theodore Roosevelt (CVN 71). For the
DD(X), improving the quality of life while remaining within the DD(X)
manning budget, a Food Service Program Vision was developed that
includes a new culture of trained professionals, no 'volunteers.'

(not only frozen pre-prepared, but chilled,

shelf-stable, and partial-process products such as mixes.
Example: bread mixes which produce high-quality baked
goods with low workload while offering
"home-made" flair)
* Designing food service space layout with work flow plan
for efficiency (steps between tasks), productivity
(continuous motion, no duplication), and overall
reduced workload
* Incorporation of multi-function equipment, allowing shorter
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production periods while offering redundancy
* Revising/updating processes based on tasking
* Developing/confirming billet requirement based on actual
tasking
* Unique and essential DD(X) training that cannot be
compromised
* No Food Service Attendants (FSAs) culture, only
trained professionals (no mess duty for non-cooks)
* Incorporation of all components into a systems approach
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As a result of this vision, several pieces of equipment normally
found in ship galleys have been modified or eliminated. For example, the Deep Fat Fryers have been replaced by Combi Ovens. Deep
fat fryer constitute a safety hazard, a waste disposal challenge, and
are difficult to clean. Combi Oven will provide similar tasting products, with lower fat content (healthier). Skittle can operate as a fryer
if really needed. Other changes include a Concentrated Milk System
(one-fourth less storage than conventional, and up to 6 months
frozen shelf life).

Personnel
The concept for the Food Service Team is that:
* Positions based on detailed task analysis
* Studies performed on Navy Ships, and tests completed
in commercial facilities
* Learning Continuum concept leveraged
* Production centralized
* Administrative burden supported from shore unit
* Automated systems leveraged (inventory management,
HACCP controls, financial reporting, etc...)
* Collateral duties that are non-food service related
reduced/eliminated
The new way of doing business will not only reduce workload for
the people working in the galley, but will also improve the food and
QOL for the rest of the Sailors.

Training
Training is the "glue" that holds all system components in harmony. CS training is critical cannot be compromised. Equipment selection, galley layout, menus, stowage and breakout improvements are
all important, but will not yield needed workload reductions and
QOL improvements without properly trained Sailors. The training
vision includes touch screen PCs in work areas (production, storage)
that provide quick access to:
* Recipes
* Process demonstrations (clips, animations, etc...)
* Cleaning or maintenance procedures and instructions
* Spare parts replacement, etc...

Conclusion
The DD(X) Design Team has conducted multiple studies on Navy
and commercial ships, underway and in port to analyze all tasks
related to the Food Service Team. Multiple interviews have been
conducted and all viable suggestions have been incorporated into
the program design. While in depth studies captured existing and
relevant data, the DD(X) Design Team has also questioned every
task assigned to CSs, and all technologies available for production,
storage, and service. This extensive interaction with the ultimate
user will continue throughout the detailed design phase of DD(X).
The end result of this system approach \ill be the best and me0
efficient food service program in the Navy.

Pictured below is our current technology (destroyer), and pictured
right is the new workload-reducing technology, or SKITTLE.
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Tomahawk Advanced Tactical Display Center
by KarlPalm
EDITORLNOTE: /efHoming two0anicls(dembe/klSlapp/lariourothe (AfDC) series ofconsoles ()3

and (V)-4). 11VC consoles arecustom conwo.aneocookdensg7frspeaifcsystes. Thethirdarticle, "HunaniefJnmance soles used to interface with the original "Mil-Spec" TWCS system. ATDC

.Mds Shape Deign ofAdvanced Diplay Systems,"diber the Nayi dri (V)3 and (V)4 consoles interface with the Advanced TWCS (ATWCS) and
tounadanenterprisesolutionfordiplays that willsave dollan and ensure hat all Tactical TWCS (TTWCS) systems.
of our stem have access to high performance, ergonomically supportiveasily
The TWC and ATDC (V)3 consoles meet all applicable environmental
maintainableand upgnzdeable diplaysolutions.
requirements (e.g., shock, vibration, humidity, electro-magnetic interference,
and structure-bome noise), but they contain obsolete components that lead
The Tomahawk Weapon System (TWS) is a critical element of U.S. naval to supportability issues.
power. Tomahawk capabilities for highly accurate, precision strike, and
The Navy developed the ATDC (V)4 console as a replacement for these
lethality are well documented. As with other weapon systems, however,
obsolete consoles, but during the process failed to meet all environmental
improvements can still be made to increase the efficiency, effectiveness, and requirements. This critical deficiency led the Tomahawk Program Office to
usabiity of the Tomahawk Land-Attack Missile (TLAM) system. This arti- look for console design alternatives. As fleet feedback on all three console,
cle focuses on the last of these improvement possibilities and specifically on indicated that HSI characteristics were not optimal; the Tomahawk Program
tL Advanced Tactical Display Center(V)5 (ATDC) development process.
Office created a secondary requirement for HSI improvement. HSI defiThe Naval Undersea Warfare Center (NUWC) Division Keyport
ciencies were focused on improving offset monitors, off-centered keyboard,
,Keport) took on the task to develop a console that improved upon several
lack of desktop space, and poor maintainability.
I luran Systems Integration (HSI) characteristics of previous Tomahawk
The image on page 57 illustrates the ATDC evolution firm (V)3 to
operator consoles. Until recently, three designs for the TWCS operator conUnder direction from the Tomahawk Program Office, Keyport initiated a
sole were used to interface with the various TWCS systems--the Tomahawk
nine-month design, development, test, and qualification program. The pro\Orkstation Center (11C) and two Advanced'ctical Display(enter
gam office's goals and desires focused on the need for more desk space for

sik

assigned to the T**ke teamn aboard USS SHILOH (CG 67) myP
consoles in the Comnbdt I

WNW

-orCenter during a Tomiahawk launch drill.
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such items as technical manuals or other pertinent documentation. Previous
keyboard is not recessed within the desktop to allow
console designs allowed no room for such documentation and forced Sailors for greater flexibility and usability (Sailors preferred
to adapt and keep such material, for example, in their laps-not a "user- this). If a Sailor so chooses, he or she may add a pad for wrist support.
friendly" solution.
Another keyboard feature is the improved backlighting and marking of kers.
Other goals and objectives included alignment of the monitors, ensuring
Desktop thickness was also decreased allowing additional room for knees.
an open architecture for future upgrades, reducing console cost by 50 per- The console also met all environmental requirements as specified by the
cent, and ensuring consideration of Sailor concerns and advice. Johns Tomahawk program office.
Hopkins University's Applied Physics Lab conducted a survey regarding the
During the development process, the ATDC (V)5 undenvent two separate
ATDC (V)4 console in January of 2000, which provides several comments
reviews. The first was a maintainability review performed by Keyport at the
from Sailors. A sample of these comments is as follows:
NSWC Port Hueneme Division (PHD) training facilities. The review cov* Trackballs are of bad design (resulting in sore wrists)
ered various aspects of the console, with a focus on the electronics enclosure.
* Monitor is not aligned with the keyboard and trackball, which The results of this review showed that the maintainability of the enclosure
could be uncomfortable for an operator at the console for
was less than desirable, which led to the incorporation of several changes to
extended periods of time
ease maintenance within the enclosure. In particular, a common comment
* Visibility of Lower Monito: Acceptable
from Sailors was that socket head-cap screws were quicker and more usable
* Visibility of Upper Monitor.
vice Phillips or slotted screws. Captive fasteners were also installed where
* Too high;
applicable to prevent the loss of loose screws. Similarly, the power supply
* Could be tilted downward
retainer brackets were redesigned to decrease the possibility of losing nuts.
* Acceptable
Feedback on the console's maintainability significantly improved following
* Could be tilted down to operator
these upgrades.
NSWC Dahlgren personnel performed the second review, which focused
* Needs to be slightly angled down
* Keboard Placement:
on an HSI comparison between an ATDC (V)5 prototype and ATDC
* Both operators have fatigue in shoulders after mission (V)4. Eight Sailors performed two tests (Subjective and Objective testing) in
* Not alignedwith monitor
the comparison. These two tests were used in conjunc* Awkward to use
tion with other user feedback as well as quantitative
* OK, but the mouse will b,
human performance data. Objective testing required
high-failure componem
the Sailors to perform various pattern recognition,
treated as a fragile item
chat, and multitasking functions. The results demon* Not ergonomically senI
strated a slight improvement in pattern recognition
operators; can become hl.
and multitasking performance- however, there was a
use after a few hours
slight decrease in hat frnctions. Although the test did
* Legroom: Acceptable
illuminate some differences, none of the differences
As can be gleaned from these statements, Sailors had
were considered significant enough to rank one conmixed views of the ATDC (V)4.
sole above the other.
ATDC (V)5 development began in January 2004
Subjective testing compared Sailor opinion about
with the basic goals described above, but also under
ATDC (V)3 to ATDC (V)5
each console, and the results demonstrated that all parseveral constraints, which included: Must meet all perConcept Flow
ticipants involved in the review ultimately preferred
tinent environmental requirements; Must interface
the ATDC (V)5 rather than the ATDC (V)4.
with existing foundation; Must have identical user
Subjective feedback was focused and informative due
functionality (i.e., no change to software); Must interface with existing ship- to the participants' use of the console with real tasks during the objective testboard cables without modification; and, Components must be 100 percent ing phase. Participants provided insight as to how the ATDC (V)5 could be
backward-compatible.
improved. General comments induded Comms Box on Desktop gets in the
Once needs, requirements, constraints, and goals were understood, Keyport way of the pubs; The top monitor seems a little too high, but is very manbegan developing several concept models. Ultimately, discussions led to a ageable; and, Trackball could be moved further away from the (fiont) edge
simplified "H"-fame design that allowed for a completely modular elec- of the console.
tronics enclosure. This characteristic of the frame also allows for future elecAlthough Keyport engineers believe that the ATDC (V)5 console is an
tronics upgrades to be tested separately from the frame, reducing testing improvement over previous designs, additional process and hardware
costs. The enclosure location also allows for improved access for maintenance
improvements can and should be made, and continual coordination with
compared to that ofprevious designs. Sailors can now access all enclosed elec- Tomahawk software teams ensured. Sailor-recommended improvements
tronics from directly above rather than various access points of previous con- should be relatively simple to incorporate due to the display's bolted "erectorsoles and without having to remove other electronic items decreasing main- set" type of construction. The ATDC (V)5 consoles are now being installed
tenance time and workload.
in ships and upon completion of the installation, surveys are being provided
Keyport designed a console that aligned both monitors along the centerline
to Sailors, to complete following one or two months of use. Feedback from
of the console, centered the keyboard, and adjusted the trackball inward. The these surveys will contribute to future redesign and upgrade efforts.
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CV-TSC Workstation Design and
Space Layout
by Nancy Burton, Melissa Weaver, Katie Hall, and Mila Marchosky
Beginning in December 2003 members of the Naval Surface Warfare
Center Dahlgren Division (NSWCDD) Human Systems Integration
(HSI) team assisted in the development of a new console and space layout
for the George H. W Bush (CVN-77) Aircraft Carrier-Tactical Support
Center (CV-TSC). The goals of the effort were to:
* Provide CV-TSC operators with a console that met both
ergonomic requirements and improved operator performance
* Recommend space layout to optimize operator interactions

Console Design
The HSI team conducted multiple studies in Dahlgren's Human
Performance Lab (HPL) to test ergonomic console design concepts.
Workspace, display orientation (horizontal vs. vertical), and the number of
displays were a few of the features tested. The team also conducted component-level studies to provide recommendations on the trackball and
other input devices including the number and location of USB ports. The
design process included multiple spirals of usability testing which allowed
de team to incorporate the results from these previous studies into future
console design iterations.
Initially, the team used foam prototypes and static displays to generate
ideas, and fleet Sailors provided feedback throughout the process.

capability.
Based on performance results from CV-TSC tasking and the needs of key
watchstanders, the team recommended several console features be incorporated. For example, "wings" were provided on each side of the console
for additional desktop workspace permitting easier use of publications. All
rn Ohn.r greater flexibiln in nequipment is accessible from the
sole placement and maintenance. Additional hardwar
considerations such as expand
ability in the card cage and
PC-based architecture for con
m
puting flexibility were alse
designed into the console
Furthermore, the console has
recently been certified for Grade
A shock. Through each design
iteration, the team re-evaluated ergonomic requirements, such as in
device reach and location. A final summative evalution compared op,
tor performance on the Engineering Development Model (EDM) to thc
baseline TAC-4. Objective performance data and subjective Fleet feedback
supported the new design, with all participants preferring the EDM.

The HSI team followed up
hese heuristic evaluations CV-TSC Space
ith an experimental com- Layout
inson of multiple protoWith the introducpeconsoledisplayconfigtion ofa newconsole
design, the layout of
'ations and the baseline
AC-4. The experiment
two
spaces
(Sea
1cluded a variety of repre- Combat,
USW
_
1
ntative tasks to stimulate Analysis) on the
participant interaction with CVN-77 needed to
the consoles. Performance data from these tasks showed that the prototype
be evaluated. The
r
consoles outperformed the TAC-4 in almost all cases. Across the types of team developed severtasks, completion times on athee-screen horizontal configuration were on al potential layouts for
average 12 percent faster than the TAC-4. Participants also displayed a each space based on input from fleet working group meetings, an analsis
strong personal preference for the three-screen horizontal configuration,
of critical operator relationships, and equipment/structural constraints.
with 80 percent of participants ranking it as their first choice. Feedback Fleet operators and subject-matter experts reviewed the top-ranking
supported the utility of having three available screens with one participant designs and recommended an equipment layout.
stating,'As aTAO, I really liked this console. I could keep theTACSIT up
NSWCDD's HSI team then employed the Spatial Link Analysis Tool
all the time, put chat in a screen and have one more screen for references,
(SALT) to develop a recommended operator arrangement that maximizes
SIPRNet, etc." Based on objective performance data and subjective feed- efficiency in the space. SALT calculates a score for each arrangement, using
back, the HSI team selected a
such attributes as physical distance between key operators and the criticalthree-screen horizontal configuity of their interaction.
ration.
An iterative design and testing process helped to evaluate tradeoffs and
Follow-on studies helped the
g gimprove the CV-TSC design within existing constraints. Feedback from
team tofine-tune such detailst
the fleet throughout the entire process was crucial to the success ofthe projdeviceplacementandthein
ect. HSI requirements were taken into account from the beginning of the
nal/external communication
CV-TSC console initiative. These factors made a significant impact on the
panel location, while maintain
console design and space layout providing a net benefit for the Navy Sailor.
ing good console "lookover
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Human Peformance Needs Shape Design
Of Advanced Display Systems
by

Mila Marchosky

Developing, testing, fielding and maintaining logistical support for
Navy combat system and other displays has been a way of life for the
Program Executive Office Integrated
Warfare Systems (PEO IWS 6.0)
since the PEO was established several years ago. What started out as a
process to deliver Navy-tested and
qualified display systems has resulted
in 43 in-service tailored AN/YUQ
70 variants (commonly known a'
0
Q70s). With PEO IWS' vision to
provide the warfighter with "anyddi

Before exploring the characteristics and operational benefts of
CEDS, it is important to understand issues and concerns relating to
the current Navy display systems
and the potential impact on
warfighter-operator and maintainer-performance. The Q70s are the
A
in-service Navy display systems and
are found on numerous air, surface,
and sub-surface platforms. They
serve as the displays for tactical combat weapons systems such as Aegis,

W

;

Ship-Self Defense System (SSDS),
in the E-2C Hawkeye Airborne
Early Warning aircraft, and in the
Virginia (SSN-774) class submarines. Q-70 display systems host
tactical applications directlY on the

play, anytime, anywhere," the hardware, graphical user interface (GUI
and underlying software architectur,
of legacy Navy systems had

to

change. This is especially true, as the
Navy has begun to understand the

need for focused Human Systems

HSI scientists evaluate criticality of design features
on human performance in the NSWCDD Human

Integration (HSI) in legacy as well as Performance Lab (HPL).
new systems. Indeed, for the first
time in the Navy's history, a major
display system development effort, the Common Enterprise Display
System (CEDS), is embracing HSI principles into the design from the
beginning.
In June 2005, then Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Research,
Development, and Acquisition) John Young took on the human-hardware-software challenge for CEDS and designated the common display as an ACAT Level III program, with PEO IWS holding the
Milestone Decision Authority. Given the "green light" to proceed
directly to Milestone B, CEDS will be a vital component in new Navy
ships. While focused on DD(X), CEDS will be applicable to other surface, submarine, and aviation platforms.

display console.
Future Navy systems are being

developed to be Open Architecture
Computing Environment (OACE)
compliant. Q70s are not fully
OACE compliant, but the CEDS will be OACE Category 3 compliant. With the fast pace of computing technology development in the
Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) market, commonality and ease of
integration for technology "refresh" will be key to providing our
warfighters with the best tools to perform their missions. OACE will
provide the guidelines for the design of systems that are open to integration of COTS technologies and products. Navy systems will benefit from increased commonality and interoperability and decreased
cost as the Navy moves away from specialization, toward system architectures that can be easily refreshed and upgraded with the latest technology available in this rapidly changing environment.
CEDS will be able to provide the tools needed across platforms and
to doso in amuch-needed cost-efficient manner.

______________________________________

An important HSIconsideration forCEDS isthe planned significant
reduction in the number of variants, reducing the 43 Q70 variants to
seven configurations within the "family" of CEDS displays. CEDS
configurations potentially may include:
*
Display Consoles
3 screen, horizontal, surface and subsurface
T2screen,vertical,surfaceandsubsurface

2 screen (rack-based),vertical, surface and subsurface
1screen, surface and subsurface

.

S1screen (rack-based) air

*

Remote Displays
Large Screen Displays (LSDs)
Medium Screen Displays (MSDs)

E-2C Hawkeye Airborne Early Warning Aircraft
2006
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The application of HSI design principles, Human-Factors analysis,
and the ergonomic engineering of consoles and displays (e.g., layout,
accessibility, reach, and visibility) will significantly enhance CEDS
operator and maintainer performance compared to what is possible
with the Q70. For the first time, a tactical console will provide a common human-machine interface to the platform's OACE infrastructure,
providing

a

layout

and

design

that

applies

ergonomic

standards-MIL-STD 1472 (Human Engineering) and ASTM-1166
(Standard Practice for Human Engineering Design for Marine
Systems, Equipment, and Facilities). The components the human
computer interface may include are display(s), keyboard, trackball.
joystick, headset, and chair. Although not traditionally regarded as
part of the system, even the chair and communications headset are
integral parts of CEDS design and engineering.
For example, audio communications are another "feed" of operational input that assists the operator in information-gathering, situational awareness, and decision-making. For hours at a time during a
wtch rotation, the operator is required to sit at a console donned with

USS VIRGINIA (SSN 774)

a headset to receive information from multiple audio and visual
modes. In the past, designers of consoles have not designed the console, headset and chair to support the human in the entire system of
the workstation. However, after completing an analysis of operator
functions, the Navy determined that a Human-Console-ChairHeadset system perspective was critical to operational effectiveness. To
meet the needs of the human in this area, the CEDS program is taking into account ergonomic design/engineering implications of the
wide range of physical sizes of humans within the population (i.e., tall
males to short females). Anthropometric tables provide data on physical measurements, from which MIL-STD 1472 and ASTM-1166
prescribe design guidance to support reach, accessibility, and visibility
for the diverse operator population. (In addition to CEDS, these concerns have shaped the design and engineering of the MarCom
advanced internal and external communications integrated switch and
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CVN-21
display that the Navy is assessing for submarine, surface ship/carricr.
and aircraft applications.)
From the operator's perspective, ergonomics can vary for different
interfaces within a display system. Having a common approach promises to reduce training cost and improve efficiency, timeliness an
accuracy ofwarfighter operators and maintainers with those particl..
systems. Design and location of input devices (e.g., trackball and diplays), can greatly impact a warfighter's performance (e.g., timeline
accuracy, and situational awareness).
As the configuration supports the human in the interface desi,
other benefits might be realized. For example, having to learn a sp
ific display's location, "quirks," and modes of operation can make
transitions between one system and another very difficult. While in
the past, operators could have expected to work with few systems, with
optimized manning, multi-tasking is more prevalent, and one
crewmember will have to be conversant with numerous systems. The
greater the commonality among the diverse systems, the easier transitions between them will be.
With respect to the maintainers, the logistics/time/task efficiency differences in parts, tools required, and ease of access can vary greatly with
numerous console variants. Special tools almost certainly will be
required, different types of fasteners, and different procedures for corrective maintenance can drive up costs to maintain, costs in both
down time of the console (affecting the operator), training for the
maintainer to maintain skills, and the resource costs of maintaining
multiple types of spares and the shore-side infrastructure. The direct
and indirect costs of maintaining numerous display variants in the
fleet are posing significant challenges, particularly during a period of
tight Navy budgets.
In many respects, CEDS is leading the way to the Navy of the 21st
Century: commonality, interoperability, reduced costs, enhanced
operational capabilities, and reliance on HSI to ensure that the
human-as well as the chair!-is an integral element ofthe display sys-

tem.
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ASW Sensor/Tactical Data Fusion
Requirements For Situational Awareness:
The Human Part of the Equation
by Mitch

Haggard

Todays modern Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) sensor systems do
not provide optimal situational awareness to meet the immediate lit-

cure decisiveactions. The primary key to our goal is the intgration of
the System into the Human element of the battle equation, providing

total or blue-water threat. Given the scenario of a third-world diesel

a common and

Submarine lying in wait, blending in with high density coastal traffic;
or a fourth generation, frontline SSN operating in a covert, stationkeeping, Anti-Surface Warfare (ASUW) profile; the outcome will be
the same.
An acoustic event that indicates the threat submarine's transition from
stealth to attack will afford the sensor operator only minutes or seconds
in which to assimilate,
detect, and analyze the
target signature, correlate the sensor data to
the tactical situation,
and relay the data to
the applicable warfare
commander for action
and mission success.
Success in this case
assumes that the operator happens to be
monitoring the specifIntegrated tactical data sources,
ic beam(s), buoy(s), or
tactical/sensor data fusion, expedichannel(s), on which
ent tactical and analytical function- the threat submarine's
ality
acoustic signature is
revealed.
The next conflict
involving a submarine threat will not be won by overwhelming numbers, superior munitions, advance intelligence, or newer/faster computers. It will be won by providing the operators and tacticians the
knowledge they need regarding every dimension of the battle space,
the environment, and the threat-immediately, succinctly, and completely. The human part of the equation must be fully integrated into
the entire scope of the knowledge and data that are generated before,
during, and after a given encounter.
Operators and tacticians require complete situational awareness of
every facet of the battle space, dynamically, as the conditions change.
Knowledge and awareness must be provided without the need to interpret abstract data products, conduct time-consuming data-management procedures, or correlate disparate system outputs. Scope of
awareness and timely assimilation of data by the humans involved will
win the next ASW battle.
Our goal then is to integrate the myriad of data outputs of combat
and sensor systems into a cohesive and intuitive battle-space portal
from which the operators and tacticians can quickly derive the knowledge and awareness they need to make critical judgment calls, and exe-

tactical situation.
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Complete Situational Awareness
Set aside the paradigm of acoustic processing and anali, uSntraiditional methods-pouring over hours of sensor data; paging through
each and every sensor element; manually cross-correlating channels,
beams, relational geometry, and unconnected tactical and environmental displays-all in an attempt to seek out an elusive contact.
Today's sensor systems must be data management tools as well as
acoustic processors. They must provide the operator a complete understanding of the information available to provide the best abiliy to
detect, analyze, reprocess, and tactically react to any acoustic threat
within an ASW scenario, as it occurs, (instantaneously), using one primary display.
This is the developmental motivation behind Tactically Integrated
Sensors (TIS). TIS is a new combat system segment being developed
by NAVSEA that integrates tactical and sensor display, alert, tracking,
analysis, and data management functionality. The human integration
concepts currently being built into TIS begin with an examination of
the knowledge data requirements that exist within a given ASW scenario; and how the operator assimilates, correlates, interprets, and acts

Multi Modal Work Station (MMWS)
Variant
upon that data to carry out ASW duties. Assimilation and correlation
are two primary factors that affect sensor to shooter reaction times, and
therefore were the initial focus of TIS development and data integration.
TIS has, at its core, an integrated display that provides the operator a
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tactical view of the battle space fused with geometric and analytic sensor data. Its functional attributes and primary data sources include:
Global Command and Control-Maritime/Common Operating
Environment (GCCS-M/COE) chart and tracks, Aircraft Carrier
Tactical Support Center (CV-TSC) tactical functions and near realtime Link Track inputs, standard GCCS-M Tactical Decision Aids
(TDA) and doctrine based CV-TSC TDAs, tactical/sensor data fusion
algorithms, real time and fast time sensor inputs, and tactical/sensor
data analysis tools.

Along with processing and data fusion/presentation improvements,
the physical aspects of the combat system's workstation are being

GCCS-M and LINK tracks provided with
sensor detection correlations and analytical dril-down capabilities.

improved. One commodity an acoustic operator never has enough of
is display or screen space. The new system will be using an adaptation
of the AN/UYQ-70 Combat Systems Display Console, referred toas

the Multi-Modal Work Station (MMWS). This variant of the MMWS
will provide the operator four primary screens on which to spread analytical, tactical, and environmental applications. Screen real estate is
key to situational awareness in our domain. Naval Undersea Warfare
Center (NUWC) Division, Keyport, Washington, has teamed with
Human Systems Integration (HSI) personnel from the Naval Surface
Warfare Center's Dahlgren Division to evaluate the new console with
TIS software applied.
TIS will act as the centralized data coordinator, data-fusion plot, and
portal from which to launch processing routines, analysis/classification
assistant functions, environmental analysis modes, and tactical decision aids. The display will provide combat tracks, sensor geometry,
analytical data, and target areas of probability, bell-ringer alerts, and
amplifying sensor /tactical data, based on analysis, classification, and
correlation routines. It will provide the ability to zero in on sensors of
interest, and launch subsequent functionality-based on the apparent
geometric, tactical, or analytical significance.
The operator will no longer process data channel by channel, mode
to mode, as separate functions, scanning each element individually,
looking for a contact. Instead, all data will be processed and displayed
relative to tactical and succeeding analytical decisions. Mode selection
and data analysis will be easily prioritized to those channels/sensor displays significant to the Target of Interest (TOI). Sensor and tactical
analysis will become one. The number of sensors a given operator can
simultaneously monitor will increase by an order of magnitude.
Tactical cross correlation will be instantaneous. Subsequent reprocessing will be immediate, logical, and precise. Analysis response time,
accuracy, and reliability will be significantly increased.
The concepts from which TIS has been derived extend beyond single
platform applications. Design initiatives such as open architecture,
common meta data, and distributed sensors highlight the engineering
vision TIS represents. The open architecture of the Tactically
Integrated Sensor System allows its components and capabilities to be
shared among other systems and platforms that possess similar tactical/sensor requirements. The establishment of common meta data and
associated interfaces will allow data sharing throughout the strike
group.
For example, intelligence estimates will be able to be linked to specific contact tracks. Automation agents can then facilitate the subscription to, and/or distribution of critical threat data with little or no
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human intervention required what one see, all see). Operators.
Tacticians, and Warfare Commanders throughout the battle group will
maintain a common awareness and understanding of the Battle Space.
the Threat, and the Tactical geometry. Data corroboration and platform/operator collaboration will lead to more accurate, more expedient identification and localization ofthe threat. Given today's technology and the innovative momentum behind the NAVSEA engineering
team, the intuitive, human oriented functionality being designed into
TIS has the potential to become a primary enabler for the next generation of distributed, networked, Fleet ASW systems. These next-gen
eration systems will integrate holistically the data management, processing, and display requirements of the Collective Warfighter.
The breadth, responsiveness, and immediacy of in situ acoustic/tactical data presentation are directly proportional to the operator's analytical and tactical awareness. In an environment of high-tech targets,
reduced acoustic ranges, and dynamic tactical scenarios, success will be
measured by the operator's ability to swiftly exploit the full potential n
a system's processing capabilities to assimilate, analyze, and class
data, and tactically react.
The course ahead for TIS is clear. Its initial Fleet implementation
occur aboard two platforms in FY08 and FY09. TIS brings to the tal
the ability to integrate and monitor "N" sensors, to fuse the sensor d&L
to the tactical picture and to functionally prioritize capabilities around
the human element of the data-decision chain. It has at its core an
open, non-proprietary architecture. It is an architecture that has been
designed to facilitate component level integration and/or extrication,
thus promoting the reuse and implementation of software segments
and algorithms between systems and platforms. And finally the data
format that TIS operates on and produces is being developed to
accommodate future meta data and data interface requirements.
The demands of tomorrow's battles will challenge our understanding
of the dynamics of systems architecture, data and data interfaces, tactical employment, concepts of operations, training, and the integration
of the human element. We will be faced with an operating environment that will have fewer operators who will be monitoring significantly more sensors, dealing with significantly more data that will be
shared across multiple platforms. NAVSFA is taking steps to meet that
challenge. TIS is one of those first steps.
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UUVision:There Is No Such Thing as an
Unmanned System
by David Bellino, Gary Streimer, Thomas Lacey, Richard Peel, and Stephen J. Swenson
Unmanned systems are increasingly gaining credibility as a "disruptive technology" for 21st-Century warfare. They are cheap; they virtu-

road" in the acquisition programs, and it is only through cooperative
engagement among HSI experts, programs, and operational personnel

ally nulify the risk to life and limb caused by battle or system failure;
and they are, in the end, expendable. Investments in these systems are
manifold and substantial.
At first blush, Human Systems Integration (HSI) would appear to be

that the true motivation behind HSI -

namely improved overall sys-

tem performance, survivability, etc., at lower total ownership costscan be realized.

antithetical to, or at least unneeded for, unmanned
systems. This is not true. In a press conference on
the future of unmanned air systems, Dyke
Weatherington,
Deputy
Director
of the
Department of Defense Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
Planning Task Force, said that "[an Unmanned

Aerial Vehicle] by itself doesn't do anything for
anybody other than sit on the ramp and provide
shade. I need an integrated capability to do the
mission.... That's a vehicle; that's sensor systems;
that may be weapons; that's communication systems; that's command and control; that's trained

operators. All those elements are critical to deliver
the capability."
Payload specialists load and unload
operators plan missions and operate
and analysts analyze the data produced
cle. There is no doubt, then, that the

U

m

fr

the vehicle;
the vehicle;
by the vehi-

human is a
critical component of the total "unmanned system." As military leadership places more emphasis
on employment of unmanned systems then

Rear Admirals Harry Urlich and Mark Edwards
stated that unmanned systems were one of the "pistons of change"
the proportion of human
involvement in the operation of unmanned systems will likely increase. In fact, some might argue
that for the latest round of ship system acquisitions, in particular the Littoral Combat Ship,
unmanned systems represent a significant driver of
overall ship manning requirements.

Creating the Vision
The Unmanned Undersea Vehicle (UUV) Interactive Simulation of

UUVision is being supported by the NAVSEA 03 CARUSO

Integrated Operations Net-Centric (UUVision) concept was developed at the Naval Undersea Warfare Center (NUWC) Division,
Newport. It was borne out of the notion that UUVs were, ultimately,
part of a larger system of systems (e.g., ship system, battlegroup, etc.)
and that the human/system link was a major link in the overall system
performance chain.

Program and PMS-403 and is particularly focused on assessing, understanding, and improving HSI for unmanned undersea systems.
UUVision is heavily leveraging modeling and simulation (M&S).
including computer gaming, to achieve the vision. The vision includes
research and development (R&D) for human-centered design.

The vision picture is as interesting for what it does not say as much
as for what it does say. Rather than view HSI as a standalone discipline,
UL'Vision approaches HSI from the acquisition and operational perspectives. This is a critical nuance because the HSI "rubber meets the

2006

human-machine interfaces, and human workload - all with an eye
toward improving overall system performance. And while UUVision is
still in its infancy, it has already had a significant impact on the waY the
ULVacquisition community views and uses HSI principles.
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UUVision/CARUSO
To accomplish the task of harmonizing HSI principles for the
unmanned undersea community, NUWC Newport, along with
Ocean State Technology Corp (OSTC), took steps to form a unique
partnership among a number of government, industry, and academic
organizations working in the HSI domain. In addition to NUWC and
OSTC, the UUVision/CARUSO team includes NUWC Keyport,
Naval Surface Warfare Center (NSWC) Panama City, IMEDIA,
Anteon Corporation, Northrop Grumman Corporation, BAE
Systems Corporation, Sonalysts Inc., Navy Postgraduate School
(NPS), and the University of Rhode Island.
In June 2005, under the UUVision rubric, the CARUSO team participated in Autonomous Undersea Vehicle (AUV) Fest 2005, hosted
by the National UUV Test and Evaluation Center (NUTEC) at
NUWC Keyport. AUV Fest 2005-co-sponsored by the Chief of
Naval Research; Commander, NUWC; and Commander, Naval
Meteorology and Oceanography Command - was a major in-water
demonstration of unmanned and autonomous underwater vehicles
and supporting technologies. The event provided a collaborative environment for commercial vehicle developers, laboratories, educational
institutions, and Fleet UUV operators to evaluate and showcase
emerging AUV capabilities under a variety of littoral operating condi-

ance of a variety of human-computer interfaces used in coordinated
UUV and Unmanned Surface Vehicle (USV)
operations.
Additionally, these same experts observed the application of advanced
decision-centered technologies - distributed M&S, volume visualization, and real-time vehicle control - and gained insight into benefits
and pitfalls of their application to real-world problems.
In a cross-Federal agency initiative, the UUVision/CARUSO team
worked closely with Navy and Environmental Protection Agency representatives to determine the usefulness of real-time control of
unmanned systems for environmental data collection. Industry, Navy,
and EPA scientists collaboratively developed an environmental dash-

UUV OperationalWorkflow ProcessModel
Introducing HSI Early in the Systems Engineering Proces

tions.
AUV Fest 2005 featured a successful FORCEnet Trial Event between
Keyport, Newport, and Hawaii employing the Collaborative Test,
Training, Evaluation, and Experimentation Capability (CTEC), devel-

oped at NUWC Keyport. The CTEC provided the common USW
battlespace picture and data collection, fusion, and distribution for a
Seal Delivery Team One (SDVT-1) mission-planning distributed
training exercise using live, virtual, and constructive versions of the

MIARV UUV, a simulated 21UUV, a SAUV II UUV, and the HUSCv
unmanned surface vehicle (USV). The goal of the exercise was to integrate environmental and intelligence data collected by unmanned
vehicles into battlespaceepreparation and mission planning for a

remote SDVT- 1training event.
UUVision/CARUSO provided the simulated 21UUV via reach-back
to facilities at Newport for integration into CTEC's common picture.
The combined data was displayed at a remote CTEC in Hawaii and
used by SDVT-1 to plan and conduct a simulated mission employing
the assets of the Maui High Performance Computing Center. Using
these capabilities, SDVT-1 effectively trained with assets from
Newport, Keyport, and Hawaii - without leaving Hawaii.
The UUVision/CARUSO team took part in two of the event's
demonstration vignettes and this participation had both a local (i.e.,
onsite at AUV Fest 2005) and a remote component located in
Newport, Rhode Island. UUVision/CARUSO provided M&S capa-

board (Figure 1) to display, in near real-time, dissolved oxygen data
collected by the Solar AUV (SAUV) II vehicle at NTECs Hood

was demonstrated.
Most importantly for UUVision, AUV Fest 2005 represented a tar-

Canal test site near Keyport, Washington.
In another AUV Fest 2005 vignette, the UUVision/CARUSO team
provided the means for mission planning and vehicle simulations for a
Special Operational Forces insertion exercise. During the exercise, the
Command and Control Information Exchange Data Model
(C21EDM) was used for tactical communications and the interactions

get of opportunity for HSI experts to gain an organic understanding
of UUV operations. During AUV Fest 2005, UUVision/CARUSO
members conducted interviews with end-users and filmed operational
exercises in an effort to gain insight into team dynamics and perform-

were observed. One key finding during this exercise was that systemto-system interoperabiity schemes affect the human-system relationship. This has prompted the UUVision/CARUSO team to look more
closely at the impact of interoperability standards on human perform-

bilities to demonstrate lifecycle program support in a netted environment. With two participating locations - Keyport and Newport reach-back paradigms were explored and multi-modal connectivity
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ance and team dynamics.
The use of multi-functional UUVs and sensor systems in AUV Fest
2005 provided an indication of the size andheterogeneity of the information that can be generated by autonomous maritime systems. The
consolidation and conversion of data into information that can be
readily interpreted by a decision maker/operator were central areas of
focused concern for participants and observers in AUV Fest 2005. The
experience provided by AUV Fest 2005 will be folded into developing
processes for data fusion, information management, and universal tactical displays for rure autonomou

sytemprograms.

CAD Reusability
In an interview with Surface SITREP, Greg Maxwell (Deputy
Commander HSI Directorate) stated that "Distance Support (DS) is
an essential enabler for the transformation of our future Navy. ... It is
a multi-year effort toward enterprise e-business solutions that improve
the efficiency and effectiveness of all processes, products, and services
that support the Warfighter." ULVision is leveraging the advances in
commercial publishing software to improve distributed training. By
working with developers
at
Right
Hemisphere,
Inc.

(http:'

.righthcmiphere.com

a provider of product graphics

Top Down
Requirements
Analysis (TDRA)
Commonality is thetltimate intended product of
collaborative engineering
processes, technical interchanges,
and
Program
Executive Offices. Prudent
commonality among system
components has the potential for huge cost savings
across the Department of
Defense. To the HSI practitioner, commonality presents an opportunity to "train
once, use many," thereby
improving human performance across systems and
reducing overall training
costs. In order to achieve a

level of commonality among
UUV acquisition programs
- current, emerging, and

*

Conclusion
UU'Vision is a forwardicaning approach to acquisition/operation-centric
Human
Systems
Integration. It represents a
significant step forward in

Figure 1. Industry, Navy, and EPA scientists collaboratively developed
an environmental dashboard to display, in near real-time, dissolved
oxygen data collected by the Solar AUV (SAUV) II vehicle at NUTEC's
Hood Canal test site near Keyport, Washington.

farther-future
UUVision/CARUSO team
members are currently performing a TDRA based on the Navy's
Unmanned Undersea Vehicle Master Plan. The Master Plan is a mulriple guidance document for UUV R&D and acquisition.
Once complete, this generic TDRA will function as the jumping-off
point for future program-specific TDRA initiatives. By doing this,
TDRA costs over multiple UUV acquisition programs will be minimized, but more importantly, system commonality - and opportunities for sharing among acquisition systems -
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management software, the
UL
ision team isdeveloping a methodology to incorporate automated three
dimensional CAD drawings
in electronic maintenance
training manuals.
Using
this technology, the UU'
rogram will get more
nileage out of its CAD
nvestment and, at the same
-ime, improve overall system
maintenance training.

promoting awareness of HSI
concerns in unmanned systems acquisition and has
pushed the envelope in HSI

research and development.
Even
in
its
infancy,
UUVision has demonstrated its value to both the acquisition and the
HSI communities. Most importantly, however, UUVision is a team of
people and organizations committed to carrying the "torch" for HSI
within the unmanned system community.

will be identified.
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Research Considerations in the Role of
The Future Warfighter
by Peter Squire and SusanKlrschenbaum, Ph.D.
The Future Relationship of the Sailor and System
The possibilities afforded by technology are seemingly endless. Since
their inception, for example, computing systems have transformed and
redefined the relationship between the human and systems of which
the human is an integral element. While technology continues to
advance and change, how is the relationship between Sailor and systcm-e.g., grease-board to graphical user interface-likely to be
altered? Moreover, as resources become more limited and manning
considerations are developed, what should be expected of future
Sailors, and how should we assess and measure their interaction with
systems and resulting performance? For instance, will a button press
be a sufficient measure? To address these questions, it is important to
examine the major scientific research challenges that confront the
Warfighter of tomorrow.
These major scientific challenges can be divided into two categories:
operational challenges and assessment challenges. Operational challenges define the operational environments, conditions, and taskings
that a Sailor is expected to confront during a mission. Assessment challenges define the methods and measures used to assess the relationship
between Sailors and hardware and software systems as part of overall
system effectiveness/mission outcome. The overriding impetus for an
improved Sailor-system relationship should be focused on building the
necessary human capital and technology that benefits the Sailor and
does not hinder their ability to perform their duty. Within these challenges technology should be considered a tool to achieve this goal, but
not the objective.

information will be sent to the operators, and how will operators
already inundated with information be able to accurately and efficiently assess the information? The appropriate display of information
uncertainty affects how quickly and accurately a commander can
understand where he is in relation to every other submarine, ship, and
aicraft in the area, the seriousness of the threats, available options, and
possible ramifications of those options. It affects both safety and mission success. While uncertainty (to varying degrees) is found within all
operational environments, it is unavoidable in undersea warfare.
The propagation of sound in the undersea environment is the root of
this uncertainty, but understanding it is a difficult task. Even under the
best environmental conditions, the received-signal often provides only
bearing and bearing rate information. Localization of a contact
requires an algorithm that can determine course, speed, and range, in
addition to bearing, a mathematically underdetermined problem. At
the Naval Undersea Warfare Center Division Newport research assessing the impact of representations of uncertainty on decision-making
has shown that displaying an uncertainty ellipse leads to more timely
and accurate decision-making (Kirschenbaum & Arruda, 1994).
Moreover, the simpler the graphical display, the better, with one caveat:
The center of the uncertainty region is the area with the least certainty and should be coded darker than the more certain region so that it
is not misinterpreted as a "hot spot" (see Figure 1). Further research i
underway to validate the results in a more cluttered environment, and
additional research is warranted to understand the impact of uncertainty in other operational environments.

Operational Challenges: Robotics

Assessment Challenges:

Neuroergonomics

Robotics technology is applicable to all operations of naval warfare:
Research has shown that the introduction of automation doc, morc
undersea, surface, land, air, and space. However, how these systems than simply supplant human activities, it also transforms the relationwill be operated is one of the largest research challenges confronting
the Navy. Will an individual or team of operators control an individual or team of unmanned vehicles (i.e., robotics assets)? Will those
operators be responsible for controlling an unmanned vehicle (UV)
within a single or multiple environment-e.g., only air vs. undersea,
Airface, and air. Will the UV(s) be controlled by tele-operations or
automation? Will there be specific UV operators for specific UVs or
will all Sailors be trained for all potential UV types? As the Navy and
other military services begin to standardize (NSWCPC Report, 2005)
. key consideration for those questions will be how the interaction
between Sailor and system is altered, and how that impacts the situarional awareness, workload, and performance of the Sailor and thereFore the UV system. The importance of examining the interaction is
Figure 1
highlighted in the Army's "Ad Hoc Study on Human Robot Interface
Issues" (2002) technical report, which states, "one must first define the
interactions, and then build interfaces that (optimally) enable the ship between the human and the system. In addition, increased use of
desired interactions to take place."
automation increases the difficulty of obtaining measures of overt
behavior. Defining and understanding the relationship between the
Operational Challenges: Informational Uncertainty human and system may not be fully described by behavioral measures
As more UVs are placed within the operational environment, what
(e.g., subjective reports or button pressing time) alone. Research in
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the emerging field ofneuroergonomics has already begun to provide
evidence that in order to understand more fully human performance
in a real-world setting, one must consider more than simply behavioral measures.
In the book, Neuroergonomics: The Brain at Work (2005), the authors
provide evidence for how neuroergonomics builds upon modern neuroscience and human factors psychology and engineering, to enhance
the understanding of brain function and behavior in the complex
tasks of everyday life. In addition, they assert that these
assessments canbe conductc
outside the confines of tF

.

standard research laborator
in natural and naturalistic sct
tings. The neuroergonomi.
approach allows researchers t
ask different questions an,
develop new explanator
frameworks about humans i
work in the real world and in
relation to modern automatc

that all questions may be asked and that new
assessment techniques be explored to be able to
define and develop future technologies suited for
human capabilities.

Looking Ahead
The military environment and operational paradigms have changed.
New challenges confront the services, and research is necessary to
address those changes. The
scientific
challenges
to
researchers can be broadly
defined into either operational or assessment challenges. Researchers must
examine the operational challenges that confront future
Sailors and assess the evolving
relationship between those
Sailors and systems. By considering both of these research
challenges, the Sailors and

systems and machines.
'An example of a new asses,

systems of tomorrow are more
likely to succeed.

ment technique can be seen
within the topic of Sensor
Based
Monitoring
an,
Intervention for Gravity-

Robotics technology is applicable to all operations of naval warfare: undersea, surface, land, air, and space. However, how these
systems willbe operated is one of the largest research challenges
confronting the Navy. The Talon 3B robot removes a claymore land
mine from a sand dune at a Bahrain training range during a training
mission. Technicians assigned to Explosive Ordnance Disposal
Mobile Unit Four (EODMU-4) operate the robot from safe locations
through the use of monitors and video equipment attached to the
unit. The robot is designed for the search and destruction of
Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs) as well as other forms of ordnance found in Iraq, assisting EOD by conducting maritime security operations (MSO). U.S. Navy photo by Photographer's Mate 1st
Class Robert R. McRill

physiological information of a
pilot's state, the hardware/software is able to take corrective measures. The potential to use these
types of neural measures for real-time response is a more difficult
undertaking, but as important as designing based on human performance and neural measures. Tripp and Wilson (2005) have used
neuroergonomic measures (EEG and cerebral blood flow) to provide
more reliable prediction of GLOC.
To enable a greater understanding of the relationship between future
Naval systems and the future Navy Sailor, it is important to ensure

2006

Robot
Interface
Issues,
Washington Headquarters
Services, Directorate for
Information Operations and
Reports, Arlington, VA
Joint Unmanned Systems
Common Control (USC2)
Unmanned Vehicle Common
Control (UVCC) Functional
Requirements
Document
(FRD)' Revision 2, NSWC
PC, 2 9 Sep 2 0 05

Kirschenbaum, S. S.,
Arruda, J (1994). The effects ofgraphicand verbalprobabilityinformation on command decision-making. Human Factors,36(3), 406-418.

&

induced
Loss
of
Consciousness
(GLOC)
(Department of Defense
FY2004.3
Program
Description). The purpose of
this initiative is to be able to
detect GLOC, Almost Loss of
Consciousness (ALOC), and
their precursors in real time,
and then take preventive corrective measures such as
autopilot recovery safety feature. By providing neuro-

Reerences
Army Science Board (2002).
Ad Hoc Study on Human

-

PARASURAMAN, R. 6 RIZZO, M (2005). Neuroergonomics: The
Brain at Work. New York: Oxford University Press.
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HSI for Undersea Superiority: Challenges and
Opportunities
by Donald F. McCormack
Undersea superiority is critical to provide the competitive advantage of
gaining and sustaining battlespace access, developing and sharing knowledge, and projecting power. To ensure this essential capability, we in the
undersea warfare community have adapted our technology portfolio to
include revolutionary unmanned vehicles, distributed off-board sensors,
supervelocity weapons, high data-rate communications, and advanced
combat system technologies for improved decision making and contact
management. We are also developing concepts that harness the power
and promise of netted systems, allowing the use of the entire naval force
as a single synergistic entity.
Increasingly, we recognize that a lynchpin for realizing the full strategic
and operational capabilities of FORCEnet-the future implementation
of network-centric warfare that will enable Sea Power 21 and Naval
Power 21-is the implementation of the Human Systems Integration
(HSI) element
of the systen
engineerin.
process.

--

HS

is not so much a threat of information overload as there is a potential to
fail to integrate the right information at the right time, and in the right
format to enable the right actions, up and down the chain of command
and across the spectrum of warfighting tasks.
Addressing these topics is further complicated by the unique characteristics of the undersea environment. Complexity, variability, uncertainty,
and the unknown are, in fact, all hallmarks of this environment and the
targets that operate within it. The undersea Warfighter faces a complex
acoustic propagation environment that includes varying bottom characteristics, reverberation effects, non-homogeneous water masses, and sea
surface effects. Proximity to coastal waterways, harbors, and shipping
lanes increase ambient noise as compared to that in the deep ocean.
Currents, tides, and temperature gradients, bottom type or slope, and
salt water/fresh water convergence further complicate the acoustic picture. These features occur in a
con fined
acoustic space,

can be used
help
th
Warfighter a
today
and
tomorrow sift
the
through
influx of sometimes conflicting or incomplete informi
non to defirn
possibilities an,
understand lin

adding to the
of
problems
sorting reverberation
returns from
target echoes.
both
While
and
nuclear
conventional
submarine,
operate in th,
littoral, it is the
quiet
diesel

its. Asa refle
rion of the prv

electric and Air
Independent

mier role of the
Warfighter in
all operating systems, we are exploring three broad HSI areas that are all
very important, very challenging, and relatively new: modeling and simulation, metrics, and netted warfare.
For the undersea warfare community, Sea Power 21, Naval Power 21,
and FORCEnet promise to enhance our contributions to the joint fight.
During the Cold War, we were known as the "silent service" because the
submarine represented the ultimate stealth weapon that was capable of
patrolling the seas undetected and alone. In the post-Cold War era, the
emphasis in undersea warfare has shifted from open-ocean operations to
those in the littoral waters and from platforms to networks. This presents many challenges to our scientists and engineers. For example, we
frequently hear about the potential "information overload" Warfighters
could face as they are flooded with data in the common operating piccure, which threatens to blend tactical, operational, and strategic perceptions into one overwhelming "mega picture." In reality, however, there
68
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Propulsion
sub
(AIP)
marines that U.S. and coalition naval forces are most likely to encounte
in some future crisis or conflict. Here again, the Warfighter is faced wit
complexity, variability, uncertainty, and both known and unknown risk
Target tactics and characteristics are difficult to discern because we ca:
not "see" through the underwater environment to know for sure fro;
what and from where a noise originates. Even if the Warfighter has the
latest and most effective sonar and processing available, it can be almost
impossible in some cases to know that an adversary is nearby, due to
technological improvements in quieting, such as hull coatings and
machinery mounts. The complexity of the operating environment and
the physics of underwater object detection prevent pinpoint clarity from
any one system, and vary temporally and spatially across the battlefield.
Even data rates and speeds of propagation are affected by the environment. Moreover, amidst these physical complexities, the need for compressing our combat response times has become paramount.
2006

Future Challenges
Another key challenge we face is the need to achieve optimal manThe USW HSI community needs metrics to
ning-no fewer and no more personnel than are needed to accomplish measure the performance of people in different
the mission safely. Carefully designed and implemented automation
systems and processes because, without metrics, it
and autonomy are key, but only if the human is taken into account, up is impossible to know what has been accomfront, as we design, engineer, and introduce advanced technologies and plished. Without metrics, the machines may have
systems. We must be cognizant ofwhat the human can and should do, the answers, but the Warfighter might not, or the Warfighter could
and what machines ought to do. Human systems integration is more receive the right answer 20 minutes late. None of these scenarios are
than the man-machine interface; we must also understand and optimize acceptable to the USW community. Nor do we have the luxury of
human performance in terms of accuracy, timeliaccepting some predefined level of system crashes
ness, availability, workload, and situational awarethe way a commercial computer software giant
ness in activities ranging from decision-making to
might. The USW HSI community has to focus on
damage control to maintenance. This extends todie
safetyand reliabilityand finding the balance
many forms of collaboration and command-andbetween these and human factors.
control, from the platforms that conduct undersea
HSI in netted warfare is a new and challenging
warfare operations today, to the management and
application, especially for USW Our expertise in
coordination ofoffboard systems, and the coherent
developing HSI enhancements to FORCEnet and
operations of a total undersea force executing its
he integration of Distributed Networked Systems
tasking for the joint force commander. This implies
ill be critical in answering the question of how we
understanding operational needs, and crafting
ontrol the proliferation of nodes in the undersea
information tools and processes to support the varbadespace. One promising area of focus is operarior for planning and execution of thefull spectrum
tional human systems integration, which is a coherof USW missions.
ent, systematic approach to enhancing operationalGiven these issues, it is not surprising that HSI has
level warfighter performance and decision making.
become a central theme of the system engineering
Operational HSI meshes the enablers of selection,
process throughout the Department of Defense
Donald F. McCormac
learning, augmentation, and organization with
(DoD). HSI optimizes the human part of the total
Technical Director, NUWC
FORCEnet factors at the operational level. This
system equation by integrating human factors engibreaks down stovepipes and gives the Warfighter the
neering, manpower, personnel, training, safety, and
methods, strategies, and tools to move freely among
personnel survivability and habitability into the sysdifferent scales of space, force, time, and effects.
tem acquisition process. HSI is crucial for maximizing performance and
The implications for the USW HSI community are profound. We are
reducing lifetime cost, and for maximizing information throughput looking at a paradigm shift from sensor-based to tactics-based that
from sensors, processors and displays to the USW team. HSI profes- invokes environmental adaptation and automates detection, classificasionals are critical to improving our USW capabilities by.
tion, and localization. This shift will require changes in training, increas* Developing or improving the human interfaces of our
ingly reliable and robust automation, and new ways of displaying inforUSW system
mation so that the human operator understands uncertainty. The mul* Achieving USW effectiveness on human performance
tiple levels and dimensions of data that are increasingly available to the
during system operations and maintenance
Warfighter are both a challenge and an opportunity. How do we ensure
* Addressing the economical demands upon personnel
that information is presented correctly in a way that makes sense and is
resources, skills, training, and costs
actionable? How do we avail ourselves of the tremendous opportunities
Of particular interest are applications of HSI at the operator-to-sensor
offered by new and emerging technologies to increase human performlevel in order to better integrate tactical-level USW efforts with other ance and improve the chance for mission success? Just because the techFORCEnet factors. Focusing on the areas of modeling and simulation, nology is available, does it make sense to use it all? We need to ask these
metrics, and netted warfare will produce operational HSI and opera- questions about nearly every area in which we work. In some cases,
tional Warfighters, who not only make the right decisions, but also make what's really required is a new way of looking at things.
decisions right.
HSI will be instrumental in achieving a balance between incremental
Modeling and simulation (M&S) is invaluable to the USW commu- changes and dramatic changes in the USW domain. Improving the HSI
nity because it gives us ways to safely and economically test concepts, interface will allow us to leverage and extend the capabilities of USW to
equipment, and people. M&S can help guide the development ofa sys- ensure that fielded systems will exploit the fullest potential of the
tem from the "top down" and facilitate a better understanding of the warfighting team.
current picture. While much of USW command and control decisionmaking remains more of an art than a science, a key challenge for HSI
in this arena is developing a cognitive model to better understand and
reflect how the USW Warfighter interacts with the information available. Military theory and the science of war are among the key disciplines that offer insights into cognitive, behavioral, and social factors.
Physiology, psychology, sociology, organizational theory, and management science also play important roles in HSI M&S.
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Warfare Center Leadership Helps Set New
Paradigm for HSI Research and Engineering
by J. Robert Bost, Trish Hamburger, and John Valaitis
In199J Human Systems Integration (HSI) Research took a dramatic turn, when an ONR sponsored program called Manning
Affordability (MA) was created to combine forces among the leading
government (NAVAIR, NAVSEA, and SPAWAR with consultation
from the other services), industry, and academic HSI experts in the
United States to provide focused research on manning optimization.
This program was
very unusual in that
it was jointly led by
ONR

and

an

Ac q uisition

1) Understanding the capabilities and limitations of people, teams, and
organizations;
2) Science, process, and technology improvements to make a systems
engineering team more effective;
3) Appropriate design and technology application for workload reduction and or enhanced Sailor performance; and,
4) Quantitative and
qualitative measures for evalua4
tion/Return
on
Investment (ROI).

P r o g ra m ,Finally,
DD21/(X),
to

gram

ensure

the

require a demon-

research was targeting critical, relevant
issues and had a
clear path to transition, making it a
very practical forerunner to our current Future Naval
Capability (FNC)
process. It was also
unique in that it
was a 5-year pro-

stration or proof of
concept, but rather

that

this prodid
not

an actual test, with
real measures (subjective, objective,
and expert evaluations), conducted
with a prototype
solution manned by
actual Warfighters
trained and qualifed to execute the

<

gram composed of

same

6.1 (Basic Research),

shipboard.

6.2
(Applied
Research), and 6.3
( Ad vanced
Tech nolo g y
Development) dollars and gave the
program leadership,

The requirement to objectively measure human performance as a component of
total system performance, to measure the effectiveness of the application of new
technologies, and to evaluate the resulting impacts to the training, logistics, and
life-cycle cost communities means that valuable DoD dollars will be spent more
wisely. The way we invest in S&T, design and evaluate new and existing systems, and
approach Life Cycle support activities has radically changed for the better, and is
effecting significant improvements for our Sailors and Marines.

Dr. Terry Allard
(ONR), Bob Bost
(DD21I/DD(X)),
and Trish Hamburger (NSWC) the freedom to restructure a focus area
if the 6.3 application identified a 6.1 question that needed to be
answered or if the 6.1 or 6.2 work indicated that a 6.3 strategy needed to be changed. The final very unique aspect was that it not only
looked at how Warfighters think, approach a problem, and need to
successfully interface with a system; it looked at how systems engineers
approach their work, starting out with a cognitive task analysis of a syscems engineering team, in order to determine how to influence that
critical workforce to design the best possible systems and to provide
support for them in accomplishing that objective. In order to reach
optimized manning goals during system acquisition and lifecycle support, the Manning Affordability Program focused on:
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functions

That

performance data
was then compared
to
equivalent
Warfighters operating a known baseline of performance
on AEGIS ships to

evaluate the success
or failure of the
program, methods,
technologies, and science. The program was very successful, with the
reduced manning team performing as well or better than the baseline
teams in every task.
The results of this program have been far reaching. Transitions havc
led to standards changes - both commercial, such as the IEEE 1220
Systems Engineering Standard, and government, such as DoD 5000.
S&T 6.3 dollars are now required to be tied to transition sponsors.
Lessons learned from this research have also been incorporated into
DAWIA, government training courses (HSI 101 and 102), and university courses and programs, including the new Naval Postgraduate
School HSI curriculum. Human performance and workload modeling
has become part of new Navy platform acquisitions, including DD(X),

2006

Future Challenges
4 *L

We must look beyond
technology, take a holis-

tic view, and design for
technology's implication
for Sailors in battle.
Then we will engineer
for mission success.'

Reuben S. Pitts Ill

surfaeCe,

and suIurface

NAVSEA 03, under the leadership of Greg Maxwell, Bob Bost, and
Don Burrows, supported by a strong technical authority team including Warfare Center HSI expertise ofJohn Valaitis, Dr. Daniel Wallace,
Dr. Bob Beaton, Trish Hamburger, Karole Davidson, and John
Winters, have followed these efforts by:
- creating a Program Manager's Guide for HSI,
- creating certification measures and metrics for acquisition programs
- providing common presentation guidance for NAVSEA programs
- providing leadership on the X-TECH Board evaluating S&T invest-

ments to ensure HSI is addressed in the S&T community

Major Program Manager

- working with CNO, the Sea Warrior Governance Board, and the

Integrated Combat Systems
PEO Integrated Warfare Systems

other SYSCOMs to create the Human Systems Performance
Assessment Capability (HSP-AC).

LCS, and Virginia Class Submarines, and is also used in looking at
upgrade possibilities, such as AEGIS. Information gleaned from MA
experiments has contributed to a focused process for Command
Center Design that is being used by NSWCDD for customers as
diverse as the Air Force and Homeland Defense. Analyzing what information or knowledge must be presented to a Warfighter and how through simplified, usable interfaces using multi-modal technologies i becoming the norm rather than an anomaly. Examples of transition
from MA also include Aegis color symbology, which took an average
of 5 seconds off the reaction time for a manual engagement; the new
CVN-77 CV-TSC console, which provides three-screen real estate for
quick information retrieval and easy front access to reduce maintenance time (workload) while increasing availability; and a tool called
FAST-lite, which provides traceability and intelligent support to engineers making design decisions about allocation of functions among
hardware, software, and people. The initial backbone work for the
Navy Collaborative Engineering Environment (CEE) stemmed from
MA, as did the impetus for developing a single family of ergonomic,
low-maintenance, easily upgradeable consoles that can be used across
air,

this vision through the Common Enterprise
Display System (CEDS) (contract expected to be awarded in 2006).
An initial observation of the effectiveness of MIL-STD 2525 symbology for Navy use led to subsequent investments to identify Navy needs
for improvement to the standard and to create and validate the needed changes by ONR and PEO IWS respectively.

Naval platfrm1S.1

IO WS iSexecuting

The X-TECH work has resulted in recognition by the Office of
Naval Research that not only must HSI be addressed in most, if not
all programs, but also that the time is right for a significant scientific
investment in design so that we can ensure our design teams have
smart, usable, consistent tools with the built-in intelligence to make
correct design decisions and efficiently assist them in a path from concept to deployment. By applying the science of human systems integration to the design process, we can help ensure that even though our
designers are not Warfighters, the designers consider the needs and
capabilities of the Warfighter in creating and certifying new programs.
This science should also lead us to the capability to execute this process
more efficiently at a lower cost and with a better outcome than in previous generations.
The requirement to objectively measure human performance as a
component of total system performance, to measure the effectiveness
of the application of new technologies, and to evaluate the resulting
impacts to the training, logistics, and life-cycle cost communiie
means that valuable DoD dollars will be spent more wisely. The way
we invest in S&T, design and evaluate new and existing systems, and
approach lifecycle support activities has radically changed for the htter, and is effecting significant improvements for our Sailors and

Marines.

'I submit to you that collectively, we've only scratched the surface of HSI. ... We all need to consider what policy, in
addition to what technolog, can be brought to work these issues. ... I submit that the human system is an awesome
machine, and an expensive one. ... We need to keep fiurng out how to maximize its potential and share that potential across our in-service and new construction fleet.'
Rear Admiral Chades S. Hamilton, USN
ProgramExfecutive Otfier, Ships
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HSIS 2007

4)

Bridging Human Performance Science
to Engineering Practice

March 19-21, 2007 - Lowes Annapolis Hotel, Annapolis, Maryland
In recent years the U.S. military services have increasingly during system development and design. To optimize total
recognized that effective human systems integration is key system performance and minimize total ownership cost, the
to properly balancing atTordability and capability for military human must be considered, and designed as, an integrated
systems. HSIS 2007 will provide a forum that brings together component of the system. Human performance cost trades
HSI experts from military, industry and academia along must be made in conjunction with hardware and software cost
with engineers and designers who are striving to apply HSI trades at each step of the acquisition process. This conference
within system engineering for emerging military systems; seeks to share lessons learned from military, industry, and
as well as the acquisition managers and operators that academia to help support future improvements in designs. A
benefit from effective HSI implementation. More and more well-designed system reflects a thorough understanding of
it is recognized that the military, industry, and academia all both science and application to achieve the optimal results.
have separate as well as combined roles to play in realizing Sponsored by the American Society of Naval Engineers, HSIS
the benefits of IISI. Therefore, this conference will explore 2007 offers a broad array of challenging topics, distinguished
1%

the theme of Military, Industry and Academia: Bridging

speakers and expert panel discussions that will help the

Human Performance Science to Engineering Practice.
The greatest potential for improving human and total system
performance and training resides in the system acquisition,
research and design process. Today, as requirements for new
systems multiply to support new and potentially unforeseen
operational requirements, engineers and acquisition managers
often recognize that human performance is a key parameter.
This thinking has begun to replace traditional acquisition
practice where human performance was usually not addressed

Military, Industry, and Academia become partners in HSI
excellence. Topics in the areas ofnet-centric operations, test and
evaluation,modelingandsimulation,complexmilitarysystems,
and acquisition will generate broad discussion and debate.

Commander
Naval Surface Warfare Center
C6 Public Affairs Office
17320 Dahigren Road
Dahigren, VA 22448-5100

Call for papers coming soon, for information contact
Jennifer McKneely - Jennifer.McKneely~ijhuapl.edu.
or http://www.navalengineers.org/Evnts/HSIS2007
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We're the men and women of the NAVSEA-Program Executive Office Team
and we come to work every day, around the country and around the

world, to do a single job: Make a better Navy. We care about our Sailors,
and we help create the ships, submarines and high technology that keep

America safe and secure-with the best possible management and price.
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ThebestNavybythebestemployeesforthebestSailorsonEarth.
Aroundtheclockaroundtheblockaroundtheworld.
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PE Ships is
President Bush
built around many
dedicated teams of
Navy uniformed,
civilian and contractor
professionals-all
working to help build
the surface Navy of
the future and support
the fleet today.
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PEO CARRIERS
When the United
The personal
From brown water
spoke at the Naval
States is called upon to
computer debuted in
Academy graduation
operate abroad, whether
1981. This also was
ceremonies in May 2005, through humanitarian
the year in which the
sending a clear message
efforts in tsunamiU.S. Navy christened
to the Navy's newest
ravaged Southeast Asia
the world's first
officers: Transformation.
or to underscore military
warship featuring the
Our revolutionary
resolve, the nation
sophisticated Aegis
submarine technology
historically turns to the
system, a complete-and
has changed the nature
centerpiece of the Navy I completely lethal-surface
of war in our favor.
fleet-the aircraft carrier.
combat system.
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LMW
to desert sands, Program
Executive Office Littoral
and Mine Warfare is
chasing solutions for
challenges ranging from
EOD to lED, afloat and
ashore, with more than
200 products engaged
to support joint forces
around the world.

32 Not Blue Sky New
directed-energy and
electromagnetic weapons
sound like science fiction,

but they represent some
ofthe most innovative

technologies under

28 A Long, Cold Day On Aug. 5, 2005, the Russian
rescue submersible AS-28 Priz became trapped while
submerged in the Pacific Ocean. Responding to an
emergency appeal for help from the Russian Navy,
the U.S. Navy provided fast-reaction submarine
rescue experts and systems to an operation that
resulted in the safe recovery of all seven crew
members.
49 NAVSEA's Technical
Authority Program
Each of NAVSEA's 172
technical warrant holders
are responsible for setting
technical standards;
providing technical
expertise; ensuring safe
andreliable operation;

emerging technologies
to field transformational
capabilities for the
present and the not-toodistant future.

Inside Back Cover:
The Pocket Guide
We've collected the
postal addresses,
telephone numbers,
e-mail addresses and
more for our Program
Executive Officers,
Warranted Technical
Authorities, shipyards,
and key elements
of the NAVSEA
organization into

Guide
am

one booklet that fits

Pascagoula was

systems engineering;

one many NAVSEA
employees who were
devastated by the
one-two punch of

judgment in making
technical decisions; stewardshipofengineering
capabilities; accountability and technical integrity of
the Navy's engineering community.

neatly into a bag
or jacket pocket.
Also included is
information on

76 Credits The roster of our contributors

and command

ship programs

hurricanes. She thought
all truly waslost until

,

16 The Hurricanes
As the Gulf Coast
shook with the furious
combination of
Hurricanes Katrina and
Rita, the nation and the
U.S. Navy scrambled
to assist storm victims
with rescue efforts, relief
supplies, and temporary
living areas until the
region could again stand
on its own feet. One
of the most important
efforts was that provided
by NAVSEA's Office of
the Director of Ocean
Engineering, Supervisor
of Salvage and Diving.
I Was There: Carolyn
FikesofSUPSHIP

current development
for the military. NAVSEA
is harnessing these

her NAVSEA colleagues

facilities.

Ma

called-and she found
her photographs.
ONE SHIPYARD

N As NAVSEA looks
forward into the 21st
century, the continued
ability to attract and
retain a modern, agile
workforce is critical.
This workforce must be
capable of engineering
cutting-edge ships
and systems that are
cost-effective and
operationally safe.

W Whether patrolling
Mideast waters on
terrorist interdiction
operations, providing
strike capabilities
or surging forces in
humanitarian relief efforts
'
at home and around
the world, the key to
providing an effective naval force in today's world rests on the Navy's ai
respond immediately. Fundamental to this capability are the nation's ship m
Their mission is clear: quickly modernize, maintain and return ship to the tlet
the U.S. Navy's forces are ready to deploy at a moment's notice.
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e to the 2006 issue
of On Watch, my first since
assuming command. I must
say how honored and proud I am to be
Commander of the Naval Sea Systems
Command. I've been associated with
NAVSEA in one way or another for a
good part of my career. To lead such a
great organization is both exhilarating

Other significant personnel changes
at NAVSEA over the past year were
the Executive Director, plus three
of our headquarters codes. This
unprecedented change provides the
backdrop to the transformational
challenges we now face.
More fundamental changes took

and humbling.

place at NAVSEA beginning in 2002,

If you are a member of the NAVSEA
team or one of our government or
industry partners, you are well aware
that much has changed in the Navy and
at NAVSEA since the 2005 issue of On
Watch was published last April.
The turnover in leadership has
been unprecedented. Among the most
notable changes were the Secretary of
the Navy, the Chief of Naval Operations,
the Vice Chief of Naval Operations,
the Commander of the Naval Surface
Force and the Commander of the Naval
Submarine Forces.
For three years Vice Adm. Phil
Balisle led NAVSEA. I had the privilege
of working for and with him. Both
he and his deputy, Rear Adm. Tony
Lengerich, undertook some grueling,
but absolutely necessary work during
their tenure. We have many challenges
ahead at NAVSEA, but we are so much
farther along because of Vice Adm.
Balisle's leadership and ahility to make

tIhe tough decisions.

when headquarters, the five affiliated
program executive offices and the
various field activities executed a
tremendous business turn around.
That turn around is now essenti
complete.
While transformation was the
NAVSEA theme of the past few
the overarching theme for the n\x
several years is alignment. What oe
that mean? It means making sure ll
the parts work together properly And
at NAVSEA we have a lot of pair
There are 53,000 ofus. Our aniul
total revenue is about $28 billion. Frint
the customer's standpoint that adds up
to one very large, multi-dimensional
organization. We have an obligation
to our customers in the Fleet for
efficiently and effectively delivering
the required product.
So, alignment begins across
the entire NAVSEA "family"Headquarters Directorates, the five

Supporting the wa
A..
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affiliated Program Executive Offices.
and all field activities, as well as with
our other Navy and Marine Corps
partners. That means we at NAVSEA
must stretch outside our "comfort
zone" and seek innovative ways to
support the Navy Enterprise. It also
means we must be vigilant in attacking
costs and gaining efficiencies in order
to maximize resources to fight the war
and recapitalize the Fleet.
There's a change taking place within
the Navy that is directly affecting
NAVSEA. It is the overall Navy shift
to an Enterprise Construct. We're
operating in an era of tremendous
change, requiring us to develop new
ships and systems. It also compels us
to come up with new ways of thinking
and an increased willingness to take
risks.
In the Navy's Enterprise Construct
there are domains and there is the
enterprise. Domains are people, dollars
and programs-team members and
the resources that support them.
The enterprise is the collection of
team members and their processes
that manage a domain. The Navy
is organizing five enterprises: Air
Forces, Surface Forces, Submarine
Forces, Network Warfare, and Naval
Expeditionary Combat Command.
The whole point of this Enterprise
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Construct is to output fleet readiness
at the right cost. Within an enterprise
there is the lead Type Commander,
Resource Sponsors and Providers.
NAVSEA is a Provider Command.
Ourjob is to provide the technical,
programmatic and financial expertise
needed by the lead Type Commanders.
In essence, we subordinate our needs
to the needs of the customer, who, in
turn, subordinates his needs to those
of the Navy Enterprise.
This Enterprise Construct idea leads
us back to the theme of alignment.
There is no way for this to work
without all the parts working together
smoothly. In our very constrained
fiscal environment, we must align our
processes along Enterprise boundaries
to remain successful. All of our
efforts must focus on supporting the
new Navy Enterprise construct and
safeguarding the troops in harm's way.
The key to all this is our people.
At NAVSEA we are committed toour
people's professional growth and
development and equally committed
to promoting balance in their everyday
lives by ensuring equitable distribution
of work across the workforce. Our
people remain our greatest asset.
This year's issue of On Watch reflects
much of what I've talked about:
alignment and commitment to the

Enterprise Construct.
This edition of On Watch also
contains a pocket reference guide.
I encourage you to read through it
and keep it handy as a reference to
the NAVSEA organization. It includes
phone numbers and e-mail addresses
for Technical Warrant Holders and
other key points of contact. We can't
very well be aligned if our team
members, customers and stakeholders
can't get in touchwith us!
Finally, as you read On Watch 2006.
I hope you see NAVSEAs progress
toward realizing our vision: to be a
responsive, effective and efficient
provider for the Navy Enterprise. With
the support of the NAVSEA team, our
customers and our stakeholders, we
will achieve our mission of putting
the right capability in the hands of Ihe
warfighter at the right time-at the
right cost.

Vice Adm. Paul E. Sullivan, USN
Commander
Naval Sea Systems Command
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BUILDING THE
NAvY's FUTURE,
ONESHIPAT
A TIME
PEO Ships is built around a dedicated team
of Navy uniformed, civilian and contractor
professionals-all working to help build the
surface Navy of thefutureand support

the fleettodayi

In

late August 2005, the fierce
winds oflHurricane Katrina
slammed into the U.S. Gulf Coast.
Moored to a pier in Mississippi,
the future USSSan Antonio (LPD
17) ballasted down, dropped anchor
and faced the storm's full fury head
on. When the winds subsided, her
crew, who had moved aboard just
(lays before, looked out over a flooded
landscape. The wind and water had
tossed cars and cranes like so many
toys, but their ship had held fast
against the storm and came through
with minimal damage. Diligently and
unselfishly, the crew assisted in relief
efforts and provided refuge and food
for shipyard employees-and one
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of the newest ships in the U.S. Navy
literally weathered its first challenge
with flying colors.
San Antonio is the lead ship of a
new class of versatile amphibious
transport. She is also one of many
shipbuilding programs underway
through NAVSEA's Program Executive
Office Ships.
The new San Antonio class, which
joined the fleet in January with LPD 17,
offers advanced habitability features
and such quality-of-life elements as
sit-up berths and advanced galleys.
These efforts underscore PEO Ships'
commitment to designing modern
ships for Sailors and Marines.
This new class of Amphibious

COMMAND

USS SAN ANTONIO

(LPD

17)

lhl
V''
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Ship programs comprise multiple ship classes, including frontline
combatants, underway replenishment ships, and amphibious st in

Transport I )ocks, whichi
will replace four older
classes of transport ships,

are designed to support the
full range of Expeditionary
Strike Group missions.
From landing a Marine
Expeditionary Force during
high-intensity combat to
time-critical humanitarian
relief operations, the LPD
17 and its sister ships offer
increased lift, improved
survivability, greater
mission flexibility and
longer service life.
In addition to her flight
deck, the ships are designed
with a well deck that can
launch and recover aircushioned landing craft and
amphibious vehicles.
I nder the leadership
oflHear Adm. Charles
S. Hamilton, PEO Ships
provides program
management for acquisition
and life cycle support for
all U.S. Navy non-nuclear

to
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surlface ships.
These programs
encompass multiple

ship classes, including
front-line combatants,
underway replenishment
ships and amphibious
ships responsible for
transporting Marines and
their equipment.
In an ever-changing
world, our nation's
warships stand as symbols
of security, strength and
readiness in all corners of
the globe. Today, our Navy
ships are active around
the world in a wide variety
of missions, ranging from
increasingly important
global disaster relief
operations to supporting
U.S. and coalition forces in
combat around the world.
Wide-ranging
responsibilities demand
the Navy's ships remain
unsurpassed in technology
and capability. PEO Ships

SYSTEMS

COMMAND

prog ramils. such as thie
new Sani Anittonitio-class
amphibs, the DD(X) next-

generation destroyer and
the Littoral Combat Ship
(LCS), embody the best in
naval innovation. These
programs feature many
advanced technologies and
are specifically designed to
fill current and future needs
in warfighting capability.
Today's world frequently
demands Navy ships
operate closer to shore,
a place where our fleet
previously was not often
called to operate. The multimission DD(X), however,
is designed specifically
for sustained operations
in shallower waters-the
littorals. The nextgeneration DD(X) destroyer
is the centerpiece of the
Navy's surface combatant
transformation for
operations in the littorals.
DD(X) has a unique wave-

p~(ieing. tulehomIC101e hll
that sweeps forward at tlw
bow and angles outward

as it meets the waterline.
On top sits a deckhouse
with integrated sensor
arrays devoid of traditional
spinning radars, antennas
and even a mast. This clean.
angular design makes
DD(X) extremely stealthy
and hard to detect. On
enemy radar, the 600-foot,
14,000-ton DD(X) will look
like a fishing boat.
But DD(X) is as lethal
as it is stealthy. Two fullyautomated Advanced Gun
Systems (AGS) provide
rapid, precision-guided
and high-volume firepower
up to 80 nautical miles
to support forces ashore.
The guns will fire highly
sophisticated Long Range
Land Attack Projectiles
that use satellite-based
Global Positioning System
guidance to achieve

'
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unprecedented accuracy
for naval guns. During tests
off the coast of California,
the projectile successfully
grabbed the GPS signal.
In all, 10 engineering
development models for
new technology have been
built and tested at sites
throughout the country.
When DD(X) joins the fleet
in 2013, these technologies
and systems will make it the
most advanced, survivable,
habitable-and deadly-

THE DDX) TAKES SHA
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surface combatant in any
Navy in the world.
The multi-mission DD(X)
will handle many traditional
combatant missions, but
the LCS is designed to be
mission specific, using
innovative modularity.
LCS embodies the Navy's
commitment to versatility
and adaptability. A new
breed of warship, LCS will
reach speeds in excess
of 40 knots. It's designed
specifically to control the

shallow-water environments
where future conflicts may
occur. It will assure access
in near-shore regions,
including contested ports
and coastal waterways, by
defeating diesel-electric
submarines, mines and
small, quick boats.
The fast and agile LCS
will use mission packages
comprised of reconfigurable
payloads, which can be
swapped out quickly to
support changing combat or

technology requirements.
To counter mine,
undersea and anti-surface
threats, specially trained
detachments will support
the mission packages by
deploying with manned and
unmanned vehicles and
sensors.
LCS's ground-breaking
use of modularity and
ship interfaces uses highly
capable seaframes that
integrate with flexible
mission modules. This

The artist's conception DD(X) deckhouse has integrated sensor arrays devoid of traditional spinning radars, antennas, even a

mast. This angular, advanced warship design makes DD(X) extremely stealthy. On enemy radar, the 600-foot, 14,000-ton ship will look like a fishing boat.

Amphibious warships provide the Marine Corps

a superb means of ship-to-shore movement
using helicopter and landing craft. They're
designed to provide rapid buildup of combat
power ashore in the face of opposition. The

LHA(R) amphibious assault ship (left) will meet
these future Navy-Marine Corps requirements
and support expanded capability of 21st century
expeditionary strike platforms such as the MV22 "Osprey" aircraft and the F-35B, the Marines'
STOL version of the Joint Strike Fighter. Features

include enlarged hangar deck, realignment and
expansion of aviation maintenance facilities,

a significant increase in available stowage for
parts and equipment, and increased aviation
fuel capacity. LHA(R) facilitates forward presence

and power projection as an integral part of
Joint, Interagency and Multinational maritime
expeditionary forces. It supports the Marine

Corps' tenets of "Operational Maneuver From
the Sea" and "Ship to Objective Maneuver."

will optimally integrate
futuristic new aircraft, such
as the Joint Strike Fighter
and the multi-mission MV-22
Osprey, the new fixed-wing,
tilt-rotor aircraft to be used
primarily by the Marine
Corps. By supporting future
aviation platforms, these
next-generation amphibious
ships will bring strong
versatility to the fleet of the
future and enable sustained
flight operations.
The first T-AKE Lewis
and Clark-class Dry Cargo
and Ammunition Ship is
also joining the Navy's

ISC
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role to the fleet as part of
the upcoming Maritime Prepositioning Force (Future).
In addition to managing
the construction of the
Navy's future surface fle(
PEO Ships has an essenI i
role in supporting the
surface fleet long after the
ship is commissioned.
PEO Ships dire(I
full-
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Combat Logistics Force,
with more to follow. The
ship class features key
improvements in cargo
ship design and warehouse
management. Whether
missiles, jet fuel-or frozen
hamburgers-T-AKE can
rapidly replenish a warship,
enabling it to remain active
at sea for an extended
amount of time.
A version of T-AKE will
also play a vital support

a
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a
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delivers a brand-new
warship class that will be
highly effective, relevant
and affordable over its
servicelife.
Today, two LCS variants
are coming together. Under
construction are two
vastly different but equally
capable designs-each
designed and being built by
separate industry teams.
Both are on schedule to
deliver in FY 2007 and FY
2008, respectively.
The Amphibious Assault
Ship (Replacement) is
being designed to replace
an aging class of hardworking amphibious ships,
the LHA class. LHA(R)
delivers enhanced aviation
capabilities, positioning
it as a future centerpiece
of Expeditionary Strike
Groups.
LHA(R) Flight Zero
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service life cycle support
for each Navy ship,
including routine ship
maintenance and classwide modernization. These
modernization and upgrade
programs keep current ship
classes capable.
One of the longestrunning state-of-the-art
warship program s, the
DDG 51 class will have 62
destroyers at sea when
production finishes.
Today, PEO Ships is
developing the DDG 51
modernizationprogram.
New software, systems
and equipment renovate
combat capabilities and
improve working and living
conditions forthcrew.
crutwilyew.anM
coTifothe
The result willyieldan
importantextensionof
service life of the Arleigh
Buike-class destroyers.
No ship, however, remains
in service forever. At the
end of a vessel's proud
service, PEO Ships manages
the appropriate disposal
or transfer. Another part
of full life cycle support
entails sales and transfers
of decom m issioned U.S.
Navy ships to friendly
foreign countries.
Although their service to
our Navy is complete. these
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T-AKE 1 LEWIS &CLARK-CLASS DRY CARGO &AMMUNITION SHIP
MISSION
Deliver ammunition, provisions, stores, spare parts, potable water and petroleum products to
carrier battle groups and other naval forces, serving as a shuttle ship or station ship.
PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS
(689 ft.) 21OM
Length overall......................................................
Length between perpendiculars.......................... (654.7 ft.) 199.55M
(105.6 ft.) 32.2M
Beam, molded.....................................................
(29.9 ft.) 9.12M
Draft, design........................................................
(31.2 ft.) 9.50M
Draft, scantling ....................................................
Displacement at design draft .............................. 41,000 metric tons (MT)
SPEED AND ENDURANCE
20 knots @ design draft and 80%
Design speed ......................................................
propulsion
MCR range (nautical miles) ................................. 14,000 @ design speed and draft
PROPULSION
Integrated propulsion and
ship service electrical.......................................... 6.6 kV distribution system
Four FM/MAN B&W 9L and 8L 48/60 diesel
Generators...........................................................
generators with total installed power of 35.7
MW
Motors.................................................................
Twin synchronous, variable speed,
reversible, double-wound, Alstom
propulsion motors with brush/slip-ring
excitation, each rated at 11,262bkW at 120
rpm and mounted in tandem
Single, fixed-pitch
Propeller(s)...........................................................
ACCOMMODATIONS
Quality of life........................................................
Berthing, messing and leisure and
community spaces for a combined Military
Sealift Command naval and civilian
complement of 172-plus
CARGO CAPACITIES
Cargo, dry............................................................
6675 MT
Cargo, fuel...........................................................
3242 MT (23,450 bbl)
Cargo, potable water........................................... 200 MT (52,800 gal)
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legacy of a ships maritime service may involve

In accordance with the
Taiwan Relations Act, the
I .S. Navy delivered the
first two of four Kidd-class
destroyers to Taiwan,
following their purchase in
2003. In October 2005, the

donating a ship to be a memorial to the bravery
and honor of Sailors and Marines. Other ships
are disposed of through artificial reefing-the
intentional sinking of steel-hulled Navy ships
to create artificial reefs that benefit marine life,
recreational diving and commercial and sport
fishing.
For ships that are not donated, reefed or
transferred, PEO Ships manages scrapping.
Disposal is the final step of PEO Ships "cradle to
grave" responsibility.
Building on optimal
manning and human

former USS Scott and USS
Callaghanwere christened

systems integration
initiatives, PEO Ships

into the Taiwan Navy as

works to maximize

Keelung and Suao, and they

savings in operations and

set sail from Charleston,
S.C., headed for their new
home and new service.
In late 2006, the former
SSS Kidd and USS
Chandler will be christened
Tsuoying and Makung and
take their places in Taiwan's
fleet. The island nation will
use these four former U.S.
Navy ships to boost its air

support. From design,
construction, maintenance
and modernization, to
sale or disposal, PEO
Ships steers the nonnuclear surface Navy
into the 21st century
by providing Sailors
and Marines with the
most advanced and
capable warships in

defense and anti-submarine

the world. Q

capabilities.
When a ship is not
transferred or sold,
PEO Ships oversees its
deactivation and safe
(Iisposal. Preserving the

.4iIi
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countries.

*

the appropriate disposal
or transfer. Another part
of full life cycle support
entails sales and transfers of
decommissioned U.S. Navy
ships to friendly foreign
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Not long after the sun sets on the

former USS Oriskany for the last
time, it will welcome aboard the first
of its brand-new shipmates.
The Inactive Ships Program Office is the Navy's touchpoint for ship inactivation
and reutilization. We transition ships from the fleet to storage or disposal, preserve
naval heritage through donations, enhance marine ecosystems through artificial reeting
and vigorously protect the environment through ship dismantling and recycling.
Our office is responsible for the planning, programming, budgeting and execution of the
U.S. Navy's inactivation and disposal of conventionally powered surface ships. This includes
oversight of the inactive ship inventory and required maintenance for those vessels to ensure that
tey are safely stowed and maintained in the status required for possible reuse.
Even if the next reuse is as an artificial reef for sport divers and marine life.

HTTP://PE88MIPS.CMMNE.MWTV.MILIMACTIWE

Inactive Ships Program Office.
Preserving the integrity of our national assets through recyclig and reuse.4

SUPSALV

DISASTER

RESPONSE:

HURRICANES

KATRINA &

RITA

NAmpas
NAV

SEA team aids
Gulf Coast recover y in
wu r c
wa ue of hU
caNe
one-tw o punch
AS THE GULF COAST SHOOK with the furious combination
of Hurricanes Katrina and Rita, the nation and the U.S. Navy
scrambled to assist storm victims with rescue efforts, relief
supplies, and temporary living areas until the region could
again stand on its own two feet.
One of the most important efforts was that provided by
NAVSEA's Office of the Director of Ocean Engineering,
Supervisor of Salvage and Diving (SUPSAL).
The SUPSALV office's mission provides the Navy with
combat-related harbor and channel clearance capabilities
16
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well as port openings, deep ocean search and recove
Additionally, this NAVSEA teamn can accomplish heavy lift
wreck-removal, recovery of stranded ships, oil pollution and

hazardous material abatement and many other maritime
salvage and maintenance capabilities.

The office's secondary role is to augment and coordinate
commercial salvage capabilities to meet emergency needs
along American shores and waterways.

As the winds of the hurricanes abated and floodwaters
receded, 500 miles of coastline in Alabama, Mississippi.
Louisiana and Texas were left with more than 3,000
commercial vessels sunken, stranded or fully aground.
Director of Ocean Engineering and Supervisor of Salvage
and Diving, Capt. Jim Wilkins, put the SUPSALV effort in
perspective.
"By way of comparison, the response for Hurricanes
Katrina and Rita is not nearly as technically complex as
many of the operations we've undertaken," said Wilkins.
"But in terms of scope of damage and inter-agency
coordination, these responses were unprecedented."
The SUPSALV effort faced two specific challenges. First,
to prioritize and best employ its assets across a four-state

On Aug. 28. 2005, a GOES-12 weather satellite (left) showed the status of Hurricane Katrina at 7 am EST The Category 5 storm brought wind speeds up to 160 mph. Only
three Category 5 hurricanes-the highest on the Saffir-Simpson scale-have hit the U.S. since record keeping began. The last was 1992 Hurricane Andrew. which killed 43
people and caused $31 billion in damage. The other two were the 1935 Labor Day hurricane that hit the Florida Keys and killed 600 people and Hurricane Camille. which
anszam
devastated the Mississippi coast in 1969 killino 256 Four days after Hurricane Katrina made landfa on G C sbolto
.-

region; second, to overcome the coordination barriers
across local, state and federal jurisdictions.
"The unprecedented scope of the effort presented the
greatest challenge," said Wilkins,
In addition, governmental priorities in clearing waterways
were necessarily balanced against interests of individual
vessel owners-no simple task with displaced vessel
owners difficult or impossible to contact through the
disrupted regional communications systems.
First Responders
Arriving in the early stages of the Katrina response
operations, SUPSALV worked independently in coordination
with Joint Task Force (JTF) Katrina. The salvage and diving
element of the JTF was headed by the commanding officer
of Mobile Diving and Salvage Unit (MDSU) 2. The element
also included USS Grapple (ARS 53), a hydrographic
survey team from Naval Special Clearance Team 1 and an
international team of French and Canadian divers.
The team began work coordinating locally and addressing
high-priority requirements, both for underwater surveys and
diving and salvage requirements. MDSU's team immediately
SUPSALV
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went to work removing several wrecks blocking waterways
near Biloxi, Miss.
At the same time Grapple conducted channel and port
clearance operations in Mississippi and Mobile, Ala.,
assisting local authorities in restoring these ports for
commerce.
Despite the twin storms' severity, circumstances also held
benefits for Navy salvors. Advance warning of the storm
meant few deep-draft vessels remained in local harbors
and waterways, so the majority of early channel survey and
clearance work fell within the capabilities of the Navy's
salvage element.
Many owners of wrecked craft had already retained
commercial services to salvage or re-float their vessels, and
none of the vessel recoveries involved significant personnel
evacuations or vessel firefighting.
Ongoing Assistance
From the outset, the SUPSALV team received Department
of Defense direction to support the region's survey and
marine salvage needs under the direction of the Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Working in
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(onjunctiOn with FEALA, the Coast Guard, Army

Corps

of Engineers representatives and contracted commercial
services, the Navy progressed quickly on its assignment of
more than 450 salvage and wreck-removal jobs.
Most of these tasks involved rigging and lifting stranded
commercial fishing and shrimping vessels, often left high
and dry along the levees and banks of the Mississippi River
and associated waterways.
Approximately 20 percent also required diving to first
right the sunken vessels and then rig lifting straps. Recover
efforts continued into 2006.
In addition to infrastructure recovery efforts, the
SJPSALV team also provided support in re-floating efforts
of key Navy and Coast Guard research assets, the ex-USS
Shadwell and ex-USCGC State of Maine. Moored in Mobile
Bay, Ala. these two ships are used by their respective
services as research platforms for damage control and fire
fighting. Both were grounded by hurricane activity.
Navy and SUPSALV recovery efforts supporting Gulf
hurricane relief have been invaluable to the nation. Having
cooperated across a multitude of federal, state and local
jurisdictions, Wilkins said, lessons learned provide a solid
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foundation to modify Ihe National Response Plan and
establish a planned national salvage response capability.
Wilkins is also a strong advocate of establishing disaster
response exercises.
"We now need to codify the structural response changes."
said Wilkins, "as well as develop and implement regular
maritime disaster response exercises, to ensure the gains of
the past few months will not soon be lost."
The second benefit of recovery efforts has far greater
economic consequences. Nearly 30 percent of the U.S.
total oil production and about 20 percent of natural gas
production occurs in the Gulf of Mexico. Additionally, about
60 percent of the nation's oil flows into the U.S. through
ports in the Gulf. Gulf ports also handle 22 percent of
wheat exports, 71 percent of corn exports and 65 percent of
soybean exports, according to the Agriculture Department.
The long-term economic effects on the devastated Gulf
region are yet unknown, but it was essential and critically
important to return the region to economic well-being.
SUPSALV's enormous effort to clear these regional
waterways for commerce went a long way toward achieving
that important goal.
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NAVSEA's Supervisor of Shipbuilding, Conversion and Repair
acquires, modemnizes and maintains affordable ships in partnership
with private contractors that are so operationally superior our Sailors
and Marines can protect and defend our national interests-anid, if
necessary, fight and win.
Our NAVSEA Team is the word's best acquisition, in-service
support and technical organization. We deliver timely, cost-effective
solutions to meet Naval and Joint Forces warfighting requirements.

WWSUPSHIP.AVYMI

We use sound business processes and procedures, aways seeking
way to reduce costs, improve our decisions, products and services.
We team on the basis of trust with our customers, industry and each
re SUPSHIP Team is the nation's expert in executing private-sector
nwconstruction and nuclear repair of the Navys ships, enabling
the Right Force ...
with the Right Readiness ...
at the Right Cost.
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HIRRICANE KATRINA: EYEWTNESS

NAVSEA
Helping
Its Own
NOT SO VERY LONG AGO, I sat in my FEMA trailer early
one morning and surveyed the aftermath of Hurricane
Katrina on my street through my kitchen window. It was
eerie to see no activity, no street lights, vacated houses and
12-foot-tall piles of debris lining everyone's front yard.
The feeling was of isolation since I was the only trailer on
the block and the only homeowner who stayed beside i
beat up, torn-to-pieces, hollow home. I cried over the si-h
of my washer and dryer on the bottom of the debris pile,
and mourned the photos I lost in a plastic bag next to m
television.
The day before, I had been called to my job site at \ T
Halter Marine in Moss Point to go through the remains
of my project office trailer, my little office room, to find
anything that could be saved. It was like entering an ancient
Egyptian tomb after grave robbers had already been there.
Everything was scattered to the winds, upturned, or
soaked with oil/sewer based gunk and it was all beyond
recognition. It was a repeat of what my house had been
like when we first opened the doors after the storm. It was
trauma all over again.
In 1976 I lost a daughter to a very lengthy illness. Her death left a hole in my heart so very big that I sometimes
wondered how I was ever going to be able to survive. I had five pictures of her, that's all. I guarded those pictures with
my life. I did not find them in the photo debris at the house and they were certainly not in the small pile I managed to
save. I actually went in to a panic over losing these photos. My heart was very heavy with not only remorse, but anger at
myself and at a disk of circulating air and wind that ruined our lives.
That day, at VT Halter, climbing through our hurricane-ravaged office, I opened up the top drawer of my file cabinet and
there they were. My scrapbooking page of my daughter was unharmed. It made my day. My month. My life.
About the time I recovered the pictures, help started arriving from NAVSEA. It was as if someone turned on a faucet
and support just poured out into your hands. The thought of the support line calling me and asking if I needed help
picked me up from my zombie-like state of mind, because I actually didn't care if I lived or died at that point.
When NAVSEA people started calling me to show concern and offering help, it made me get up from my chair on the
porch and take stock of what I did have instead of what I didn't. It was then the sheetrock started coming down, the
nasty carpet started coming up and hope became a possibility. And I believe it started with finding Jill's photos and it
was cemented with help from the Navy.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank you all. I'll bet you didn't realize that you were actually saving people
from giving up on their houses and on their lives with your phone calls, did you? I'm living proof that you did.
By the way, my neighbors are coming back one by one, and I'm so happy to see them.

SUPSHIP Gulf Coast Code 155A
Pascagoula, Miss.
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Transforming

FRE
111en President Bush spoke at the Naval Academy graduation cereionies in Maay 2005.
his words sent a clear message to the Navys newest group of officers: Tran.
Ition.

R

evolutionary advances in technology are

transforming the nature of war in our favor, the
President said, and transformation of our military
infrastructure and military strategy will turn our Navy into a
faster, more agile and more lethal force.
For the submarine force, that transformation is well
underway. NAVSEA saw the emergence this year of the
world's most versatile and lethal submarine to date. Built
from former USS Ohio-class Trident ballistic missile
submarines, the new SSGNs (denoting guided missilecapable submarines) have begun emerging from the nation's
shipyards for testing and sea trials.
Originally built for duties in the Cold War to face down its
Soviet counterparts and to serve a crucial role in America's
strategy of nuclear deterrence, Ohio-class submarines
weren't originally designed nor built to meet the threats of
today's unconventional, uncertain and ever-changing combat
zones.
Ohio-class subs were specifically designed with a fishshaped hull to move quickly and quietly through the water.
At 560 feet, these submarines' larger hull size allows them
to carry a longer-range class of Trident missiles and more
electronics for improved weapons and sonar support.
These capabilities, coupled with advanced silencing
features, made them the platform of choice for extended
submergence on deterrent patrols. The 18-submarine class
provided a credible deterrent to any preemptive Soviet
missile strike.
International arms reduction talks and the results of a
nuclear poster review completed in 1994 both impacted
22
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the decision Io reduce tle tuiber of Ohio-class boats,

designating the first four of the class for retirement or
conversion to special-purpose vessels. As the decade
progressed, it became clear that a transformation of the
four submarines from ballistic missiles to a guided missile
platform could be the best and quickest answer to meeting
threats emerging in the world's littoral regions. The size and
stealth that served well the Ohio-class deterrent missions
could now be leveraged in a post-Soviet threat enviromi
But transformation is more than high-tech weapons-it
requires creativity, ingenuity, and a willingness to try new
things. In the new SSGNs now emerging from America's
shipyards, that type of transformational thinking is clear. By
using existing vessels, the timeline for research, design and
production could be shortened radically, saving billions of
dollars and putting the new capability to work in the fleet
more quickly.
"We began this work on the SSGN in December 2002,"
said NAVSEAs SSGN Program Manager Capt. David Norris.
"That's three years from 'permission granted' to delivery.
That's very fast when you compare it to other new ship
programs. That's a remarkable capability in a very short
period of time."
With the standard timeline for new platforms more along
the lines of seven to eight years for delivery, Norris credits
the team effort between the public and private shipyards in
being able to make such a delivery schedule a reality.
The Navy split the conversion contracts of its four SSGN
converts between coasts. Two of the forner SSBNs, USS
Ohio (SSGN 726) and USS Florida(SSGN 728) went to the
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The Los Angees-class submarines were originally
designed to escort and Protect the Navy's carrier battle
groups from Soviet submarine force attacks. Fast, quiet
and well-armed with torpedoes and guided missiles, they
were Prepared for anti-submarine (ASW) threats and
could clear a path hundreds of miles in front of a battle
group, conducting ASW sweeps and providing a frontline defense against Soviet surface action groups.
The platform's stealth, mobility and ability to remain
submerged for extended periods of time make it well-

suited

!kly
-or
er

to face a shifting
threat environment. In addition to
carrying torpedoes and land-attack guided missiles, the
class also has the flexibility to carry out SEAL delivery
and mine-laying missions. Fifty-three of these attac

.
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from their patrol missions for extended periods. A key to
out what the state of the market is, and adjusting the
modernization, not only in the submarine community but
program accordingly."
That stands in stark opposition to a program that does
across the Navy, is the Open Systems Architecture (OSA)
not review the market again until the next upgrade. For
approach. OSA steps away from funiding the manufacture
Navy submarines, that review cycle might not come until
of proprietary systems and moves to a system-design
the next generation of submarine.
approach seeking to use commercially available
The ability to harness commercial processing power
components known by the moniker ConunrilOfTe
has meant, among other things, great strides in raising the
Shelf (COTS).
performance level of combat system operators. According
These principles transform the Navy from a developer
to John Tewksbury, deputy program manager for submarines
and producer to a buyer and integrator, a fundamental
acoustic systems, increased processing capabilities have
shift in building approach that realizes cost savings and
increased the ability to gather much more information in
extended defense capabilities. Additionally, this move
the water and to better assist the operators in interpreting
expands significantly the number of companies that have
it. Upgrading both software and processing hardware
the ability to develop applications for defense usage.
to better assist operators means faster identification of
The Acoustic Rapid COTS Insertion (A-RCI) program
potential threats.
exempifies this concept. A-RCI has transformed the
"Over the past five years, we've made the typical operator
capability of existing sonar systems to the point that system
as good as the expert operators were five years ago." said
upgrades no longer require extended time away from
Tewksbury, "and the expert operators have moved forward
deployment duties. No longer in its infancy,
as well."
2005 marked eight years since the program's
Another key benefit gained from deploying a common
inception. Its application in the conception
combat system will be that upgrades will continue to be
and development of the common AN/BYGIquicker and less invasive on operational requirements.
1 combat system has led the program to
Additionally, the implementation of "midddleware" has
become an important template and the
made it easier to facilitate component change-outs. This
the
with
corjunction
in
working
is
Navy
innovation allows inidependent hardware upgrades without
its
CollinsNavy
on
Australian
Royal
impacting software systems and visa versa.
Beyond L.A.
The Electric Boat/Northop Grumman team delivered the
Los Angeles-class successor, USS Virginia (SSN 774), in
2005. The team is scheduled to deliver USS Texas (SSN 775)
S726
in 2006.
IC
Understanding the Virginia-class as a longterm project, its program manager,
Capt David Johnson, left the
lead ship mode and
the issues

class
submarines to
implement it.
Victor Gavin, the U.S. Navy's submarine combat
and weapons control systems program manager, who also

.

serves as coordinator for the partner program with the
a
Royal Australian Navy, estimates around 30 percent of the
wihn -spdegs
.
005
submarine force have been upgraded to the BYG-. He
makes a clear distinction between a system that uses COTS
prcsimov ensfrteubanedley
and a COTS-based system.
poes
"Keep in mind they are two different paradigms," said
Current plans call for 30 of the next-generation attack
Gavi.
tred
"hatwe'v o dois avea COS-bsedsubs, and Johnson said evidence of the building program's
system that truly leverages the commercial market. The
traSnsformatio wa clear tiy0 er

"Now we've got the Hawaii, and she's much further
along than either Virginia or Texas were at this stage of the
construction. It's being built for less cost, so it's progressing
really well."
NAVSEA is leveraging a number of important
manufacturing strategies to speed the construction
ofthe submarines and to reduce the per-ship cost. A
manufacturing/assembly plant at Quonset Point, R.I., was
modified so that large modules of the fourth Virginia-class
ship, North Carolina, are built, coated, and equipped with
wide-aperture arrays.
"Now that we understand these ships better, we're moving
Ihe ship to the most efficient workcenter, whether that's the
Northrop Grumman waterfront, EB Groton waterfront or to
EB Quonset Point," saidJohnson, "We're asking ourselves,
'Where is the right place to build each of these pieces?'"
The trend is to push more work to the manufacturing
end of the process, with four major sections-the sail and
t he three hull sections-then going to the shipbuilder,
accelerating the delivery process. The aim is to increase
the manufacturing throughput and the goal is 60 months
per ship, down from the established 84. The key may lie in
manufacturing larger module sections that come more fully
tested and more fully outfitted.
The current estimated cost for an FY 08 Virginia class
is $2.4 billion. Johnson's goal is to trim costs of the current
multi-year building contract to $2 billion.
But cutting $400 million on an existing contract is not
a simple process. NAVSEA has three primary cost areas
to attack: govermnent-furnished equipment, labor, and
contractor-furnished material. For the current contract,
Johnson's team is focusing on labor and equipment
streamlining, looking for ways to meet the 60-month
delivery goal.
A part of the cost-reduction strategy is in the creation
or improvement of facilities that will allow the most
efficient production process. Called a Capital Expenditure
Improvement Program (CAPEX), these incentive projects
help pave the way for a more efficient operation. At Quonset
Point, NAVSEA helped fund a hull-coating facility. The
contract recipient has the obligation to provide a specific
return on the investment. At the same time, NAVSEA will
recoup the investment in long-term cost rediution as a
result of the improved production cycle.
Under the current process, hulls are partially coated
before assembly. Following the vessel's shakedown cruise
where repairs and adjustments are fine-tuned before joining
the fleet, the ship is placed in a 10- to11-month shipyard
availability where the hull coating is finished. A complete
pre-coating could shorten the process by up to six months,
according to Johnson, whose aim is to have a fully coated
submarine emerge from construction-with an estimated
cost savings of $15 to $20 million per hull.
The hull sections are large and NAVSEA had no way to
iransport these pieces until 2005. With another incentive
program, the Large ModuleTransportation CAPEX, NAVSEA
negotiated barge transportation services with the capability
totransport these bulky pieces from the pre-coating facility

to the assembly shipyards.
Two other CAPEX projects will further improve the
26
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submarine-delivery timeline: a state-of-the-art sheetmetal
facility that will automate the manufacture of lockers.
ducting and the lighter high-grade steel projects; and a
Modular Outfitting Facility at Newport News will save a
significant amount of effort in the post-assembly period.
Other process improvement projects include reviewing
the potential for pre-manufacturing a piping system that
could then be plugged into the submarine hull and the
potential to modify a reverse osmosis plant already in
production.
This year, NAVSEA began the process of forming its next
multi-year contracting team to negotiate five subs for FYs 0! to
13. This is an area where significant savings can be realized.
By buying raw materials in bulk, an estimated $80
million per hull-$400 million over the five-ship contract in
savings-can be realized. Additionally, by adjusting the ship
annual delivery schedule from three to two submarines, the
overhead funding distribution may free up an additional
$150 to $200 million in potential savings.
For now, Johnson's team has its work cut out for it: They
want to transform the current building process and find
$400 million in savings to meet the CNO-identified $2 billionper-hull target. Great strides in the CAPEX projects have
already been taken and the team has a long list of additional
improvements to review.
"There's a whole slew of things we're doing here to enhance
efficiency," Johnson said. "We're looking at a lot of little
projects. The way we're going to get to a $2 billion Vityin in
is not a hundred million at a shot. It's going to be a hundred
hours here and a hundred thousand dollars there."

USS SAN FRANCISCO
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At the end of the day, there is no alternative to
the SCSC Wallops Island Advantage.

NAVSEA's Surface Combat Systems Center Wallops Island provides a broad range of key
opportunities for Department of Defense and private sector initiatives.
There are no alternative land-based sites for performing many of the mission-critical roles
assigned to SCSC Wallops Island. We provide the maritime test environment, operational
team and high-fidelity combat systems to conduct realistic test events in support of LSE
activities and the upgrade of tactical computer programs. SCSC provides unique services for
performing systems, developmental and operational tests, and for RDT&E of potential system
upgrades in all areas of detection, control and engagement.
The SCSC Wallops Island location provides the best value to the Navy for testing and support
of deployed surface combat systems, advanced systems under development and warfare
systems integration, including advanced systems planned for deployment aboard DD(X),
CG(X), CV/CVN, LPD and most other Navy ship programs.
At the end of the day, we provide the essential support our warighters need.
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Aug. 5, 2005, the Russian
rescue submersible AS-28
Priz became trapped while
submerged in the Pacific Ocean.
Responding to an emergency appeal
for help from the Russian Navy, the
U.S. Navy provided submarine rescue
experts and systems to an operation
that ultimately resulted in the safe
recovery of all seven crew members.
Operating in the western Pacific
off the Kamchatka Peninsula, AS28 found itself entangled about 45
miles southeast of PetropavlovskKamchatsky in Berezovaya Bay.
Ensnared at a depth of 625 feet,
the crew successfully transmitted a
message to nearby Russian ships that
the submersible needed help.
Protected from cold underwater
temperatures by thermal suits, the
crew's greatest concern was the limited
and diminishing oxygen remaining in
the 44-foot sub. Quick recovery was
essential. When a Russian Remotely
Operating Vehicle (ROV) attempted to
free the vessel and failed, the Russian
Navy made an urgent international
appeal for help.
The request for help reached 7th
Fleet staff and the Deep Submergence
Unit (DSt) of Submarine Development
n

Squadron (SDS) 5, which immediately
began mobilization efforts. NAVSEA
immediately recalled key personnel,
manned the NAVSEA Command
Center, and initiated actions to
mobilize equipment to support efforts
in the field.
The International Submarine
Escape and Rescue Liaison Office
(ISMERLO), the international
coordinating authority for submarine
rescue systems and support ships,
also received the Russians' request for
assistance and notified all international
contacts.
ISMERLO, located in Norfolk, Va.,
provides a Web site that offers a
central source of information about
Submarine Escape and Rescue to
facilitate the rapid identification
of international rescue systems.
ISMERLO is able to facilitate a
worldwide response to a submarine
disaster by providing current
information on the status of submarine
rescue assets with its Web-based
system, ensuring one of the world's
several rescue systems can be made
available as quickly as possible.
ISMERLO resulted from peacetime
submarine disasters, including the
disastrous accident in August 2000

with the Russian submarine Kursk
(K-141), that highlighted the need
for an international liaison service to
coordinate rescue efforts in future
submarine disasters and make
incidents with loss of life less likely to
occur.
At NAVSEA, the resources of the
Advanced Undersea Systems Program
Office (PMS 394) and Supervisor of
Salvage and Diving (SUPSALV) are key
to this type of support.
PMS 394 manages the acquisition
and life cycle support of submarine
rescue systems for the Navy and
coordinates submarine rescue efforts
with the Fleet and international
partners. Together with SUPSALY, the
office responsible for the U.S. Navy's
diving and salvage programs, NAVSEA
personnel moved quickly to address
the crisis.
Capt. Tom Eccles, P.IMS 394 program
manager, and Capt.Jim Wilkins.
SUPSALV, began to immediately
assemble their team of experts and
develop a rescue strategy.
"We knew that time was running
out for the Russian sailors and that
equipment, qualified personnel and
airlift needed to be rapidly coordinated
to aid the Russian Navy in their rescue

Near left: A U.S. Air Force C-5 Galaxy is loaded with personnel and machinery from the Deep Submergence Unit, Naval Base Coronado,
San Diego.The Tethered Underwater Vehicle System (TUWVS)"SuperScorpio,"a robotic rescue vehicle, was deployed in an effort to
assist the rescue of seven Russian Sailors trapped on the ocean floor in a mini-submarine off the Kamchatka Peninsula. Far left: The
Russian Sailors scramble to evacuate their mini-submarine AS-28 Prizafter surfacing in the Bering Sea. The Sailors were trapped for
three days with dwindling oxygen supplies in water more than 600 feet deep.
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Loadmastersinsert he Deep Drone8000Remotely Operated
Vehicle (ROV) onto an Air Force(-17 GlobemoserN/from
Charleston,5.C.The Navy and Air Force transported the vehicle
to assist the rescue ofseven Russian Sailors trapped on the ocean
L-E
"Nw
%I
floor in amini-submarine offthe Kamchatka Peninsula

Above:U 5 avyrescuers jointhe Russian crewtaking them and
rescue gear to the scene. Below:5tPALvtechs preparea cvilian
ROV capable of operating at depths up to8,000 feetThe vehide
hastarget-locating sonarand two robotic-armntool manipulators
rana"e of -ka rn and attachingdriging

effort

8000 anddeparted Andrews Air Force

said Wilkins.

Rescue Equipment
NAVSEA's contribution to the rescue

Base for Russia the evening of Aug. 5.
Phoenix International, under contract

included the deploymentofseveral
.S.
Navy and commercial rescue
assets along with coordination of
equipment andinformationfromthe
NAVSEA Command Center. Two Super
Scorpio ROVs from DSU SDS in San
iegoand a Navy support crewof30
Sailors flewtoRussia aboardaU.S.Air

toSuPSAIN also sent two civilianoperatedAtmospheric Diving Suits
(ADS) to Russia from LouisianaviaAir
Force transport.Thesesuitsand their
pilots providesupport for undersea
maintenance,testingandconstruction
projects as deepas 1,200feet.
Further, a Navy-owned ADS,
designed to operate down to 2,000 feet,
was mobilized from its developmental
training program and was prepared to
be flown to the scene if needed.
NAVSEA's response to the Russian
distress call was just one of many that
made up the fast-moving international
rescue team. The British Royal Navy
sent its Scorpio ROV team using RAF C17 airlift. Japan sent a naval submarine
rescue team and three ships by sea.
AS-28
While formulating the rescue plan,
carbon dioxide levels in the AS-28

Force C-5 Galaxy aircraft. The 4,500pound, sonar-equipped Super Scorpios
can dive to a depth of 5,000 feet and
feature useful robotic arms and cablecutting capability.
Additionally, the civilian Phoenix
International of Lanham, Md., sent
its Deep Drone 8000 ROV. The unit is
similar to the Super Scorpions, but with
a maximum dive depth of 8,000 feet.
SUPSALV's Lt. Cmdr. Josh Price and
a Phoenix International team boarded
an Air Force C-17 GlobeimasterIII
cargo aircraft with the Deep Drone
30
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Sailors assignedto the Navys Deep Submergence Unit in San
Diego prep the roboticrescue vehicleSuper Scorpio"ROV into
an Air Force cargo aircraftThe ROV and its Navytechnicians were
flown to Petropavolvsk, then transported bytruck to the Russan
ship above before making adescentto the strandeds su

ontiniued to inease whiuethe

oxygen and water supplies dwindled.
Estimates of the crew's ability to
survive varied depending onthe crew s
activity andotherOenvironental
conditions.
Rescuerswere uncertain asto
howmuch timetheyactually had.
The Russian Navy had been unable
to communicate with the crew by
voice; however, th crew wasableto
mechanically transmit messages.
The entanglement of AS-28 was
ironic, because the vehicle is designed
and built to aid stricken submarinesnot to be rescued itself.
The Russian Navy employed similar
mini-subs during rescue attempts in
2000 when the ill-fated Kursk sank
during exercises north of Russia in the
Barents Sea, with the tragic loss of all
aboard.
The British rescue team was the first
international organization to arrive
on location. U.S. and U.K. teams and

.

A

1

naviesmintimes of disaster, U.S. Navy
divers and doctors worked side-by-side
with the Royal Navy's ROV operators
aboard the Russian rescue ship to effect
Ilie rescue.
Once they were recovered, the
submarine's crew members, weak
aind dehydrated but otherwise in good
c ondition, were treated by I.S. and
Russian Navy doctors.
Submarine Sqfety
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There are always risks involved in
perating submarines. Between 1913
and 1963,16 U.S. Navy submarines
were lost due to non-combat causes.

n1963followingthestoriedlossof

From right, Chief of Staff, Allied Submarine Command, Capt.Dave
Beyrodt; Chief Information Systems Technician Tim Wies and Lt.
Cmdr. Robert Getty man the watch at theIntemational Submarine
Escape and Rescue Liaison Office.ISMERLO is the international hub
for information and coordination of submarine rescue.

The U.S. Navy's ROV control center is loaded onto a Russian ship
in Petropovlosk to join the rescue mission of the Russian AS-28
Priz. The Navy assisted in the rescue of seven Russian Sailors

USnhresher(SSN593)aNavycourt
of inquiry investigating the reasons

trapped in their submersible. The mini-sub became ensnared in
undersea nets or cables.

fortheaccidentledtogenesisofthe
SubmarineSafety(SUBSAFE)Program.

more than two dozen nations had just
recently completed Sorbet Royal 2005,
a two-week NATO submarine rescue
exercise in the Mediterranean.
The exercise, which involved people
and equipment from 27 nations,
simulated rescues of more than 200
sailors trapped in Dutch, Spanish,
Italian and Turkish submarines on the
bottom sea. At the time of the AS-28
incident, the U.K. team was preparing
to fly to a small exercise with Sweden
and Norway.
A main challenge to any submarine
rescue operation is time. Rescuers
must transport all of the necessary
gear and manpower to the right
location within hours of the incident,
In this case, the incident's proximity to
land was fortunate.
Nearby facilities allowed the C-5 and
C-17 aircraft to land and then transport
rescue equipment to Russian ships for
departure. In a period of only 40 hours
from the time of the incident, Russian,

British, and U.S. resources were
readied, deployed, and operated in a
cooperative rescue effort.
Rescue team members from the
British Royal Navy were quickly
followed by the U.S. Navy's Super
Scorpios and U.S. Air Force's Japanbased handling equipment, including
the cargo-handling K-loader vehicle
needed by the British to offload and
transport their equipment to the dive
site.
Since the British were going to get to
the rescue site first, the U.S. K-loader
off-loaded the British aircraft first. In
the end, the British Scorpio was able
to cut enough of the nets and cables to
allow AS-28 to blow ballast and return
to the surface.
The rescue is a global naval victory
that crossed national borders and
reflected close cooperation among
Russian, American and British rescue
specialists. In the spirit of harmony
often demonstrated by the world's

It established strict submarine design
requirements and a full program
of submarine safety certification
requirements. The SUBSAFE Program
continues to form the basis of a
rigorous system aimed at ensuring U.S.
submarines' watertight integrity and
recoverability.
From the Russian call for help to the
mobilization of rescue assets to the
successful recovery of the crew, the
U.S. Navy's swift response to the AS-28
incident underscores the importance
of maintaining a high level of readiness
through training and regular deployment
in full-scale demonstrations.
International cooperation in the
submarine rescue arena is a focus of
NASEAs PMS 394. As new rescue
capabilities are introduced to the fleet
in the coming years, the pace of crossborder agreements and ocean recovery
exercises are expected to increase
against the day when a submarine rescue
is needed again. T
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ELECTROMAGNETIC RAIL GUN

directed-energy
promise
he
perhaps
was ofcaptured
weapons

most famously in 1898 as the
Martian "heat rays" in H.G. Wells'
classic novel, The War of the Worlds. The
va
concept of a "ray gun" has challenged
imaginations for more than a century-and
fueled more than one overheated science
fiction novel.
Today, directed-energy (DE) and electromagnetic (EM) weapons represent some of
the most innovative technologies under current development
for the military. The Navy is harnessing these important
emerging technologies to field transformational capabilities
in the present and the not-too-distant future.
Chief of Naval Operations Adm. Mike Mullen said in his
2006 guidance, "We live on the cusp of a new era. It is an
era plagued by uncertainty and change, and unrestricted
warfare, an era of shifting global threats and challenging
new opportunities." DE and EM weapons offer potential to
greatly accelerate naval transformation toward achieving the
Sea Power 21 vision.
DE and EM weapons are a natural next step in the ongoing
transformation of the weapons technologies and development. While the last decade was marked by the shortening
of the "sensor-to-shooter" cycle, this decade is already
demonstrating a marked reduction in the all-important
"shooter-to-target" cycle,
FUTURISTIC WEAPONS

SYSTEMS

including
weapons,
Directed-energy
high-energy lasers, provide a means for
instantaneous

target

engagement

with

extremely high accuracy and, in many
instances, at very long ranges. Sophisticated
new weapons-such as the electromagnetic
rail gun-show great promise of being able
to engage critical targets at great distances
and offer greatly reduced projectile times"
of-flight compared to even the most capable
land-attack weapons in the Navy's current
inventory. They will enable the Navy to capitalize on the rapid
flow of digital information that is the keystone of modern
warfare. In addition, these weapons support a more effective
use of that information by providing the warfighter with a
broader set of effects that can be applied against a target.
Directed-energy weapons provide new methods of
countering the so-called asymmetric threats-those that pit
our adversary's probable strengths against our perceived
weaknesses. The introduction of directed-energy and
electromagnetic weapons promises to be an asymmetric
offset to efforts by potential adversaries to neutralize
America's advantage in conventional military power.
Today, PMS 405, a program office of Naval Sea Systems
Warfare Systems Engineering
Command's (NAVSEA)
directorate, is following CNO guidance to "harness seapower
in the 21st century by continuing to transform the way we
think, operate, and fight" using directed energy. NAVSEA is
ON

WATCH

2006
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identifying and developing a variety of directed-energy and
electric weapons technologies and systems to defend Navy
surface, subsurface, and air platforms from a broad spectrum
of lethal surface, air, and exo-atmospheric threats.
The PMS 405 Directed Energy and Electric Weapon
Systems Program Office is also immersed in the development
of advanced electromagnetic launchers that will be able to
engage important targets at ranges measured in the hundreds
of miles and flight times measured in minutes.
According to PMS 405 Program Manager Capt. David
".tXiel,
directed energy is finally starting to demonstrate
the maturity necessary to enter the fleet.
"Some things are here today, in theater, in Iraq, or will be
shortly," said Kiel. "Other things are only 5-10 years down
the road. As more systems get out there, Sailors, Soldiers,
Marines and Airmen will use good, old fashioned Yankee
ingenuity to expand their use by finding new and creative
ways to employ them. This will lead to a more accepting and
approving culture as the'still to be demonstrated' technology
is developed, paving the way for its faster acceptance."
Expeditious transfer of technology from the laboratory to the
warfighter is the key goal. The primary technology transition
includes free-electron lasers (FEL); high-power microwave
(HPM) technology, including the active denial system (ADS);
aid electromagnetic gun systems such as the rail gun.
The great advantage of all these weapon systems is that
they will be able to deliver lethal energy on target in much
shorter time than conventional weapons. With the HPM
weapons, for example, energy delivery occurs at the speed
of light; electromagnetically launched hypersonic projectiles
have velocities greater than seven times the speed of sound,
nearly 6,000 miles per hour.
To be effective, lasers must deposit sufficient energy at a
well-defined spot on the target to cause catastrophic damage.
Because there are a variety of potential targets, the amount
of energy required and the ranges of engagement vary
significantly for different applications. This is made even
more difficult by the numerous environmental and physical
challenges to be overcome
For example, humidity absorbs some of energy in the laser
beam and the resulting heated air can cause the beam to
disperse.

U

operating
allows
FEL technology
nlike other lasers,
wavelengths
to be selected
that optimize
beam energy
through the maritime atmosphere-in short, getting the right
amount of energy at the right spot and at the right time to
defeat an incoming threat. This means, for example, that you
can avoid the strong absorption caused by certain aerosols
and carbon dioxide-particularly important in a marine
environment.
Additionally, the FEL design is not as sensitive to thermal
management issues as is the case with solid-state lasers.
A powerful form of directed energy generally applicable
for military purposes is high-power microwaves (HPM).
Microwaves can be harnessed for a variety of military
applications by increasing the power of the source and
providing a directional antenna to focus the resulting
radiation on a distant area or target.
These include both lethal and non-lethal anti-personnel
weapons and devices intended to upset or destroy an enemy's
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electronic systems at a distance by attacking their relatively
vulnerable semiconductor components.
A non-lethal example of HPM in practice is the Active
Denial System (ADS). ADS employs directed radio frequency
(RF) energy as a non-lethal personnel deterrent. RF energy
can be used to saturate the pain sensors in the skin of intruders
over long ranges compared with distances achievable with
more conventional non-lethal small arms. This non-lethal
means to keep people out of restricted areas is reinventing
the way bases are secured.
With increased interest in the need for maritime antiterrorist and force protection (AT/FP) capabilities to protect
naval assets in ports at home and overseas, the Navy's
envisioned Maritime Active Denial System (MADS) is a
modular, high-power microwave system that is a non-lethal,
line-of-sight, anti-personnel identification, discrimination
and repel system. It fills the gap in technology between shortrange non-lethal weapons and lethal weapons, giving the
warfighter a tool for a progressive response to discriminate
before using deadly force.
This active denial technology has amultitude of applications,
including crowd control, area denial, pier protection, and
ship/harbor anti-terrorism protection.
The Navy's electromagnetic launcher research and development effort is focused on developing long-lived
barrels-"rails"-and power-conditioning technologies that
can provide the electric energy required to propel a kinetic
projectile at supersonic velocities.
projectiles launched at such velocities are able to travel
.hundreds
of miles and still have sufficient kinetic energy
to destroy targets without the need for a high-explosive
warhead. This latter feature leads to safer, smaller, more
compact rounds for munitions storage, in essence taking
explosive warheads off the warship.
The rail gun, a type of EM gun system, uses bursts of
electrical energy, equivalent to that in only a few gallons
of ship fuel, to generate electromagnetic forces that accelerate
a projectile to hypersonic speeds entirely within the rail gun
barrel. Such a high muzzle velocity precludes the need for
post-launch rocket-assist to achieve extended ranges, as
would be the case for a conventional gun, and negates the
need for an explosive warhead. The rail gun will provide a
transformational all-weather strike capability to support
ground forces ashore.
Rail guns can provide the capability for sustained, precise.
offensive power projection, complementary to missiles and
tactical aircraft. More importantly, they may be the most costeffective solution to the Marine Corps' requirements foi
future naval surface fires support missions.
This follows from the unique capability of the rail gun I(
simultaneously satisfy three key war-fighting objectives:
significantly longer ranges than current gun systems (on the
order of 200400 miles); considerably shorter time-of-flight
than current land-attack missile systems; and high lethality
(energy-on-target). With the potential to deliver lethal,
hypersonic projectiles at ranges in excess of 200 nautical miles
within six minutes, naval rail guns offer a transformational
solution for both volume fires and time-critical strike.
Indeed, rail guns offer a wide range of enhanced war-fighting
capabilities. 9

ANTI-TERRORISM

AFLOAT

PROGRAM

OFFICE

We're soln the
force protec on

puzzle.

U.S. Navy ships and units require fully integrated, seamless protection against today's asymmetric threats.
The Anti-Terrorism Afloat Program Office (PMS480) is procuring systems today that provide close-in situational awareness;
visual detection and identification of threats at night and in poor weather; determination of an approaching contact's
intent-and, when necessary, lethal and non-lethal surface engagement.
Future directions include additional options for non-lethal engagement,
anti-swimmer and small-submersible defense, and in-port air defense.
PMS480 delivers force protection measures that are interoperable with other services,
ensuring an effective Navy contribution to U.S. joint task force capability.

Providing force protection capability to the fleet and deployed forces.
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Crafting strike capability for the 2 1st century
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Why CVN21 is the AircraftCarrier of the Future
The carrier will have
nearly three times the

the future aircraft carriers
that will replace the Nimitz
class. The lead ship of the
new class will have hull
number CVN 78, following
sequentially from the

electrical generating

ships of the Nimitz class.
According to Capt. Mike

Together, these allow
for the installation of new,

Schwartz, PEO Carriers' CVN
21 program manager, "CVN
78 takes advantage of the

high-power and pulse
power systems, such as the
Electromagnetic Aircraft
Launching System (EMALS).
The new and higher

efficiencies of the Nimitzclass hull form, but the
similarities end there."
The ship has been
completely rearranged from

the flight deck down to
the keel to provide more
warfighting capability with
1,000-1,200 fewer Sailors
than on Nimitz-class ships
with their embarked air
wing.

With detail design work
well underway, the first
advanced construction hull
units for CVN 78 are already

being built.
Survivability of the ship
is of prime concern to
Navy leadership. CVN 78

is being designed with a
wide range of survivability
enhancements.
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capacity of Nimitz-class
ships. Power will be
distributed by a redundant
and reliable zonal electrical
distribution system.

methodologies to greatly
streamline workflow.
Large elevators will
simplify material movement,
all but eliminating the need
for labor-intensive working
parties.
The CVN 78 berthing
compartments will afford
Sailors more privacy, each
with a lower number of
accommodations and
more personal storage

bulkheads.
joiner
"The flexible, adaptable
spaces are a vital part of
our technology insertion
strategy," Schwartz said.
"We will be able to easily
install the latest displays
and command and control
systems at the end of
the ship construction

the Fleet throughout the

hydraulic systems.

sleeping quarters. This new
arrangement will make it
simpler to accommodate
mixed-gender crews.
Perhaps the most

According to Schwartz,
"This increased
electrical

striking upgrade feature
in the CVN 78 portfolio

capacity makes the ships
more adaptable for future
upgrades and changing
mission requirements."

An added benefit

from the ship's reduced
manning is a significant
improvement in shipboard

quality of life for our
Sailors. Working spaces
have been redesigned using
AIRSpeed and Lean Six
Sigma process improvement

SYSTEMS

COMMAND

is the unprecedented

adaptability and flexibility
of the command centers
and mission control
spaces. These spaces will
be designed to be easily
reconfigured to adapt
to changing mission
requirements.

Modularity in design will
allow for easy movement
of lighting and ventilation,
and even furniture and
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when we deliver the ship."

The new flexible spaces
will also make later "tech
refresh" much simpler for

to have all-electric auxiliary
systems, which are easier
to operate and maintain
than previous steam and

LI

period, which means more
capability for the warfighter

space. Adjoined sanitary
facilities and lounge areas
can be closed off from the

capacity also allows the ship
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CVN 21 Program is
Thedesigning
and building
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life of the ship.
The biggest payoff for
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the CVN 21 program is with
increased capability. The
new class is expected to
support 30 percent more
sustained aircraft sorties
than current carriers and
extend the time the ship is
available for fleet service
with a 48-month operating

5-.

_7

div

-5-

I

cycle.
This means the futuristic
new U.S. Navy aircraft
carriers will be better able
to support our fleet as the
center of the carrier strike
group over their 50-year

U

~-~.

service life.
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Left Artists conception of CVN 21
Some of the major design
features in CVN 78 include:

*The new propulsion
and electric plant is
rearranged, with highercapacity emergency diesel
generators and a new
high-voltage electrical

distribution system. The
system triples the ship's
electrical output, allowing
for flexibility in installation
of future warfare systems.
*EMALS replace steam
catapults. EMALS will
use an electrical linear
motor to generate a
moving magnetic field
to propel aircraft to
launch speed. Other
benefits include reduced
shipboard manpower, lower
operational costs, and less
stress on the aircraft.

An all-weather F/A-18E SuperHoretfromStrike Fighter Squadron 27 launches from the flight deck of
USS KY Hawk(CV 63) during a rain shower.
offensive warfighting capability is its
aircraft. If you look at the types of

* Advanced Arresting
Gear will replace the Mark
VII arresting gear currently
installed on Nimitz-class
carriers.

aircraft that have flown
off those ships over the course of 50
years, they're pretty remarkable."
The aircraft carrier is a very
transformational platform, Moore
said.
"We have had the ability to
modernize that platform-upgrade
catapults. upgrade jet blast deflectors,

* The enhanced flight
deck will feature deck
expansions in two areas:
the finger extension will
reduce launch restrictions
from catapult number four,

and a shelf extension on
the starboard side aft of the

upgrade the magazines and the things
that are held on board-and we're
able to make the ships capable of
handling four or five generations of
new weapons platforms, the aircraft.
"No other platform the Navy has
can do that. USS Midway started off
flying propeller-driven Helleats and it
was flying Hornets when it was retired.
"We went from Hellcats to Hornets on
one ship. That's pretty remarkable."

An Aviation Boatswain's Mate (Equipment) replaces a catapult slot seal after underway flight operations aboard
USS ThooieRooselt_(CVN_71).

island will increase aircraft
parking space and allow
for a helicopter launch and

recovery location. With a
smaller island structure and
three aircraft elevators,

there will be more room
on the flight deck for safe
aircraft handling.
* Advanced Weapons
Elevators and dedicated
ordnance handling areas
will streamline the process
of moving ordnance.
*"Pit-stop" servicing will
allow aircraft to be fully
serviced with electrical,
fueling and armament
needs at one location,

opposed to moving to
separate service locations
for each need.
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NAVSEA'S LEAN CONTINIIOUS
PROCESS IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
IS COMING THROUGH
WITH FLYING COLmORS.
0,owla

Lean investments of $25 million have resulted in about $126 million in reported cost
*uctions for FY 05. FY 06 and 07 cost reductions are estimated to be about $267 millio
The right combat systems bought at the right prices. It's all there in black and white.

NAVSEA SNAPHOT: Electronics on a submarine high-data-rate mast are checked out by at the Naval Undersea Warfare Center a NAVSEA activity, before
being paced in service with the F ee
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NAVSEA SHIPBUILDING SUPPORT OFFICE

Comprehensive support.
No compromise.

The NAVSEA Shipbuilding Support Office providesacquisition planning for ['.S. Navy ships, major systems and
components. Services include comprehensive technical, engineering and logistic services in support of ship
maintenance, alteration and repair programs.
We offer complete analyses of industrial base capability for shipbuilding and repair programs and for HM&E and
Combat Systems equipment-even IT solutions, such as relational database development and administration,
custom application and software design and support, Web development and custom programming in various

languages.
All services. All departments. Al] branches.
The right capabilit. The right ianagmcient. The right cost.

NAVALSESASTEMSOMMANDWWW.NVR.NAVY.MILINAVSHIPSO

The guided missile cruiser USSAntietam(CG 54) moves alongside the Japanese supply ship JOSHamana(A0E424) for a refueling at sea (RAS). This was the first time
the two ships conducted the maneuver. Both ships were part of the coalition of forces supporting Operation Enduring Freedom.
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When our work
goes to sea,
you can't see it.

The Naval Foundry and Propeller Center provides surface and submarine propellers for the U.S. Navy. In addition, engineering,
casting and precision machining services are routinely provided for the manufacture of numerous industrial and shipboard parts and
assemblies.
Propeller manufacturing constitutes an important application of the facility's machining capabilities. This highly complex task requires
a great deal of involvement in intricate process analysis and configuration control. Large machining projects are accomplished on
specially designed 5-axis, numerically controlled profilers that are capable of handling products more than 30 feet in diameter.
Smaller items are manufactured on a variety of tooling assets including a state-of-the-art CNC cylindrical grinder, a 5-inch spindle
CNC horizontal boring mill, surface grinders, large shaft lathes and a large vertical boring mill.
The precision work of the Naval Foundry and Propeller Center is vital to stealth-capable submarines.
But you didn't hear it from us.

Nava Shipyard Norfolk Detachment
Naval Foundry and Propeller Center
Whiladelphia, Pa. 19112-5087
A NAVSEA Field Activity

sY1.NAVYMIL/DETACHMENTS.FPC.
Y.
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America's newest aircraft carrier, the Nimitz-class USS
Ronald Reagan (CVN 76), performs a high-speed run
during operations in the Pacific Ocean with embarked
Carrier Air Wing (CVW) 14.
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NAUSEA'S

TECHNICAL
AUTHORITY
PROGRAM
n2005, NAVSEA's Engineering and Technical Authority program reached several important milestones
that will continue to be top command priorities in
2006, according to NAVSEA Commander Vice Adm.
Paul E. Sullivan and Technical Warrant Holder for
Technical Authority Process Christopher Paquette.
"We must continue our efforts to strengthen our technical
authority and competency model," Sullivan said in his
Commander's Guidance for 2006. "We must expand our
thinking to consider the full range of engineering talent in the
Command, assess the overall health of every skill, and align
resources correctly to support the Navy Enterprise."
According to Paquette of SEA 05, the command reached
three notable milestones in the program for 2005. Most important was the Jan. 3 release of the Virtual Systems Command (SYSCOM) Joint Instruction 22 because it specifically
outlined the authority and responsibilities technical warrant
holders possess-and are held accountable for-within their
technical areas.
Other milestones included the May 20 re-issue of
NAVSEANOTE 5400, which listed all the NAVSEA technical
authorities, as well as the June 6 release of the updated
"1i
must continue our efforts to strengthen our technical
authority and competency model. We must expand our
thinking to consider the full range of engineering talent
in the Command."
- Vice Adm. Paul E. Sullican
COJINAES1M

Waterfront Engineering and Technical Authority Policy
(NAVSEAINST 5400.95D), which was based on the fleet's
realignment into Regional Maintenance Centers and
NAVSEA's alignment to the Virtual SYSCOM.
NAVSEA's technical authority program formalizes the
process for providing best-value engineering and technical
products to program managers and the fleet. NAVSEAs
technical authority structure now consists of the warranting
officer (COMNAVSEA), seven deputy warranting officers
(Flag/SES) and 172 technical warrant holders.
The 172 technical warrant holders are each held
accountable and possess the authority to execute seven
broad responsibilities within their defined technical areas.
Specifically, they are responsible for
setting technical
standards; technical expertise; ensuring safe and reliable
operation; systems engineering: judgment in making
IEHNIjAL

i

m
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akigt

technical decisions; stewardship of engineering capabilities:
The delivery and certification of the Aegis combat system
accountability and technical integrity of the Navy's was a success story for the technical authority process-and
engineering community.
the Navy as a whole-because of the close collaboration
John Burrow, head of the Force Warfare Systems between the NAVSEA technical community and PEO IWS
Department at Naval Systems Warfare Center Dahlgren during the entire baseline process, according to Burrow.
Division (NSWCDD), also wears the dual-hat of technical
"In addition to delivering what I consider to be the most
warrant holder. In fact, he holds two warrants-Surface Ship advanced and capable combat system in the world today,
Combat and Weapon Control Technical Area Expert and the
we not only met but exceeded maintainability threshold
Open Architecture Technical Process Owner.
requirements," Burrow said. "In addition to deivering a
From a warrant holder's point-of-view, Burrow agrees
highly effective and safe combat system, we were able to
NAVSEAs technical authority program has launched off to identify a number of process improvements which allowed
a good start. although some of its processes are still being
this baseline to be successful."
refined and enhanced.
The delivery and certification of Reagan's combat system
"I believe, in general, that the concept of technical authority
was also notable because it was the first time the Navy
is well understood, but specific implementation and process
technical community certified, at the combat-system level,
details are still being defined as they apply to the combat
a non-Aegis combat system. Prior to this, certifications
system community," Burrow said. "Given the success and
occurred at the element and platform levels.
tremendous collaboration that took place this past year
"What's really exciting about these two events is that we are
with the PEOs and the program managers, we hav a better
seeing a convergence in how we do business at thetechnical
understandingofthe responsibilitiesthatacco
any the
and process levels for surface Navy combat systems," Burrow
Iechnical authority position and the contributi s we can said. "In the end, this will allow us to become more effective
make to the Navy and the Navy's acquisition co munity.
and efficient crossthe entire combat system technical and
Since assuming the duties of dual warrant holder in March acquisition cuunities and deliver more affordable and
2005, Burrow has found the year an "extremely rewarding
effective pro icts tothe fleet."
and challenging" year for both of his warrants, technically
These ar ust two examples of many on how technical
speaking. His group participated in the delivery and authori
made a change in the way NAVSEA-does
cerlification of the USS Ronald Ragan ( VN 76) Cmbat busin s ac ss the Entrprise.
System, the Aegis Baseline 7.1.1.1 CombatSystem and the
Te technpal authorj4y approach, griginally introduced by
growing ipport for the development an delivery of open f~ferNAVAconunander, Vice A n.(ret.)PhilipBalisle,is
architecure-based combat s
ems.
/ow
being aqoptedthroughout thefpavy's system commands.

Tedml warrant hlder John Burrow saidl NAV5Astedmial auhority prgrm heped with the timelNy der and cetiftio ofth USRoDdReao (CVN76) ombat sem.
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authoritative technical deci-

In fact, Paquette predicts the Responsibilitiesof a
Naval Air Systems Command Warrant Holder
and the Space and Naval
Warfare Systems Command Each of NAVSEA's 172 techw.ill followsuit and issue nical warrant holders are
theirtechnical
responsible for setting techaihnththrtlssolfasastsu~rn
withinthenextyear.
nical standards; providing
AsBalisleoftensaidabout technical expertise; ensuring
technicalauthority"Itisthe
safe and reliable operation;
most important thing we systems engineering; judgdo."Thatwillcontinuetobe
ment in making technical
the case for NA*EA for the.'
theaefo
ure
f
e decisions; stewardship of
engineering capabilities; acIn his Commander's Guid-

In

with

countability and technical

ance,
however, Sullivan notedd
theisstillworktdo
thWreistaddresrgad
.
We must address gaps in
our tools, our databases, and
our coreknowdgeareas that
hamper missioi execution.
Sullivan said. "We will kliver
I
and'implement
a plan~ta
properly aligns and resoulces
technicalauthority"
From awarrant holders
perspective, Bu w agreed
thereissti
orkobedone.
"With regard toi both the
open architecture and surface
combatant
and
weapon
contr-ol system warrants, I
beievewe ve comealong
way this year, but still have a
lot wcandotoformalizethe
processes and relationships
that havete.
esta
~hed,"
Burrow s 1. "I th
our
succe es v
be laely
depen ntontherelations ps
wees
lishw~ith thle Pis
and o active involvement
in thenlechnical events al
standards development i our
warranted areas.
"Iwouldalsoliketopoint
out that sometimes our
contributions are not really
visible, but rather behind
thescenesandspreadovera
significant amount of time,"
Burrow added. "Personally
\I think that's okay, because
the end what matters is
th we [the technical and
acquisition
communities]
work together to deliver safe
and effective products to the
fleet"
1

ITCHINICAL

sions. They are the "go to"
people when a decision is
required, when design standards or practices are being
deviated from, where safety
of life at sea is at issue, or impact of mission effectiveness
is of concern. This empowerment provides a streamlined
process for making sound
technical decisions in a large,
matrixed organization.
Teamwork is promoted,

AUIHORIl'r

integrity of the Navy's engi-

neering community.
In setting technical standards, technical authorities
establish, monitor, approve
and enforce the standards,
products and policies for
the platforms and systems
NAVSEA produces for the
Navy. Technical authorities
are accountable to ensure
this "technical documentation" is current, contains adequate checks and balances,
is properly specified for both
government and industry users, and is continuously improved to incorporate technology, lessons learned and
best practices.
Technical authorities display technical expertise not
only because they are peers
of industry, but also because
they have the authority to
convey exact standards and
needs to industry partners
with clarity. NAVSEA's Engineering and Technical Authority Support network also
serve as fleet resources for
technical questions.
Through the Distance Support program, fleet units
are able to call on technical
authority for assistance with
any technical issue.
Technical authorities are
also charged with ensuring
safe and reliable operations.
They do so by ensuring the
products NAVSEA produces
for the Navy are safe and reliable through technical policy,
standards and requirements;

technical

authorities

*'

determining options that are

intelligent design; developing and reviewing options;
risk assessments; certifications; and ensuring product
conformance.When products
do not conform, technical authorities are responsible for
identifying risks and approving any waivers or deviations
in a manner that ensures risks
are acceptable.
Technical warrant holders work together in six
complementary roles to provide systems engineering
and integration, ensuring
engineering and technical
products meet Navy needs,
and maximizing capability.
Platform (ship) design managers manage the integration efforts of the program.
Chief systems engineers are
assigned to assist the most
complex integration efforts.
Cost engineering managers
provide independent engineered cost estimates for
the program. Technical area
experts lead the efforts for
systems and components.
Technical process owners
ensure critical certification
processes are well defined,
planned and work properly.
Depot chief engineers are
on the front line with the
fleet and are empowered to
quickly resolve most waterfront technical issues.
The technical authorities
are empowered to make

technically acceptable, and
providing risk and value assessments of those that are
so that program managers
can make smart, informed
decisions.
Differences of opinion
among technical or programmatic authorities are quickly
elevated through the technical authority structure to
ensure rapid resolution.
Technical authorities steward the technical competencies of the Navy by ensuring
the right mix of talent, skills
and infrastructure for the job
that lies ahead. Technical authorities lead a team of engineering managers and lead
engineers who are experts
in their fields, providing a
career path for engineers to
become leaders.
Technical authorities exercise integrity and discipline
to ensure the soundness of
technical decisions. Although
they may formally delegate
certain responsibilities to
their engineering managers and lead engineers and
cannot make every decision
themselves, they are held
accountable for all technical
decisions made within their
technical area.
By developing, leveraging
and overseeing this support
network, technical authorities ensure the improvement
and technical integrity of the
Navy's engineering community.

*
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In 1981, TIME Magazine named the personal computer its "Man
of the Year" and IBM introduced the IBM-PC, a wildly popular
personal computer built with off-the-shelf components and an open
architecture. It was also the year in which the U.S. Navy christened the
world's first ship featuring Aegis, a complete surface combat system.

-tZ

8There

interesting
are some
parallels between
the Aegis combat
system and the PC.
Both would quickly dominate
their respective fields. They
both featured cutting-edge
technology. Today, the
ubiquitous personal computer
is made by many companies
and considered an essential
atppliance in many American
homles.
Similarly, the Aegis Combat
Weapon System is one of today's
52
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systems. essential sea-based
absolutely
Back then, the Aegis weapons
system was a technological
marvel on a grand scale; today,
it's even better. Think of it: For
the first time, a ship's missile
launching system, computer
programs, radar and displays
were fully integrated to work
together. It was the first fully
integrated combat system built
to defend against advanced air,
surface, and subsurface threats.
Today, 25 years after the
christening of the first Aegis
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USS 77conderoga (CG
ship,
4 7), the updated Aegis remains
the state-of-the-art in surface
combat systems.
"All through the 1970s, '80s,
and '90s, we were focused on
the delivery of this revolutionary
capability," said Cmdr. John
Ailes, project manager for
integrated combat systems
Program Executive Office
Integrated Warfare Systems
(PEO IWS). "Now it is the
backbone of the fleet. It has
transformed the Navy to the
point that it is considered

routine," he said. Because of its

capabilities, navies around the
world desire Aegis systems for
their own fleets.
Like the first PC, Aegis has
undergone many extraordinary
changes over the years. Until
now, major upgrades to the
Aegis system were handled by
introducing new baselines
"I served in the first Baseline
2 cruiser," said Ailes. "It had
vertical launchers, it had UYfK-7
computers. Later on, I served
in one of the Baseline 5 ships.
The programn that nui on my

FJ1b
I

I
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LEFT The Navy s newest Aegis guided missie destroyer, USSForrstSherman(DDG98), prepares to puI into its homeport
of Naval Station Norfolk. Forrest Sherman is a state-of-the-art, multi-mission Aegis platform that can conduct operations
from peacetime presence and crisis management to power projection in support of national miitary strategy. TOP A mediumrange separating-target missile is seen seconds after lift-off from the Pacific Missile Range Facility, Barking Sands, Kauai.
Hawaii. Six minutes later, the target was intercepted by a developmental Standard Missile 3 launched from the Pearl Harborbased Aegis guided missile cruiser USS Lake Erie(CG 70). The test was the sixth intercept in seven flight tests by the Aegis
Ballistic Missile Defense, the maritime component of the "Hit to Kill" Ballistic Missile Defense System being developed
Aen cy. Previous Aegis Ballstic Missile Defense flight tests were against unitary (non-separating)
by the Missile Defe

targets.

Baseline 5 ship wouldn't run on
my Baseline 2 ship."
Although the various Aegis
baselines introduced new
capabilities, the combat systems
themselves have not changed
radically; rather, they have
evolved. While parallels can be
made between the PC and Aegis,
there is one vital distinction
between the two. Initially UYK
computers, the Navy's venerable
tactical workhorse, controlled
the Aegis system. It was what
is known as a closed system.
"Everything was in a language

that was ver closely tied to
the hardware. A lot of that was
written in assembly language
and it had to be optimized,"
Ailes said.
TheIBM PC, meanwhile, was
much more open; the hardware
specifications were virtually
comnmon among numerous
machines. But it featured a
proprietary operating system
provided to IBM by a young
programmer by the name of Bill
Gates.
"The operating system is
proprietary, but the interface

PROGRAM
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to the operating system is
uniform," said Mike Rice, PEO
IWS technical director for
open architecture. "So if my
PC application needs operating
system services, it uses a
standard interface to get to the
services. That's what Microsoft
and Apple do. They give the
people the operating system, but
Microsoft and Apple own it."
It is precisely because the
PC is based on an open system
that there have been not just
evolutionary developments in
the PC, but ratherrevolutionary
WARFARE SYSTEMS

changes.
"Whatis happening now
in the Navy is we would like
to have a quantum leap. We
want to introduce lots of new
capability all of a sudden," Ailes
said. That quantum leap is called
open architecture.
"Open architecture is about
providing the fleet customer
with new capabilities faster,
cheaper and better. It is a
concept that can be applied
across a broad number of
commodities," Rice said.
One of the tenets of open
ON WATCH
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Aegis fleet with commercial
computers," he said. Open

Defense Agency.
"We have a plan to integrate

world at will.
Nuclear submarines are fast

the software will run on top
of a layer called middleware.

architecture does not mean the
end of Aegis. It is, in fact, a new

that into the Aegis fleet in
this new open architecture

and can stay submerged for
weeks or even months at a time.

Middleware is the common
denominator that allows
software to be moved from
platform to platform. So, rather
than taking years to create

beginning.
The new beginning includes
a single baseline called Aegis
Open Architecture (AOA).
"We've had these evolutionary

computing suite. We are tightly
coupled with Aegis BMD people
over at the Missile Defense
Agency," Ailes said.
Creating a 21st Century

It was no small challenge for the
U.S. Navy to track Soviet nuclear
submarines in the Pacific, let
alone the rest of the oceans of the
world. Yet the Navy became quite

software to work on a new

baselines forever," said Ailes.

Navy requires overcoming

demonstrably proficient at it.

platform, it can be done in days
or, in a worst-case scenario,
months.
"We do not have to be tied

"But now we can drop new
capabilities into this powerful
single baseline in what we call
spirals."

technological hurdles. Open
architecture plays a big role in
achieving this. However, the
hard part is not technical-

"The traditional way
detected submarines dui
the Cold War was passin
acoustics," said Capt. Pa

funding is an important factor

Rosbolt, PEO IWS progr;I

in the decisions to move to

manager for undersea sy

replaced with commercial

open architecture. Ten years
ago the Department of Defense

"In other words, we put a son
in the water and listened and

the porting from one suite to
another easy," said Ailes.
In the Aegis combat system
as it was originally designed,

computers through a program
called Cruiser Modernization.
That program will be followed a
couple of years later with DDG

spent about $5 billion a year
on software. It now spends an
estimated $18 billion a year on
software, according to Rice.

got very long-range detection
the older Soviet nukes."
For all their advantages,
Soviet nuclear submarines w

everything was very tightly

modernization.

"The budget part is hard

not without their flaws. Cooli i

coupled. The SPY-I radar, for
example, was so amazingly

Open architecture will allow
the Aegis fleet to protect the

and change is hard," Ailes said.
"Change requires risk, it takes

the nuclear power plant took
high-speed pumps and fans,

complex

In fiscal year 2008, USS

to hardware. If you have the

richness of hardware that we
do today, then you can create
an environment that makes

Banker Hill (CG.52) will have
all of its old UYK-7 computers

%

architecture is to isolate
hardware and software so

future Sea Base concepts, as

people out of their comfort

making them very noisy. This

wouldn't fit in the UYK-7
computer. It actually migrated

well as influence the battle
going on well inland. It can use

zone. The decreasing budgets
have been hard because we're

gave a clear acoustic advantagt
to the U.S.

into a command and decision

the same vertical launchers

trying to dramatically increase

computer. Any change made to
the SPY-1 affected the command
and decision computer. In the

that have been in the fleet for
20 years to fire a 21st-century
missile.

the capability we're giving to the
fleet while our budgets decline."
The most difficult part,

much of the Navy's attenti ii
turned toward the navies (d
other nations, navies that

that its functionality

With the end of the ColdWa.

"Let's say that our Marines

according to Ailes, is changing

could not afford or didn'twant

ftinctionality is isolated. All
of the SPY-1 capability can
reside in a commercial server

are ashore. They're heading to
the objective with their Ospreys.
They land 50 miles inland and

the business model to bring in
small companies. "What we're
trying to do is to create an

nuclear-powered submarines.
"These other nations are
not interested in sending their

where it wouldn't fit in a

open architecture environment,

they need protection from

environment where innovation

submarines halfway around the

computer.
Comnmercial off-the-shelf
computers, known as COTS,
are taking the place of the
proprietary militarized
computers. To the extent

enemy aircraft. Ships will be
able to provide that because
we'll make use of the incredible
new SM6 missile," Ailes said.
Another advantage of using
conmercial standards is the

from small companies and even
the large companies, allows
barriers to come down. We can
share the government-owned
investment so that others can
enter that market and we can

world. They are just interested
in operating off their own
coasts. They get more bang for
the buck by buying cheaper,
diesel-electric submarines,"
Rosbolt said.

possible, the Navy uses

object-oriented paradigm. An

compete various [development]

commercial middleware and

object, by design, is extensible.

pieces of it. That is where we're

but identifying a diesel-electric

commercial standards, thereby

It can share interfaces. The

going," he said.

submarine is often more difficlt

leveraging the investment of
a much bigger market. "In the
old days, DoD was the largest

Navy's goal is to have a single
common library so that
components can be shared

According to Ailes, while
Aegis and the rest of the
surface Navy are aggressively

than tracking a nuke. Dieselelectric submarines only uso
their diesel engines to chargi

customer for these computer
companies. Today, we aren't a

among Aegis, the Ship SelfDefense System (SSDS), Littoral

pursuing the advantages of open
architecture, there's one part of

their electric batteries. When
they are submerged they can

huge customer when compared
to the rest of the commercial

Combat Ship (LCS), DD(X) and
other platforms, leveraging the

the Navy that is already there.
"If you want to talk to someone

be quieter than the Soviet
submarines of the Cold War

market," Ailes said.

investment in Open Architecture

who's achieved it, talk to the

So what does open
architecture mean for the Aegis
fleet? Will Aegis go the way
of theSpruanceclass, whose
inability to be upgraded led
to its ultimate obsolescence?
According to Ailes the answer is
a resounding no.
()ur intent is to replace the
miilitaty specification computers

Track Manager.
Employing open architecture
requires alignment, not just
across the PEOs but across
agencies. An example of
this is the open architecture
success with Ballistic Missile
Defense (BMD). PEO IWS is
focused on capitalizing the
Aegis capabilities that have

submariners."

on all ofthe S80ships of the

been developed by the Missile
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It may seem counter intuitive,

"We are designing new

The Pacific Ocean
encompasses a third of the
world's surface and has an area
of 69.4 million square miles.
It is also the world's deepest
body of water. During the Cold
War, Soviet nuclear-powered
submarines prowled the Pacific

sensors so we can regain siie
of the acoustic advantage
that was diminished when
submarines went from being
noisy nukes to being quiet
diesel-electric. It's a substanti e
problem," Rosbolt said. -I if
old Soviet Cold War days, we
were looking for submarines i
the acoustically quiet deep-

and the other oceans of the

ocean areas of the world. Now,

ARCIDrives ASW Way Ahead

The Aegis guided missile cruiser
USS Cowpens(CG 63) sails in
formation with Japan Maritime
Self-Defense Force ships and ships
assigned to the USS Kitty Hawk
(CV 63) Carrier Strike Group. The
group was conducting the bilateral
Annual Exercise 2005, focusing on
the military-to-military relationship
between the U.S. and Japan, improving
bilateral interoperability, and improving
capability for surface warfare, air
defense and undersea warfare.
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.

operating in the littoral, we
have to deal with the fact that
submarines have gotten quieter
and ambient noise has gotten
louder," he said.
The Navy is dealing with
this problem in four ways.
Development of new sensors
will restore the acoustical
advantage, as Rosbolt said.
Application of modem
processing power to existing
sensors is another method.
"We are replacing all of the
old, legacy computers with
modem, commercial computers
through the Advanced Rapid
COTS Insertion (ARCI)
program. We found you could
use the same sensors and
get tremendous performance
improvements simply by
upgrading the computer
hardware and then writing the
appropriate software to take
advantage of it." Rosbolt said.
Another way is delivery of
advanced signal processing
algorithms optimized to perform
with operational fleet data.
These algorithms are being
developed using a build-testbuild (spiral development)
paradigm within the PEO IWS
Advanced Processing Build
Program.
PEO IWS is achieving
extended sensor coverage using
noise suppression techniques;
better automated detection
and tracking; an overall
improvement in scene and
clutter management; and an
improved ability to prosecute
quiet diesels in shallow water.
Finally comes the use of open
architecture to share software
between submarines, surface
ships, surveillance and aircraft.
"All of them use the same basic
software. Now we only have to
OFFICE
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Me Aegis Combeat "eapon System
is the U.S. Navy's leading system for
detection, tracing and missile guidance.
It's also the leading detection, tracking and missile guidance system for the
Spanish Navy. And the Australian Navy.
And the Norwegian Navy.
And the Korean Navy.
And the Japanese Maritime Self-Defense Force.
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The Aegis Combat Weapon System includes the Navy's most advanced computer-controlled radar system.
When paired with the MK 41 Vertical Launch System, it is capable of delivering missiles for every mission and
threat environment in naval warfare. The system can simultaneously attack multiple incoming aircraft, missiles,
submarines, attacking ships-even torpedoes in the water-while implementing defenses to protect the fleet.

Autmnatically. Aegis is capable of countering the existing and emerging threats to a naval battle group, as well
as strike inland targets. Proven Aegis technology also forms the cornerstone of the sea-based element of the
Ballistic Missile Defense System.

build it once and propagate it
across the board," Rosbolt said.
The Navy has saved an estimated
$500 million by migrating
software across platforms.
PEO IWS has two programs
to improve ASW in surface
ships. One program, the SQQ89
AV15, takes advantage of the
submarine software and new
active sonar COTS processors.
One pre-production model of
that system is in the fleet now
According to Rosbolt, the

"Ifyou have dealt in the PEO
business any length of time, you
know that to take something
that was literallyjust a concept
and then, a year later, you're
installing hardware and software.
is miraculous," Rosbolt said.
Open architecture is the hero
in this story. The computer
program architecture was
already available based upon the
success of the submarine Navy.
Using commercial processors.
there wasn'ta production lead-

ABOVE Operations Specia is, 2nd C ass Andres Yanez sa cs
necomoaL
information center aboard the Aegis guided missile cruiser USS Cowpens
(CG 63). BELOW USS Bunker Hill (CG 52) leadstwo other Aegis ships
firing SM-2 surface-to-air missiles during a live-fire exercise near San Diego

Legacy sonar conso es supplemented by new SIPS computers
surface Navy leadership is
impressed with the systems but
can't afford to install them as
quickly as they would like.
That is where the second
program, Scalable Improved
Processing Systems (SIPS),
comes in. Rather than removing
existing computers, PEO IWS
installs adjunct computers
that tap into the data stream
coming from the sensors.
This dramatically improves
processing power at a fraction of
the cost of the full system.
"Literally, what you have
now is legacy consoles in sonar
control with these additional
displays bolted in between
them," Rosbolt said.
The slight downside to this
system is that the contacts seen
on the new displays are not fed
back into the ASW fire-control
system. The Sailor operating the
system first finds a contact on
the new, more accurate display
and then locates that same
contact on the old display. "It is a
lot easier to pick out a target on
the legacy console if you already
know it's there," Rosbolt said.
PEO IWS has designed and
installed 10 systems in two years.
PROGRAM

EXECUTIVE

time. They were just bought off
the shelf. "All I had to do was
go buy the hardware, load the
computer program modules that
I had already developed for AV15
and we were done," Rosbolt said.
"The full-up AV15 is strictly
driven by how fast OPNAV can
afford to fund them," Rosbolt
said. "They won't be able to buy a
lot of them near-term. However,
we are projected to have all but
10 active surface combatants
with one variety or the other b
2012," he said.
"The submarine comnmiiii
was liberated by two thinsaid Ailes. "They had a ver
stressing threat that they1
having problems with, and they
had a huge budget cut. The
submariners took dramatic risk
in going from a well-understood
process to someplace profoundly
different. And they pulled it off"
The concept of open
architecture has been around2
for decades in the commercial
computing world and the
military. The real-world application of that concept 1
E'1
IWS and the other NAVSEA
PEOs is having a profound impact on the 21st Century Navy
OFFICE INTEGRATED
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of programs, everything from trained

(PEO LMW) have been in the world's
headlines for much of the past year,

special
sea
lions,
and
dolphins
munitions,
unmanned
underwater

from the storm-tossed American Gulf
Coast to the desert sands of Iraq.
That's not surprising-PEO LMW is

vehicles and large acoustic arrays, to
putting together mission packages for

toward
"brown

the new Littoral Combat Ship," said
Paul Hagan, PEO LMW's chief engineer.
And, with one notable exception, all
of PEO LMW'Ns programs are geared

"I think that's one of the big messages.
With the end of the Cold War, the U.S.

responsible for providing the Navy with
more than 200 products and services
that assure joint forces access and
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supporIting
water

Navy,"

theI
emeicnlg
Hagan said.

Navy's focus has shifted away from
blue water to brown water-the littoral

LEFT A Ship Deployable Surface
Target assigned to USS Samuel
B. Roberts (FFG 58) cruises near
the Peruvian Navy frigate Carvajal

small boat as it gets closer."
The long-range hailer is
used to warn the small boat as
itgetscloser,butifitpersists

FM 51). RIGHT The Talon 3B robot

t toard anattack, a gun can

removes a claymore land mine from
a sand dune at a Bahrain training

towadtotta
gun.can
be taetothetardthe

range during a training mission.

target continues toward the

Acoalition Navy EOD team

ship, the SPS operator can

inspects camouflaged mines hidden
inside oil barrels on the deck of an
Iraqi shipping barge.

firethegunfromhisconsole
and destroy the target.
SPS Increment 1 will be

rOTTOMAcoatinNavysEon
BOTTOM

installed aboard the fleet's
environment. That's what
,
.
surface ships, amphibious
we're all about," he said.
ships and aircraft carriers.
That one notable ex"The next increment, yet
ception is Explosive Ordto be put under contract.
nance Disposal Program
is to protect ships against
Office's lead role in the
swimmer attack," Hagan
joint-service effort to combat deadly
something that is man-transportable,
said. "The third increment is intended to
Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs).
logistically very easy to support and protect ships against small aircraft
Hagan noted that a large proportion
relatively low-cost because, while they attack."
of the fatal casualties in Iraq are from are not intended to be expendable, it's
Because PEO LMW is an acquisition
IEDs. "The enemy in Iraq has proved
much better to have one of them blown office, Hagan counts the organization's
very adaptable," Hagan said. "As we up than injure an EOD technician." success
in the number systems
come up with counter measures,
PEO
LMW
is
involved
in put into production over the past
they come up with counter-counter another initiative designed to save year, including several in the mine
measures. As we armored our vehicles,
warfighters'
lives
from
terrorist hunting
and neutralization
arena.
they started using shaped charges.
attack, only on a much larger scale.
One such system is the AN/AQSIt's a very dynamic, evolving threat."
"We reached a major milestone with 20A Sonar Mine Detecting Set. The
Specialists at Explosive Ordnance the award of a development contract to AQS-20A can be deployed from the
Disposal Technology Division develop Northrop Grumman Naval and Marine MH-60S and MH-53 helicopters and
specialized equipment and technical Systems for a shipboard protection
the AN/WLD-1 Remote Mine Hunting
assistance to help detect.
Vehicle, a semi-submersible
locate and dispose of surface
In the past, we built larger vehicles capable of
unmanned surface vehicle.
and underwater explosives
What makes the AQSthat pose threats to U.S.
climbing stairs and supporting a lot of tools, but
20A system different from
warfighters. One of the
we need something that is man-transportable,
other mine hunters is the
answers to these evolving
breakthrough
the
unit
threats is the development
logistically very easy to support and relatively
has made in identifying
and production of the Man
low-cost because, while they are not intended
targets,
Hagan
said.
Transportable
Robotic
"The real key is that,
System (MTRS). Contracts to
to be expendable, it's much better to have one of
in the past, mine-hunting
two firms, iRobot Corp. and
them blown up than injure an EOD technician.
sonars have gotten us
Foster-Miller Inc., will give
through
detection
and
EOD warfighters up to 1,200
classification of targets, but
of the new bomb neutralization devices.
system," Hagan said. "The first in- we have really taken a leap with the AQSMTRS is a modified commercial,
crement of the Shipboard Protection
20A in target identification," he said.
two-man portable system consisting System [SPS] is to protect against small
The AQS-20A contains a laser
of a robotic vehicle, which includes
boat attack, similar to the type of attack optical
system
and
navigation
a manipulator and imaging sensors,
that was launched against USS Cole." capability that allows the unit to be
and a control station. The robots are
The
first
SPS
will
combine
maneuvered to within five meters of
designed to defeat a variety of threats,
surface search radar with additional
the target, where the operator can
including
unexploded
ordnance
sensors, long-range loud hailers and visually confirm its identification.
and IEDs. They can also be used to remotely operated .50 caliber guns.
"It means if you can get a visual
perform reconnaissance of dangerous
"It's a layered defense system," Hagan
image of the mine then you know you
areas suspected of containing IEDs. said. "It uses the ship's radar to detect need to take some action-either avoid

"In the past, we built larger vehicles

the threat out to afairlylong range.

the mine or neutralize it," Hagan said.

capableofclimbingstairsandsupporting
a lot of tools," Hagan said. "But we need

Once the target is detected, an electrooptical infrared sensor tracks the

In a cluttered sea floor environment,
the value of the optical identification
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system becomes evident, Hagan said.
"In Operation Iraqi Freedom, we spent
a lot of time neutralizing targets that
we never really knew were mines. We
thought they were mines, but some of
them could have been rocks."
The AQS-20 is the first multi-sonar
mine countermeasures system to include electro-optical identification.
"That this system can be used to
rapidly search large areas with sonar
and then get an optical look at it. That
is a tremendous capability," Hagan said.

sensors. Operators collect the REMUS
after it completes its search, then
download the data onto a laptop
computer and analyze the information
for mines or other selected targets.
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute
developed the vehicle. It has proven so
successful that it has been purchased
by several partner nations, including
Singapore, Great Britain, and Belgium.
"We're looking for spiral upgrades to
REMUS that will increase the capability
of its sensors, enhance navigation and

PEO

it to communicate via satellite,"
inno- enable
another
claimedmine
LMWoptical
Hagan said.
hunting
vative
In a larger UUV effort, PEO LMW is
system victory this past year in the
developing and testing the missionform of the sophisticated Airborne
recoverable UL. The 21-inch-long
Laser Mine Detection System (ALMDS).
vehicle is launched from a submarine's
The ALMDS is a helicopter-based
system that looks for mines on or torpedo tube. After completing its
near the surface of the
water. It is designed to
find moored contact mines
that are anchored to the
ocean floor and are close
enough to the surface to be
detonated when hit by a ship.
"They are a significant
threat," Hagan said. "But
now we have a system that
uses a blue-green laser to
illuminate the ocean and
look for targets that are
fairly close to the surface."
Hagan said the advantage
to using the optical system
d e-un ata and look for dangers. control program.
over sonar for mines near REMUS controlers
the surface is the cluttered
sound environment there. "By going to a reconnaissance, it is recovered back
system that doesn't rely on sound, but re- through the submarine's torpedo tube.
The BPAUV underwater vehicle is
lies on blue-green light, we're giving the
destined to be part of the Flight Zero
Navy capability it's never had before."
ALMDS is one element of the mine LCS mission package. It will contain
warfare mission package designed numerous sensors that provide covert
rapid reconnaissance of the ocean floor,
for the Littoral Combat Ship. Because
Jn the world of unmanned subthere are no in-water components to the
imersibles, the remote mine hunting
ALMDS, the system helps to shorten the
system (RMS) leads the way. The semicrucial detect-to-engagement timeline.
The Navy currently plans to buy 57 submersible, diesel-powered vehicle
tows the AQS-20A through minefields,
of the ALMDS pods through 2011.
freeing manned surface ships of the task.
Other unmanned underwater vehicle
Most of RMS is submerged just below
(UUV) programs are the new Remote
Units the surface, but it has a mast that projects
Monitoring
Environmental
into the air. The mast contains a TV
a mission-reconfigurable
(REMUS),
camera for obstacle avoidance, antenULY, and the futuristic battlespace
nae for constant communication back
preparation autonomous underwater
to the ship, and a snorkel to get oxygen
vehicles (BPUAV).
REMUS is a man-transportable un- to its diesel engines and to vent exhaust.
As an added bonus, some mine
derwater vehicle that operates on a
pre-programmed path using sonar warfare systems like the RMS vehicle
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may provide an ASW capability because
of its ability to tow ASW sensors,
both active and passive. The Navy
is pursuing the concept through the
Capability
SEA TALON Advanced
(ACTD)
Technology Demonstration
program. New systems like ALMDS are
also being considered for potential ASW
applications, as well as other applications like in-situ, coastal bathymetric
mapping in near shore environments for
amphibious operations.
he bottom line for unmanned
vehicles is that PEO
.undersea
LMW is the lead for the Navy, Hagan
said, "and we have programs that utilize
unmanned aerial vehicles [UAV], even
through we don't build them ourselves.
But we work very closely with PEO Air
and share in the success they have had."
One of those fascinating
is
the
UAV
programs
Coastal Battlefield ReconAnalysis
and
naissance
(COBRA) system, a system
that utilizes a remotely
controlled helicopter. The
COBRA includes a multispectral camera used to find
mines and obstacles placed
along a coastline to prevent
an amphibious landing.
PEO LMW has taken
a strong lead in moving
toward a unique common,
unmanned command and
"The idea is that we ought
to have a common architecture and
command
to
approach
common
sysof
unmanned
and
control
LMW
"PEO
said.
Hagan
tems,"
has promoted a broader road map
to extend the common control beyond
the LCS, so we've worked with Naval
Surface Warfare Centers and the Naval
Underwater Warfare Center on what's
involved in having common control
on surface ships and on submarines.
Hagen said the idea was that in an
ideal world, an unmanned vehicle could
be launched from an LCS, a destroyer
or some other ship could take over
control, and then transfer control to
a submarine that's on the surface.
"The idea is common control, so
that any Navy platform could take
over command and control of any
said.
Hagan
vehicle,"
umnanned
Another program of the future,
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Our 21st Century Navy Demands
21st Century Contracting Tools.
We live in an electronic age. So it only makes sense that NAVSEA would procure its more
than half-billion dollars of professional support services (PSS) each year in an electronic way.
Now, NAVSEAs innovative SeaPort Enhanced (SeaPort-e) contract and acquisition Web
site has made electronic procurement of engineering, technical, and programmatic support
services a reality.
Under old systems, NAVSEA had more than 350 separate PSS contracts supporting its
requirements. Most of these efforts were not integrated but used a multitude of disparate
procurement processes, and did not leverage buying habits or e-business practices. The
services were predominantly procured on a level-of-effort basis versus performance-based
terms.
Now under SeaPort-e, NAVSEA and the Navy Virtual Systems Command have adopted
an integrated approach to contracting for support services. The SeaPort-e portal
provides a standardized means of issuing competitive solicitations among a large and
diverse community of approved contractors, as well as a platform for awarding and
managing performance-based task orders. This unified approach allows SeaPort-e service
procurement teams to leverage their best work products, practices, and approaches across
the Navy's critical service businesses.
Since its inception in April 2004, SeaPort-e has yielded $4.1 billion of Total Potential Value
over the life of its Navy contract awards. More importantly, SeaPort-e has delivered
significant time and cost savings across the Navy Virtual Systems Commands while
helping to achieve small business award and performance-based targets.
Simply stated, SeaPort-e provides a faster, better, and more cost-effective
means of contracting for professional support services.
For more information, please visit www.seaport.navy.mil.

Seaport-e. The U.S. Navy's 21st Century contracting tool.
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although proceeding well

TwomembersoftheNavyMarineMammalProgram

is a very fast way of clo

along its development track,
is the Organic Airborne and
Surface Influence Sweep
(OASIS)
helicopter-towed
mine sweep system. OASIS
is a magnetic field inducing
mine
sweeping
system,
effective in a cluttered or
inime-burial environment.
"OASIS is a canister that
has a deployable electrode
and noisemaker," Hagan
said. "A helicopter puts
the OASIS in the water and
tows it at a fairly high speed,
where it emits the acoustic
and magnetic signatures you
would see from a target ship
and detonate the mines."
Initial tow tests at NSWC
Carderock show the OASIS
is stable in towing. Other
performance
tests
are
scheduled. The system maN
begin low-rate initial production in fiscal year 2007.
/, e
PEO LMW has also taken .
, ,
advantage of two important
ally-made products to battle mines in
its expendable mine and airborne mine
neutralization systems: the German Sea
Fox and British Archerfish.
The vehicles are deployed by helicopter and directly wire-guided via fiberoptic cable to attack targeted mines.
"The idea is you go through the
minefield with the AQS-20A sonar and
then circle back with the optical sensor
to get visual confirmation of the target,"
Hagan said.
The expendable vehicle contains its
own sonar, TV camera and a shaped
charge. It's lowered into the water
and steered by the helicopter pilot
toward the target. When it is confirmed
and within range, the vehicle fires its
shaped charge to destroy the mine.
The Sea Fox is already in the fleet
for contingency use. The Archerfish,
which is smaller but carries the same
shaped charge, is undergoing sea tests.
To further expand PEO LMW's
program portfolio, the advanced deployable system (ADS) has reached the
second significant milestone of its development.
"It's one of our ACAT I programs and is
a large fiber-optic acoustic array, rapidly
deployed from a LCS ship, and sits on the

ocean floor detecting submarines that
pass overhead," Hagan said. "It's a rapidly deployable, relatively inexpensive
acoustic array that is the heart ofthe antisubmarine warfare module for the LCS."
"Another big success has been the
transition of using B-52 Stratofortresses
to drop 2,000-pound Joint Direct
Attack Munitions to destroy mines in
shallow water," Hagan said. "We have a
memorandum of agreement with the Air
Force for the tactics to destroy mines
and obstacles in a fairly defined channel."
The Office of Naval Research built a
lake in the middle of the desert, near
China Lake, Nev., and put down mines
and obstacles. B-52s then dropped
their Global Positioning System-guided
bombs on the targets, demonstrating
the capability.
"That's classic LMW there," Hagan
said, "taking a technology or capability
that already exists in the inventory-in
the Air Force inventory in this caseand applying it in a way that's creative
and in an 'outside the box' kind of way.
"It's a good solution and we had
nothing before, short of divers going
into the water to manually countercharge obstacles and mines," Hagan
said. "As you can imagine, using B-52s
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a lane for an amphibi
landing. And you still haN
the element of surprise."
The least technical, but
certainly not the least
newsworthy, are the "team
members" of the Navy's
x-traordinary Marine Maminal Program (MMP).
The program's dolphins
and sea lions are effective
in ordnance recovery and
act as sentries to protect
against unauthorized divers
and vehicles.
"Dolphins are good at
Nwimming down and seeing
f there's a mine," Hagan
Naid. "They do that by coming back and touching a little
red ball next to the support
Iraft; if it's not a mine, they
)uch a little white ball.
Ihey're very good, close
100 percent accurate."

Dolphins of the MMP pro-

xided unique support to the

AND

MINE

WARFARE

National
Oceanographic
and Atmospheric Administration-led
effort to recover wild dolphins and
sea lions stranded by 2005's Hurricane
Katrina. MMP deployed five people and
equipment to construct a 20-foot by
40-foot pool, and two 20-foot diameter
pools to safely house rescued dolphins.
As with all NAVSEA elements, PEO
LMW is actively engaged in Task Force
Lean. According to Hagan, the Special
Warfare Program Office (PMS NSW)
is one of the PEO's most successful.
"The PMS NSW is responsible for
the repair and refurbishment of small
arms, and there are thousands and
thousands of them across the Navy
that are being recycled," he said.
PMS NSW looked at every stage that a
small arm goes through, from the time it
is received to the time it is refurbished,
to see if a more efficient process could
be used.
"They shifted from a refirbisheverything mentality to the repair-andreplace-as-necessary mentality, which
changed the business model, saving
$2-3 million per year," Hagan said.
PEO LMW leverages emerging technology-and the talent of the NAVSEA
team-to provide vital systems for the
U.S. Navy and national security.
ON
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PEO LMW is Providing Critical Anti-IED
and EOD Support in Iraq and Afghanistan

IDuring 2005, the U.S. '\Nxvs E0I)
Program Office (PMS EOD) fulfilled
the requirements from the U.S. Central
Command's
(CENTCOM) operating
forces for small robotic systems to help
coalition forces defeat IEDs and related
threats in Afghanistan and Iraq.

"The rapid acquisition of small EO)
robots came in response to warfighter
requirements for technologies that
protect personnel and overcome the
threat posed by unexploded ordnance,
mines and IEDs," said EOD Program
Manager, Cmdr. Scott Stuart. "The
EOD program office is working in
close partnership with joint forces
and combatant commanders, and with
industry to deliver state-of-the art
capability based on commercial offthe-shelf
technologies
that
meet
operational demands."
The urgent requirement to deliver 178
small EOD robots for use in Iraq and
Afghanistan came in response to the
increased demand for robots to support
EOD teams, as well as the need to
replace systems destroyed in action.
Five commercial configurations of
small EOD robots were fielded to the
CENTCOM by a team consisting of the
U.S. Army's Robotics Systems Joint
Project Office, the Space and Naval
Warfare Command, the Technical
Support Working Group, the Naval EOD
Technology Division, PMS EOD and the
Office of the Secretary of Defense Joint
Robotics program.
Two robotic systems were selected for
the follow-on urgent need for increased
quantities and replacement of destroyed
assets. The Naval EOD Technology
Division, Naval Surface Warfare Center
Indian Head contracting office, Naval
Sea Systems Command contracts office
and PMS EOD worked together to
quickly award contracts to two civilian
firms, Foster-Miller and iRobot.
An additional 190 systems were
ordered in March 2005.
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A well-worn EOD/IED rob

Deployable Electronic
Exploitation Labs
Deployable Technical Intelligence
Laboratories are designed to provide
Combined
Explosives
Exploitation
Cells with the capability to conduct
on-site
radiographic,
photographic
imagery,
disassembly,
exploitation.
circuitry analysis and documentation of
threat devices, including the potential
threat of chemical, biological, and radiological dispersal devices.
Each container comes complete with
an environmental control system and 104
kw generator. It also can be connected
to conventional power sources.
The labs are outfitted with a variety
of state-of-the-art electronic diagnostic
and analytical equipment and hightech biometric collection equipment
to gather fingerprint, DNA, and trace
residue information.
The operational concept is to develop
three deployable labs to support
operations in Iraq and Afghanistan, as
well as any other contingencies that
may arise.
Delivery of the first lab occurred
in September 2005, with a delivery
in Afghanistan in November 2005.
Additional deliveries to Afghanistan
and Iraq are expected in 2006.
The
Defense
Threat
Reduction
Agency and Joint IED Defeat Task
Force were key participants in the
funding, development and delivery of
these mobile exploitation labs.

SYSI EMS COMMAND

Bombot
There is an urgent need for an even
smaller, expendable robot capable of
carrying an explosive load downrange.
PMS EOD is currently coordinating
the acceleration of a prototype to an
approved Joint Service EOD toolreferred to as a Bombot. The Bombot
is a small, low-cost, expendable robotic
platform that provides a critically
needed capability in the field. The
Bombot integrates precise and general
disruption tools and techniques, and
allows EOD response teams to execute
missions more quickly, effectively
and efficiently. While the Bombot
is considered expendable, in many
scenarios, it can be reused.
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"We say that people are
our most valuable asset and
we must ensure alignment
with that theme," said Capt.
A\Curry, director of the
Total Force Development
Office. "We need to have a
culture of inclusion where
we empower and enable
every member of the
workforce. We do expect
that the actions we take
today will improve the
diversity profile of NAVSEA,

shaping and recruitment
practices. Additionally,
NSPS performance
incentive programs
of compensation (pay
banding) and perfornance
management (pay for
performance) will support
NAVSEA's development of a
performance-based culture.
Human Systems
Integration (HSI, or SEA
03) was chartered in 20)
to ensure future combat

and through diversity,
we will experience the
full performance of our

ships were designed I
optimize Sailor perfornunwe
and capability and still

organization."

meet stringent manning

The 25-member NAVSEA
Leveragingpeople and talent
a.rinizeNary capabilities
to

As NAVSEA looks forward
into the 21st century, the
continued ability to attract
and retain a modem, agile
workforce is critical. This
workforce must be capable
of engineering cuttingedge ships and systems
that are cost-effective and
operationally safe.
To this end, the NAVSEA
Task Force Total Force
developed the Total Force
Strategy (TFS). Using
practices and methodologies
from business and industry,
the strategy will reshape and
realign the force structure
to better meet the NAVSEA
mission of providing
technically advanced
systems to the fleet. Using
a six-factor frameworkpeople, work, structure
and shape, growth and
development, selection and
promotion, and incentivesthe structure will ensure the
right people are in the right
place at the right time.
Specific tools used for
workload management
include Lean; the Warfare
Center Work Assignment
Web; the Supervisor of
66
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Shipbuilding Management
Operating System; Distance
Support and One Shipyard.
To shape the workforce,
NAVSEA has implemented a
Lean redeployment strategy,
line of business hiring plans,
cross-functional training,
organizational alignment
measures and the Human
Capital Digital Dashboard.
NAVSEAs "Strategy for
Our People" emphasized
education and personal
development so individuals
are given the opportunity
for promotion and
advancement.
In 2005, Task Force Total
Force created the Total
Force Development Office
to continue to develop and
execute the Total Force
Strategy throughout the
NAVSEA organization. With
emphasis on education
and personal development,
the office facilitates
programs that support a
performance-based culture
in NAVSEA-a culture
where employees have an
opportunity to excel and
have their accomplishments
recognized.

SYSTEMS

COMMAND

requirements and shrinking

Diversity Working Group

budgets.

supports the development
of a diverse workforce
by valuing diversity.
Understanding and
employing the unique
talents and capabilities each
individual employee brings
to the workplace. NAVSEA
will maximize creativity,
quality and productivity
while promoting teamwork
and effective work
relationships by expanding
NAVSEA outreach programs
with local schools;
mentoring programs; and
improving methods for
recruiting, retention and
promotion.
As NAVSEA moves
forward with its strategy,
implementation of the DoDwide National Personnel
Security System (NSPS) will
support NAVSEAs goal to
develop a high-performance
organization that is efficient
and flexible, and where
employee contributions are
recognized..
This new human resource
system will enable DoD to
better meet the national
security challenges of the
21st century. It includes
a new labor relations and
appeals process systems
and a human resource
system with enhanced
staffing, workforce

According to Greg
Maxwell, deputy
commander of NAVSEXs
HSI directorate, the Navy of
the future will provide the
same capabilities, but with
much less manpower.
"We have always gone to
sea, and we always assumed
Sailors were going to be
there in some great number,"
Maxwell said. "Now we're
saying, 'No, we're going
to have the same or better
war-fighting functionality.
but we're going to do it with
one-third to one-sixth the
people currently out there."
Maxwell acknowledges
a Sailor's initial reaction to
manning reductions could
be negative, but he said the
reality will be far different.
"Through HSI, we will
design out the extra
workload."
Maxwell said the Navy
plans to do that by precisely
defining the skills Sailors
will need to support a ship
or system. Those skills will
then be measured, tested
and certified in a way that
will allow system engineers
to capture the workload.
The HSI effort is not
confined to future surface
combatants, but also
embraces the modernization
of existing ships.

BRIDGING THE GAP
The Naval Sea Logistics Center is keeping America's Navy number one in
the world by providing superior, cost-effective, and innovative, broad-based
logistics support services and solutions-with emphasis placed on bridging the
gap between Navy maintenance and supply functions.
NSLC services both today's and tomorrow's fleet needs, specializing in:
* Acquisition and Fleet Logistics Analysis & Support

X Maintenance Management, Metrics, Configuration Management,
Availability Planning, Shipyard Management Support, and Technical
and Engineering Support Services
* Workload Performance Analysis and Support
* Enterprise Systems Support

ACCESSIBILITY
Our Naval Sea Logistics Center team stretches from coastto-coast, with employees located at seven primary sites and
numerous on-site offices.

CAPABILITY
We offer a unique blend of Navy logistics, engineering, and
quality assurance knowledge and capability, coupled with
information technology expertise to provide our customers
with affordable, one-stop shopping logistics solutions.

FLEXIBILITY
Our skills allow us to execute sound project management,
provide technical leadership, ensure information assurance,

545 Cosle Pike
P.O. Box 2060
NAVAL

SJA LOGISTICS CENTE

Mechanicsburg, Pa17055-0795

Charting New Waters
in
Logistics
Engineering
Quality Assurance
Information Technology

"As we modernize our
existing force and systems,
we will consider Sailor
performance and HSI up
front. We will make sure
the same principles are
applied there as we do for
something new."
Not all HSI decisions will
lead to reduced manning.

4

"HSI is the element of
systems engineering that
brings human capabilities
into the system; that's the

happens if we reduce the
workload."
HSPAC provides a Navywide capability to analyze,
measure, test and certify
human performance.
Ultimately, this will lead to
reduced total ownership
costs associated with
individual Navy programs
and provide the
fleet with systems
that are optimized
for Sailor
performance.
The concept
is to connect
existing Navy
commands
and personnel
to create a
distributed
IISPAC across the
Navy enterprise,
~leveraging and
coordinating
the unique
capabilities and
expertise of such
organizations as
Naval Warfare
Centers and
research labs,
the Human
Performance
put three people Center and
of one. Irs bad the Naval

to help get those manpower
and training costs down."
Bost said the outcome
of good HSI principles
in system engineering
leads to good human
performance-and good
human performance is a
critical element of total
system performance. The

"irs not bad HSI to

somewhere instead

Personnel

essence of it," said Bob
Bost, HSI technical director.
"It's not bad HSI to put three
people somewhere instead
of one. It's bad if HSI puts
three people there, and you
don't design the hardware
and software to help them
do their job."
In addition to ensuring
the Navy of the future
remains the world's best,
HSI will help make it the
most financially efficient.
According to Bost, 70
percent of the Navy's annual
budget goes directly to
people programs, including
training.
"We have to do something
about manpower costs,"
Bost said. "HSI is important
68
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HSIifitputsthreepeoplethereand
you don't design the hardware and
software to help them do their job."
Human System Performance
Assessment Capability
(HSPAC) takes the human
part of the system and puts
it into systems engineering
terms.
"What do you do to
hardware and software
when you get to the stage
where you want to see
whether they work together
or not? You test them,"
Bost said. "The human is
part of the system, so the
HSPAC is where we can test
the human-let's see what

SY STEMS

COMNIMAN)

Development
Center.
"What is so
revolutionary
about this
is it will do a total systems
test-hardware, software
and people. That's never
been done before," Maxwell
said. "What we're focusing
on is skills, and how a skillsbased force can support a
capabilities-based Navy."
The HSPAC tested
distributed human
performance capabilities in
Exercise Tridenit Warrior
'05 and is scheduled for
subsequent testing in
Trident Warrior'06.
7rident 1'arrioris an

annual exercise that tests
technologies and methods
of operating that U.S. Naval
forces may use in the future.
SEA 03 has also
led a joint effort to
develop and implement
HSI assessment and
certification with the Ship
Maintenance (SHIPMAIN)
modernization process.
The effort will formalize
collaboration efforts and
ensure involvement with
modernization programs
that have the greatest
potential to affect Sailor
performance and manpower,
personnel and training
requirements. It will also
take into account the total
ship system: hardware,
software, human operators
and maintainers and the
shore infrastructure.
Ultimately, this
initiative will integrate
HSI throughout the single
modernization process
to ensure the Navy meets
several objectives, including
fleet involvement in all
phases of the modernization
process; detailed feedback
from fleet customers; final
fleet certification based on
capabilities-based mission

readiness and enhanced
Sailor performance; and
continuous improvement of
fleet readiness and support
recapitalization.
"We are about to change
behavior significantly in the
U.S. Navy," Maxwell said.
"We're going to align the
processes across enterprises
and we're going to start
talking and thinking in terms
of competencies.
"We are aligning our
organization with the
customer to handle things
from a competency-based
workforce," Maxwell said.
The Sea Warrior concept
will develop the "Sailor
skills" required to support
and operate the systems

NAVSEA is building. Those
skills turn into what are
called "skill objects" and
human capital goals.
Analyzing skills as the
systems are developed
allows the Navy to design
specific training systems to
precisely meet the required
skills.
"Sea Warrior is the
human piece of warfighting
performance," he said.
-From an acquisition
)erspective, our
responsibility is to make
sure we define the skills that
are required to introduce
new capability to the force."
For Bost, it all comes
down to the engineering
process. "All the data will
feed the training; it will feed
technical manuals; it will
feed a parts list; it will feed
the manpower world with
the workload," he said. "A
lot of our focus has been on
getting HSI requirements
done and then following
through with the systems
engineering process to make
sure it's engineered right."
Maxwell also pointed
to the warfare centers as
prime examples of HSI and
alignment success.
"The warfare centers have
made tremendous strides
in aligning with learning
(enters,"hesaid."When
I first got here, I talked to
them about alignment with
learning centers and I got a
'deer-in-the-headlights' stare.
Since then they have been
in daily dialogue-dozens,
if not hundreds, of people
exchange information and
data all the time.
"Suddenly they realize
that sharing information is
a force multiplier," Maxwell
said. "They find out that by
sharing information they can
solve problems much more
quickly. That approach,
ultimately, is better for the
Sailor." Z
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Success story: Distance Support
What is Distance Support and what does it do?
Distance Support (DS) gives Sailors an unprecedented ability to get answers and
resolve issues for themselves in a fast, cost-effective manner by leveraging the latest
communications technology. Sailors can access DS assets 24/7 from the Internet or the
Navy-wide call center. These portals put Sailors in direct contact with subject matter
experts who can answer virtually any question- technical, professional or personal.
How was it employed in 2005?
The call center and Internet portal - the "Anchordesk" - answer inquiries from the
fleet. Using DS often eliminates the need for technicians to be sent aboard ships by
giving Sailors the tools and resources to resolve issues themselves. This saves time and
money and increases readiness.
Specific examples include:
* U.S. Marines are using DS to support combat operations and access more than 1,500
technical manuals a month, all from within the fence lines of their bases in Iraq
* The Global Distance Support Center call center played a critical role in accounting for
victims of Hurricane Katrina and getting them the help they needed quickly
What progress was made and how will it impact the future of the Navy?
Building a DS infrastructure throughout the fleet has been a phased effort. The
Internet site and call center were initial steps. The 2005 effort was "DS 2.0," which
gave Sailors access to a wide range of products and services via ship-resident computer
servers and software. DS 2.0 was especially significant because it greatly minimized the
use of limited computer bandwidth. DS 2.0 was installed on more that 60 ships in 2005.
Installations will continue in 2006 until ultimately 209 ships are outfitted with DS 2.0, a
primary DS milestone.
Looking into the future under a broader definition of DS, the Navy will continue to
reshape its support infrastructure ashore and at sea. DS is a key enabler of optimal
manning, Sea Warrior, and other initiatives tied directly to innovative future platforms
such DD(X) and LCS.
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processes and form specialized mobile teams to quickly ad-

dress fleet maintenance needs. Since the 1990s, the shipyard
workforce has shnmk from more than 70,000 employees to
its current number of 23,000. Faced with smaller staffs and
an increase in the complexity of repairs, the NAVSEA answer

has been to transform formerly isolated shipyards into a single, worldwide maintenance and repair force.
Whether patrolling Mideast waters on terrorist interdiction
operations, providing striking capabilities or surging forces in
humanitarian relief efforts at home and around the world, the
key to providing an effective naval force in today's world rests
on the Navy's ability to respond immediately. Fundamental
to this capability are the nation's shipyards. Their mission is
clear: quickly modernize, maintain and return ships to the
fleet so the U.S. Navy's forces remain in top condition and7
are ready to deploy at a moment's notice.
The challenges to meeting such capability, however, are
significant. Maintenance and repair resources are not necessarily co-located with ships in need. Contractual barriers
have prevented optimal collaboration between the public
and private shipyard resources. Maybe most daunting is the
changing nature of fleet maintenance requirements, specifically the development of increasingly sophisticated shipboard systems that demand a comprehensive, highly skilled
industrial capability.
Looking to commercial industries that have optimized
manufacturing operations, NAVSEA has taken it a step further, optimizing operations and work processes throughout
its organization. Through training, collaborating and implementing these concepts, the shipyards have both increased
70
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their capability to meet fleet needs and reduced costs.
The shipyards can surge their on-call specialists around
the globe and this highly skilled and mobile workforce has
returned ships to the fleet on-time and under budget, serving
as strategic assets in combating the war on terror and supporting national defense efforts.
Aligning shipyard efforts with CNO and NAVSEA objectives
and providing the nation a higher level of readiness at a lower
cost, One Shipyard is supported by a number of NAVSEA
programs that continue to make measurable improvements
in fleet material readiness. Ship Maintenance (SHPMAIN),
Lean, and Surge Maintenance (SURGEMAIN) are coupled
with a workforce culture that actively seeks ways to drive
down the cost of business.

'Y

Harnessing shipyard infrastructure and private sector de-

ifying repair requirements. The repair team that develop

sign expertise and manufacturing specialization, the One
Shipyard partnership between public and private shipyards
forms a national, flexible industrial base to meet fleet needs.
Geographically, it has also provided a more flexible workforce to address fleet maintenance requirements.
Emergent response
Following the LSS San Francisco collision with an uncharted undersea mound near the island of Guam in January
2005, Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard and Intermediate Mainteiance Facility (PHNSY & IMF) led a multitude of repair specialists involved in repairing the damaged submarine.

to return the submarine to full capability is representative
the One Shipyard concept and included assets from thron2'
out the NAVSEA organization and its commercial p 1r
well as active duty and Reserve Navy personnel.
Team members arrived from Puget Sound Naval
and Intermediate Maintenance Facility (PSNSY & IMF),.N
folk Naval Shipyard (NNSY), Portsmouth Naval Shipai
(PNSY), Northop Grumman's Newport News Planni; s
dnI.
and Guam's shipyard.
Iersonnel also arrived from NAVSEA headqiri ( vii
.Military Sealift Command's Pacific andl For 1];i - mn-

Within 48 hours of the collision, a PHNSY & IMF response

team was on site, beginning damage assessments and idenON
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SSGN conversion
An exciting project that has
reaped great benefits from
the One Shipyard initiative
in 2005 has been the SSGN
conversion-the conversion
of four Ballistic-Missile Submarines (SSBNs) to NucleGuided-Missile
ar-Powered
The
(SSGNs).
Submarines
War
of
theseCold
conversion
to
capabilities
the Navy
with
will provide
assetssuperb
threats.
global
current
meet
preclude the need to develop

-
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pult 1, refurbishment of 12
Aircraft Electrical Servicing
Stations (AESS), and installation of the shaft alley remote
monitoring system. Supporting this work package were
about 175 dedicated NNSY
employees, upholding the
highest standards of quality
and performance.
Vorthwest RMC
providers
maintenance
fleet
xet
Pacific Nort
In 2004,
merged into a single Regional
Maintenance Center (RMC).
Providers including PSNSY

a specific new platform-and

& IMF; Supervisor of Shipsave the Navy billions. The
building Puget Sound; Fleet
projthis
for
work
shared
Technical Support Center
ect between the public Navy
Pacific Detachment Everett
General
and
shipyards
and the Naval Surface Group
Dynamics/Electric Boat Cor
Pacific Northwest now proporation (GD/EB) was split
vide a stronger, more flexbetween Norfolk and Puget
ible maintenance force that
Sound-USS Ohio (SSGN
supports the One Shipyard
726) and USS Michigan
concept and significantly in(SSGN 727) at PSNSY & IMF
creases the effectiveness of
and USS Florida (SSGN 728)
the region's maintenance efand USS Georgia (SSGN 729)
forts in 2005.
at NNSY.
igeRCmn
"sn
new SSGNs will of"UsingasingleRMCmanaircraft agement
Nimitz-class
number
to the(CVN
a propeller
reattach
structure for all
brass propellers
ship ofhasthefour
advanced SEAillo73).three
The shaft
Washington
George
fer
T
carrier USS
SEAL- Workers
fer advanced
surface ship maintenancedelivery and mobile strike that are 22 feet in diameter and weigh 66,200 pounds each.
whether public or private,
capabilities from a single vessel. Additionally, the submarines are designed so they can be depot or intermediate level-leads to the most effective and
customized for different mission requirements. Ohio was the efficient use of our maintenance dollar," said Capt. Mary
first of the four to complete its overhaul period, successfully Townsend-Manning, Northwest RMC deputy commander.
Since 1996, only private-sector providers have performed
completing initial sea trials Dec. 19, 2005.
Close communication between shipyards in Puget Sound maintenance for destroyers, frigates, and fast combat supand Norfolk has resulted in additional savings in time and port ships. Under the RMC, however, private and public-secmoney, as lessons learned from the Ohio experience were in- tor providers now perform surface ship maintenance, teamcorporated to streamline conversions on USSFloridaand the ing expertise and directing work to the best provider.
The flexibility of an RMC makes possible to locally re-allolater SSGNs. Industry partner GD/EB has significant submarine construction experience, having built all 18 Ohio-class cate funding from other ships in a given class, make the busiSSBNs at its facility in Groton, Conn. This allowed GD/EB ness case to delay maintenance to future maintenance availto optimize its core capabilities for the complete submarine abilities, or assign work directly into PSNSY & IMF shops
re-work, including installation of the Tomahawk Land Attack that have available manpower, supporting the One Shipyard
Missile systems and special operating force support systems concept and better serving maintenance needs of the fleet.
Collectively, various RMCs have saved more than $49 milintegral to the SSGNs'missions.
CV73DockingPlannedIncrementalAvailability(DPIA) lion in prenum costs and are on track to save $490 millioi
Since November 2003, NNSY has been engaged in an un- over the next six years.
)recedented One Shipyard effort with Northrop Grumman Annapolis turnaround
When USSAnnapolis (SSN 760) arrived at the PNSY needNewport News (NGNN) Shipbuilding in the planning and execution of the FY 2005 USS George Washington (CVN 73) ing emergent work on a propeller shaft to meet its scheduled
DPIA. NNSY and NGNN worked side-by-side to plan George deployment, the PNSY team was ready. The necessary shaft
Washington's second DPIA from November 2003 through work meant dry dock, which meant setting an around-theclock schedule and invoking its One Shipyard philosophy. ArJanuary 2005.
The NNSY project team at NGNN was busy with more than riving April 11, 2005, Annapolis went into dry dock April 26.
Transporting personnel and materials from the sub's home35,000 man-days of work to accomplish by December 2005.
The most significant effort included the replacement of more port in New London, Conn., the team worked around the
than 14,000 feet of service steam piping, alignment of Cata- clock. The shaft was changed out and the boat was ready for

The
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undocking two days prior to the available docking window.
The sub departed on schedule for its deployment requirements.
Going Lean
Since its inception at NNSY in 2001, the NAVSEA Lean
program has realized millions of dollars in cost savings and
cost avoidance. Initially designed to address process improvement in the shipyard, the NAVSEA Lean program is a
fusion of process improvement methodologies pulled from
industry manufacturing leaders such as GE, Ford, and Raytheon. It combines a focus on customer value and reducing
waste (Lean); reducing and eliminating variation (Six Sigma); and focusing on the bottlenecks in a process (Theory
of Constraints). NAVSEA's Lean program operates two Lean
Colleges, the first at NNSY in Virginia and the second, which
opened its doors in October 2005 at the Naval Surface Warfare Center in Port Hueneme, Calif. Both offer training and
college credit in these specialized management techniques.
The Lean curriculum teaches the management components
of process improvement and how they apply in real work
situations. Students learn Value Stream Mapping & Analysis;
workplace organization; statistical analysis and many other
management strategies. Exercises promoting creativity and
team building are also a part of the training. Course graduates earn "belts" in the martial arts tradition to signify their
level of expertise: Apprentice (Green Belt); Expert (Black
Belt); and Facilitator (Champion).
At the shipyards, perhaps one of the largest savings from
NAVSEA Lean has been in shipyard cranes. Each shipyard reviewed its processes for use,
maintenance and purchase
The USS Florida (SSGN 728) conversion
of its cranes. Operating as
One Shipyard, NAVSEA held

tions enhanced by Lean processes included process improvements in the machine shop and the structural and pipe shops.
Vending machines now automatically check out tools and
dispense consumables and weld wire, saving time and money
and ensuring workers have the tools and consumables when
they are needed.
Lean is also making great strides in the Pacific, where
PHNSY & IMF workers saved 117 man-days and more than
$41,000 in a January portal crane maintenance project by instituting Lean initiatives.
Workers taking part in the shipyard's lifting and handling
department's Lean project finished the annual maintenance
on the first of three portal cranes in 25 percent less time and
man-days than before. This process improvement initiative is
projected to save the Navy about $124,000 each year.
NAVSEA hasn't limited implementation of Lean to strictly
big-ticket operations or to traditional manufacturing processes. Lean programs are in place throughout NAVSEA. In
the first year alone, the program realized a total of $200 million on 500 projects and approached $300 million in 2005, according to Jim Brice, director of NAVSEAs Lean effort.
Environmental
A key concern in keeping the fleet in a high state ofreadiness is ensuring that maintenance efforts meet strict environmental challenges and that each shipyard operates its own
proactive environmental program.
In 2005, PHNSY & IMF was selected as winner of a Chief
of Naval Operations (CNO) Environmental Award in the Environmental Quality by an Industrial Installation category, an
award that recognizes comis underway at Norfolk Naval Shipyard.
mands, teams and individuals for exceptional environmental stewardship.

a Crane Maintenance Lean
Conference at the PSNSY &
LMF. Already a NAVSEA Lean

...

The Pearl Harbor shipyard
faces a wide range of environmental challenges due
industrial operationsitperforms each day in its ecologically sensitive location, so
winning the CNO award was
especially rewarding.
In Bremerton, PSNSY
IMF was one of 19 organi-

and crane down time, com-

zations recognized by the

pleting its first crane work
project seven days earlier
than previous years.
"From 18 days to 11 days
getting the crane back online is a significant improvement," said Kevin Durgin,
Portsmouth's crane maintenance general foreman. "Not
every crane is the same, but
we are projecting an overall
annual savings of $124,000
on Category 2 bridge cranes
under Lean."

Washington State Department of Ecology (WDOE)
for reducing wastewater
and sludge by 10 to 25 percent. The wastewater reduction by the PSNSY & IMF
electroplating facility was
nearly 20 percent; sludge
was reduced by 30 percent.
A new Industrial Wastewa7terPre-treatmentFacilityat
PSNSY & IMF will include
an Ion Exchange System to

Other Portsmouth operaONE
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&

sharedprogress andlessons
learned with representatives
from the other shipyards.
The Portsmouth team
came up with a plan that
estimated a 30 percent reduction in maintenance cost
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USS San Francsco

(SSN 711) is shown

NAVSEA Facts: The Navy's Extraordinary Shipyards

in dry dock having
made to
repairs
ts damaged bow.

The shipyards' capabilities are based on 17 skilled-trade specialties
and are grouped into four major functional areas, including structural.
mechanical, electrical or electronic, and shipyard services.

The submarine ran

Portsmouth Naval Shipyard (PNSY)

aground Jan. 8,
2005, on a previously
unknown sea mount

Located in Kittery, Me., PNSY is the primary facility for maintenance and
careof the submarine community. Although maintenance on submarines
cr
is also completed at other shipyards, Portsmouth sets the standard for
subsurface repair and maintenance.
Key 2005 Prjects
* USSNoifolk (SSN 714)

nknar

-__

amot

_

USSAnnapolis(SSN760)

_*

Norfolk Naval Shipyard (NNSY)
Virginia is the home of the second east coast yard. NNSY in Portsmouth.
Va., serves as the primary facility for surface combatant ships although
it also has the capability and expertise to complete submarine work.
Norfolk Naval Shipyard's submarine repair work in 2005 accounted for
51 percent of its workload and included more than 670,000 man-days of
work. NNSY received a DoD Continuous Process Improvement Award for
its 2005 efforts.

"34

Key 2005 Pojects

* USS Deight D. Eisenhower (CVN 69) - Post Shakedown Availability

Z
A

The shipyards can surge their on-cal
specialists around the globe, and this highly
skilled and mobile workforce has returned
ships to thefleet on time and under budget.
the
assetsin
They
arestrategc

combating

war on terror and in supportingimportant
nationaldefense effos.
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* USS Hampton (SSN 767) - Depot Modernization Period

* SSGN Conversion: USS Florida (SSGN 728),USS Georgia (SSGN 729)
* USS Portsmouth (SSN 707) - Deactivation
Puget Sound Naval Shipyard and
Intermediate Maintenance Facility (PSNSY & IMF)

PSNSY & IMF, in Bremerton, Wash., is the primary shipyard for west
coast ships. Its primary focus is the surface fleet, but it also has ability
to address submarine issues-including service as the only Navy facility
designated for submarine recycling.
Key 2005 Pjects
* USS Stennis (CVN 74) - Docking Planned Incremental Availability
* SSGN Conversion: USS Ohio (SSGN 726), USS Michigan (SSGN 727)
*USS Kentucky (SSBN 737) - Extended Refit Period
*USS Topeka (SSN 754) - Emergent Repair
Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard and
Intermediate Maintenance Facility (PHNSY & IMF)
PHNSY & IMF rounds out the shipyards. Because of its remote geographic location in Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, it supports both surface and
subsurface ships in the Pacific.

Key 2005 Pjects
*SSSan

Above and below Tna -c-,

Francisco(SSN 711) - Emergent Repair

a:ap
Shipyards Support OIF
Shipyard personnel used their welding
expertise to help "up-armor" or
weld protective plating to military
vehicles used in Operation Iraqi
Freedom. Some cut metal for the
project and upgraded vehicle plating
at facilities in Texas, Illinois and New
York; NNSY volunteered to travel
to the Middle East. From a group
of 250 volunteers, 110 mechanics were selected for the project.
These volunteers up-armored more than 1,000 vehicles in 2005.
-
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Continuedfrom page 73

force allows the Navy to "surge" its maintenance infrastruc-

treat metal-bearing wastewater.
"It's never easy to improve the way you do business, but
these companies did. The results were eye-opening and very
heartening," conumiented WDOE Deputy Director Polly Zehm.

ture to support fleet readiness.
Since the Reservists work in trades directly associated with
their full-time civilian jobs, they are typically well qualified and
require minimal additional training prior to assignment. Aligning trained people-those with substantial civilian skill sets-

"This speaks volumes about what we can accomplish when

to the right requirement is key to the program's success.

business and government work together."
Strategyfor Our People
Attracting, developing and retaining a quality workforce
are critical to the success of the NAVSEA mission. A diverse
workforce brings a rich mixture of background, thought, and
perspective-all come together in an environment that encourages employees to reach their personal and professional
potential.
PSNSY & IMF, the large-component activity winner of the
Navy's 2005 Nathaniel Stinson Equal Employment Opportunity Award, was honored for continually demonstrating the
ability to attract, develop and retain a quality workforce.
The shipyard's conunitment to attracting a diverse work
force exemplified NAVSEAs Strategy for Our People. Through
targeted recruitment efforts to reach Black and Hispanic col-

"The objective of the program is to provide skilled, depotlevel workers during peak workload periods without impacting naval shipyard mission funding-and without adding any
additional man-days to project completion," said Cmdr. Chuck
Fidler, SURGEMAIN program manager at NAVSEA.
Safety First
Of all the programs that support a positive workplace environment in an industrial setting, safety is critical. Each of
the shipyards has implemented a Voluntary Protection Program (VPP) and received recognition for constant efforts at
improving safety practices at the shipyards.
Leading the way, PNSY earned OSHA Star site recognition
in a March 2005 ceremony. Since its kickoff in October 2003,
PNSY'sVPP program has held meetings, safety awareness programs, written articles and implemented training. Successful
safety initiatives include the "find it-fix it" program that incorporated personal responsibility for safety. It advocates the
OSHA Hotline to report unsafe practices and provides incentives for shop safety and safe workers.
In Bremerton, PSNSY & IMF has also achieved a significant
reduction in injury rates since its implementation of 1TP in
2002. The involvement of personnel in the command's safety
and health management system, the command's management
and labor's conunitment to safety in the workplace, and continual safety training throughout the organization were key
in an OSHA survey team decision to recommend PSNSY as a
Star site in 2005.
NNSY workers are also actively involved in pursuing workplace safety goals. Earning a "star" status recommendation,
the on-site Department of Labor team noted that NNSY had
zero 90-day carryover items for corrections. As part of ongoing VPP activities, NNSY has established four focus teams:
Education & Awareness; Prevention and Ergonomics; Recognition; and Leadership and Accountability.
The shipyard also initiated a VPP Passport program, allowing eligible employees to complete safety activities that result
in a cash payout. Both NNSY and PSNSY & IMF will host VPP
Star ceremonies in early 2006.
Finally, PHNSY & IMF earned special recognition from the
Naval Safety Center and Under Secretary of Defense for Personnel and Readiness, Dr. David Chu, for its success in decreasing the number of civilian injuries in FY 05 and cutting
the work time lost by 35 percent.
The Road Ahead
Whether actively improving working conditions, pursuing
service improvements or implementing more effective work
processes, the nation's shipyards will continue to face new
challenges in meeting fleet readiness needs.
Aligning themselves with CNO and NAVSEA priorities and
fleet requirements, they have become an agile, action-oriented organization that ensures fleet assets are ready to respond
when needed. Z

I.
'

leges and universities; to hire helpers and apprentices through
local high schools; and to reach out to high school-age women
in the state of Washington through the Women In Trades organization, the program demonstrated a long-term dedication to
NAVSEA equal employment opportunity objectives.
Apprenticeships in Norfolk paved the way for the future
in 2005. Sixty-nine apprentices successfully completed four
years of college study and hands-on waterfront experience
to earn status as journeymen and journeywomen. NNSY currently has nearly 600 apprentices enrolled in its program.
In Hawaii, PHNSY & IMF was also recognized with the Hawaii Psychological Association's (HPA) first award for "exemplary best practices." HPA is a branch of the American
Psychological Association (APA) and is participating in the
national organization's campaign to promote psychologically
healthy practices in the workplace. The new award was specifically created to recognize the PHNSY & IMF for having the
best overall workplace programs among five other finalists.
SURGEMAIN
SURGEMAIN is a program designed to optimize the employment of Reserve forces to support fleet maintenance. Navy
Reservists with advanced trade skills can now establish longtenu relationships in shipyard trade shops. This mobilization
ONE
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PS &P16 Hurricane Katrina was captured on
approach to New Orleans Aug.28, 2005 in a
(;OES-12 satellite image provided by NASA
*,oddard Space Flight Center, Md.
PS &P28 Russian Sailors evacuate their mini
submarine AS-28 Prizafter surfacing in the
Bering Sea. The Sailors had been trapped for
rhree days in water more than 600 feet deep with
dwindling oxygen supplies. Photo by Master Chief
ElectronicsTechnicianCharlesT.Grandin.
PS &P49 A Standard Missile 3 is launched from
:he Aegis cruiser USSLake Ene(CG 70) as part
of a Missile Defense Agency Ballistic Missile
Defense System (BMDS) test. U.S. Navy photo.
PS &P70 USSJohn CStennis CVN 74). U.S.
Navy photo.
P6 Vice Adm. Paul E. Sullivan, USN. U.S. Navy
rhoto.
P6-7 (bottom, left to right)
II USSNimitz(CVN 68), USS Princeton (CG
5Q1 and USSBridge(AOE 10) participated in
anunderwayreplenishmentwhiledeployed
nsupportofOperationIraqiFreedom.Photo
Dy Photographer's Mate 3rd Class Kristi Earl;

2& Pocket Guide P4) Aboard USS Theodore
Roosevelt(CVN71), Seaman Estrada Greene (left)
from Augusta, Ga., and Boatswain's Mate 3rd
(lass Fikisha Meadows from Jacksonville, N.C.,
on the bridge. Photo by Chief Photographer's
'Mate Eric A. Clement; (3 &Pocket Guide P3-4)
ISSlohn C. Stennis (CVN 74) turns out of the
wdand picks up speed to reset her course in
-reparation for the next cycle of flight operations.
Photo by Photographer's Mate Airman Tina
Lamb; (4) A sailor from USSBaoerLHD 4) takes
adifferentvantagepointtoviewthecrowdof
ends and family assembled to bid farewell to
:ne deploying crew. Photo by then Photographer's
'late IstClass Arlo Abrahamson, Fleet Combat
Camera Group Pacific; (5) Family members wave
lags to show support as the amphibious assault
,hipUSSNassau[LHA4)departsNavalStation

Norfolk for a regularly scheduled deployment in
upport of the Global War on Terror. Photo by
Photographer's Mate 3rd Class Laura A. Moore.
P8-9 Sailors man the rails of amphibious

transportdock USSSanAntonioLPD17)asit
arrives at her new homeport of Naval Station

Norfolk. Photo by Journalist Seaman Apprentice
PlO (left) USSSanAntonio(LPD 17) under
construction at Northrop Grumman Ship Systems
Avondale in New Orleans. U.S. Navy photo.
Plf0 right) San Antonio completed. U.S. Navy
-oto.

Pi l (top two) The General Dynamics and
Iockheed Martin defense contracting teams were
coth awarded contract options for final systems
resigns of up to two Flight 0 Littoral Combat
-lips (LCS), with options for detail design and
onstruction.Illustrationscourtesyof Lockheed
Martin and General Dynamics.
P II(bottom) Artist's conception of the advanced
destroyer concept DD(X). Illustration courtesy
Raytheon, the prime mission systems integrator
or DD(X).
P12 (top) The LHA(R) will be the U.S. Navy's
ewest multifunctional and most versatile
amphibious assault ship. Illustration courtesy of
Northrop Grumman Corporation.
Pl2-13Artist'sconceptionofthenewT-AKE
Lewis& Clark-class ammunition and dry cargo
-hip. Illustration courtesy General Dynamics/
NASSCO.
P14 USSMobile Bay(CG 531 and other U.S.
\avy and Coast Guard ships line up in formation
- parade across San Francisco Bay. Photo by
Photographer's Mate 2nd Class Juan Eduardo
.taz.
P16 Four days after Hurricane Katrina, much of
New Orleans was still flooded. U.S. Navy photo
by Gary Nichols.
P18 (top) Photo byPhotographer's Mate 3rd Class
Kristopher Wilson. (bottom left &right) Photo by
Photographer's Mate 3rd Class Jay C. Pugh.
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Air National Guard photo byMaster Sgt. Shaun
Withers.
P21 Natural gas leaking from below the flooded
streets of New Orleans burns out ofcontrol,
complicating Hurricane Katrina relief in the city.
Photo by Photographer's Mate Ist Class (AW)
Brien Aho, Fleet Combat Camera Atlantic.
P23 U.S.Navy photo.
P24-25 The cutaway of USS Ohio
(SSGN 726) is courtesy of Scott Conyard,
Technicalanimation.com
P26 The LosAngeles-class attack submarine
USSSan Francisco(SSN 711) departs its former
homeport of Apra Harbor, Guam, to make
the journey across the Pacific Ocean to her
new homeport of Bremerton, Wash. Photo by
Photographer's Mate 2nd Class Nathanael T.
Miller.
P29 U.S. Navy photo by Mr. Geoffrey Patrick.
P30-31 (top) Photo by Master Chief Electronics
Technician Charles T. Grandin.
P30 (left& middle) U.S. Air Force photo by
SSgt.ChristopherJ.Matthews.Iright)Photoby
Photographer'sMate3rd ClassRebeccal.Moat.
P31 (left) Photo by Lt. Cmdr. Jensin W. Sommer.
(right) Photo by Master Chief Electronics
Technician Charles T. Grandin.
P32 Electromagnetic Rail Gun graphic courtesy
NAVSEA PMS 405 Directed Energy &Electric
Weapons Program Office,
P36 Tugboats steam alongside the Nimitzclass
aircraft carrier USSJohn C. Stennis (CVN 74) as
the nuclear-powered ship departs its homeport.
Stennis was headed out on sea trials after an
Il-month overhaul at the Puget Sound Naval
Shipyard. Yes, that isan F-14 Tomcaton the
deck,thoughF-14shavebeenofficiallyretired
from active Navy service. Why? The plane isa
carcass-no engines, cockpit or electronics-tva'
new tractor drivers use to practice moving a7
aircraft on the deck. Photo by Photographer',
Mate 2nd Class Mark J. Rebilas.
P38-39PhotobyPhotographer'sMateIstCla
Richard J. Brunson.
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from Austraia, and Explosive Ordnance Di
Mobile Units 6 and 8. This extraordinary in.
appeared in newspapers all over theworld. P
by PHI Brien Aho, Fleet Combat Camera At.ar-.
P64 lall) U.S. Navy photos.
P66 NUWC Keyport brought about sigica
improvements in the heavyweight torpe :
maintenance and modernization prograir.
During a Value Stream Analysis, the afterbod:
buildup process was identified as the key
systemconstraint.Usingtheconstraintbase:
Lean approach, the heavyweight torpedo linvalidated its projected savings of 7 percent in
crew size, with a net savings of $50,000 the
first year and projected savings of$200,000
per year afterwards, with 60 percent reductio
in administrative lead-time. Photo courtesy o
NUWC Keyport.
P68 Sailors from USSSamuelB. RobertsIFF
58) conduct areplenishment at sea off the coa
Brazil. Photo by Pho ':':ra- '.ta '2-e ri
Michael Sandberg.
P69U.S.NavyphoTo,.
P70-71 U.S.Navyph-o
P72 Photo by Photographervr Mae 2nd CP arh
Glen M. Dennis.
P73 U.S. Navy photo.
P74 (top) Photo by Photographer's Mate 2nd Clas'
Mark Allen Leonesio. (top middle) U.S. Navy
photo. (bottom middle &left) Photo courtesy
Chris Oxley, Northrop Grumman Newport N'w.
(bottom right) U.S. Navyphoto courtesy Nor .k
NavalShipyardpubia.
r
P75 U.S. Navy pho.AT
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P43 Photo by Richard Allen, NUWC Imaging
P45 Photo by Lt. Cmdr. BobMeeker.
P47 Photo by Photographer's Mate IstClass
James Thierry.
P5O A RTM-7P training missile is fired against
a BOM-74E aerial drone. This was the first live
test of the NATO Sea Sparrow weapons system
aboard USSRonaldReagan (CVN 76). Photo by
Photographer's Mate 3rd Class Kevin S. O'Brien.
P51 A Standard Missile 3 is launched from the
vertical launch system aboard the Aegis cruiser
USSLakeErie(CG70)duringajointMissile
Defense Agency test. U.S. Navy photo.
P52-53 Photo by Photographer's Mate Airman
Apprentice David Danals.
P53 U.S. Navy photo.
P55 Photo by Chief Photographer's Mate Todd
Cichonowicz.
P57 (top) Photo by Photographer's Mate 3rdClass
Lowell Whitman. (middle) U.S. Navy photo.
(bottom) Photo by Photographer's Mate Airman
JasonD.Landon.
P58 (top) Photo by Photographer's Mate 2nd
Class Michael Sandberg. (bottom) Photo by
Photographer's Mate 2nd Class Richard Moore.
P59 Photo by Photographer's Mate Ist Class
Robert R. McRill.
P60 U.S. Navy photo by John F. Williams.
P63 K Dog, a bottlenose dolphin belonging to
Commander Task Unit 55.4.3, leaps out of the
water in front ofSgt. Andrew Garrett while
training near USS Gunston HallLSD 44) in the
Arabian Gulf. Attached to the dolphin's pectoral
fin is a pinger device that allows the handler to
keep track of the dolphin when out ofsight. CTU55.4.3 isa multi national team consisting of Naval

PatTamburrino

The Secretary of the Navy has determined

P40 U.S. Navy photo-illustration.
P41 (top) Photo by Photographer's Mate
Airman Stephen W. Rowe. (bottom) Photo by
Photographer'sMateAirmanApprenticeNathe.

Department.

Charles A. Ordoqui.

76

Paul E. Sullivan
Vice Admiral, USN

S
ISSN 758 unde-.vay
anud r t g tg speecs ar . irlls off
the coast of Southern California. Photo by
Photographer's Mate 2nd Class Scott Taylor.
P4-S (background) Pre-Commissioning Unit
Forrest Sherman (DDG 98). Photo counes'
of Northrop Grumman Corporation.
PS A view of USSSaipan LHA 2) from an
MH-60S Seahawkhelicopter as it flies over
the ship. Photo by Photographer's Mate Air
man Gary L Johnson Ill.
P6 USS Chancellorsville (CG 62), SS
Fitzgerald(DDG 62) and USSBoxerILHD41
underway during a formation exercise with
Destroyer Squadron 15.
P7 USSAbraham Lincoln (CVN 72) transits
the Strait of Juan De Fuca as she returns to
Naval Station Everett, Wash., after a deployment to Operation UnifiedAssistance, the
humanitarian relief effort to aid the victims
of the tsunami that struck Southeast Asia.
Photo by Photographer's Mate 3rd Class
ChrisOtsen.
P9 Photo by Photographer's Mate 2nd C:ass
James Elliott.
P34-35 Photo by Photographer's Mate
Airman Chris Valdez.
P36-37 Illustration courtesy Northrop
Grumman.

P38-39 USS Ohio (SSGN 726) returns to
Puget Sound Naval Shipyard and Intermedi
ate Maintenance Facility in Bremerton,
Wash., Dec. 19, 2005, after completing
sea trials. Ohiois the first ballistic missile
submarine to complete conversion to the new
class of guided missile submarines. U.S. Navy
photo by Rick Chaffee.
www.navy.com.
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A

MCCAIN

THOMAS

SEA
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SHIP DESIGN MGR

SDM - SSBN
SUPERSTRUCTURE MOD

NSWCCD

WNY DC

202781-1779

MCCRCHY
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SEA
05

TECH AREA
EXPERT

DAAGE CONTROL FiRE
FIGHTINGRECOVERABILITY

NAVSEA HO

WNY DC

202-781-3639

NAVSEAHQ

WNY DC
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MARK.M MCLEAN NAVYMIL

NAVSEA HO

WNY DC

202-781-4340

WALTER MEBANE

T

THOMAS.S.MCCAIN@NAVYI.

&PERSONNEL PROTECTION
SHIPS
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SEA
05
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EXPERT

MEBANE
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SEA
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SH:P DESIGN M
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DAVID
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07
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USW MODELING. ANALYSIS
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O
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-
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H
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S
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RICHARD
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S. H-
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757-396-1748
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WNYDC
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STEPHEN
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-
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C
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SHIPDESIGNMGR
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S'
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SEA
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SHIP DESIGN MGR
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-

F
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-
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-
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.
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BRIDY
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FYPEPT
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NAVSEA HO
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202-781-2168
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EXPERT
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NAVSEA HO
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202-781-3840

JEFFREYGOLDRINGJSONAVY.ML

T CE

ALAN

SEA
05

WATEHFRONT
CHIEF ENGINEER

CHENG -RMC NORTHWEST

THOMAS

SC'HIRN

RONALD

ELVIN

J

SW RMC

SAN DIEGOCA

SF YOKUSK-*

619-556-3475

ANDREWFOGELBERG@NAVYMIL

0

DENNIS FOYE@SRFNAVYM'L

91

NUWC NPT

SEA
03

TECH PROCESS
OWNER

DISTANCE SUPPORT - SHIPS

A'ANT

SEA
05

SHIP DESGN MGR

SDM -VPFFF VAHANT

VACANT

SEA
05

SHIPDESIGNMGR

SDM - OCEANOGRAPHIC
SHIPS

. ANT

SEA
05

TECHPROCESS
OWNER

SYSTEMSAFETY
PROCESSES -SHIPS

S-

-

VANVOORHIS

DANIEL

SEA
05

SHIP DESIGN MGR

SDM - IN-SERVICE
AMPHIBIOUS SHIPS

.ASILOFF

GARY

SEA
06

CHIEF SYSTEMS
ENGINEER

CSE - DD 963/FFG 7 CLASS
AARFARFE O EMS

WALDMAN

JACK

SEA
05

SHIP DESIGN MGR

A.1NG

YELING

SEA

SHIP DESIGN MGR

SDM - CARRIER RCOH
(ACTING)
0H NAVSEAQ

WARREN

ROBERT

SEA
05

TECH PROCESS
OWNER

SERV.CE

DIVING SYSTEM SAFETY
CERTIFICATION

POCKET GUIE TO THE NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

7

401-832-3041

NEWPORT RI

FRENCHDW@NPT.NUWC.NAVYMIL
I

AVSEA HO

.NY D2

1-i

MARTIN GOLDSTEIN@NAVYMIL

NAVSEA HO

WNY DC

202-781-4279

THOMAS.G.GOODING@NAVYMIL

NUACAN

NE PopTRI

41-32-2654

GOULETA

NAVSEAHO

WNYDC

I202-781-2052
-

-

NAVSEA HO

MARMC

SDM -I

:'46-

|

-

VACANT

24

WNY DC

P'N

CNA.YVIL

JOHN.GRAZIOSE@NAVY.MIL

-

HDMAS

NAVSEA HO

WNNY DC

202-781-1107

THOMAS GUINAN@7NAVYMIL

NORFOLKVA

757-443-3872

JOSEI.GUTIERREZ@NAWMIL

X1004
NUWCNPT

WNYDC
NAVSEA HO

NEWPORTRl

401-832-3168

HACKNEYEF-@NPTNUWCNAVYMIL

202-781-3628 RICHARD.HAGARRA@NAVY.MIL
WNYDC

202-781-1259

NAVSEA WARRANTED TECHNICAL AUTHORITIES

CARLEHAINESNAV.MIL
17

EXLE

A
7

E w

TEH

REMICATION

-U

T

UESYSTEMS &NODES
FOR ON-BOARD SYSTEMS

EXPERT

NAVSEA HO

-SUBMARINES

FALLICK

JON

SEA

TECH PROCESS

05

OWNER

K PORT W

-

-_WNY DC

S.

-531

'.UWC.NAVYMIL

202-781-2795

MARK.A.SMITH5@RNAVY MIL

202-741-2074

JEFFREYD.SMITH4@NAVYMIL

MT

NODERCTIETESTNG

NAVSEAHQ

&EVALUATION SHIPS
FARINO

EDMUND

SEA

TECH AREA

MACHINERY - PROPULSION

05

EXPERT

&POWER SYSTEMS
- SECONDARY PLANT OF
NUCLEAR SHIPS (ACTING)

FINNEY

RAYMOND

SEA
05

TECHPROCESS
OWNER

TECHPROCESSR SH (ACTING
NEWCONSTRUCTION
SURFACE SHIP
CERTIFICATION

FISHELL

JOHN

SEA

CHIEF SYSTEMS

CSE - FORCE LEVEL

06

ENGINEER

WARFARE &COMBAT
SYSTEMSASSESSMENT
.

781 -080

A

SAEAOI

NDC

NAVSEA HO

WNYDC

202-781-3717

WILLIAM.STROHMANN@NAVYMIL

NAVSEA HO

WNY DC

202-781-3809

STEVE.STROUBAKIS NAVY M

WNYDC

202-781-3478

ANDREWB.SUMMERS@NAVYMIL

202

JAMES M SNYLER

V

-NAVSEA (EXCEPT USW)

FISHER

JOHN

SEA
05

TECH AREA
EXPERT

MACHINERY- ELECTRICAL
SYSTEMS -SHIPS

NAVSEA HO

FAIRFAX VA

202 781 7304

TADDEORF@NAVYMIL

FOGELBERG

ANDREW

SEA
05

WATERFRONT
CHIEF ENGINEER

CHENG -RMC SOUTHWEST
(ACTING)

NSWCCD

W
BETHESDAMD

301-227-5572

JACK.TEMPLETON@NAVY.MIL

FOYE

DENNIS

SEA
05

WATERFRONT
CHEF ENGINEER

CHENG - RMC JAPAN

NAVSEAHO

WNYDC

202-781-3028

RONALD0THOMAS1NAVYMIL

FRENCH

DANIEL

SEA
07

TECH AREA
EXPERT

UNMANNED UNDERWATER
VEHICLES SYSTEMS

NAVSEAHQ

WNYDC

202-781-3671

THOMASED@NAVY MIL

GARDNER

GLENN

SEA
05

TECH AREA
EXPERT

HM&E SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING - IN-SERVICE
SUBMARINES

NSWC DD

KING GEORGE
VA

540-653-8141

TSCHIRNTN@NSWC NAVY MIL

SEA

TECH AREA

COMBAT SYS ISE FOR FFG

NSWC DO

PANAMA

850-234-4784

DAVID.TUBRIDY@NAVYMIL

06

EXPERT

7 CLASS
04 - MAINT PROCESS STANDARDIZATION - SURFACE

NSWC DO

PANAMA
C:TY FL

850-234-4784

DAVID TUBRIDYANAVYMIL

SHIPS(ACTING

NSWCDD

PANAMA
CITY FL

850-234-4784

DAVID.TUBRIDY@NAVY.MIL

BREMERTON
WA

360-476-2686

TUTTLEA@PSNSNAVYMIL

GASSMAN

THOMAS

CITY FL

GOBRIS

FRANCIS

SEA
05

TECH PROCESS
OWNER

GOLDRING

JEFFREY

SEA
05

TECH AREA
EXPERT

GOLDSTEIN

MAPTIN

SEA

SHIP DESIGN MGP

GOODING

THOMAS

SEA
05

SHIP DESIGN MGR

GOULET

DENNIS

SEA
07

TECH AREA
EXEr

USW RANGES

GRAZIOSE

JOHN

SEA

TE

AT/PWARFARE SYSTEMS

06

EXP

SEA

TECH

05

OWNER

-

MATERIALS- NONMETALLIC,
FUEL &LUBRICANTS
PSNSY&RMC

-SHIPS (ACTING)

GJ NAN
7

GUTIERREZ
HACKNEY
HAGAR

HAINES

THOMAS

JOSE

SEA
05

EUGENE

RICHARD
CARL
1

16

SDM - LHA(R) FLT 0
1(ACTING)

-SURFACE SHIPS (ACTING)
CES

WATERFRONT
CHIEFENGINEER

SEA

TECH AREA

07

EXPERT

SEA
05

TECH AREA
EXPERT

SEA

TECr AREA EXPERT

03

H
SDM -SSN23

-UBMAI

.E .

-

CHENG - RMC MIDATLANTIC
- -INTEGRATED JSW

-E

NAVSEAHO

SBSAFEi

DANIEL.VANVOORHIS@NAVYMIL

202-781-4867

WNYDC
I

_
SCFN-

1.A.y M

PORT
HUENEME CA

80C228-823

G-;

NAVSEA HO

WNY DC

202-781-4314

JACKWALDMAN@NAVY.MIL

MACHINERY - CLIMATE
CONTROL SYSTEMS - SHIPS

NAVSEA HO

NNY DC

202-781-3656

YELING WANGuNAVYMIL

SUBMARiNE TRAiNiNG

NAVSEAHQ

WNYDC

202-781-0927

WARRENRLNAVYMIL

SYSTEMS

POCKET GUIDE TO THE NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

.PH
--

1

NAVSEA WARRANTED TECHNICAL AUTHORITIES

25

,.HITFORD

HAROLD

SEA
07

TECH AREA
EXPERT

SONAR SYSTEMS
SUBMARINES

MALCOLM

SEA

TECH AREA

COMBATANT CRAFT

EXPER

BOTS

05

-

FATEMRRj

WIERSTEINER

RICHARD

SHIP

TECH PROCESS
OWNER

SIGNATURES&
SUSCEPTIBILITY (TOPSIDE)
- NAVSEA (ACTING)

.ILKINS

JAMES

SEA
05

TECH AREA
EXPERT

SALVAGE&DvING

WILL

WILLIAM

SEA
05

TECHAREA
EXPERT

STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

AILSON

DUSTIN

SEA

TECHAREA

RADARIRRE&EO

06

EXPERT

SENSORS - NAVSEA
(EXCEPT SUBMARNES)

SEA

TECH PROCESS

SHOCK - SHIPS (ACTING)

05

OWNERTECHAREA

WINNETTE

MICHAEL

TORPEDOES

MARY

SEA

WOODBURN

HAROLD

SEA

TECH PROCESS

05

OWNER

CALIBRATION

BRIAN

SEA

WATERFRONT

CHENG- RMC HAWAII

05

CHLEFENGINEER

SEA

TECH PROCESS

COST ENGINEERING

017

OWNER

SEA
00V

EXPERT

ZIMMS

HERSHEL

KENNETH

[ 04 - METROLOGY

WNY DC

202-781 33D4

NUWC NPT

NEWPORT RI

401-832-7227

CONTIJJ@NPTNUWC.NAVY M

NUWCNPT

NEWPORTRI

401-32-7227

CONTU@NPTNUWCNAVYMIL

NAVSEA HO

WNY DC

202-781-1437

STEPHANIE COULTER@NAVYVML

NAVSEA HO

WNY DC

202-781-3682

DAVE.CRAVENONAW.MIL

202-781-4265

CHARLES.CROCKETT@NAVY MIL

NAVSEAHO

WNYDC

202-781-4266

PATRICK.CROWE@NAVYMIL

ESTIMATING PROCESSES
-NAVSEA

NAVSEA HO

WNY DC

202 7813474

PETER CZAPIEWSKi

TECHAREA

ORDNANCEPACKAGING,

NAVSEAHO

WNYDC

202-781-4268

ROBERTS DAVEY@.NAVYMIL

EXPERT

HANDLING, STORAGE&
NA'VSEA HD

WNY DC

202-78130531

JOHN S DAYmNAVYMIL

NAVSEAHO

WNYDC

202-781-0534

MICHAELSDEAN@NAW.MIL

NSWC DD

DAHLGREN VA

540-653-1472

W1LLIAM DEATON@NAVYMIL

NSWC DD

DAHLGREN VA

540-653-1472

WILLIAM.DEATON@NAVYMIL

NSWC CD

PHILADELPHIA
PA

215-897-7517

PAUL DITARANTO@NA

SSGC

PASCAGOULA
MS

2287694120

DOBBINSPK@SUPSHIPNAVYMIL

NASEA HC

WNY DC

202-781-3622

LEONARD DOWGEWICZ;NAVYMIL

NAVSH

WNY DC

202-7813623

MICHAELDROPI(@NAVYMIL

NAVSEAHO

PORTSMOUTH
VA

757-396-7131

LAWRENCEDUTTON@NAVYMIL

NAVSEA

WNYDC

202-781-3741

STANLEYENATSKY@NAVYMIL

NAVSEA HO

WNY DC

202-781-3318

GREGORYEWELL@NAVY MIL

&

WNY DC

CHANGES & UPDATES:

26

NAVSEA HO

_________________________

TRANSPORTATION-

-

202-781-3766

&

YOUNG

WNY DC

NAVSEA Ha

1

YIM

DAVID.CLAYTON@NAV\'V

NAVSEA HO

-SUBMARINES

WOHLGEMLJTH

07

-MAIL

&

WATT

LCHTEPO

II

LENA

--

POCKET GUIDE TO THE NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

NAVSEA WARRANTED TECHNICAL AUTHORITIES

NAVY MIL

MIL

15

FE

SE

T

CLAYTON

DAVID

SEA
05

TECH AREA
EXPERT

MACHINERY -TOTALSHIP
POWER/INTEGRATED POWER
SYSTEMS

COLAHAN

PAUL

SEA
05

TECH PROCESS
OWNER

14 - WATERFRONT TEST

Ps0 E

ATI

441A TELEPHONEE-MAIL

CHM

NUWC NPT

NEWPORT RI

401-832-8160

WATTHS@NPT.NUWC.NAVY

NSWC CD

NORFOLK NAB

757-462-374

WHITFCRDMWNSWCCD

NAVSEAHO

LC__VA
WNYDC

ENGNEERNG
ORSK
CONTROL PROCE SSES
- SHPS ACTING)

202-781-2356

RICHARD.WIERSTEINER@NAVYML

WNYDC

202-781-0731

JAMES.R WILKINS-

WNYDC

202-781-3723

WILLIAM.WILL@NAVYMIL

CRANE IN

812-854-5447

DUSTINWILSON@N

CONRAD

GORDON

SEA
05

WATERFRONT
CHIEF ENGINEER

CHENG - SUPSHIP GROTON.H
NAVSEAHO

CONTI

JOHN

SEA
07

TH RE

MISSILEA

EXPERT

INTEGRATION-

TECH AREA
EXPERT

USW LAUNCHER SYSTEMS
- PAYLOAD INTEGRATION

JOHN

SEA
07

COULTER

STEPHANIE

SES-P DES.G G'
COLLIER STEPHAN

CRAVEN

"HAES

SEA
05

TECH AREA
EXPERT

SEA.

7['HLT EA

05

EXPERT

ET

D

SN L''RN

5- E'QIMST -TM

~>,1 ~3I,
T

NSWC CRANE

NAVSEAHQ WNYDC

202-781-1529 MICHAEL.WINNETTE@NAVYML

MACHINERY - HYDRAULIC
SYSTEMS - SUBMARINES

NIUW NPT

NEWPORT RI

401-832-7514

PR4SHA MS :NPTNUWC NAVY ML

NAVSEAHQ

WNYDC

202-781-1513

HAROLD.WOODBURN@NAVYMIL

PEARL HARBOR

808-473-8000

YIMBD -PHNSYNAVYMIL

HI

X2483

WNY DC

202 781-0961

HERSHELYOUNG@NAVYMIL

COLTS NECK
NJ

732-866-2801

KENNETH ZIMMS@NAVYMIL

H OCAME

INCLUDING PROPULSOR
HULL. APPENDAGE
&

CROCKETT

DAVID

SUBMARINES

.

CONTI

NAVSEAHQ

.

TYPE

-

LAR

VEHICLES

-

CR0WE

PATRICK

SEA

CZAPIEWSKI

PETER

SEA
05

SHIP DESIGN MGR

SDM -CSFLT1

0AVEY

ROBERT

SEA
05

SHIPDESIGNMGR

SDM-DEEPSUBMERGENCE
SYSTEMS

DAY

JOHN

SEA

SHIP DESIGNMGR

SDM - LHD 8 (ACTING
UNDERWATER SHIP
HUSBANDRY

SHIPDESIGNMGR

(ACTING)

PHNSY &RMC

NAVSEA Ha

NSWCH
-

0G

SDM - LCS FLT 0 SHIP1

05

DEAN

MICHAEL

SEA
05

TECH AREA
EXPERT

DEATON

WILLIAM

SET
06

ENGINEER

CSE - CV!CVN-65/CVN
68-77 CLASS WARFARE
SYSTEMS

-E SSTEMS

DEATON

WILLIAM

SEA
06

CHIEF SYSTEMS
ENGINEER

CSE-CVN21 CLASS
WARFARE SYSTEMS

DITARANTO

PAUL

SEA

TECH AREA

SUBMARINE SAIL

05

EXPERT

SYSTEMS HM&E

DOBBINS

PORTER

SEA
05

WATERFRONT
CHIEF ENGINEER

CHENG - SUPSHIP GULF
COAST

DOWGEWICZ

LEONARD

SEA

TECH AREA

MACHINERY - FLUID

05

EXER-

SY7TEMS - SHIPS

SEA
05

TECH AREA
EXPERT

HABITABILITY SYSTEMS

DROPIK

MICHAEL

-SHIPS

DUTTON

LAURENCE

SEA
05

TECH PROCESS
OWNER

04 - MAINT PROCESS
TANDARDIZATIO

ENATSKY

STANLEY

SEA

TECHAREA

05

EXPERT

CHEMICAL&B81LL
DEFENSE FOR NAVY
WARFIGHTERS

SEA

TECH AREA

04- D

05

EXPERT

EWELL

14

GREGORY

C

POCKET GUIDE TO THE NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

NAVSEA WARRANTED TECHNICAL AUTHORITIES

SEA 009

DEPUTY COMMANDER

1EA00B

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

SEA01

_

NAVSEA HO

WNY DC

202-781-3265

CHARLES.L.ANDEF

NAVSEAnHO

NY DC

202-781 3414

JOSEPH TARCA',

DEPUTY COMMANDER

COMPTROLLER

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
| 0EA2

-

COMMANDER

-P-

DEUT COMADE

CONTRACTS

HMANSYSTEMSINTEGRAll0N

2AAUSNNAVY
202-781-4250 JONBEAUJON@NAVVM

NAVSEA HO

WNY DC

202-781-2653

NAVSEA HO

WNY DC

202-781-,

NAVSEA HQ

WNY DC

202-781-36

NAVSEA HO

WASH DC

301-744-6808

BOYLES@EODPOE2 NAVYMIL

DEPUTYCOMMANDER

NAVSEAHO

WNYDC

202-781-3678

KEN.BRAYTONONAW.MIL

EXECUTVE DIRECTOR

NAVSEA HO

WNY DC

202-781-2311

ANTHONYBUDZICHOWSK1@NAVYMIL

NSWC DD

PANAMA
CITY FL

_850-235-5143

GEORGE.WBURCH@NAVYMIL

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
SEA03

Y DC
NAVSEA HO

JROBERT.BOST@NAV)

DVSIONDIRECTOR
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR

LOGISTICS, MAINTENANCE &INDUSTRIAL
SEA04

SEA 04L

OPS

NAVAL SEA LOGISTICS CENTER, MECHANICSBURG
SHIP DESIGN, INTEGRATION ANDICTYF

SEA0OS

SEA06

SHIDEIGNINGR
ENGINEERING

WARFARE SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

DEPUTY CNSWC DD
DEPUTY COMMANDER

DAHLGREN VA

540-653-1448

JOHND.BURROW1@NAVYMIL

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

NSWCDD

DAHLGREN VA

540-653-1448

JOHN.D.BURROW1@NAVY MIL

DEPUTY COMMANDER

NAVSEA HO

WNY DC

202-781-1943

CHRISTOPHER WCABLE@hNAVYMIL

JACKSONVILLE

904-270-5126

JOHN.CAFFEY@NAVYMIL

Fl

X 3491

PORT

805-228-7480

JUAN.CAMACHO@YPHDNSWC NAVY MIL

CRANE IN

812-854-3298

JERRY.CARROLL@NAWMIL

NUWC NPT

NEWPORT RI

401-832-5519

CHANF@NPT.NUWC.NAVY.MIL

NAVSEA HO

WNY DC

202 7812697

IRVIN CHEWNING@NAVYMIL

NAVSEA HO

WNY DC

202-781-3149

KATE CHRlSTENSEN

SEAHQ

WNY DC

202-781-3681

SE RMC
LEXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
NSWC PHD
SEA07

UNDERSEA WARFARE

DEPUTY COMMANDER

INSWC CRANE

SEA07B

SUBMARINE MAINTENANCE ENGINEERING PLANNING
AND PROCUREMENT ACTIVITY SUBMEPP) PORTSMOUTH NH

SEA 10

CORPORATE OPERATIONS

LEA 10B

DIRECTOR
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

NAVAL WARFARE CENTERS

28

PCKT UIDE TO THE NAVASA SYSTEMS COMMAND

NAVSEA WARRANTED TECHNICAL AUTHORITIES

NAVSEA.NAVY

OMINICK.CIMINO@NAVYMIL

13

IlkIti

o-wIIiW
.

"

AMES

RUL L

ANDERSON

CHARLES

PF 11

7

- SHIPS (ACTING
SEA

TECH PROCESS

04 - OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY

REAR ADM CHARLES GODDARD

05

OWNER

&HEALTH REQUIREMENTS
&REGULATIONS - NAVSEA
(ACTING)

PAT TAMBURRINO

JOSEPH

SEA

SHIP DESIGN MGR

SDM - VIRGINIA CLASS

AUSTIN

WILLIAM

05
SEA

SHIP DESIGN MGR

SDM - HIGH SPEED

BEAUJON

JAN

SEA
05

TECH AREA
EXPERT

AFLOAT MEDICAL
PROGRAMS

BOST

ROBERT

SEA

TECH PROCESS

HUMAN SYSTEMS

03

OWNER

INTEGRATION - SHIPS

(SES)

202-781-0102

MARGARET MAGUIRE

05

202-781-2954

VESSELS (ACTING)

BOWARD

JILL

SEA
017

COST
ENGINEERING
WARRANT

CEM - INDUSTRIAL
PLANNING &ANALYSIS
-NAVSEA

BOWSER

ROBERT

SEA

TECH PROCESS

SURVIVABILITY - SHIPS

202-781-2924

CAPT RICH SWEENEY

-

202-781-2934

ELLIOTBRANCH(SES)

202-781-2936

GREGORY MAXWELL (SES)

202-781-4333

ROBERT BOST

202-781-2653

05

OWNER

BOYLE

WILLIAM

SEA
OOV

TECH AREA
EXPERT

EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE
DISPOSAL (EOD)
TECHNOLOGY

BRAYTON

KENNETH

SEA

TECHEA A
EXPERT

MACHINERY-WEAPONS
HANDLING &AVIATION
SUPPORT SYSTEMS - SHIPS

REAR ADM MARK HUGEL

202-781-3890

05

STEPHENBONWICHSES

202781J892

CAPT JOE NAPOLI

717-605-2711

________I_______

BUDZICHOWSKI

ANTHONY

SEA
05

TECH AREA
EXPERT

ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS
& MATERIALS ENGINEERING
SHIPS ACTNG)

BURCH

GEORGE

SEA
06

TECH AREA
EXPERT

COMBAT SYSTEMS ISEFOR
MCMIMHC CLASS

BURROW

JOHN

SEA
06

TECH AREA
EXPERT

COMBAT &WEAPONS
CONTROL SYSTEMS
-SURFACE SHIPS

REAR ADM KEVIN MCCOY

202-781-1710

SEA

TECHPROCESS

06

OPENARCHITECTURE

GREGGHAGEDORN(SES)

202-781-1725

OWNER
RDML ARCH MACY JR

202-781-3194

JAMES MENG (SES)

202-781-1366

REAR ADM WILLIAM TIMME

202-781-4001

JOHN JAMES(SES)

202-781-1332

BURROW

JOHN

CABLE

'HRISTOPHEP

SEA
05

SHIP DESIGN MGP

SOM - ADVANCED SURFACE
SHIP CONCEPTS

CAFFEY

JOHN

SEA
05

WATERFRONT
CHIEF ENGINEER

CHENG - RMC SOUTHEAST

CAMACHO

JUAN

SEA
06

TECH AREA
EXPERT

COMBAT SYSTEMS ISE FOR
DOG 51 CLASS (ACTING)

CARROLL

GERALD

SEA
06

TECHAREA
EXPERT

ELECTRONICWARFARE
SYSTEMS &DECOYS
- SURFACE SHIPS

CHEWNING

FRANCIS

[IRVIN

SEA
07

TECH AREA
EXPERT

IMAG NG ELECTROMAGNETC
ELECTRO OPTIC.
&

CHAN

ELECTRONC WARFARE

CAPT PHILIP

CEM-AIRCRAFT
CARRIERS

SHARIEBOURBEAU(SES)

202-781-1632

ED GODFREY

202-781-3571

DELPERO
207-438-6100
SYSTEMS -SUBMARINES________________

SEACOSTENGINEERING
017 WARRANT

KATHRYN

SEA
07

CHIEF SYSTEMS
ENGINEFR

CSE - SUBMARINE
WARFARE SYSTEMS

CIMINO

DOMINICK

SEA
05

TECH PROCESS
OWNER

WEIGHT CONTROL
STABILITY - SHIPS

&

CHRISTENSEN

12

I

-

-

ARCANO

202-781-0104

POCKET GUIDE TO THE NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

NAVSEA WARRANTED TECHNICAL AUTHORITIFS

2

NAVAL SURFACE WARFARE CENTER

CMMANDER

EXECUTVE DIRECTOR

WNY PAD Office .................... 202-781-3554

CARDEROCKDIVISIONBETHESDAMD
CARDEROCKDIVISIONBETHESDAM-

Washington Navy Yard, DC

Force Level Warfare Systems
Jim Egeland........................... 540-653-1218
Washington Navy Yard, DC

CARDEROCKDIVISIONSHIPSSYSTEMSENGINEERINGSTATION

PHILADELPHIA PA
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development and
evaluation, submarine
systems, autonomous

-~

"

USSCOLEIDOG 571

capabilities.
PEO Littoral and Mine
Warfare (LMW) provides

REAR ADM DAVID ARCHITZEL

202-781-2949

underwater systems, and

more than 200 products

BRIANPERSONS(SES)

202-781-2951

offensive and defensive

and services from seven

weapons systems

program offices that

REAR ADM MIKE FRICK

202-781-2964

are developed and
deployed to support fleet

protect the fleet and
assure access to the

requirements.

world's littoral regions.

DR WAYNEMEEKS

202-781-0831

JIM THOMSEN(ACTING)

202-781-3901

JOHN GALLOWAY

202-781-3900

The five Program

PEO Submarines

Executive Offices (PEOs)

develops, acquires and

are responsible for all
aspects of lifecycle

maintains U.S. submarine
force. Through research,

management of their

design and testing, this

assigned programs.

activity ensures the

PEO Ships has "cradle

Navy's current and future

REAR ADM CHARLES HAMILTON

202-781-2941

to grave" responsibility for
all non-nuclear surface
ships, ensuring our Sailors
and Marines are armed
with the most advanced

submarine forces are the
world's safest and most
advanced.
In addition to these
organizations, the

DUBSUMMERALL(SES)

202-781-2962

technologies, weapons

NAVEA mission is further

ARTDIVENS(SES)

202-781-2942

and defensive systems
for the rapidly changing

supported by a multitude
of field activities spread
ALANWEYMAN(SES)

202-781-2963

REARADM.WILLIAMHILARIDES

202-781-4003

ROBERTMCNAMARA(SES)

202-781-4002

21st century battlespace.

across the United States.

PEO Carriers provides
design, delivery and

The nation's four naval
shipyards, four supervisors

lifecycle maintenance

of shipbuilding, eight

for the nation's current
aircraft carrier force, as
well as the carrier force
for the 21st century.
PEO Integrated
Warfare Systems (IWS)
focuses on surface ship
and submarine naval
warfare technologies
and systems, providing
the discipline and
coordination of the
architecture of the
Navy's combat systems
to develop technically
superior warfighting

warfare center divisions
and various smaller
activities.
They all provide
critically important
fleet support and
development roles.
Working with its people,
its customers and its
stakeholders, NAVSEA
achieves its mission
of putting the right
capability in the hands of
the warfighter, at the right
time, and at the right
cost. a

8
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proper mix of manpower
and resources to properly
equip the Fleet.

and Supervisors of
Shipbuilding, providing
expertise, facilities,

NAVSEA has the
further responsibility
of establishing and

equipment and
information technology
to support ships and

enforcing technical
authority in combat

systems at the best cost
to the nation.

Norfolk Naval Shipyard
Web: www.nnsy.navy.mil
Tel: 757-396-9333

system design and
operation. These
technical standards

Ship Design, Integration
and Engineering ensure
ships and submarines

Commander: Capt. Joseph F. Campbell
Code 1160
Portsmouth, VA 23709-5000

use the organization's
technical expertise
to ensure systems are
engineered effectively,

are safe, operationally
superior, and affordable.
They evaluate and design
new ship concepts and

Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard & IMF
Web: www.phnsy.navy.mil

and that they operate
safely and reliably.

oversee the in-service
engineering of many ship

Navy Shipyards/Supervisors of Shipbuilding

NAVSEA is organized

Tel: 808-474-9119

systems.
Warfare Systems

Commander: Capt. Frank Camelio

into headquarters

667 Safeguard St., Suite 100

directorates and five

Engineering engineers

Pearl Harbor, HI 96860-5033

affiliated Program

common systems

Portsmouth Naval Shipyard

Executive Offices.
Directorates

so that each battle
group that deploys is

Web: www.ports.navy.mil
Tel: 207-438-2700

Human Systems
Integration (HSI) ensures

fully mission-capable.
Through cooperation with

Commander: Capt. Jonathon Iverson
Code100PAO
Portsmouth, NH 03801-5000

new systems are
engineered to optimize
manpower and training.

warfare center divisions,
battle group ships and
systems are engineered

Navy Distance Support

to operate seamlessly

Puget Sound Naval Shipyard & IMF
Web: www.psns.navy.mil
Tel: 360-476-3161
Commander: Capt. Daniel Peters
1400 Farragut Ave.
Bremerton, WA 98134-5001

also provides Sailors
with around-the-clock
technical resources they
are while deployed.
Logistics, Maintenance
and Industrial Operations
oversee Naval Shipyards

together and to meet
or exceed battle force
requirements.
Undersea Warfare
focuses on the fleet's
sub-surface capabilities.
Through research,

34
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NAVSEA 101
The short course to the
Naval Sea Systems Command

-'

-SUIPSHIP

'

Bath
Web:www.supship.navy.mil/groton/index.htm

Tel: 207-442-2520
Steve0Jacunski(Acting)
Attn: Code 100P

Naval

partner nations.
The origin of NAVSEA

574 Washington St.
Bath ME 04530

is the largest of the Navy's
five system commands.

dates to 1794, when
Commodore John

SUPSHIP Groton

With a fiscal year 2006

Barry was charged to

Web: www.supship.navy.mil/groton/index.htm

budget of $28 billion,

oversee the construction

Tel: 860-433-2459

NAVSEA accounts for

of a 44-gun frigate

Commander: Capt. Christopher Pietras

nearly one quarter of the
Navy's entire budget.
With a force of
53,000 civilian, military
and contract support

and ensure that all
business "harmonized
and conformed" to the
public's interest. Today,
the NAVSEA organization

Attn: Code 101A
73 Eastern Point Rd.
Groton, CT 06340-4909

personnel, NAVSEA

has 33 activities in 16

Web: www.supship.navy.mil

engineers, builds, buys
and maintains the Navy's
ships and submarines and
their combat systems.
To accomplish this,

states.
NAVSEA strives to be
an efficient provider of
defense resources for
the nation, and it plays

Tel: 228-769-4242
Commander: Capt. Beth Dexter
P.O. Box 7003
Pascagoula, MS 39568-7003

NAVSEA manages 150

an important role in the

SUPSHIP Newport News

acquisition programs
and manages foreign
military sales cases that
include billions of dollars
in annual military sales to

Navy Enterprise. As a
Provider Command, it
has the responsibility of
directing resources from
resource sponsors into the

Web: www.supship.navy.mil
Tel: 757-380-4122
Commander: Capt. Michael McMahon
4101 Washington Avenue
Newport News, VA 23607-2734

Sea Systems
Command
(NAVSEA)

6
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Shipbuilding Profile

DDX)

SHIPS

FY06

FY07

FY08

CVN 21 .......................... 1 ......
SSN 774 .........

1........................

.......

DD(X) .................. 2........0 ......
C G (X).........................................................................................
LCS...........3.......2........................
LPD17.........

1

....... 0....

3 ......

.... 1

LHA(R).................1..............
T-AKE.................1

........

.
...........................
.............
....
MPF(F)......................0
T-AOE(X)

M PF Aviation..............................................................................
.............................

MPFLMSR

M PF M LP.....................................................................................
Intratheater
Connectors................................................................................
New Construction. .. 6 ..................... 7

to come will be the
Navy's overall shift to an
Enterprise Construct.
NAVSEA will align its
business practices with
Navy as it shifts to an
Enterprise Construct in 2006. in this new
Enterprise construct,
NAVSEA will serve in
the role of a provider
command.
O ver the course
of the next year, the
Navy will form five
Enterprises, defined
by Warfighter Areas.
These areas include: Air
Forces, Surface Forces,
Submarine Forces,
Network Warfare and
Naval Expeditionary
Combat Command.
Within each individual
Enterprise you will find a
Lead Type Com m ander,
Provider and Resource
Sponsor.
The output of this
construct is fleet readiness
at the right cost.
The specific
im plem entation of the
Enterprise construct
L

will continue to evolve
over the course of this
year. What we do know
is that the five Lead
Type Commanders
are the folks driving
requirements and setting
our priorities. So our task
is to align our efforts
so we can provide the
five enterprises the right
readiness at the right
tim e at the right cost. This
is a simple desired end
state that will be very
complicated to achieve.
The key to our success
as we work through this
Enterprise construct is
our people-our NAVSEA
military, government and
contractor personnel.
I believe that working
together, there is nothing
we cannot achieve.
W orking together is the
purpose of this NAVSEA
Pocket Guide.
If it helps you find that
one needed phone
number, email address,
fact or figure about
NAVSEA, then it has
done its job.

........ 7 ......

Sea-Shore C onnectors .............................................................
SSBN ERO

1

1 ....... ....I........

SSN ERO ...............................................................

.........

.........

P.E. Sullivan, Vice Adm ., U.S. Navy

Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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FROM THE FLAG BRIDGE:

Welcome to the

NAVSEA Pocket Guide
tothe
2006 NAVSEA
W lcome

Pocket Guide, a handy
reference of information
about all things NAVSEA.
This year's guide
in c lud es th e c u rre n t list
of Tech Authority points
of contact, NAVSEA
points of contact for
directorates, Program
Executive Offices and
its field activities, a

command organization
c h m ar nds w e Io sothertio
chartas well asother

FY09

FYO7-11

FY11

FY10

..........................................................................................
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useful command
information.
It is important to.
.
..............
.........
2
understand themakeup
of NAVSEA, because
........ 5
1
......... 1
1.........
this will be the year that
our entire organization
0
0
0
0
will change the way it
does business. We are
00.
operating in an era of
tremendouschange. This .......................
1
........ 1
requires us not only to
developnewshipsand
.
............. 1
......... 1
........ 2
systems, but also to find
ne w, in nova tive w a ys
....... 1.......................................................
....................... 2
to attack problems and
increase our willingness
to take risks.
1..................1
........ 3
The biggest change
11 .......
. . . . . . . . . . . . 12
4.. . . .14
...... . 51
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Naval Sea Systems

Command Facilities
Puget Sound Naval Shipyard and
Intermediate Maintenance Facility

California

Naval Surface Warfare Center Corona
Naval Surface Warfare Center Port Hueneme
Connecticut
Supervisor of Shipbuilding, Groton
Florida

Naval Surface Warfare Center Coastal Systems Station
Naval Experimental Diving Unit
Hawaii
Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard
and Intermediate Maintenance Facility

Indiana

Naval Surface Warfare Center, Crane
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Louisiana
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Naval Surface Warfare Center Carderock
Naval Surface Warfare Center Indian Head
Naval Ordnance Safety & Security Activity
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Naval Explosive Ordnance Disposal Technology Division

if responding to any demand
,he Nation may place upon
,s to deliver and support
II-~ 1I 04
hips and combat systems,
s ~roducing the

best Navy the

world has ever seen."
-Vice Adm. Paul E. Sullivan
COMMANDER, NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

New Jersey
AEGIS Technical Representative
i Pennsylvania
Naval Surface Warfare Center, Philadelphia
Naval Sea Logistics Center
l Rhode Island
Naval Underwater Warfare Center Headquarters
Naval Underwater Warfare Center, Newport
South Carolina
Naval Nuclear Power Training Unit
Virginia
Norfolk Naval Shipyard
Naval Surface Warfare Center Dohle
Combat Systems Direction Systems Activity, Dam Neck
Surface Combat Systems Center
Supervisor of Shipbuilding, Newport News

The 700-ton now unit, the finai
keel section of the Nimias
aircraft carrier USS George H W
Bush (CVN 771 is lowered into place
inThe dry dock at the Northrop
Grummllan Newport Nes shipyard
Bush is being built using modular

Washington D.C.
Naval Sea Systems Command Headquarters and
Program Executive Offices
Noval Surface Warfare Center Headquarters

construction, a process where
smaller sections of the ship below

Washington

the waterline are lowered into place
in drydocl

Puget Sound Naval Shipyard and
Intermediate Maintenance Facility
Naval Underwater Warfare Center, Keyport
I
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1333 Isaac Hul Avenue SE
Washington Navy Yord, DC 20376

www.navsea.navy.mil
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The Leading Edge:
Homeland and Force Protection
This issue of the LeadingEdge is
dedicated to highlighting some of
the many critical Naval and
National efforts led through the
Naval Sea System Command's
Homeland and Force Protection

(H&FP) Product Area. As
Product Area Director, I have the
opportunity to work with an
extremely talented and dedicated
group of professionals who are
doing their best to provide our
Warfighters, our decision makers,
Mr. Gene Gallaher
and our Nation with capabilities
Product Area Director
to counter extremely dangerous
threats and protect our forces and
citizens. The number one priority of our Department of Defense (DoD) is winning the Global War
on Terror. The H&FP Product Area is centered on that number one
priority.
Many readers might be surprised at the broad diversity of the product area's work, until they realize that it encompasses the breadth of
DoD efforts in Homeland Defense, Security and Force Protection.
Since September 11, 2001, the Nation has created an Executive
department (Department of Homeland Security) and a Combatant
Command (U.S. Northern Command) just to help address threats
to the homeland. The papers that follow in this edition of the
Leading Edge address those threats and deal with such wide-ranging
topics as Critical Infrastructure Protection and Mission Assurance,
Chemical-Biological Defense, perimeter protection, unmanned systems, maritime domain awareness, situational awareness, non-lethal
weapons, collateral damage estimation tools, and many more. In a
number of cases, the authors and organizations they represent are the
world-class leaders in their field, and many of the product area's
efforts related to today's asymmetric threat began long before 2001.
Collaboration and jointness are key to the success of the H&FP
Product Area. Members of the product area are working tirelessly to
collaborate and partner with each of the Navy's systems commands
(SYSCOMS), the services, the Combatant Commands, the
Department of Defense, other federal departments and agencies,
state governments, academia, national laboratories and industry to
help win the GWOT, protect our forces, and safeguard our homeland. You will find a number of clear examples of this collaboration
within these pages. Through such collaboration, we are providing
the leadership that enables our program executives and managers to
ensure that our warfighters get what they need in the least amount
of time, while guarding against duplication that can so easily OCCur
when multiple organizations work too independentlyI to addres
threats to our Nation.
As you read the following articles in this edition ofthe I ding
Fdgeyou will see TRANSFORMATION being defined within the

In the latter part of the 20th
century and very early in this
century, we witnessed two events
that greatly influenced todays
national military strategy and the
on-going Global War on Terror.
The first of these was the fall of
the Berlin Wall in 1989, where
we saw the demise of a traditional, monolithic foe, the Soviet
Union. The second of these was
September 11, 2001, where we,
as a nation, experienced first
hand the emergence and lethali- Catin oehLM 'ttg
ty of a distributed, asymmetric
CONSWCDD
foe.
Given this rapid change in the
threat environment, the United States finds itself ihtin
.iwar tht
challenges long-held tenets of conventional warfare. The GlobalVWar
on Terror demanded an aggressive and almost instantaneous
response to an emerging threat diametrically opposed to the threats
our national military machine prepared for and armed itself for.
In response to this new threat, the U.S. Navy developed a "3/1
concept, which incorporates and accounts for warfare outside conventional war, allowing the development of strategies to deal with
those areas. The "3" areas of unconventional warfare are Stability
Operations,
Global War on Terror, and Homeland
Security/Homeland Defense. Conventional warfare is represented by
the "I."
The areas of Stability Operations, Global War on Terror, and
Homeland Security/Homeland Defense are areas the DoD R&D
community has worked in and the "Blue Water" Navy participated
in when necessary, but never planned for in a strategic sense.
The development of the Homeland and Force Protection Product
Area is formal recognition by the Navy that it has important contributions to make in unconventional warfare, force protection, and
defense of the homeland. It is critical that the Navy devote the same
processes and talents used to create and maintain a Fleet second-tonone in conventional warfare, to achieve success and the same level
of military superiority in today's global environment.
As you read this edition of the Leading Edge, note what hash een
accomplished in the Product Area, but more importantly, look at
what still needs to be done for the Navy to be a leading and vial
Ireel Hi 1T k\e t envronmet.

PAD, Continued on page 5.
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Homeland and Force Protection

Leadership Priorities Drive Homeland and
Force Protection Efforts
by Steve Zehring
>ome people might question why the Navy continues to devote time,
money, and attention to homeland defense, force protection, and the
(lobal War on Terror (GWOT). Their logic is that terrorists have not
attacked our American homeland in years. Consequently, they might
ask why the Navy continues to stay engaged, further suggesting that
those precious resources might better be spent on other programs.
What those people might not realize, however, is that one reason terrorists have not been successtil in targeting Americas
homeland
is because
resources have been devoted toward
homeland
defense, force protection,
and combating terrorism.
Our nations leaders understand the strategic connection and think and act
accordingly.Were it not for
iheir unwavering, principled leadership, our nation
ind our armed forces
oud not be as safe.
Leaders, starting with
Honorable Gordon R. England,
President George W Bush
Acting Deputy Secretary of Defense and spreading downward
through
government,
rclentlesly comImitthemcele. t
g thelobal War on Terror. For
example, following the horrific attacks of 2001, President Bush voiced his
uniielding commitment and determination to defeat terrorism when he
proclaimed, "...We will not tire, we will not falter, and we will not faili

The direction from senior leadership is unmistakable. The Homeland
& Force Protection Product Area (H&FP) is clearly aligned with
National, DoD, and Navy strategic goals and objectives. Its focus is on
fulfilling leadership mandates on behalf of the Naval Sea Systems
Command (NAVSEA) as it, in turn, focuses on supporting the
GWOT and on providing force protection solutions for our Naval and
joint forces.
In pursuit of our leadership's goals, the H&FP Strategic Plan outlines
the product area's strategic direction for the Naval Surface and
Undersea Warfare Centers, otherwise referred to as the Warfare Center
Enterprise. In short, it lays out a strategic course of action to guide the
product area toward achieving the H&FP mission and vision, while
helping to ensure the safety and security of our Navy and our nation.
As stated in the plan, the product area's priorities are clear. "Our sense
of urgency is the Global War onTerrorism! Our number one priority
is winning the war, while defending our homeland and protecting our
forces."
The mission of the H&FP Product Area is to provide the Navy, the
DoD, and the nation with unsurpassed technical expertise and capabilities for timely, cost-effective homeland and force protection solutions to win the Global War on Terrorism.iv
The Homeland & Force Protection Product Area is uniquely qualifled to perform this mission for a number of reasons:
1) The ProductArea is a Recognized Leader
Its associated Warfare Center Sites and programs lead the development and fielding of many offensive and defensive capabilities and
technologies for the Navy, for the DoD, and for the nation. Some have
led the way for decades.
Many programs within the warfare center sites have been working on

The mission is to provide the Navy, the DoD, and
the nation with unsurpassed technical expertise...
Secretar' of Defense Donald H. Rumsfeld, too, continuallY \oices his
determination as he leads the tight against terrorism as head of the
Department of Defense (DoD). The Global War on Terror figures
prominently as DoD's number one priority.
Iormer Secretary of the Navy, and now Acting Deputy Secretary of
Defense Gordon R. England echoed Mr. Rumsfeld's priority and commirment when he communicated his Department of the Navy
)bjectives for 2005. The Secretary's number one objective is to,
... continue to aggressively prosecute the Global War on Terrorism."ii
Similarly, when ADM Vern Clark issued his Chief of Naval
Operations (CNO) Guidance for 2005, he wrote that bringing the
fight to the nation's enemies is the Navy's mission, further identifying
the Navy's first deliverable as, "Execute successful combat operations
in the Global War on Terror.""
4
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homeland security and homeland defense issues long before the trrorist attacks of 2001.
Some areas, such as critical infrastructure protection, for example,
have long been recognized by the DoD as being critical to support the
defense of our homeland. The DoD first formalized the protection of
critical infrastructure in 1988, nearly eight years before our national
leadership formed the President's Commission on Critical
Infrastructure Protection (PCCIP).
Because a number of the product area's programs have excelled while
leading Navy initiatives, they now lead DoD-wide initiatives. The
product area is assigned a number of chartered responsibilities at the
joint and DoD levels.
The product area also has invested in strategic planning necessary to
better position our forces to address the next generation of threats.
2005
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2)TheProductAreahastheCredentials
It has the technical authority, validated models and programs, facilities, and a collaborative systems engineering culture, all necessary to
ensure that developed technologies and capabilities operate effectively
and safely for our warfighters.
Components of the Warfare Center Enterprise devoted to the product area are knowledgeable and experienced in supporting conventional as well as asymmetric warfare.
The Warfare Center Enterprise business and product line is well
established to support warfighters and decision makers in the Navy,
the Joint Services, the Pentagon, as well as other federal departments
and agencies and state governments actively involved in fighting the
GWOT.
Organizations within the product area have been addressing asymmetric threats and challenges for more than 25 years.
The Warfare Centers have many years of demonstrated, successful
experience in providing force protection solutions for the Navy and
Marine Corps.
3) The ProductArea has EstablishedRelationships and Partnerships
The product area has established and demonstrated successful working relationships with Joint, DoD, national, and state-level organizations.
It has established partnerships with other departments and agencies,
businesses and industry, the national laboratories, and academia.
Through its collaborative efforts, the product area extends into other
systems commands, such as NAVAIR and SPAWAR, in support ofthe
need for a virtual SYSCOM.
Product area capabilities are widely recognized in various conities, in and out of the DoD and Navy.
Product area information and resources, applied through its partner-

sites, it would be unconscionable for the Navy not to apply it to i
defense of our homeland and to the protection of our armed forces.
Accordingly, the product area's commitment and determination is
steadfast. As Mr. Gene Gallaher, Product Area Director, states in an
introductory message in the H&FP Product Area Strategic Plan,
"Together, we will do what is right for our Navy, ourJoint Services and
Combatant Commanders, and for our Nation. That is my promise.
Ihat is our challenge.

Notes:
i. -dbss toaoint Ses
of Congress and t
American People, Unin
States
Capita,
Washington,
D. _
September20, 2001; 9:0(
PM.
ii. ALNAVMessage; SENAV Washington DC.
111413Z]AN05
iii. CNO Guidance
2005; 3 January2005.
iv. Homeland & For
Protection Product Ar
Strategic Plan; July 200 t
v. Ibid
/

ihis includes influencing discretionary (SBIR, ILIR, S&T) investment dollars toward areas such as nation building, stability operations,
anti-terrorism, and force protection (AT/FP).

Admiral Vern Clark, USN
Chief of Naval Operations

... and capabilities for timely, cost-effective solutions
to win the Global War on Terrorism.
ing and collaboration with other organizations, have supported multiple exercises, wargaming events, and many National Special Security
Events (NSSEs) since 2001.
4) The product area reach is global
The 10 warfare center sites that comprise the product area span the
entire country.
A number of the product area employees and contracted team members work side-by-side with warfighters in the field, in harm's way.
The product area fields and maintains deployed technologies and
capabilities around the world.
The H&FP Product Areas mission is an important one and one that
must succeed.
Given all of the capability that resides among the 10 warfare center
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PAD, Continued from page 3.
warfare center community. Please take time to ask yourself, who,
besides the Navy's Warfare Centers, have the ability to provide the
research, development, test and evaluation (RDT&E) and, just as
importantly, the systems engineering experience necessary to rapidly
integrate such a diverse portfolio of capabilities to the warfighter
Who better to leverage Naval expertise to meet National needs against
the number one threat to us today? And, in the face of that threat, how%
do we preserve and further encourage the innovation that has led to
capabilities such as these? The answers to these questions are important and time critical for a nation at war. I hope you get much from
reading the following pages.
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The Homeland and Force Protection Product
Area: Mission and Vision
by Steve Zehring and Art Blankenship
In 2003, the Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSFA), acting in the
best interests of the Navy, the military, and the American taxpayer,
reorganized its operations by drawing upon the expertise, programs,
and facilities of the Naval Surface Warfare Center and the Naval
Undersea Warfare Center to create a Homeland and Force Protection
Product Area. NAVSEA created the Homeland and Force Protection
Product Area to combat terrorism and asymmetric threats by employing the best minds, programs, and capabilities that the Navy has to
otfer.
The intent was, and remains, to consolidate and focus resources to
achieve results faster and more economically than in the past. The
intent is also to eliminate duplicative efforts and waste and to re-apply
savings into other worthwhile investments, programs, or initiatives
that benefit the Navy, the nation, and the American taxpayer.
The formation of the product area has strengthcncd combating terrorism missions and operations by identifyinc
vulnerabilities and by developing measure,
designed to prevent, deter, and respond to terrorism and maintain continuity of operations.
Homeland and Force Protection products

tively solve homeland defense and force protection problems. This collaborative approach ensures that mission-focused methods and technologies are operationalized in a prioritized fashion and that limited
resources are invested wisely. As a result, the product area operates
more efficiently, effectively, and responsively in providing innovative
homeland and force protection products for the Navy and the nation.
Our focus has been and will continue to be ensuring that our homeland is better defended and that our forces are able to carry out their
missions better and more safely than in the past. This focus is driven
by a sense of urgency-our sense of urgency is the global war on tercor. Our number one priority is winning the war, while defending our
homeland and protecting our forces. We are committed to this priority as captured in our mission and vision statements.
The mission ofthe Homeland and Force Protection Product Area is to:
Provide the Navy, the DoD, and the nation with unsurpassed techni-

include state-of-the art offensive and defensive

COMMUNITY:

MISSION: We believe that warfighter needs

come first--above all else.
We team to win the global war on

technologies, systems, strategies, and other
solutions

specifically designed

to

terrorism.

detect,

thwart, and defeat terrorism and asymmetric
warfare. Through collaboration with other
SYSCOMs, Technical Warrant Holders, and

LEADERSHIP: We inspire innovation, teamwork,

other partners, the product area offers several

tenacity, and action.

advantages in the development and delivery of

these products

not

COMMITMENT:

and services.

Firstly, the product area integrates technical
Icadership, systems engineering expertise, and
collaborative products and services to prevent
or mitigate terrorist actions against personnel,
resources, and facilities. Its scope includes the
ability to identify operational dependencies
and critical infrastructure vulnerabilities that, if

We dedicate ourselves to honor-

able public service.
'41

assured, could adversely impact mission

COURAGE: We do the right thing, even in the

face of opposition.
STEWARDSHIP:

We prudently serve America's

success or continuity of operations.
Secondly, the product area facilitates better

communication, coordination, and collaboration among the nation's leading technical experts, while simultaneouslY eliminating unwarranted duplicative efforts. The result is a focal
point for interaction with the other services as well as with other govcrnment agencies, industry, and academia. It offers an unmatched
range of expertise and integrated state-of-the-art technical capabilities
for countering the asymmetric threat.
Thirdly, the product area provides a forum for technical exchange,
and it functions as a clearinghouse for technologies and systems analysis. This "boundary-less" structure brings to bear the combined talent,
experience, and resources of the warfare centers and others to collec-
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interests.
cal expertise and Capabilities forTimely, Cost-effective Homelandand
Force Protection Solutions to Win the GlobalWar on Terrorism.
We accomplish our mission by:
* Ensuring that combined product area activities provide (he bcst
available solutions to meet fleet, joint, and National needs;
* Ensuring the right work is done by the right people at the right
place;

*Sustainingtechnicalcompetenceandunsurpassedcapabilityto

deliver technical and operational solutions for countering the asvn-
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PRODUCT

AREA

CAPABILITIES

Systems Engineering

Chemical-Biological Defense Systems

Homeland Defense Support

Operations Other Than War

Force Protection Systems

Unmanned Vehicles

Physical Security Systems

Surveillance Systems

Asymmetric Threat Analysis

Sensors Integration

Vulnerability Assessments

Systems Performance Assessment

Critical Infrastructure Protection

Electromagnetic Environmental Effects

Mission Assurance Methodologies

Modeling and Simulation

Coastal and Maritime Security

Blast Effects Analysis

Counterdrug Technologies

Systems Acquisition and Support

Biometrics

Maritime S&T and Operations

Spectrum Management

Special Warfare Systems

Non-lethal Weapons

Stability Operations

metric threat;
* Drawing upon the combined expertise, programs, and facilities
from all of the warfare center divisions and sites and participating partners from other SYSCOMs and member organizations; and
*Adhering to a set of guiding principles that governour operations,
interactions, and execution.
Because the Homeland and Force Protection Product Area is positioned right in the center of our leadership's number one priority,
fighting the Global War on Terror, we are continuously striving to
achieve a vision of A Safer Nation Through Transformation. United as
one, we are working to lead the way to link Navy, Department of
Defense (DoD), and National efforts as we transform our products,
processes, and partnerships.
Transforming products means achieving missions and mission effectiveness while collaboratively producing leading edge products and
services by employing the most efficient, effective, and economical
means possible. It means that future technological problems will be
solved today and that unforeseen threats and undesirable effects will
be anticipated and mitigated in advance.
Transforming processes means that the product area products and
services will ultimately achieve the greatest and most beneficial goals
by doing the right thing, at the right time, for the right cost.
Transforming efficiently, effectively, and smartly requires that we plan
and execute in a coordinated fashion across the entire warfare center

enterprise. This will not only result in enhanced capabilities, but also
in the elimination of redundancies and waste.
Transforming partnerships demands that we understand, coordinate,
and integrate with the other services, the Department of Homeland
Security, state governments, and the civilian community. To quote Mr.
Gene Gallaher, Homeland and Force Protection Product Arci
Director, "We need to do things once, right, and for all."
As with any reorganization, formation of the Homeland and Foire
Product Area has posed a number of challenges. Leadership ha
changed. People have assumed new or different roles. Responsibilities
have increased. Organizational relationships have changed. Processes
have changed. New ways of doing business are replacing old ways of
doing business. All these changes have added stress for some, excitement for others. But despite all the confusion and uncertainty associated with reorganization, tremendous opportunities exist to move forward. By focusing on our mission and vision we can execute faster, saying time, money, effort, and lives-all the while providing critically
needed homeland and force protection products and services to the
Navy, to the Department of Defense (DoD), and to the nation.
Ultimately, the product area success will be measured by how many
lives it saves, by how much chaos and fear is avoided, by how much
damage is prevented, and by the satisfaction derived from assuring a
more secure Navy and nation.
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NAVSEA, SPAWAR and Academia Collaborate for
Potential Swimmer Detection Sonar Solutions
by Wayne Koeper
The attack on the USS COLE ()DG 67) by suicide bombers in the
port ofYemen, the World Trade Center disaster on 9/11, and other terrorist attacks have underscored the U.S. Navy need for increased force

solutions to be fielded to the Fleet sooner, program life-cycle costs lowered, and risks mitigated. There is also opportunity to mutually benefit other programs within the Navy, Department of Defense (DoD),

protection security particularly in foreign port and anchorages where
our ships are more vulnerable to asymmetric threats.

and Department of Homeland Security.

In particular, concern over A] Qaeda links to a Dutch diving school,
the 2004 Hamas scuba diver attack on an Israeli beachfront guard
post, and other incidents indicate a potential for attack from the
underwater threat. Protection from the underwater threat is one of the
most challenging and difficult problems to resolve.
Recognizing the need to fill this capability gap, sonar expertise from
Naval Surface Warfare Center, Panama City, Florida (NSWC-PC);
Naval Surface Warfare Center, Crane, Indiana (NSWC-CR); Space
and Naval Warfare Systems Center San Diego, California, (SSCSD);
and the Advanced Technology Laboratory, Applied Research
Laboratories, the University ofTexas at Austin (ARLUT); joined forces
to formulate potential swimmer detection solutions for shipboard
application.

The Underwater Threat Detection Problem
No perfect solution exists that would allow shipboard watch standers
to effectively "see" underwater in relatively shallow ports and anchorages. Various sensor technologies such as thermal, optic, active or passive acoustics all have limitations - some severe. The most effective
detection technology is active sonar. Divers and swimmers are small
targets hence they have very low target strength. Open circuit scuba
divers are easiest to detect. Divers using closed circuit rebreathers are
about five times harder to detect, and surface swimmers are 10 times
harder to detect than open circuit scuba divers.
The underwater environment creates barriers that must be overcome
in order for sonar detection systems to be effective. Shallow water ports
can be highly reverberant - sound reflected off the bottom can be
louder and often mask the echoes received from targets. Ports and harbors can be very noisy with biologics, small boat traffic, and other man
made sources of underwater noise hindering the sonar's ability to
detect a target.
Targets can be also be masked by air bubbles created by small boat
wakes. Sometimes these air bubbles act as small targets to the sonar and
cause false alarms to occur. By far, the major obstacle to underwater
threat detection and sonar performance isrelated to the physics of
underwater sound. Sound speed in water is related to temperature and
Ambient air temperature, tides, and currents all have an effect on water
remperature. Thus, varying temperatures within the water column can
negatively affect the sound rays by bending them up or down creating
hadow zones that make it difficult for sonar to see into. Water temperatures typically vary throughout the day, which complicates matters

Lake Travis Test Station, Applied Research Laboratories

even further. Swimmer detection sonar systems can be designed to

The University of Texas at Austin

mitigate most of these environmental barriers, but to do so, conies at

li concepti mvolved the integration of Commercial
Off-the-Shelf (COTS) sonar heads with the U.S. NaN
owned Advanced Capability (ADCAP) processors and
algorithms previously developed by SCCSD and ARLUT

View from the flight deck of the USS REAGAN (CVN 76) looking out
into the carrier basin. The dive scenarios were conducted at differentwaterd
eth ta tingatthe500-8

under the auspices of the Waterside Security Program
(WSS). The ADCAP Processor has the ability to accept
data from Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) sonar
heads and process the data with automatic detection,
tracking, and classification algorithms.
The primary point to this article is that several Navy

activities

can collaborate and work together to leverage
knowledge, experience, and integration of existing technology to help define potential operational solutions to
help protect urwarfighters and valuable assets fromthe

terrorist threat. Bydoingso, the opportuyexistsfor
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Government Test and Evaluation Team
The government test and evaluation team was formed from sonar
expertise from SSC-SD, ARL:UT, NSWC-CR, and NSWC-PC. The
test team
included representation from the U.S. Navy Fleet
Operational, Test, and Evaluation Force as independent test observers.
The test team was led by NSWC-CR.

I ogitiical 1upport for restinc

Was provided by Naval Facilities An
(AFFP) personnel located on

Lake Travis Test Station Testins

higher system cost.
Another obstacle that swimmer detection sonar has to overcome is the
need to be able to differentiate between man, marine mammal, and
fish, which have similar target characteristics. Algorithms, incorporated in sonar software, process potential target characteristics such as
motion, signature analysis, e.g., to help discern the target and not false
alert on a sea lion or dolphin.
Finally, design trade offs such as sonar head size and weight must be
made to achieve detection ranges far enough to provide ample time for
reaction forces to engage the threat. Larger sonar heads capable of
greater range can have their performance limited in shallow harbor

The three sonar vendors systen.. ii- I , E u 11 1 1 t )o
cation testing at ARL:UT's test faciity at Lake Travis. The test plan fir
called for interface validation and baseline hydroacoustic resting. Systen
testing was then conducted with diver-like tow targets, and surfak
swimmers and divers using open and closed circuit scuba. The three ven
dors all passed this preliminary round of testing and were aloJ i a pn
ceed to full tip system testing at an actual working harbor.

waters either from reverberation or noise. Smaller sonar heads simply

7w

can't achieve the range necessary for proper target classification and
subsequent engagement.

Test and Evaluation Concept
The objective of this initiative was to conduct a competitive test of

COTS sonar heads interfaced to Navy owned processors so that down
selected sonar head(s) can be integrated as a spiral upgrade to the
Shipboard Protection System for a near term solution. Specifically, the
process called for a full and open competition solicitation that required
potential sonar vendors to:
*Develop and provide a data interface to the Navy owned ADCAP
Processors
* Provide two sonar heads and associated cabling and for the sonar
vendor systems to undergo: Interface qualification testing, baseline
acoustics, and system qualification testing at the ARL:UT Lake Travis
Test Station (LTES)
* Full up system testing from a U.S. Navy Aircraft Carrier using Navy
divers in an actual working port setting
A Source Selection Panel convened to evaluate the proposals. Panel
membership consisted of a sonar expert from NSWC-CR, NSWCPC, NUWC-KP, and SSC-SD, and was led by NAVSEA 05.
Proposals from three SDS vendors were selected to participate in the
competitive test program. Each vendor was given four months to deliver their system to LTS for qualification testing.
Of note, is the fact that the three vendors paid for most of their system development and test participation from internal company funds.

2005
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in water with surface float attached. The float has

GPS on board to aid in range and bearing accuracy meas-

urements. The div

recovery boat Is In the bacground.

Testing was conducted from the nuclear powered aircraft carrier, USS
RONALD REAGAN (CVN 76) in September 2004 at the carrier
basin at Naval Air Station North Island located in San Diego.
California. Each of the vendors set up, deployed their sonar head over
the side of the USS RONALD REAGAN, and then afforded the
opportunity to optimize their sonar parameter settings during target
tow testing. The Navy test team conducted full up system testing running different diver and swimmer threat scenarios using regional U.S.
Navy divers.
In closing, this effort remains a work in progress. The final analysi
and test results will be reported to U.S. Navy leadership during the
June timeframe. With respect to shipboard swimmer detection, the
U.S. Navy has a much better understanding of the level of complexity, the technology involved, its usability and limitations. Our industrN
partners have gained valuable knowledge about their systems and have.
in fact, integrated product improvements based on observed test
results. Additionally, the knowledge and information gained by this
collaboration has benefited the SSC-SD's Waterside Security Program
and the U.S. Coast Guard Underwater Port Security Program under
the Department ofIomeland Securit.
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Sheriff: Non-Lethal Option for the
Urban Battlefield
by Howard Thomas
Ihe American Wild West was tamed by gutsy men who were called
"Sheriff." Their job was to keep the peace. In those days, the lawmen
were called in response to trouble or tense situations where it was difficult to tell the good guys from the bad guys in a crowd of innocent
bystanders. Military operations in urban terrain are similar in many
respects. Le's meet the new Sheriff
Formally known as the Full
Spectrum Effects Platform, the
project has been called Sheriff
from the beginning. Recognizing
the need for non-lethal options on

In addition to the weapons, Sheriff carries a variety of other technologies. Surveillance cameras and external microphones give situational
awareness. Weather sensors give basic information such as wind speed
and direction, temperature, and barometric pressure. Modern navigarional equipment gives vehicle position and heading. Electronic warfare
gear gives a capability to jam key
portions of the electromagnetic
pectrum. Sheriff has all this and
rmor, too.
Armor is important for providing some protection against rifle
the battlefield, the Office of Force
fire andthe improvised explosive
Transformation saw promise in
evices so common in Iraq. The
ActiveDenialTechnology(ADT).
trvker was selected for its
Like their Wild West counterirmor, ruggedness, and flexibiliparts, the modern tactical comi. The Stryker is large enough to
mander does not always have the
arry the soldiers and gear but
option of going in with guns blaz-mallenough to maneuver in an
ing but needs to be able to sort the
urban environment. Together
good guys from the bad guys
with an Active Protection
without hurting innocent civilU.S. Army soldiers, assigned to 123 Infantry, Alpha
System for defeating small misians. ADT fills this gap.
Company, Stryker Unit, deploy out of the back of a
siles, such as rocket-propelled
ADT is the heart of the nonStryker infantry vehicle.
grenades, the Stryker is a solid
lethal suite of technologies on
vehicle to take into unknown sitSheriff Like reading from a page
uations.
in a science fiction novel, ADT uses an invisible beam ofenergy to cause
As a system, the non-lethal and lethal weapons, as well as the cama physical response without causing permanent damage.This response is eras, sensors, and the vehicle itself are integrated with a high-level conessentially a reflex action that is built into every human being and can- trol system. The brains ofSheriffare built on a sophisticated middlenot be ignored. Like jerking your hand away from a burner or closing ware called Coherent Informatics residing in a state-of-the-art comyour eyes and turning away from intense light, ADT takes advantage of puter system using the PowerPC architecture. As one might imagine,
those mechanisms that nature provides for self-preservation. When this the information flow inside the vehicle is very complex and must hapSherifftaps you on the shoulder, it is clear that he means you.
pen in real time. Sheriffis a first-class network-centric platform inside
The non-lethal suite includes several other technologies that create
the vehicle and on the digital battlefield.
options for the warfighter. Brilliant white light, long-range acoustics, and
On-the-move targeting depends on locating the point at which an
laser dazzlers are useful tools by themselves but will become even more event occurs when it occurs. Ideally, all sensors detecting the event proeffective when used in combination with ADT. These non-lethal effects vide enough data to isolate a point in space that can betracked while
will be sufficient to encourage innocent bystanders to leave. Anyone weapons are brought to bear. In reality, not all sensors can be expected to
determined enough to endure will have demonstrated a hostile intent,
detect the event. The consolidation of information from all detecting
effectively targeting themselves for the system. Fortunately, the response sensors, including a laser range finder mounted on a fast pan-tilt device,
to the system will have disrupted his plan of attack. After all, it is diffi- helps to reduce the inherent error introduced while moving the weapon
mounts. With either the lethal or the non-lethal subsystem, the operator
cult to aim a weapon at a target at which you cannot bear to look.
Sheriff's lethal suite is also more than meets the eye. Incorporating has zoom cameras to help identify which target to engage. Once the tartechnologies matured for Project Gunslinger, the machine gun is part get has been selected, the target can be tracked very precisely.
ofa semi-autonomous counter-sniper system. If someone shoots at the
Spiral development of Sheriff is driving towards autonomy. Sheriff
Sheriff, the intent is obvious, so the operator can skip the non-lethal
could easily control and direct other remotely controlled vehicles
response and slew the gun to the shooter to return fire. Acoustic and today. In the evolution of the project, Sheriff will itself become a
infrared detectors on the Sheriff vehicle locate the shooter and feed
remotely controlled vehicle with an ultimate goal of full autonomy.
that position into the weapon system for an automatic response. The The technology is ready.
In summary, Sheriff is an integrated system of systems using cuttingoperator inside the vehicle can then look at the positionwith a zoom
camera to decide whether to return fire.
edge technologies to give American warfighters options in the tild.
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Blue Rose Uses Fiber Optics for Surveillance
by James Pollock

mh L2. .submarin fletet

s the

basits or an in-ground perimeter secu-

rity system developed by the NAVSEA Naval Undersea Warfare
Center Division Newport (NUWCDIVNPT). The system, called
Blue Rose, exploits the physical phenomenon of Rayleigh optical scattering, which occurs naturally in optical fibers used traditionally for
Optical Time Domain Reflectometry (OTDR) techniques. This phenomenon is now used to detect sound pressure transmitted by intrudcrs Such as people walking or running and moving vehicles.
The sensor is a single strand of single-mode optical fiber with an clastomeric coating that is buried in the ground at a depth of approximately 9 inches. A long coherence-length phase-stable laser is used to transmit Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum encoded light down the fiber.
Minute changes in the length of the fiber produces phase changes to the
returning backscattered light signal. The return light signal contains
both the actual intrusion sound and the location information of where
along the entire fiber the intrusion sound has impacted the fiber.
This intrusion location determination along the fiber is made possible via the correlation properties of the spread spectrum encoding
which uniquely encodes the time of flight along the length of the fiber.
A digital, in-ground, Blue Rose system shown in Figure I has been
fabricated and is now operational at NUWC.
The Blue Rose System uses the single-mode optical fiber as the sens-

Sensor Array

Elecino-Oplics

signal path length o approximately 10 nilcs.

To operate as a perimeter security system, acoustic threshold param
eters for the individual sensing zones are set by the system operatorit
the control computer. When an acoustic event occurs, such as an Indi
vidual walking or running, or a motor vehicle operating near th
buried sensor array, the signal processor electronics will alert the opr
ator that a threshold has been exceeded.
In the current system, the alerted zone is shown by a flashing arra
segment on a GIS display that includes an overlay of the sensor arra
on an aerial picture or photograph where the array is installed. In addition, a camera has been integrated with the system as shown in the
lower left corner of the GIS display in Figure 2. This camera can pan
tilt, and zoom based on manual operator input or automatically a.
desired. A detection display and its audio are provided to the operator
to indicate the zone position and the sounds associated with an intrision. A typical Blue Rose operator display is shown in Figure 2.
Communication between the sstem signal processing electronics
*....
and the operator
display can be
either via a hardwired LAN or via
a wireless LAN.
This provides the
option of havin2
the system oper,1
tor control in i
location that i
onvenient
for
tie operator and

Figure 2.
Blue Rose Operator

-

C..Con.ro
-

H

l

AO

t__

-camera,

ODerato,

-

Display (GIS map overlay,
detection, and

audio information)

SignalProcessing

Figurel. Blue Rose System Diagram
ing element.The fiber does not contain any gratings or mirrors, which
are costly to fabricate and integrate into the fiber array. Sensor zones

the signal processor and the optical transmittcr/rcccivcr near ihe sen-

are created by the Blue Rose signal processing system, and both the
number and the length of the zones can be controlled by the operator.
The low cost of the coated optical fiber sensor provides an advantage
in long perimeter or border security applications. The Blue Rose
System provides the operator with the location information of the
sound and an audio output of the actual sound itself. It is estimated
that the 250mW Lighuwave NPRO 126 laser used to inject the light

sor array.
Currently efforts are underway to participate in a number of pilot
programs at various DoD and DHS sites to demonstrate system performance and capability. Areas of application include airports, ports,
border security, Naval base perimeter security, and other critical infrastructure. In addition to these efforts, technology transfer and licensing discussions are ongoing.
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The Homeland Defense Mission Assurance Portal
by Chad Vance and Robert Bills
The Need forInformation Visualization
The Department of Defense (DoD) has long understood the need for
access to critical information to conduct successful military operations.
Over time, the U.S. military has increasingly become an informationenabled fighting force. Timely reach-back capability to integrate and
visualize volumes of data from a variety of sources has become essential to support critical decision-making. To satisfy this need, the Joint
Warfare Applications Department, at NSWC Dahlgren, under the
Homeland and Force Protection Product Area developed the
Ilomeland Defense Mission Assurance Portal (HD-MAP)
What is HD-MAP?
HD-MAP was created to dynamically visualize and disseminate
analysis produced for the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
for Homeland Defense (OASD[HD]), United States Secret Service
(USSS), Department of Homeland Security, Combatant Commands,
Military Services, and various Defense Agencies. The tool is designed
to provide a Common Operational Picture (COP) with overlays of
data, including but not limited to threat, vulnerability, mission
impact, weather, infrastructure networks, and near real-time data feeds
in support of integrated risk management decision making.

*

Division to create custom stand-alone versions of the portal to meet
specific requirements.
How is HD-MAP Being Used?
Current customers Utilize the portal to obtain information related to
a variety of subjects. The most extensive information currently available within the portal is related to infrastructure. This includes foundational information such as roads, power transmission lines, substations, chemical storage locations, nuclear power plants, and a great
deal more. Critical infrastructure analysis related to specific military
missions is also available.
While infrastructure represents the most extensive data available
within the portal, the systems true value is found in the addition and
correlation of many other types of information from disparate sources.
HD-MAP has demonstrated the utility of this concept though exercises and real world events. During U.S. NORTHCOM sponsored
exercises, modeled plumes from fictional Weapons of Mass
Destruction (WMD) events have been combined with infrastructure
information to quickly assess potential impacts to DoD missions and
civilian populations.
Intelligence information has been dynamically and manually added
to find correlations with other data sets. Most recently, U.S. NORTHCOM and the USSS utilized it for planning and operations during the
presidential inauguration.
Though much of the current focus of the portal is Homeland
Defense, the functionality it provides is applicable over a much broader range of issues. Possible examples might include providing force
protection information about ports of call for U.S. Navy ships or visu-

alizing near real time sensor data in operational situations. Ultimately,
the potential uses for such a system are limited only by the information available and visualized through it.
,,.

.Technology

Who is Using HD-MAP?
Both DoD and non-DoD organizations are currently using HDMA They include OASD[HD], Combatant Commands such as
U.S. NORTHCOM, the Counter Intelligence Field Activity, the US
Secret Service (USSS), and others. In all, there are approximately 40
different organizations that have requested and obtained access to
HD-MAP Additionally, the Joint Warfare Analysis Center, the the
DoD Counter Narcoterrorism Technology Program Office, and the
USSS have recently partnered with the NSWC Mission Assurance
12
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Description
HD-LAP is a scalable web application architecture engineered to
integrate and visualize data from many sources on a geographic map.
The map interface is dynamic and highly interactive, can be linked to
databases of information and near real-time data feeds, can be shared
with other users and annotated for briefings, and can integrate imagery
on-the-fly and dynamic maps from other organizations. In essence, it
provides a COP with overlays of data on a single digital map.
The system is built on client-server web architecture. A standard
Microsoft (MS) Windows Internet Explorer 5.5 or better browser acts
as the client. Server software components are built using commercial
off-the-shelf (COTS) tools that are industry standard for digital mapping.
HD-MAP is comprised of discrete components that provide users
with a suite of data management tools. These components are centered
on a "one-map" concept where data and capabilities are accessed
through one common mapping interface. Baseline maps are tailored
to a customer's specific area of responsibilitY, function, and requirc-
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ments. Through the mapping interface, users are able to overlay many
types of data and access the additional capability components.

-

Graphics Markup Component

per Access

The Graphics Markup Component provides functionality to customize
the mapping interface with graphics and text similar to MS
PowerPoint. This capability allows users to use the mapping interface
as a briefing platform.

Diahase Integration

Tracing

nj

File Exchange Componer
The File Exchange Comp.

RemocoDaa
nfratructure Dta

B4,i

Collaboration Component
Effects-based planning necessitates that many types of expertise be
brought to bear. The Collaboration Component enables users to work
together more effectively, thus enhancing the planning process. It
includes the ability to share saved maps and spatial bookmarks and participate inonlinechatroomsforactive discussions.

.
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i

a

large iles. Users can create folders on the file exchange and upload 1

into them. Other users can then access the files and download them
their location. This relieves the need to email f1
1s.hich can no ,n
servers with multiple copies of the same file.

-

How Does My Organization Obtain Access?
Components available within HD-MAP
Imagery On-The-Fly Component
The Imagery On-The-Fly Component provides the ability to pull
imagery directly from the Joint Warfare Applications Department
imagery repository and overlay it within HD-MAP to meet specific
customer needs. Currently 1-meter color and black and white imagery,
Global Navigation Charts (GNC), and Jet Navigation Charts (JNC)
for the continental United States (CONUS) have been integrated.
Other imagery can be added given a valid requirement.

URL to access the site is:
https://dpo-ma.nswcdd.navy.smil.mil
To obtain a user name and password, click on Access Reques
complete the DPO-MA Tools Access Request Form

and

The Mission Assurance Support Center (MASC) at the Naval Surface
Warfare Center Dahlgren Division, Dahlgren, Virginia, grants
accounts. PHONE: (540) 653-6448

Conclusion
Remote Data Component
The Remote Data Component enables users to access and integrate
data and maps from many sources. Many organizations are beginning
to openly provide data and analyses in standardized formats that can be
overlaid onto HD-MA No one organization collects and maintains
every bit of relevant information. Instead, organizations focus on information relevant to their respective missions. The ability to share and
acces intf(orimtion incrcasc

Through the conduct and support of Combatant Command and
Military Service exercises and daily departmental operations at the Joint
Warfare Applications Department, HD-MAP has proven to be essential in meeting the needs of the DoD community. HD-MAP is leadinc
the way in providing.,aommon opcrational piltureandenhancing th
future of the Dol).

its valic.

Near Real-Time Tracking Component
The Near Real-Time Tracking Component integrates feeds of tracking data to be displayed on the map. Displayed tracks move as updated positional information is received. Tracks can be tagged to identity
them for continued inspection. Geo-fences can be set up to send an
alert if a track crosses over the fenced boundary. If a track enters a geofenced area, it can also be tagged with different symbols to draw the
user's attention. Currently, tracking feeds from the Command and
Control Personal Computer (C2PC) system and two custom tracking
systems have been integrated as prototypes. Additional feeds, such as
from the Global Command and Control System (GCCS), can beintegrated as requirements dictate.
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Cross Service Maritime Protection
Collaboration System
by Tim Busch and Scott Rarig
The Joint Unified Maritime Protection System UUMPS) leam is
made up of the U.S. Army Communications Electronics Research and
Development Engineering Command, Software Engineering
Directorate (CERDEC SED), at Fort Monmouth, New Jersey; the
U.S. Navy Space and Naval Warfare Systems Center (SPAWAR SC),
San Diego, California; and Naval Sea Systems Command Naval
Undersea Warfare Center, Keyport, Washington (NUWC Keyport). It
was formed to address the Army need for a low-cost, user-friendly,
comprehensive suite of government "off-the-shelf" software coupled
with commercial "off-the-shelf" sensor devices, software, and a workstation to provide Command, Control, Communications,
Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (C4SR)
siuiational awareness for the Army's maritime activities.
o:s
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JUMPS Operational Picture

The Army is specifically interested in providing this capability for its
Harbormaster Command Control Centers (HCCC) and its maritime
fleet including the new Theater Support Vessel (TSV) program. The
operational areas of concern include littoral, harbor, port and associated waterways, and adjoining landmasses. These programs share common needs for situational awareness and information management
and merging these data streams into actionable knowledge.
Collaboration among the JUMPS team also promises to promote
common processes and technology applications in addressing maritime protection across the services.
The goal of JUMPS is to provide a system that will allow the user to
manage several complex and diverse tasks simultaneously through
automation, information management, and the use of decision aids to
simplify decision-making under normal and high-stress environments.
The system output will display real-time tactical information that can
be used to direct coherent defensive actions by joint forces.
The heart of JUMPS is NUWC Keyports Integrated Warfare
Commander Cell (IWCC), a certified combatsystem sponsored by PEO
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Integrated Wartare System,.
It is enhanced by the auto
mated data fusion capabilit
of the Quiet Interlud.
Processing System (QuIPS.
JUMPS
component
include multiple underse.
surface, land, and air sensel
devices that give the HCC(
and TSV eyes and ears uo
detect and discern adversari
althreats.Theresultantopen
architecture system allowx
for the easy addition of ncv

ly compatible with U..
Army, Navy, Air Force, and
Coast Guard operational
JUMPS deployed during
SEAHAWK 2004
For
example,
systems.
JUMPS supports a two-way
information exchange with Global Command and Control System
(GCCS), thereby providing a bridge between strategic and tactical environments.
The first increments system consists ofmature components, one ofwhich
theU.S. Army Personal Computer Geolocation System (PCGS) which
is under the technical management of the GUARDRAIL Branch at the
CERDEC Software Engineering Center (SEC). This Time Difference of
Arrival electronic signal receiver is currently deployed on both coasts of the
U.S. Coalition Chat is the SPAWAR contribution to JUMPS. This program provides JUMPS operators with the ability to chat on-line in foreign
languages. Future spirals ofJUMPS include NUWC Newport's Blue Rose
technology, to be employed as part ofJUMPS perimeter monitoring, and
NSWC Panama City's Coastal Area Protection System (CAPS), for harbor
and port surveillance.
The commercial sector will also contribute additional components
such as Vibro Electronic Signature Target Analysis (VESTA), True
Radio Frequency Environment eXtractor (T-REX), Movement
Tracking System (MTS), T3 Underwater Intrusion Detection System,
and the Advanced Monitor Display System (AMDS)-subsystems
which are currently less mature, but will improve the maritime domain
awareness as they are integrated into future JUMPS spirals.
Components of the JUMPS system have been successfully demonstrated
in anti-terrorism/force protection scenarios during SEAHAWK 2004. The
system has also been used with similar success as a shipping control tool
during Exercise Foal Eagle 05 in Korea this past March, facilitating the
reception, staging, onward movement, and integration stages. Future tests
of the system include a deployment in Norway next spring.
The JUMPS concept has provided valuable insights into working with
other services and systems commands to fill joint requirements, and how
to innovatively apply existing technologies to solve new problems
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Countertrafficking Integrated Display Sysem
by Stephen Bunting

The Counter-Narcoterrorism Technology Program Office (CNTPO)
is developing a Countertrafficking Integrated Display System (CIDS).
The project will provide host nations with a stand-alone "indigenous
capability to create, manipulate, store and share integrated maps,
imagery, geo-referenced documents and associated information to pro-

IC

S

counterdrug operations.
This system will form the foundation for a "common operating picture," further enhancing command and control capabilities. The
COTS hardware and software-based system will rely on commercially
available mapping data while also providing the ability to import

-

vide their military and national police with better tools to support

.J.

.

tune the display to show for example; only the aircraft flying less than
175 knots and below 5000 feet.

By overlaying geo-referenced information on top of map data, essential command and control information can be provided to decision

makers in a common operational picture. Forward-deployed authorities will have remote site access to all of the maps and databases stored
at a central location via a secure browser interface further enhancing
host nation capabilities.
unique data collected by the host nation.
Using the latest suite of ArcGIS products, together with a customized
browser-enabled interface, CIDS provides a mapping solution that
allows various types of geo-referenced data to be displayed as layers on
top of various map backgrounds. Basic geography, geo-political d
infrastructure and intelligence databases are candidates for inclusia
Scheduled enhancements to the baseline system include vari
ArcGIS product family extensions, such as a Line of Sight (1()
analysis tool that can be used to determine the optimal location for n
observation post. Also, due to the relative popularity of the Arc(-C"
family of products, many commercial providers deliver value-addCi
products and services that are designed to these standards and can b)
leveraged to enhance system capability.
For example, a well known U.S. firm takes worldwide weather dai
and displays ground station information, forecast models and weathrI
satellite imagery in an ArcGIS compatible picture. Weather data, in
near-real time scenario, can be overlaid onto cartography to provLL
planners with cloud coverage, forecast winds aloft, and precipitation
estimates, to name a few. Other scheduled enhancements include
adding a time stamp to geo-referenced track data. This will enablc
ArcGIS to display track data such as radar plots.
Using this capability and the additional metadata usually recordcd b
radar trackers, aCIDS analyst will be able to "call up" a list of current
air tracks. Then, using preset filters, the analyst would be able to finc
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Force Protection Situational Awareness in the
Expeditionary Environment
by Harry Guthmuller
After defeating Sadaam Husseins army,
U.S. forces began the difficult task ofcreating stability in a country teaming with
insurgents. Part of the Marine Corp's
involvement in U.S. efforts to defeat
the insurgents regularly deployed from

At that point the concept governing CAPS utilization evolved from
one where just coastal operations took place to that where the United

one of their forward operating base

CAPS' Beginning
Originally named "Coastal Area Protection System," CAPS was ini-

cially designed for use by a new type of operational unit the Navy was
planning to develop in response to a
growing terrorist threat to naval vessels
moored or anchored in foreign ports.
This new force, named Mobile
Security Forces (MSF), were to
become somewhat similar to the U.S.
Coast Guard Mobile Safety and
Security Teams (MSSTs) but would
predominantly operate in foreign
ports protecting high value assets
afloat, ashore or in-transit.
The attack on the USS COLE accelerated the development of CAPS
by turning it into an Advanced Concept Technology Demonstration
(ACTD) sponsored by USCENTCOM. As the MSF began to evolve
CAPS was deployed to Naval Support Activity (NSA) Bahrain for testing and evaluation purposes. It was during this period of time that it
became evident that the CAPS capability could be utilized by forces
inland at expeditionary outposts or forward operating bases like Camp
Fallujah.
16
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States had operations or infrastructure in areas deemed critical regarding the need for effective force protection capabilities.
CAPS Today
Since CAPS initial implementation at NSA Bahrain. mam additional situational awareness capabilities have been added by
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virtue of a very effective
development collaboration
involving numerous research

-

Advanced Concepi
echnolog

oesonstrato

and development organizations. Since the completion
of its ACTD, continued
development of CAPS has
been primarily sponsored by
ONR Swampworks and the
Defense Threat Reduction
Agency (DTRA).
CAPS has evolved from a
wired network employing
basic low light level and
infrared cameras and a
Furuno surface search radar
on fixed telescoping mast to a
more portable, wireless system employing numerous
types of sensors that are better able to address the varying sensor coverage geometries required by
the force protection challenge. Some of the key capabilities that currently exist within the CAPS program include:
-

known as Camp Fallujah.
Camp Fallujah is located southeast of'the
city of Fallujah at an abandoned Iraqi arm
base. Because Fallujah was considered to be an insur
gent stronghold, Camp Fallujah's force protection tactics, techniques,
procedures and technologies needed to be exceedingly effective if
Marine Corps forces encamped there were to remain safe.
As reported in various newscasts, insurgents based in the city of
Fallujah routinely attacked the Marines at Camp Fallujah and much
thought and effort was given toward bolstering the Camp's force protection capabilities with new or emerging technologies. One of the
technologies chosen to potentially enhance Camp Fallujah's force protection capability was a system under development at NAVSEA called
the "Critical Area Protection System, or CAPS for short.
CAPS is a system designed to enhance its user's force protection situarional awareness (SA) through the use of evolving networking technologies, various sensors, intuitive graphical display software and flexible sensor location capabilities. From its inception, CAPS was
designed for environments like the one the Marines experience at
Camp Fallujah.
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wireless network*Secure
Ing
*Cutting
edge sensor control interface boxes.
* Effective anomaly detection and manpower reduction resulting from the use of
intelligent video capabilities. .
* Sentry-wearable situation
awareness displays.
*
Swimmer detection
capabilities using acoustic
detection systems.
Feature rich software
*
that effectively visualizes
the user's situational awareness posture.
*
Integration withvai
Otis

used

unmanned
to

vehicle

enhance

SA.

m
Ground
(Unmanned
Vehicle (UGV), Unmanned Surface Vehicle (USV), Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle (UAV))
* Integration with chemical and radiological sensors as well as weather sensors used to support the prediction of chemical plume movement/migration.
* Delivering its sensor feeds to a web-based common operating picture. (WebCOP)
* Link 11, OTH Gold, IWCC connectivity, Hart protocol for network sensor self-subscription.
* Unattended ground sensor (UGS) utilizing seismic, acoustic and
passive IR sensing capabilities.
Over the last 3 years CAPS has been tested and evaluated at the following venues:
* USS MUSTIN (DDG 89) port visit
* USS MOMSEN (DDG 92) commissioning
*Fleet Week in Port Everglades
* Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) CHERCAP
exercise
* Joint Warrior Interoperability Demonstration (JID) /Coalition
Warrior Interoperability Demonstration (CWID)
*Vieques,
Puerto Rico
* NSA Bahrain
* Camp Fallujah, Iraq
* NSA Panama City, Florida
* DTRA Integrated Technology Demonstrations 1-4

CAPS

development

tean have included:

*DTRA

ONR Swampworks
3eTI
*Object Video

*lechnology

*21st Century Systems
*Vision Technologies

Service Corp (TSC)

* AFCESA
* Oak Ridge National Lab
ARA
*NSWC Dahgren

*BAE
ARINC
* AFRL Tyndall
* VOLPE
* General Dynamics
* LiveWave
* NUWCs Newport & Keyport

CAPS Tomorrow
The operational use of CAPS by the Marine Corps' ISt Man
Expeditionary Force (I MEF) and 2nd Marine Expeditionary Force
MEF) at CampFallujah has resulted in its consideration as a com
nent of the Marine Corps' Electronic Security System program
record. An additional operational evaluation of an enhanced CAPS
system is planned by the Marine Corps at a different location in
Southwest Asia during 2005.
CAPS will also participate in the Counter Bomb / Counter Bomb,

ACTD which will provide improved force protection against terrol
improvised explosive devices, including suicide bombs, leave behl
bombs, and vehicle bombs. CAPS will participate in this ACTD b

*

Providing video streams, aim points based on radar cotact.
sor cone coverage and weapon status while int
weapon systems.
* Receiving and displaying UGV video strear
positioning System (GPS) location, heading and weapons stats.
Managing the Long Range Acoustic Device 's (LRAD) engage
ment of a potential threat by controlling the character., -cton 1,ni
intensity of acoustic energy directed at the threat.
2h
.
a ground surveillance radar with CAPS bxi
*Integrate
sensor cone, exclusion zones, contact information such as range aini
bearing and contact alert notifications at the CAPS command console.
* Integrate wireless Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) with CAPS to
replicate the situational awareness displays from the CAPS command
console. This will support a "hive" approach to force awareness and
action.
* Receiving and displaying the UAV video feed, GPS coordinates,
and vehicle heading with the CAPS command console.
* Integrating an enhanced swimmer detection system into CAPS.

*

With an ability to build upon their past successes, the CAPS development team expects to produce increasingly useful capabilities for
Navy and Marine Corps force protection and physical security forces.
Expanding the "decision space" these warriors operate in is one of the
main goals of the CAPS program. Providing them with that is simply
a matter of clearly defined requirements and available funding.

A key feature of the CAPS program is the strong relationships it
enjoys with the numerous participants involved in its development.
Developmental risk is being spread across the participant base throuh
superior working relationships and the successful leveraging of technologies developed over the course of the program. Members of the
2005
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Collective Protection System Backfit: A Force
Protection Success Story
by Dave Krejdovsky
Chemical Biological
being drawn back into the ship.
Thus, CPS proved vital for torce
protection.
Shipboard CPS operates on a
fuilltime basis in conjunction

Radiological

with a ship's existing hearing,
ventilation, and air conditioning

this, one of the zones adjacent to the damaged area was used as a staging

system creating protected areas

Coll ive
PTOtctO

*

terrorists

to fight the fire, because it was protected
by the system. Additional CPS zones
were used as rest and relief areas for
the sailors.
Another benefit afforded by
(PS during the aftermath of
e terrorist attack on the USS
OLE was its usefulness in a
toxic gas environment. After

tiheattack,therefrigerationarea
on the ship was contaminated
with dangerous levels of hydrogen
sulfide. CPS was vital to the safe resolution of this problem by venting out the
toxic gas through the damaged area of the ship and preventing it from

-

attacked the guided missile destroyer USS COLE
(7)G 67) on October 12, 2000, 17 sailors lost their lives and the ship
was significantly damaged. As the crew struggled to keep the ship afloat
while fighting fires and toxic fumes, the one advantage its sailors had was
that USS COLE had several zones outfitted with a Collective Protective
System (CPS). Sailors aboard the destroyer discovered that zones protected with CPS remained free of soot, ash, and toxic flmes. Because of
When

within sealed boundariesrof ship
spaces. The protected areas are
maintained at a positive pressure
with continually filtered air creating a contaminant-free environment or CPS Zone. The higher pressure within the CPS Zone prevents unfiltered outside air at a lower
pressure from entering the space. Therefore, Individual Protective
Equipment (IPE) is not required during operations within the CPS
Zones regardless of the outside environment. Airlocks and decontamination stations provide controlled access to the pressurized CPS
Zones.
The first CPS was installed on the USS BELLEAU WOOD (LHA3) in the early 1980s for developmental and operational testing. The
result of this successful installation was Navy approval of installation of
collective protection on several classes of new construction ships. These
new construction ships include AEGIS-class
estroyers (DDG 51) as well as several
mphibious (LSD, LHA, and LHD) and
Upport ship (AOE) classes. CPS coverage
aries by ship class, and ranges from the entire
hip interior (DDG 51 class) to more than
0,000 square feet of protected zone-specific
coverage on LSD, LHA, LHD, and AGE
lip classes.
As the number of new construction CPS
7stallations grew through the late 1980s and
nto the 1990s, it became apparent that ships
uilt before CPS requirements were promulgated would remain vulnerable during operations in a chemical-biological environment
without some type of CPS that could be easily retrofitted or "backfitted" on existing Fleet

ships.

CPS Filters and Pre-Filters
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In 1997, the Quadrennial Defense Review
(QDR) identified defense against weapons of
m-ass destruction to be a high priority. In
response, the Navy developed a CPS Backfit
Plan that identified high priority amphibious
assault (LHA and LHD classes) and dock
landing (LSD class) ships and specific ship
areas to receive CPS. Specific ship areas to be
protected by CPS were medical areas, com-
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mand and control areas, berthing

areas, and sustainability areas.
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The CPS Backfit Program provides
the U.S. Navy with the shipboard
to
decontaminate
capability
wounded personnel and transfer
them into a collectively protected
space to receive medical attention.
This decontamination system was
subsequently
and
developed
improved by the NSWCDD CPS
Backfit Team in cooperation with
the Bureau of Medicine (BUMED).

'

..

The CPS Backfit Process
Under the direction of the Joint
Project Manager for Collective

Protection
(JPM-CP),
the
Shipboard CPS Backfit team under
the Homeland and Force Protection
Product Area at the Naval Surface
Warfare Center Dahlgren Division
(NSWCDD) provides hands-on, day-to-day technical management
and waterfront upport for hiphoard CPS. In addition to day-to-day

Collective Protections
System Supply Fan
Developed at Naval
Surface Warfare Center
Dahlgren Division

management of the Shipboard CPS Backfit program, responsibilities
of the team range from cradle-to-grave completion for the system.
Team engineers designed the entire system, provide direct technical
support to the shipyard design and construction engineers, and closely direct all aspects of the complex system installation. In addition,
team members provide system indoctrination and training through
extensive on-site interaction on the deck plates with the crew of each
ship. The team also provides regular follow-on technical support on
the waterfront to the ships after the system is installed.
The NSWCDD CPS Backfit team engineers play an active role iii
the installation cost development process. The CPS Backfit engineers
use lessons learned from previous installations, which are incorporated
into subsequent installations to help ensure that the installation costs
remain fair and reasonable. Contractors perform the installation
During the installation process, the CPS Backfit on-site engineer b

2005

USS PELELIU (LHA 5)
to maintain installation cost control by interfacing directlv with the
installation contractor on a day-to-day basis to document and expedite
resolution of any technical installation issues or contract task changes
that may be required.
The NSWCDD CPS Backfit team's outstanding management and
execution were recently highlighted during the USS PELELIU (LHA5) 2004 Planned Maintenance Availability (PMA) "Hot Wash and
Lessons Learned Conference" as a "Best Practice" installation because
oftheteam'sactiveroleinpre-installation preparation through shipboard briefs, pre-planning, and prefabrication. Also highlighted was
NSWCDD continuous and active on-site engineering role interfacing
with the installation contractor and ships force ensuring rapid and efficient problem solving and space turn-over.
The CPS Backfit Program continues to provide a primary force protection capability to nearly all amphibious ships in the fleet. It ensures
personnel safety in a nuclear, chemical, biological (NBC) environn'
and enables the sailor to more effectively and efficiently perform I
critical mission functions without being encumbered by individl
protection equipment. This force protection capability will contin
to exv
FYO
Repr
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Applying Shipboard Collective Protection
Systems To Mission Critical DoD Facilities
by

Neil Holloran, Walter Dzula, and Chris Reichart

Ihe capability to accomplish missions in a Chemical, Biological, &
Radiological (CBR) contaminated area of operations is a significant
concern for today's warfighters. Ships and facilities, afloat and ashore,
require the ability to continue executing mission operations despite the
lingering effect of a chemical, biological, radiological agent attack.
Whereas ships can maneuver to safer areas, buildings cannot avoid
attacks by relocating.

Several design options exist depending on the specific requirements.
Typically a filtration system is designed using the very rugged and
highly versatile Navy Standard Filter Housings (fig. 1), which were
developed for the harsh conditions and limited space common to shipboard applications.

Figure 1. The Navy Standard

Over the past fifteen years, terrorist actions have become ever more
Filter Housing
frequent with the full intention ofdestabilizing overseas and homeland
facilities of the United States. The low cost and low technical knowledge required to employ CBR agents makes these ideal weapons for
terrorists. For more than 20 years, and more recently in support of the
Homeland and Force Protection Product Area, Naval Surface Warfare
Center, Dahlgren Division (NSWCDD), CBR Defense Division, has
been designing, testing, evaluating, improving, and fielding Collective
In doing so, they are able to leverage the ongoing CPS RDT&E
Protection Systems (CPS) to counter any adverse effects that CBR efforts to provide an effective and reliable system that fulfills cusweapons would have on mission operations. This article relates how tomers' needs. Modifications to the housings to streamline manufaccollective protection systems originally intended for ships, are now
turing and improve performance have lead to significant cost and
being applied to buildings and other fixed sites.
schedule savings since the 1980s. Other shipboard initiatives that have
Collective Protection provides an environment that allows the occuimproved land-based CPS applications include an extended filter life
pants to continue operations during a CBR event unimpeded by cum- from one to three years as well as an improved, high capacity pre-filter
bersome individual protective equipment such as masks, gloves, and
that reduces pressure loss, saves energy and increases filter efficiency.
suits. It also provides protected rest and relief space for personnel who
Since implementing land-based Collective Protection solutions, the
must utilize individual protective equipment outside the CPS zone. By Joint CBR Protection Branch has also provided design and installation
using military grade filters and filtration systems fitted to a building's guidance on zone pressure monitoring, airlock/airwash operations,
heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC), a CPS allows
and decontamination stations.
building occupants to accomplish their mission in a comfortable,
The engineers are also able to call on the skills and facilities of the
unencumbered shirtsleeve environment. The CPS continuously supentire NSWCDD Chemical, Biological, Radiological Defense
plies clean air at an overpressure relative to atmospheric pressure to
Division, a team of more than 120 engineers and scientists dedicated
prevent deadly contaminants from entering. This capability is ideally
to providing chemical, biological, and radiological defense solutions
suited for command, control, communication, and medical spaces for the Navy, the DoD, and the Nation.
where operations must be sustained.
When called upon to retrofit existing spaces with CPS or integrate it
Through the initial design, testing, and evaluation of the U.S. Navy with new construction, the Joint CBR Protection Branch possesses the
CBR filter housing to the implementation of the Collective Protection
necessary expertise to manage the project from inception to completion.
System (CPS) Backfit program, the Shipboard CBR Protection
Retrofitting requires an initial survey of the space to determine approBranch has been retrofitting, designing, and installing shipboard colpriate CPS zone boundaries and the effort required to improve the
lective protection systems since the early 1980s. These programs prointegrity of that boundary. Evaluations are conducted on air handling
vided the Joint CBR Protection Branch with the experience they needsystems to determine condition and capacity of current equipment.
ed when asked to transition the shipboard technology to shore-based
Using pressurization test equipment, spaces are then tested to deterNaval facilities in 1990. In the last 15 years they have designed and
mine the airflow necessary to provide protective overpressure levels.
installed more than 25 collective protection systems in DoD and other This information is used to design and build the CPS to best integrate
government agency facilities worldwide, with over half of these occur- it to the existing air handling equipment.
ring since September 11, 2001. Using the experience gained from
The Joint CBR Protection Branch utilizes computer-aided software
numerous shipboard and facility installations; the Joint CBR to reduce cost and time involved in analyzing system concepts and
Protection Branch has positioned itselfas the Navy's Technical Expert designing final production solutions. The design process includes
on Collective Protection and serves as the leading developer and applibuilding three-dimensional virtual models of the CPS equipment and
cation expert for land based Collective Protection systems for Navy utilizing Finite Element Analysis (FEA) and Computational Fluid
and Joint Service efforts.
Dynamics (CFD) to veriy the design parameters.
The CPS filtration design used by the Joint CBR Protection Branch
Significant design and space challenges occur when retrofitting CPS
is based on careful evaluation of thecustomers site and requirements.
into existing air handling equipment. By using drawing packages and
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lessons learned from previous installations, they have been able to create a design library and develop modular systems that fit a large percentage of retrofit spaces. For the few exceptions, the modularity of the
Navy standard housing provides for multiple configurations to customize to any particular facility (a system that was designed to fit a
particularly limited space is shown in figure 2). On new construction
projects, Joint CBR Protection Branch engineers work closely with the
architectural and engineering contractors to ensure smooth integration of CPS equipment to the planned air handling system (fig. 3).
Considerable design involvement is required when seamlessly integrating a customer's concept ofoperations with the CPS's mechanical
and electrical systems, zone boundaries and controlled access points.
Once a filtration system design has been determined for a particular
location, Joint CBR Protection Branch project engineers enter the
next imanaiement phase contracting. NSWCDD has an Indefinite

Figure 2. Model of a custom
system installed in a retrofit
application

to transport, assemble, and install the equipment as well as make any
required modifications to the existing air handling unit. Their skill and
experience in construction, HVAC, and setting equipment perfectly
complement the Joint CBR Protection Branch engineering staff.
Military grade filters are then installed into the filter housings. Each filter set consists of two filters, an inner High Efficiency, Particulate
Arresting (HEPA) filter which traps biological agents and radiological
particles, and an outer carbon filter which adsorbs traditional chemical
warfare agents. To ensure that the system has no leaks that could let toxic
agents by, the system undergoes a "leak test." This involves challenging
the filter system with a fine particle stream and measuring the penetration. Additional tests are run to determine the protective overpressure
that is supplied by the CPS. Once the leak test is complete and the proper zone pressure has been achieved, the system is operational.
After the system has been installed and commissioned there are sIstainment procedures that Joint CBR Protection Branch has developed

Figure 4. The M98
Gas/HEPA Filter Set

to asist cu-stomers with operating and maintaining the CPS. System
Operating and Maintenance Manuals (SOMMs) are written and
drawings reflecting the final system are included. These are put togethcr as part of a "turnover" package that is presented to the facility management personnel as a reference. Tenants and maintenance personnel
are indoctrinated on the system using training packages specific to
their role and involvement. As many DoD sites feature regular personnel turnover, materials are provided for training newcomers, and
Deliver. Indefinite QuantitY (IL)1Q) contract with the housing follow up training is available whenever the customer requests it.
equipment manufacturer to enable them to meet aggressive project
A number of customers have requested that the NSWCDD Joint
schedules and maintain qualit% t
n
ha C11TH
CBR Protection Branch also perform system sustainment tasks for
them. The engineers make regular visits to the site to inspect the
equipment and ensure everything is in proper operating condition.
While there, they meet with the customer and maintenance personnel
to address any issues. At the end of the visit, the customer will receive
a report noting the operating condition of the system and any maintenance needs. At three-year intervals the M98 filters require replacement. After the filters are replaced, a leak test must be performed.
which requires specialized equipment and experienced personnel. DuC
to thisrequirement,most customers task NSWCDD with changing
and re-certi6'ing their CPS.
The Joint CBR Protection Branch has very successfully transitioned
shipboard CPS technology and equipment to the unique requirements of land-based facilities. Their experience and knowledge has

Figure 3. A 31,200 CFM system installed in a new
construction application
ier set that is available within the National Stock system, minimizes
the time that the engineers spend procuring the equipment. For the
installation phase of the project, they utilize riggers and other skilled
tradenSmen ron the NAVFAC Naval District Washington, West Area,

2005

matured so quickly that it is now benefiting both Naval applications
and Joint filter and testing improvements. It should be noted that the
initial Navy investments in shipboard CPS and its NSWCDD developers has greatly benefited and reduced the cost to building applications not only for the Navy itself, but jointly across all DoD and the
nation, thereby allowing the warfighter to continue mission criticil
operations in defense of our countr.
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Use of Aerostats in the Global War on Terrorism
and Homeland Defense
by Jack
The Expcditionary \atarefSstemIDepartment (Codc 606) at the
Naval Surface Warfare Center, Crane, Indiana, provides a wide variety of
platforms and technical assistance in support of expeditionary forces as
ell as homeland defense. Code 606 provides engineering oversight, systems integration and life-cycle support for C2/C4ISR platforms. Lessons
learned from past expeditionary missions have included a lack of infrastructure and/or operations in austere environments. Tacticians cannot
assume sensor and/or communication platforms (towers) will be available. Operating forces require
mobile, rapidly deployed cornmand and control solutions. To
overcome these problems and operate at maximum capability, devices
such as the commercial aerostat
balloon were brought to bear.
At 8.5 meters (total length) the
commercial-of-the-shelf (COTS)
aerostat is capable of lifting 150
pounds of payload 1,000 feci
aloft, and can remain on-station
for upto5 days. A crewof2personnel can inflate, launch.
operate and recover the balloon

Once aloft a single operator can
TCOM 15M at
maintain the system. The tether
provides 120vac single phase as
well as multi-mode fibers, but can
be easily upgraded to a single-mode configuration. Data can be transferred to/from the operator wired or wirelessly. Unlike aircraft the balloon can provide 24-hour coverage without refueling or crew fatigue.
At 1,000 feet the balloon affords the same capability of brick and mortar towers, but can be easily moved to the launch site, and if necessary
can be moved and/or redeployed to support an aggressive operational
tempo. Balloons are very resilient, and have been known to sustain
extensive damage from small arms fire, yet remain aloft. Design of
aerostats facilitates graceful degradation, meaning, when punctured,
helium slowly escapes and the balloon gradually loses altitude.
Operators then in-haul the balloon slowly into the docking station,
patch the balloon and re-inflate. The balloon can be moved while
secured to the mooring platform, or at altitude. Aerostats can be spatially deployed to create a sensor network, or communications grid.
Payloads can be tailored to the mission, and changed quickly should
requirements warrant. While moored to the trailer, the helium fill port
and the payload platform are easily accessible. The support trailer components fold for transport, the total weight of the aerostat and its support/mooring trailer is 1814Kg. The trailer can be easily towed, and
has optimal turning capability for maneuvering in unimproved terrain,
Code 606 remains actively engaged in mission support as well as test
and evaluation using the aerostat as a sensor platform. In 1998 Code 606
was funded to procure the aerostat, and obtain training in its deploy22
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ment/operation. Currently there are 3 Dol) civilian employees and 2
contractor qualified aerostat pilots in Code 606. For it's inaugural flight
the balloon was outfitted with a state-of-the-art Night Vision ElectroOptics (NVEO) package and was transported to the southern border of
the United States where a combined crew flew several night missions,
observing and reporting activity along the border. Since that time, the
balloon and Code 606 crew have supported several training exercises.
One such Cooperative Engagement Capability (CEC) exercise demon
strated the prowess of the balloonb1)y
affording Marine forces a1,00oht
communication repeater in amoun11tainous costal area. Command and
control elements of the ground
forces were operating 300 miles
from the balloon and were exhangingdata with Navyships 90 miles
off the coast. Most recently Code
606, working in conjunction vith
Systems
Underwater
the
Department (Code 607), used the
aerostat to deploy hydro-acousti
devices (sonabouys), while onboard
0A1
equipm entand cameras monitored
results. This testing demonstrat>
the versatility of the aerostat as a scnNSWC Crane
sor platform, while exhibiting it,
potential as a weapons platform. or
other less traditional role.
Mobility, versatility and durability make aerostats viable for homeland defense applications. The ability to have deployable infrastructure
for port surveillance, border security, and communications exists with
aerostats. The use of fewer personnel and/or moving personnel out of
harms way is made possible by incorporating day/night real time video
capable cameras as payloads. At 1000 feet the balloon/cameras provide
wide area coverage and can be used to detect and track people and
vehicles. Sensors can measure range to target and hand coordinate,
for tracking/engagement. Balloons are a proven sensor platform
will accept a variety of sensors with no modifications to the airfra
and can support multiple missions (restricted only by weight). Sin
aerostats are COTS equipment, they mesh easily into a collaborative
civilian/military homeland defense strategy. First responders (non-military) to an incident can be trained to pilot the aerostats and work
alongside their military counterpart/partners. Should the mission
change, command and control of the aerostat can be easily transitioned
and/or shared with military personnel.
The aerostat is a proven performer, capable of a variety of missions
in support of highly mobile operations. NSWC Crane Code 606 continues to assist the warfigher in perfecting technical solutions to meet
their needs using the aerostat (and other) sensor platforms.
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High-Performance Flash-Bang Payload
by Ned Carroll
output, and payloads were designed to meet the human effects targets in
terms of intended and unintended human effects.
Data captured by NSWCDD engineers during developmental testing was subsequently analyzed by human-effects experts at AFRI.
HECOE to determine payload suitability for non-lethal applications.

non-lethal methods have failed.

A Better Flash-Bang Payload

Non-lethal weapons give the warfighter an important use of force option
that can greatly enhance force protection without undue risk of non-combatant casualties. Pepper spray, tasers, and flash-bang devices have all been
successfully used to fill the gap between verbal warnings and deadly force.
The recent increased operational use of flash-bang devices, however,
has exposed shortcomings in device safety and performance. Current
in-service devices contain pyrotechnic fills that produce dangerously
high-pressure levels along with relatively poor flash characteristics. In
order to address these shortcomings, the Payloads and Integration
Branch of the Naval Surface Warfare Center Dahlgren Division
(NSWCDD) was tasked by the Joint Non-Lethal Weapons
Directorate UNLWD) to investigate performance and safety improvements for non-lethal pyrotechnic devices.

The systems engineering approach used in this development effort produced novel non-lethal payloads that greatly outperform in-service flashbang devices. The novel payloads exhibit much greater light output for an
increased flash-blinding effect, and much lower pressure levels for a reduced
blast injury risk. The new fills are also advantageous from an environmental impact standpoint, as the use of toxic potassium perchlorate, a priman
constituent oftraditional flash-bang payloads, has been eliminated.
Figure I below compares the light output ofan in-service device to
the output achieved using a novel high-performance non-lethal payload. The novel payload produced a larger, brighter, longer-lasting fireball with a total light impulse much greater than the Mk 141 diversionary charge. Additionally, the peak pressures associated with the
novel payload were much lower than the Mk 141, indicating strong
potential for improvements in both safety and performance.

Effects-Based Design and Collaboration
Engineers at NSWCDD collaborated with human-effects experts at the
JNLWD and the Air Force Research Laboratory - Human Effects Center
of Excellence (AFRL-HECOE) to determine non-lethal payload requirements based on the desired human response to pressure and light stimoli. Performance objectives for pressure and light output were established
with the goal of producing non-injurious human incapacitation. A highfidelity instrumentation suite was developed to capture the time-resolved

-

Recent conflicts in the Middle East have required the U.S. military to
conduct extensive military operations in urban terrain (MOUT). Such
operations often require warfighters to make split-second use of force
decisions in an environment where combatants may be in close proximity to and indistinguishable from non-combatants. The use of deadly force in such a scenario is generally used only as a last resort after

The outstanding experimental results observed in this development
effort have attracted the interest of all military services as well as The
Department of Homeland Security. Follow-on development is currently underway to develop both hand delivered and 40-mm gunlaunched high-performance flash-bang rounds. FY06 development
will include payload characterization within an enclosure to better
replicate the operational environment. This technology will he demonstrated to tri-service user groups in August 200.

Figure 1. Non-lethal flash-bang devices. Maximum fireball size captured by high-speed video in August 2004.

*.*

In-service flash-bang grenade*
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FAST-CD Aids the Warfighter in Mission Planning
by David Stout and Cheryl Stewart
During Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF), range rings gave way to
fragmentation envelopes known as "splats." These splats incorporated
the physics of weapon delivery, munition fictionalities, and ejected

ti.

.

Introduction
Meeting the warfighter's needs, minimizing collateral damage and
adhering to the Law ofArmed Conflict (LOAC) are major concerns to
the United States in combat operations. Collateral damage (CD) is
defined as "unintentional or incidental injury or damage to persons or
objects that would not be lawful military targets in the circumstances
ruling at the time. Such damage is not unlawful so long as it is not
excessive in light of the overall military advantage anticipated from the
attack." 1 Successful military operations are defined as those that mnimize collateral damage and achieve the desired objective. The Fast
Assessment Strike Tool - Collateral Damage version 2.0 (FAST-CD
2.0) was developed to support the warfighter and protect the innocent.
As a modeling and simulation tool, FAST-CD v2.0 allows the
Command and Control (C2) and warfighter to make timely decisions
regarding target engagement.
In recent military operations, targets were often in urban areas or otherwise nestled near protected sites or protected personnel. For these
types of targets, the desire to limit unwanted CD presents unique challenges to C2, especially for time-sensitive targeting (TST). Decisions
about if and how to strike these types of targets stress C2 and require
responsive collateral damage estimation (CDE). The challenges begin
the moment a target is identified because CD estimates must meet

Figure 1 Non-precision Munitions

specified criteria before target approval is granted. Therefore, CDE
tools must be accurate, responsive, and human-factored. It must also
have graphics that aid C2 decisions. CDE processes and tools must be
a key part of training for our forces.

fragmentation. This added some level of mitigation but still fell short.
A number of time-consuming high level analyses, were still necessary.
A tool was needed that would aid the warfighter in a more timely and

History

correct analysis.

Collateral Damage tools have been used in recent wars, especially
Afghanistan and Iraq, with ever-evolving improvements. U.S. Secretary
of Defense Donald H. Rumsfield said, "I don't think there's ever been
a conflict -- the likes of Afghanistan or Iraq where there has been as
much respect for avoiding collateral damage and avoiding the killing of
innocent people as in those two conflicts. We benefit from fabulous
technology and precision weapons."
FAST-CD is onetoolbeing used to minimize CD by allowing commanders to make high fidelity and timely predictions during military
campaigns.

Using methodology from the national engineering level model
Collateral Damage Estimation To6ol (CDil) FASTCD v1.0 was

Initially, CDE tools were too difficult for the warfighter to use. They

were extremely time-consuming and limited in assessing the weapon
delivery and target environments. Before Operation Allied Force
(OAF), range rings around a planned target were used to simplistically
depict the fragmentation danger zones. This method can still work as a
quick CD check because some targets are well-separated from any protected civilians or sites. This crude method of using range rings did not
take important delivery, weapon, and target variables into account. h
often necessitated more highly detailed analyses using engineering-level
models because one of the rings touched objects or persons of concern
that decision makers did not want damaged or injured. The time
required for the more detailed analyses handicapped execution.
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Who, Where and Why
A team of software engineers in the Targeting and Vulnerability
Analysis Branch (Code

w

J12)

at the Naval Surface Warfare Center

Dahlgren Division (NSWCDD)

developed FAST-CD with the

warfighter inmind. The objectives are to enhance their ability to conduct time-critical operations. This is done by decreasing decision timelines for time critical targets (TCT), and improving the ability to fully
utilize precision guided and unguided munitions against targets that are
in or near congested and/or protected zones. This is accomplished by
more accurately modeling weapon effects and the target's environment,
at the same time simplifying the steps needed to perform the analysis.
This simplified process provides C2 with an improved, field-level tool
for rapid collateral damage estimation and mitigation.

How
7

FAST-CD v2.0 improves the accuracy of predictions that determine
viable targeting solutions. These predictions aid in the mitigation of
CD and in decreasing the strike approval time. This will also reduce the
number of strikes requiring approval by the Secretary of Defense.

Figure 3. 3D Modeling

The tool has three tiers of capability:

developed for use in 2002 as a request from Senior Air Force leadership.

Initial Assessment (Tier II

Weaponeering Assessment (Tier Ill), and Casualty/Damage Estimatio

FAST-CD v1.0 was introduced during Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF)

(Tier IIlc).Tier II and III are both leveraged from FAST-CD v1.0. Ti,

and quickly became the most widely used tool for CDE. CDET was
reserved for high fidelity analyses. FAST-CD became the tool for TSTs
in OIE As a result, the CDE timeline was no longer the controlling

IlIc was leveraged from CDET. Information Gathering and Targ,
Materials Development (Tier I), does not include CD evaluation. At
this Tier, material is gathered so an evaluation can begin. High Fidelity
Assessment (TierlV R" r( 1e Hr VT
P I 1
P

allow the user to perform high fidelity damage predictions and casualvY estimations in less than ten minutes. Previous CDET processes had
involved over four hours of high level analysis and interpretation of the
results.
FAST-CD v2.0 allows the commander more flexibility to make faster
engagement decisions on a broader array of complex, time sensitive and
urban targets. The key to this tool is the simplified graphical user inter-

face (GUI).

This provides the ability for the user to easily develop the
scenarioand quickly display results of weapon effects.

Assessment Capabil
FAST-CD 2.0 features

*All

FAST-CD Lu uintaion,.
into Joint Air \\

*Integration

Surface Weaponeering Effectiveness
munitions (Tier II
ordnance effects (Tier 11

*Non-precision
*Buried
*Higher fidelity prediction andina
*Casualty estimation (Tier Ilk
*

3D modeling (Tier IIc)
Three-dimensional modeling

.

'

timeline for TSTs. After more modifications, in December 2004,
FAST-CD v2.0 was fielded. FAST-CD v2.0 has new capabilities that

on

n.

jin

pesandbomb
MEMS) buildingt
Munitions Effectiveness Manual
burial as a mitigation technique. It also provides casualty estimation in
terms of total population In the relevant cee
Training

-

Instructional material andirainin arC otTerd 601ejtiro
ot th FA
CD tool. For quick reference and resource, a tri-fold is availablewhich
equates the functionalities of the FAST-CD vl.0 to FAST-CD v2.0 and
outlines the use of new capabilities. To further assist the user, an indepth user's guide is downloadable which outlines all the tool's functions and how to perform them. In addition to the reference material,
hands-on instructional training is offered. This consists of a three to
atduced Fatal
_% Minor Residenp
2CEP

Figure 4. Initial Assessment
2005

four hour course designed to expose the students to the tool and how
to progress through the tier process.
All three sources-the tri-fold, user's guide and instructional training-cover the same areas differing only in depth. Tool basics covered
include the loading and saving of a mission; loading imagery (n and

Continued on page 26
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FAST-CD Aids the Warfighter in Mission Planning
Continued from page 25
raster sets, jpg, tif, bmp, png, gif ); scaling imagery; setting preferences
(obtaining images, setting ring colors and their thickness); using 2D
and 3D modes; moving and rotating objects; and placing objects into
the scene and attributing them.

inserted for ricochet of fragmentations and blast channeling. Figure 7
shows the results of the additional mitigation and more detail of the
damage to the target and CC. The red indicates severe panel damage,

Putting it all together
Armed with the knowledge of Collateral Damage Methodology and
the functionality of the tool, a user is prepared to analyze a particular
ituation. For instance, in the following scenario it is assumed that the
aponeering hasbeen performed and a list ofcolateralconcerns
%% thliin apredefined distance of the target, is generated. Adecision to go
to Tier II, or strike, may be made. Figure 4 shows a Tier II high analysis. Mitigation at this level is limited to placing a weapon inside, or out'ie, a building with or without weapon burial.
1ffurther mitigation is needed, the process moves to a Tier III. This
involves more mitigating techniques such as impact angle, fuse options,
and angle of attack (AOA) (as shown in Figure 5). However, this
approachresults in damage to the collateral concerns (CC). Therefore
tiirtherlhiip.ion1 B

7.98

115

TICCes1aFX.

i

Figure 6. Mitigated Weaponeering Estimation

.'-I

while the green is moderate to no damage.
.

Figure 7 -Tier IIc Individual Panel Damage
In Figure 8, a display ofthe estimated casalties for this partticlar scenario can be seen.

77.98

Figure 8 - Tier IIc Casualty Estimation
Each weapon has a different effect on the target and target areca.

Ilowever, with the GUI display showing the building structures,
Vd
ac%

F

bugsplats, contours, collateral damage exclusion zones, blast and fra-

o-r

Figure 5. Weaponeering Estimation
The warfighter observes the scene to see what area is contained in the
target fragmentation (bugsplat)/blast rings. This allows him to determine what damage will be caused if the selected weapon and parameters are used. After implementing some mitigating techniques, Figure 6
iows that the adjusted trajectory would remove fragmentation from
the CC and identify defined acceptable AOAs.
If at this Tier, satisfactory mitigation results are not achieved, modeling the scene in 3D can assist in a better analysis of the scenario. At this
leel, which is referred to as Tier IIc, population is added to buildings
and population zones. Buildings get attributed with JMEMS structure
types; barriers are placed for mitigation; roads and parking pads are
26
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mentation rings, and population zones, to mention a few, the warfight-

er can evaluate the output. Now, a knowledgeable decision about the

Use of a weapon on a given target and the potential damage may be
made. The analysis can be captured as a PowerPoint presentation for
later usage.
Other Means of Mitigation
Another mitigation step is the ability for the warfighter to shifti the
aimpoints on the building.The location of the aimpoints can have an
effect on the structures in and around the target area. Shifting the aimpoints allows the effects of the weapon to move away from the area of
the protected facility.
The time of day and day of the week can have an effect on the(L
also. At certain times of the day and week, schools could be in session
or religious services could be in progress. Mitigation for these functin;i
could be as simple as changing the time or day that the target area is hi.
2005
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Future capabilities are being investigated to further advance FAST-CD

v2.0. These include

merging with other tools, such as GridLock, to
perform point mensuration, and

JMEMs

for

retrieval of weaponeering data. As CD methodology evolves, so will the capabilities of this tool.

10

Current efforts are aimed at increasing the data to

include more weapons and building structure
types; perform surface to surface analysis; and
improve the fidelity of the model to account for
terrain and combined effects.

Conclusion
These efforts will significantly advance the finc-

Figure 7. Individual Panel Damage
The above cxamples have shown how the warfighter can use the analysis generated by the FAST-CD v2.0 tool to make decisions and mitigate
collateral damage. Changes were made to the weapon type, fusing, aimpoints, azimuth, and time ofday. It is clear how those modifications can
make a difference in the analysis and the warfighter's decision. It also
demonstrates the importance of using the mitigation process to reduce
CD effects.

tionality of FAST-CD to support the United
States militarY operations. FAST-CD will continue to serve as a tool for
the warfighter to filly utilize munitions against targets and minimize
collateral damage in the target area.

5 100
200
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Figure 8. Casualty Estimation
Currently
Ihe FAST-CD v2.0 tool is in use for military operations by the
United States Strategic Command (STRATCOM), Southern
Command (SOUTH COM), European Command (EUCOM),
Central Command (CENTCOM), the Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA), and other military and government agencies. Weaponeers continue to be trained on the usage of the tool at the Joint Targeting School
located in Virginia Beach, Virginia.

1. http:/wuabdicmild&anne/jeldoddrt/dzla/c/01014.hon/
TheDODDitonaryandtheJointAcwnymsandAbrenviationsmaterda
base are managed by the Joint Doctine Diision,J-7, JointStaf All appved
joint definitions are containedinjoint Publication1-02, 'DOD Dionmi of'
MitaryandAssociaedTermns.Asamndedthrough30Noember2004
2 From the UnitedStat DepartmentofDefw NewsTranpton theub at
http-//unw.defewLnkmi~transcrqs/2004tr20040806-secdefll21.html
menter is SertaryofDefense DonaldH Runfield on Fridy 6August 200
"Secretary Rumsfeld Remarks to The Chicago Council on Foreign

What's Next

Reltion/CommenialClub of Chicago" (C) Copyngt 2004, Tedeml Newc

New designs to enhance the functionality of the tool. keeping in mind
the \%irghters nced for Case of se ae constantl under consideration.

Srice, Inc. 199MStner, N W. Suite220,Whiogtron, D.C 20036
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DoD, Navy, Industry, Create Miniaturized
Disaster-Relief Device
by Dan Broadstreet
The year 2004 closed with historical records of natural disasters
ranging from earthquakes and hurricanes to tsunamis, and also terrorist activity, but U.S. Navy researchers and industry have provided innovative relief for 2005 and beyond with the advent of concentrated water-purification in miniature form.
Naval Surface Warfare Center Panama City (NSWCPC), the
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), the
Department of Defense Office of Technology Transition and comniercial industry have joined U.S. elite forces to produce and field a
miniaturized water-purification system that destroys biological and
chemical warfare agents. These agents include anthrax, plague,
smalpox and common waterborne pathogens such as bacteria.

pen - small enough for the individual soldier.
Military Affairs Manager for Cascade Designs Kevin Gallagher
said the 3.5-ounce MIOX Purifier uses the power from two camera
batteries to convert saltwater into a mixed oxidant solution - basically a chlorine-based liquid disinfectant. The pen produces about
two milliliters of mixed oxidant within about 30 seconds, which is
then added to the water gathered by the soldier before he drinks it.
ou can use
"Almost any type of salt will work," said Gallaher.
regular table salt, rock salt or water-softener salt."
The user can treat anywhere from a half liter ofwater up to I lictrs
of water at a time, including the standard 2-liter volume carried
within a self-contained hydration bag.
According to Gallagher, unlike with use
of iodine or chlorine tablets, the water
tastes very good, as long as the purifier is
properly dosed. Purity of the water can be
verified with a safety indicator strip. No
pumping is required to treat the water.
and the generation of the mixed-oxidant
disinfectant solution is almost instantiieous.
Gallagher said the pen supplies enough
energy to purif up to 50 gallons of water,

0

-

. ...

U.S. Marines test prototypes of the MIOX purifier, a miniaturized water purifica-

which takes about 30 minutes for the
process to produce safe drinking water.
Warren's strategy paid off, rendering
early and effective prototypes that exceeded the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) "Guide Standard and Protocol for
Microbiological Purifiers" in independent
laboratory studies of 2002.
The project reached completion during
the summerof2004, according to NSWC
PC Coastal Maritime Security Research

and Development Senior Scientist Frank

tion system, during a Limited Military Utility Assessment sponsored by the U.S. Air Downs.
Force Medical Evaluation Support Activity. The Air Force Operational Test and
Evaluation Center conducted the assessment. Photo courtesy of AFOTEC.

and protozoa, including L. Coli, Giardia, and
Cryptosporidium.
"The purpose for developing the water disinfection technology was
to provide the warfighter a portable water purification device during tactical missions -- a key lesson learned in a number of previous
conflicts," said DARPA Special Assistant Operational Liaison Air
Force Col. Jose Negron.
DARPA contracted with MIOX Corporation and Cascade to
refine and commercialize the MIOX Purifier and miniaturize the
MIOX technology down to the approximate size of a felt-tipped
viruses,
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"Once the devicemet the needs of the
EPA protocol, we had a commercial-off-

the-shelf product," Downs said. "This
eliminated the need to meet DoD MilSpec reqirennts, ielding further reductions in time and costs."
The Water Purification System/Water Pen Unit was funded as a
Technology Transition Initiative (TTI) project in FY 2003 and FY
2004 to bridge the gap between DARPA development funding and
scheduled procurement in FY 2005. The TTI program facilitates
the rapid transition of new/mature technologies from DoD science
and technology programs into acquisition programs for production.
TTI funding allows successful demonstration of these technologies

Continued on next page
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Emergency Operations Center
by Steven
The ability to support Homeland Security
operations in times of crisis is a critical capability. The Naval Undersea Warfare Center
Division Newport (NUWCDIVNPT) is
leveraging its resources and facilities to do just
that: establish an Emergency Operations
Center (EOC) in Newport, Rhode Island.
The EOC will serve as the focal point for government, industry, and academic teams to
accelerate the development of critically needed Homeland Security support capabilities
and processes.
Homeland Security is more than just reactionary. In addition to being an alternate
command center for the State of Rhode
Island and supporting multi-agency execution
of vital Homeland Security missions, the
EOC will provide a development platform to
aid with continued development of distributed research.
Interfacing and integrating with other established Regional Technical Centers across the
United States will be a key function for the
EOC. This will facilitate a distributed,
nationwide research and development collaboration as well as provide for cross-agency
technical requirements and data repositories.
All this will be accomplished with resources
and expertise that reside today at NUWCDIVNPT.
The capabilities of the EOC allow it to be

configured as a primary or alternate
Emergency Operations Center, reach-back
site, redundant data site, or as a command
and control center, having the ability to display up to 13 different images simultaneously
across three projection screens.
The backbone of the EOC will be the
Integrated Display Center (IDC). The IDC
was designed to provide connectivity between
naval assets to improve Fleet training by combining simulated weapon systems in
Newport, with submarines and ships on
ranges at the Atlantic Undersea Test and
Evaluation Center. The capabilities rapidly
increased to include pier-side and connections
to the Sub School and the Naval Warfare
Development Command, making it a logical
choice to play a role in Homeland Security.
Both classified and unclassified environments
are available, providing the following capabilities:
- Network connectivity to the Internet and to
all DOD/Federal Agencies through the
appropriate secure and non-secure networks
(i.e. SIPRNET, SDREN, DREN, etc)
- Telephone connections for modem or voice
communications at all 48 seat locations
- Both secure and non-secure videoconferencing for up to 4 sites simultaneously at speeds
up to 384kbps/site

Continued from previous page
and accelerates their introduction to the armed forces. The TTI
program funded the purchase of 6500 Water Pens, accelerating their
introduction and use throughout the Services and Special
Operations Command by an estimated 18-24 months.
Negron commended DARPA predecessors Bill Warren and the late
Mike Gardos for their management strategy.
"DARPA helped accelerate the miniaturization of the disinfection
pen thus reducing the logistic tail requirements for the services,"
said Negron.
Negron added the MIOX Purifier could be used for disaster relief
after a hurricane or when a humanitarian need exists to disinfect
water sources already contaminated.
Describing his original intentions for the purification concept,
\lOX Vice President of Engineering, Research and Development,
Rodinc Herrington, said his idea was to create "an effective device
in the hands ofanYone in the world that would need it - something
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Kenny
Audio conferencing capabilitv
Power and video inputs/outputs a every
other workspace location.
- Dedicated fiber optic connectivity for display of sensor information from NUWC
Homeland Security capabilities in surrounding buildings/laboratories.
NUWCDIVNPT has received a letter of
intent from the Rhode Island National Guard
for utilization of their facilities as an alternate
Emergency Operations Center. This would be
used in the event of a crisis situation in which
they were not able to operate from their main
Command Readiness Center (CRC) located
in Cranston, Rhode Island. Negotiations to
formalize this relationship are currently under
way.
The Division is also in preliminary discussion to Emergency Management personnel at
the Navy Region Northeast in Groton,
Connecticut, to potentially serve as an alternate EOC as well.
This leveraging of a wealth of command and
control expertise and utilization of existing
state of the art audio/video and IT/communications infrastructure to support this multiagency collaboration effort will provide a
much needed asset to both the Department of
Defense and the Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) in their mission to combat
the Global War on Terrorism (GWOT).
-

that just used regular salt and
some batteries to save lives."
The MSR
The purifier is available
MIOX
through the Government Purifier Pen
Services
Administration is ultra-light
(GSA) web site (GSA #GSweighing
07F-5451R) or through the 3.5 ounces,
Department
of Defense
is shock
National Stock Number cata- and freeze
log (NSN a4610-01-513proof and
8498).
is submersible to
60 feet.
Photo by
Cascade
Designs Inc.
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Fast-Response Teams Save Warfighter's Lives
by Ray Gamache
la t-rcpon etinan, orprilcd ofmember r oml \) H C
ihe Air Force Research Lab, NSWC Carderock, Industry, and the
Marine Corps Warfighting Lab (MCWL), have been working nonstop
since the onset of Operation Iraqi Freedom in both testing and devel-

T lb.1i s t-rp(osc teiam. inmludingt
a1gcies wIthin homeland
defense, were formed to address the armor protection issues. In past
requirements, members worked days, nights, and weekends to test and
develop the armor concepts and generate solutions.

oping armor protection for the troops in theater.

*

American and Coalition forces continue to experience small deliber
ate attacks by small arms fire, Improvised Explosive Devices (lED),
and Rocket Propelled Grenades (RPG). Over the past two years many
of the military's transportation vehicles have had minimal armor protetion against the different threats.

Below, A Completed ERC Armor Door on a HMMWV

\SWC Dahlgren has been actively involved with its team members
in both testing and developing armor protection for the troops in Iraq.
\\'ithin the past year some of the current projects included: the qualiand down selection tests for new bullet proof windshields,
F
gfication
investigation of enhanced ballistic resistance performance using spraon Explosive Resistant Coatings (ERC), and new armorconcept
developed at Dahlgren.
At present this team has tested, down selected, and fielded both bulIct resistant windshields and enhanced armor coating for the Marines.
-ne example, the ERCs is a new concept that, from the investigation,
lias shown selected basic armor plates the performanceenhancemerni
In be more than 50 percent with a weight loss of almost 2 lbs/fit2 as
ompared to equivalent steel armor performance.
New armor concepts are being developed and tested.Thes concepts
nclude composite armor solutions including ceramic
ball/polymer/steel armor matrices that are presently under development. In recent tests the ceramic ball composite armor solutions hac
show a great deal of promise to provide high levels of protection again<t
small arms and IEDs. Currently, work tooptimize 1he
performance, weight, and cost of the composite amnor i
the
launched
from
fragment
of
a
natural
and
After
picture
Before

40mm smooth bore powder gun impacting an armor plate at a velocity

being performed.

exceeding the ballistic penetration of the armor plate.

Dahlgren facilities have enabled che fast-responte sing required to provide solutions quickly to thc
warfighter. NSWC Dahlgren has developed an indoor
test facility enabling the testing of most small arnis a
well as simulated and natural fragments. The entire
facility is computer controlled and uses advanced tech-

niques such as a laser velocimeter (developed at
Dahlgren) and high-speed digital imaging to proide
accurate data in a fast turn around time.

The fast-response teams have and will continue to support our troops in Iraq. The armor project is one A
many where engineers and scientists work diligently to
achieve ,Ititm bothIo I Se 1iesi d1ensurereedotim
prevail0.
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CNTPO Evaluates Commercial HF
Surface Wave Radar System
by

Charles Bogue

The DoD Counter-Narcoterrorism Technology Program Office
(CNTPO), located at NSWC Dahgren, Virginia, conducted an operational evaluation of a High Frequency Surface Wave Radar
(HFSWR) system from April - September of 2003 to determine
whether such technology could be used in the detection and tracking
of small maritime targets known as "go fast boats."
The evaluation process included system tuning, data processing algorithm refinement, data collection and preparation of a technical
report. It was concluded that the HFSWR system is capable of realtime detection and tracking of maritime vessels of all speeds and lowflying aircraft and helicopters simultaneously.
This evaluation was a valuable first step toward the design and production of a low cost, capable over-the-horizon tracking capability,
which can be offered for use by coalition partner nations.
The evaluation and subsequent technical report provides the results
obtained for Go-Fast Boat (GFB) detection and tracking by a portable
HFSWR at an operationally realistic test location at the Atlantic
Undersea Test and Evaluation Center (AUTEC), Andros Island,
Bahamas. Raytheon Canada, Ltd., provided both the operational system and was the principal test operator. The HFSWR evaluation used
a demonstration system similar to the one currently used by the
Canadian Fisheries department to monitor poachers operating off the
Canadian marihime provinces.

2
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section ot the Andros Island beaChtront. Ihe sStem transmitted tron
13.2-15 MHz using one 8kW power supply. Figure1 bdow hm \ hdi,
installed system with the transmit antennas appearine
photograph.
Based on the evaluation, the DoD CNTPO co
employing pulse compression and a quadrature Kbranik -od,
polyphase waveform, sufficient resolution, power, and suppression t
intrusive frequency sidebands for GFB could be achieved. Th
portable HFSWR signal-processing package was adapted to, and optimized for, the maritime counterdrug mission. Data provided indicatc
a high level of performance in the mitigation of additive and ml
plicative interference, as well as the enhancement of target i
interest.
In addition to verifying go-fast boat detection charm
CNTPO also evaluated the system's ability to detect other target sw
during the six-month trial. Characteristic detection ran2cs fbr the
targets ofopportuni::
- Go-Fast Boat: 50m
- Fishing Vessel (48'
- Twinturbo-prop ai
unm
- Twin rotor helicopter: -inm

-
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The Global Role of the Afloat Electromagnetic
Spectrum Operations Program
by

Margaret Neel and D. Mike Mearns

It was a dark and stormy nih. All thewindows of the homes and
shops were boarded up in preparation for the coming hurricane.
Disaster relief groups reviewed their plans for aiding those who may be
impacted by the storm. Navy ships prepared to get underway if needed to weather the hurricane.
Many people in coastal communities worldwide have faced this scenario. We've all seen pictures of the resulting devastation from hurricanes and other natural disasters. However, there is a key component
to our ability to weather and recover from such storms that is not visible: the electromagnetic (EM) frequency spectrum.
The EM spectrum impacts each of us every day of our lives - through
Our cell phones, our car door openers, garage doors, satellite and cable
television, radio stations, weather radars, airports, police and emergency services' radios, train service, water and power distribution, and
countless other services. Yet we typically take for granted that these
invisible airwaves will always finction as we expect. Imagine life if
every device that uses the EM spectrum failed to function for just one
hour!
With all of these services competing for the airwaves, someone must
act as the referee. National and international governing bodies have
been established to set the basic, high-level guidelines and rules for use
ofthe electromagnetic spectrum. At the implementation level, the ofi-
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cial U.S. Navy tool for achieving EM spectrum compatibility and mission assurance worldwide is the Afloat Electromagnetic Spectrum
Operations Program (AESOP).
The research, development, testing, evaluation, fielding, and fleet
support for AESOP is achieved by the Integrated Topside Design and
Spectrum Engineering Branch, J53, of the Naval Surface Warfare
Center Dahigren Division (NSWCDD). NSWCDD has been on the
forefront of creating solutions to EM spectrum interference since the
1960s and has created software products that are used by forwarddeployed Sailors in the U.S. Navy, U.S. Coast Guard, Military Sealift
Command, and allied countries.
The AESOP software provides Sailors with the ability to analyze and
resolve interference that may occur between their systems, as well as
between Navy systems and systems ashore. Those systems ashore
include the myriad of military and commercial devices upon which we
rely every day for our quality of life, our homeland security, and our
homeland defense. In response to the growing use of personal communication systems and other wireless devices, the AESOP software
must continually adapt to the changing regulations and requirements.
NSWCDD develops and delivers updates to AESOP as required to
meet these new challenges and the global demands on the electromagnetic spectrum.
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The AESOP user interface provides graphical representations of platforms,
systems spectrum use, and predicted interference levels.
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City ports, with their untold number of EM sources, present a challenging environments for ships. Above, sailors assigned to
the 7th Fleet amphibious command ship theUSS BLUE RIDGE (LCC 19) man-the-rails while pulling into Sydney, Australia.
AESOP is composed of high fidelity models, a genetic assignment
algorithm, and the requisite supporting data, packed together with a
user interface that provides solutions without requiring detailed knowledge of propagation or EM systems. AESOP allows the user to select
platforms and systems of interest from a database or create new ones
for analysis. The scope of platforms in AESOP's database includes all
U.S. Navy Fleet surface ships and submarines, some Navy aircraft, and
many ships from the Military Sealift Command, U.S. Coast Guard,
and all foreign countries except North Korea and China.
In addition to ships, AESOP's database of platforms includes many
shore sites that may exchange interference with Navy ships. For example, the Pacific Missile Range Facility and the U.S. Army Patriot
Missile System are included in the database. Detailed parameters for
over 2000 platforms and over 600 emitters and receivers are
researched, corroborated, and maintained in the AESOP database.
The AESOP interference analysis models use detailed parametric data
to determine whether a system may be affected by interference from
one or more systems in an operational area. The parametric data,
which is stored in AESOP's database or can be created by the user,
includes details about transmitter power, transmitter spectrum, receiver sensitivity, receiver bandwidth, signal type, antenna characteristics,
and even the level of difficulty associated with re-tuning the system.
All this information is used to provide operational solutions that are
fast, accurate, and easy to implement. For easy interpretation of the
results, AESOP displays color-coded graphical representations of predicted interference. AESOP users can view the potential interference
levels and mitigation requirements both before and after AESOPs
genetic assignment algorithm has optimized the spectrum usage for all
wstems.
-Ihe AESOP user initcrface. siown below prosides the iniliar look

2005

and feel of popular commercial software products, such as Microsoft
Office®. Because these design standards and conventions are familiar
to U.S. Navy personnel, AESOP users are generally able to execute thL
software with little or no training. However, when special circumstances warrant, the NSWCDD AESOP team provides focused training upon request. In addition, the AESOP Team has been invited to
brief all deploying strike groups on potential interference problem,
that may affect their operations in theater. These face-to-face meeting
provide opportunities for collecting fleet requirements for softwar
improvements and for ensuring that all deploying forces are aware of
the most current legal guidance.
AESOP plays an important role in all fleet operations, ranging from
peacetime exercises to humanitarian aid to war. The on-going research
development, production, and fielding ofAESOP at NSWCDD, provides our deploying forces with the state-of-the-art software capabilities for spectrum coordination and ensures that our Nav can achieve
maximum interoperability throughout the world.
The next time you click your remote to lock Your car doors or pick
up your cell phone, remember that these quality-of-life gadgets share
the invisible airwaves with systems that support our military and our
homeland defense. More than quality of life, our nation's safety of air
travel, port security, and continuity of government rely to a larg
degree on assured access and compatible use of the EM spectrum.
NSWCDD is leading the way to develop and provide innovative solitions for achieving compatible operation and electromagnetic mission
assirancc tirogthout the Ilobe.
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Project ATHENA Demonstrates Global Shared
Situational Awareness
by

Charles Bogue

'shared Situational Awareness is defined as the effective knowledge of
Ill activities associated with the global environment that could impact
the security, safety, economy, or environment of the United States. A
leading effort addressing this need is Project ATHENA.
sponsored by NSWC Dahlgren Systems Research and Technology
Department (Code B07, the DoD Counter-Narcoterrorism
TLechnology Program Office (CNTPO)), Project ATHENA is a multiphase development and system integration activity. The goal of this
congressionally funded effort is to create a prototype system test bed
that can evaluate the various tools, processes, procedures, technologies.
and concepts of operation needed to create a Shared Situational
Awareness capability.
A key deliverable for the project is the development of a Maritime
Domain Awareness Fusion Center (MDAFC) that provides for the
integration, processing, fusion, and situational display of information
im sensors and other data sources from around the world.
The MDAFC System is structured as a Command, Control,
Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (C2ISR) node and uses

real-time, near real time, historical and meta-data to identify potential
threats originating in the maritime domain and aimed either at maritime targets or maritime infrastructure. Project ATHENA addresses
the range of activities relative to the standard steps for dealing with
C2ISR information based DoD guidance for conducting Joint ISR
operations:
Collect-ATHENA can support inputs from a wide range of sensors,
including radar, sonar, electro-opic (EO) and infra-red (IR) sensors,
VHF, and Over The Horizon (OTH) locating devices, as well as network-based feeds (such as the Automatic Identification System (AIS)
AISLive network and the Flight Explorer air picture network feed).
ATHENA can also access a number of open and closed databases to
collect a wide variety of data about individual targets. These databases
currently include U.S. Coast Guard databases and databases from
Lloyds for ship history, ownership, visualization, etc.
Process-The MDAFC takes the sensor and data inputs and translates
them into appropriate formats for exploitation within the ATHENA
system. Information from various sources related to individual tracks
and organized, indexed, and maintained for future use.
Exploit - The MDAFC has the capability to analyze the processed
data by implementing a number of doctrines. These doctrines are a set
of rules for the identification of anomalous situations. These anomalies
could be either behavioral or informational in nature. Behavioral
anomalies are those directly related to the location, interaction, or track
of one or more targets. Examples of behavioral anomalies include rendezvousing with a known suspect vessel, approaching a high-value asset
in a threatening formation, entering or practicing entry to an area of
critical infrastructure, having an AIS destination of one port at the
time of departure and arriving at another port, or following a behavioral pattern that indicates a significant likelihood of illegal activities.
Informational anomalies can include such things as having a
crewmember name on the vessels Notice of Arrival (NOA) which is
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The U.S. Coast Guard Island-class cutter Maui (WPB 1304) conducts a patrol near the Al Basra Iraqi Oil Terminal (ABOT) in the
Northern Arabian Gulf.. U.S. Navy photo by Photographers
Mate 2nd Class Samuel W. Shavers (RELEASED)
also on a law-enforcement watch list, having multiple ships with the
same AIS information, or having a vessel categorized as "retired or
"impounded" show up in a port. One further method of exploitation
supported by the MDAFC is the ability to perform analysis on track
data, looking for possible future threats for individual tracks, and to
provide visual coverage of targets when in range of EO/IR sensors.
Disseminate - The MDAFC has a number of ways of disseminating
information to a wide variety of information consumers. It includes its
own Situational Awareness display based on a product currently in uSe
by NORAD. The MDAFC also supports a number of standard interfaces to systems such as Global Command and Control System (GCCSL)
Theater Battle Management Core System (TBMCS), USAF/USMC
Tactical, Situational Awareness Data Link (SADL), Tactical Digital
Information Link (TADIL) A/B/J and Data Link Routers(ADM,
MTDS, IMTDS MSCS, TCG LinkPRO) and many others.
First Phase Results
The results ofthelI 1rsiT phie of Project ATHFNA deelopiient were
demonstrated in October of 2004, five months after contract award.
This demonstration went beyond the current port security "segmented" systems and addressedthe global maritime domain. It consisted of
a test bed of networked sensors within the Narragansett Bay area and
feeds from existing sensors providing regional, national, and international coverage. It presented significant technological accomplishmentv
including rapid sensor integration, sensor fusion, sensor control, track
correlation, behavioral and information anomaly detection, and operator cteing mechanisms. Live local (organic), regional, and global ince-
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site

sensors for the beta

(Narragansett

Bay)

_ilihr significant addl

tion

in Demonstration 2 will

included:
Surface search radar
using
three
Raytheon
Mariner 2200 (AN/SPS-7
sets
*
EO/IR sensors usmg
COTS (four color and three
thermal imaging) camera sets
*
Feed from Over The
Horizon air/surface search
radar using the Relocatable
Over the Horizon Radar
(ROTHR)

be the ability to use informanion about a specific target to
automatically direct sensors
to that target to get better
information. For example, as
ATHENA projects a ship
track across the ocean, a software agent identifies when
that ship is within range of a
long-range sensor (for example) and can automatically
generate a tasking order to
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Homelana Defcnse Pau McHae
direct that sensor to attempt
* Automatic Identification
gestures while making a point during a demonstration of Project to locate the ship.
System (AIS) coverage, pro- ATHENA.
Demonstration 2 will add
viding detailed ship data for
examples of linking the
cooperating targets
MDAFC with standard systems such as GCCS-M and the U.S. Coast
* Tag/Track/Locate Beacon data, providing information about tar- Guard JHOC for sharing of track data. The MDAFC will also provide
gets selected by enforcement agencies
a web-based interface that allows for the easy dissemination of Track
* FAA feed, providing combined air/surface MDA
Reports (which provides detailed ship information) and Port Reports
Operator and C2 system cueing using mission specific surveillance (which provide detailed port information such as port facilities and a
doctrines and rule based anomaly detection methods included:
list of inbound vessels).
*
Vessel information anomaly assessment for target intent (e.g.
One of the most significant MDFAC capabilities planned to be
crew/cargo manifests, vessel history)
demonstrated is the sharing and distribution of the fused MDA intel*Vessel entry/exit from specific AOI
ligence and information, situational awareness, analysis and anomaly
*Vessel course and speed variances
detection alerts, and collaborative control features between distributed
* Possible vessel interactions
nodes across geographic regions. Baseline 2 will stand up multiple
*Pattern
recognition (e.g. threat formations of small boats)
MDAFC Systems and share the Operational Picture with multiple
The ATHENA architecture provides an extendable, scalable, open
information consumers that will help detect maritime threats. Local
framework to rapidly add new sensor and information sources, analyShared Situational Awareness will be either part of Project ATHENA,
sis tools, and supports interoperation and situational awareness sharing i.e. MDAFC installations, or currently operational systeis stih asdhe
with existing command centers and enterprise systems.
Coast Guard's Joint Harbor Operation CentersUHOC).
The MDAFC is primarily an integration platform. Key to the abiliIn summary, Project ATHENA is a Shared Situational Aaiicnesst
tv to quickly and cost-effectively integrate new capabilities into the bed with capabilities to address the global and national Domain
MDAFC is the openness of the architecture, architecture design, and,
Awareness needs for security and defense missions. It is successftull%
by extension, the system implementation. These requirements drive demonstrating how a modern C2ISR architecture approach built on
the MDAFC architecture to be a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)
joint DoD principals and standards is feasible and effective. Project
using, as a minimum, an external web service-based interface.
ATHENA today provides:
The architectural direction provided by the above requirements will * Fusion for Maritime Homeland Defense Intelligence, Surveillance,
ensure that the MDAFC will be compatible with new systems being and Reconnaissance (ISR) data integration
felded - for example those compatible with the Distributed Common
* National level Shared Situational Awareness - integrates local,
Ground System (DCGS) and the DCGS Integration Backbone regional, and long range surveillance with high performance correla(DIB).
tion and tracking
* Rapidly detects, tracks, identifies anomalies, and delivers actionBaseline 2 Demo
able intelligence to end users
The Project AFHENA Baseline 2 demonstration, scheduled for
* Robust architecture that is open, scalable, and allows rapid evolusumminer 2005, will highlight system collaborative C2 and interoper- tions/upgrades of new data sources
.ibility and show a number of new MDAFC capabilities, including the * Cooperative and non-cooperative tracking of threats far from boraddition of several new sensors, a data feed from the Coast Guard ders
Common Operational Picture and several new data sources. Also * User friendly common operating picture - common with existing
included will be the ability to continuously monitor vessels independ(2 centers
ent of operator oversight by projecting vessel locations when there is * Enhanced scenario planningsimutlation and scriptingfeatures
no direct sensor coverage. All of these new capabilities will build upon
\
\LmeadicE
e 3apabilities.
TIFh
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USV for Force Protection
And Beyond
by James Pollock
0iidren of all ages love to play with remote controlled toy boats. For
biggr "kids" who play with much larger boats, Unmanned Surface
ehicles (USVs) are the newest and most capable toys on the block.
Ihese vehicles have the advantage of remote operation, and can be
equipped with a variety of payloads that offer superior force protection
for the Fleet.

Remote controlled boats have been used for years by the U.S. Navy
as targets for gun practice, but now adding mission-capable sensors
nd weapons to small boats is becoming a transforming influence on
the future Navy. In the mid-1990s, a small effort called OWL examtied small USVs for surveillance applications. However, although
unmanned vehicles in the air, on the ground, and undersea were under
development and application, the surface application remained largely
unexplored.
In the early 2000s, the Navy began to focus on projects in the area of
USVs and, in 2002, the SPARTAN Scout Advanced Concept
Technology Demonstration (ACTD) was approved by the Deputy
Under-Secretary of Defense for Advanced Systems and Concepts
DUSD (AS&C). In the years following, other USV efforts emerged
in Government and private industry. The Office of Naval Research
began a formal USV program to explore U SV platfor 1t ecolo
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The development and deployment of the SPARTAN USV

Industry has also initiated USV projects, which would support force
protection missions, because this area is viewed as a growth market. In
one such effort, Rafael (Israel) has developed an integrated combat system, called PROTECTOR, with sensors and weapons for force protection. In another effort, the SENTINEL is being developed via a
Small Business Innovative Research project by Accurate Automation
using Boston Whaler platforms.
The SPARTAN Scout ACTD, under development by Naval
Undersea Warfare Center Division Newport (NUWCDIVNPT), is
one of the most advanced USV systems. SPARTAN, a modular, reThe Leading Edge

Navy photo by Photographers Mate 1st Class Martin Maddocl
configurable, multi-mission, high-speed, semi-autonomous USV, is a

joint coalition vehicle aimed at addressing warfighting needs in the
increasing complex and contested littorals. This USV recently reached
a major operational milestone when it was deployed ahead of schedule
With the USS ENTERPRISE (CVN 65) Carrier Strike Group in the
\rabian Sea to undergo operational testing. This was the first introduction to the Fleet of the SPARTAN, which was installed aboard USS
GETTYSBURG (CG 64) with all its software and hardware operat onally functional. The deployment marked the first unmanned operaionof a USV conducted from a U.S. warship at sea. The successful
is considered a significant achievement in the development of
tinure USVs.
Onits firstmajordeployment, theU.S.Navyexperimental23-botlong SPARTAN Scout class USV received much praise for the exercise

A
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USS Gettysburg (CG 64) comes along side USS Enterprise (CVN
the "Shadowhawks" of Tactical Electronic Warfare Squadron I

onducted. The controllers on the USS GETTSBURG sent the

SPARTAN to patrol close to the coast. As part of its mission with the
USS ENTERPRISE, SPARTAN demonstrated its abilities as a Force
Protection asset by providing an effective response to asymmetric
threats. In a recent letter to Defense News, Vice Admiral James G.
Stavridis, who commanded the USS ENTERPRISE Strike Group
during the deployment, noted that "SPARTAN Scout meets a need for
ship force protection."
NUWCDIVNPT designed the SPARTAN to provide a low-cost
force multiplier with integrated expeditionary sensor and weapon systems for use against asymmetric threats (e.g., small boats and mines).
The USV provides increased sensor coverage in a net-centric environment, thus enabling a rapid establishment of battlespace dominance
while eliminating unnecessary risk to personnel and naval vessels.
The ACTD program is jointly sponsored by the DUSD(AS&C), the
U.S. Navy, the U.S. Army, the Republic of Singapore and the Republic
2005
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bility to "think" for itself, thus avoiding problems. As a result, SPARTAN Scout is capable of providing surveillance in a harbour, not only
or Navy ships, but also for U.S. Coast Guard units available for port
ccurity. It can also provide reconnaissance for ships passing through
narrow maritime choke points.
The USV can be reconfigured to perform a variety of missions includ-

ing

Counter-Terrorism/Force Protection; Port/Harbour Security;
Intelligence: Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR): and Undersea
'Warfare.
"It can be modified for mine detection or anti-submarine warfare.

When equipped with a HELLFIRE or JAVELIN missiles, it can attack
other surface vessels or conduct precision strikes ashore. And, unlike
any other unmanned system, communications to aircraft, ships, and
Submarines can be relayed by the USV," wrote RADM Stavridis.

NUWCDIVNPT technically manages the SPARTAN program, with
the U.S. Third Fleet developing its concept of operations and the U.S.
,urins
rouune iiSnt operations, as anl tA-b Prowier trom
ne Four One (VAQ-141) makes a carrier arrested landing. U.S.

of France, with the U.S. Paciic Command as the User Sponsor. The
ACTD program speeds technologies to the warfighters by funding

Pacific Command overseeing the effort. Other participants include the
Governments of Singapore and France; the Naval Surface Warfare
Center Divisions Carderock and Crane; SPAWAR Systems Center,
San Diego; the U.S. Army; Northrop Grunmman: Raytheon: and
Integrated Maritime Platforms International.

their demonstration and assessment and, if successful, eases them im
acquisition. This program has facilitated the move of SPARTAN Scout
out of the lab and to the carrier strike group. The program has funded continued development, until more Navy funding follows, which

provides scheduling flexibility and enabled SPARTAN Scout to met
deployment timelines. The ACTD program also provided higher visibility for the SPARTAN, which resulted in Army and international
support for developing its many uses.

SPARTAN Scout is capable of carrying payloads of 3000 and 5000
pounds for 7- and 11-meter craft, respectively. Equipped with a
day/night camera, radar and radio gear, the USV is able to broadcast
video and radar images back to the ship. In the event that contact with
theshipislost,advancedsoftware provides SPARTAN with the capa-

SPARTAN AT/FP USV configured with .50 cal
machine gun and high-fidelity ele o-optics to
support the Global War On Terror a an asset for
force protection, maritime interdicti and homeland security.

Personnelman 3rd Class Christopher L. Marino from Memphis,
Tenn., uses a remote control to steer a modified Rigid Hull
Inflatable Boat (RHIB) called the Spartan Scout. U.S. Navy
photo by Photographer's Mate Airman Justin McGarry.
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Homeland and Force Protection

JLENS RAID Advanced Targeting and
Surveillance System
by Adam Parsley
Naval Surface Warfare Center Crane provides systems and software
engineering support for the U.S. Army JLENS RAID Joint Land
Attack Cruise Missile Defense Elevated Netted Sensor System / Rapid
Acrostat Initial Deployment). The RAID system provides situational
awareness and force protection using an optical and thermal camera
1

n .<Ar

<atesting

graphical user interface (GUI) for the camera controls (Fig. 3). The
full screen image in Figure 3 shows the computer display in its current
configuration, having gone through a full year of evolution.
Enhancements to the software have been made based upon user feedback from operators in Iraq and Afghanistan, as well as Crane's own
and observations
of field operations.

ihe camera, a Star SAFIRE III by FLR Systems Inc, consists of a stabilized turret incorporating two daytime color cameras and a thermal
imager along with an eye-safe laser rangefinder (Fig. 1). The sensor is
controlled from a ground control station via an optical fiber link.
Software Enhancements
Initially the Army fielded RAID systems in April 2003 to Operation
Etiduring Freedom (OEF) with the video and ranging capability
inherent to the Star SAFIRE II, which were displayed on a monitor at
the ground control station (Fig 2). NSWC Crane engineers were able
to enhance the utility of the system by incorporating Crane-generated
software commonly called the Modular Mission Payload Architecture
INMPA) suite. Irnegratinga map ovCrlaV, targct track table and

Figure 2.
Original RAID
Ground Control
Station

38 The Leading Edge

With the RAID softwara
nhancement, the operator can continuoush
relate the cameras location and line of sight to
the position of landmarks
andtargets. The software
console displays the cancras location on the operitor's choice of multipk
naps or satellite imager\.
When the laser rangefindLr is fired at a target, an
icon instantly appears on
the map in the target 5
respective location. The
target also appears in i
track table that displa"N
the target's range, bearing.
and coordinates in both
Latitude and Longitude
and MGRS.
Figure 4. RAID System deployed
The software allows the on oil platform in Persian Gulf.
camera to be slaved automatically back to a target
with only a few clicks of the mouse. Screen graphics duplicate thc
functions of the sensor's hand control unit, allowing complete 'pointand-click' control.
Additionally, the software provides messaging capabilities to network
systems such as the Advanced Field Artillers Tactical Data s.om
(AFATDs i

Platforms
Crane exceLtd the Co1ept

tmon

nraonau

tmobile tower

tm

to replace legacy and obsolete tower systems currently utilized inthcater. Crane delivered all three ofthese systems to the field less thanfie
weeks after the requirement was identified.
Crane has aided in the creation of a concept demonstration model of
a mobile tower system. The Tower Solutions Inc tower istypically
used as a mobile lighting platform for large events such as thOlympics or for stage lighting at concerts. NSWC Crane enginerLs
interfaced with the manufacturer to develop a system that has a smaller emplacement footprint, takes less time to set up, and can lift ti e

2005
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Figure 3. RAID Ground Control Station
with NSWC Crane software enhancements (left). Current software console
(below).

Going to the Front

M_

FIn th

Icrnhasc

the payload ofthe originaltower. Ie new protouype tower design cuts the setup time of a RAI
from four hours to less than 30 minutes. Th
capability is important in testing and in the 1i1I
heni a sy~tems optics need cleaned or the cic

_

Aerostat and Airship

NSWC

Cranc perormed multiple engineering tasksasSocIated With

the RAID aerostat platform and a concept demonstration airship.
Engineers at Crane worked to integrate an Inertial Measurement Unit
I IMU) and Global Positioning System (GPS) onto the aerostat sensor
payload. At 15 meters long, the aerostat can hoist 150 pounds to an
altitude of 1,000 ft above ground level. The IMU/GPS devices measLre the precise position and orientation of the camera system on board,
which is critical data in determining the position oftargets that are
.d with the laser rangefmnder.
rane first demonstrated the IMU/GPS capability in September
1, when the system was installed on an airship, or blimp, that flew
iiuliiple missions over Washington DC. Crane built and installedi
electronics payload rack, and Crane personnel flew multiple missio'
0inTudinhe

2005

OpcrationinuringI

A
reedom. \With round 950 inan-days in theatcr

from January 2004 to April 2005, Crane personnel have gone intowar
zones in Afghanistan, Iraq, and the Persian Gulf to install and upgra,.
systems. NSWC Crane has maintained onefield service representati\
(FSR) position in Iraq since January 2004, and established a seconJ
position in June of 2004 at the request of the Army. Fifteen differeil
personnel, government and contractors, with NSWC Crane have tra'
eled to Iraq or Afghanistan in support of the JLENS RAID program.
Each of these individuals can attest to the direct impact that Crane
making in the operational theiter
that \Varfighters ha\c , i i _ i

I.
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rdlx manx
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155-mm Howitzer

ID) va

Test Range Operations

Description: The Hoitzr-

1

used at Dahlgren to suppo'
testin g of fuze and project
designs.

Maximum Firimy Rate:

Military I

testing

4

,

or
c=

technol>

a

projcctiles.
Maximum Firing Rate:

i3

Nn p'(1rinote

Military Use: Currently being installed on Arleigh
Burke-Class Aegis destroyers

to

une-ut-a

->

test ixture used to evia,
the electronic component,
new projectile designs
insure survi\
l iIN d I-

K

\'att/ Smit

r:J

W1nfirre Center

Dahlgren, Virginia

oiiic iui
Military Use: Experimental mount
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EXPLOSIVE EXPERIMENTAL
(EEA) RANGE COMPLEX

that is effective agaIt
surface and airborne thrc.iIs s

ARE

as well as targets on shore. IT
target coverage with its extIemneaccurac\, ilg I rIaes

of fire, and proven effective surface target
ammunition types.

Maximum Firing Rate: 220 rounds per minute
Military Use: Used on the United States Coast
Guard Maritime Security Cutter

Ordnance Testing and Deton
Description: Sa fety jnd,

ilt1

environmental testini
'-9-ordnance items for ti
Department of Defense i
conducted in this area. P:o
r;._X0
of Dahlgren's mission is I

perform testing and eval.u

76-mm, 62-caliber, Mk 75

IIni

ordnance items and weapons systems safe for fleet
use.

is a

versatile intermediate-caliberI
naval gun for patrol craft and
effective against airborne iti a I

1a.

Maximum Firing Rate:

is an all-pur .m

small- to medium- displiac
ment ship applications. It 1,

hitblguib

launch shock.

oun

highly flexible mediulm
caliber shipboard weap.

Description: This gun
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5-inch/62-caliber Mk 45 Mod 4
Description: The Navy\
latest version of the 5-ine
gun system began land-base
at Dahlgren in Auc
of 1998. This gun is use
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surface targets. The loadin- 1
o4 the gunmount
is fully\automata.
Maximum Firing Rate: 80-100 rounds per minute
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NSWC Dahlgren's Public Affairs Office has
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Military Use: Used on FFG-7 Perry Class GuIided

Prepared by hIe Public Affairs Office, NSWC Dahlgren
Formorecopicscall 1-540-653-8154
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Missile Frigates and the larger Coast Guard- lamilton

Distribution Unlimited

In our continued effort to be a good neighbor,
prepared this pamphlet for areas impacted by
noise and boating restrictions generated by
tests and cvaliations.
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